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ABSTRACT
Dietsche, Sarah Jean. PhD. The University of Memphis. May, 2016. Sound
Divide: American Popular Music’s Response to the “War on Terror” during the George
W. Bush Administration. Advisor: Kenneth Kreitner, PhD.
On September 11, 2001, members of Congress, standing in front of the Capitol building,
spontaneously broke out into a heartfelt version of "God Bless America." From that day
on, music played an important role in society as related to 9/11 and the subsequent War
on Terror. It is my intention to provide an extended deliberation on the conspicuous and
varied popular music of this era. By studying post-9/11 musicians and musical expression
during the George W. Bush administration, we can develop an understanding of the
culture within which they emerged and place this understanding within a broader
historical context. I have looked at two main questions in relation to this music: How did
popular music in the post-9/11 era shape the social climate within which it existed, and
how was post-9/11 popular music shaped by that social climate? This dissertation
assesses the main themes found in popular music related to the War on Terror during
Bush’s presidency. Using musical and textual analysis, I discuss how these themes were
framed in the music itself. Through analysis of historical documents, I also demonstrate
how these musical reactions either resonated or clashed with the cultural climate of the
audience and the nation. I demonstrate that the popular music of this era closely reflected
the range of societal responses to 9/11, the war, the president, and the state of American
society and thereby provides a window into the overall cultural climate of this tumultuous
time. I also show that while popular music itself was heavily influenced by the political
climate, it conversely affected little to no change on socio-political activities. I provide
some possible explanations for this as contrasted with the Vietnam Era.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Picture it: Louisiana, 2003. A thirty-three-thousand-pound tractor approaches a
pile of CDs and other musical paraphernalia strewn on top of a camouflage cloth on the
pavement. A gangly twelve-year-old girl defiantly tosses another CD into the pile. A man
in jeans and a black cowboy hat directs the tractor driver where to steer to affect the most
destruction. Hundreds of protesters stand around holding red, white, and blue balloons
and American flags, angrily cheering the tractor on as it moves to obliterate the objects.
These protestors represented supporters of George W. Bush, and the CDs represented his
newest and most unsuspected opponents, country music’s sweethearts, the Dixie Chicks.
This surreal scene came just days after Natalie Maines said to the Dixie Chicks’
London audience, “Just so you know, we’re on the good side with y’all. We do not want
this war, this violence. And we’re ashamed the President of the United States is from
Texas.”1 In retrospect, it is hard to imagine this kind of venom directed at a musician just
for speaking her mind, but these were emotional times. It had only been a year and half
since the 9/11 attacks and it was mere days before President Bush launched a war with
Iraq. Rather than acting as an example of extremity, this reaction became a kind of
bellwether and warning to other musicians which shaped the entire music industry in the
post-9/11 era.2
The terror which inspired this response began on September 11, 2001. The attacks
of that day changed American society forever. Never again would we walk innocently

1

Shut Up and Sing, directed by Barbara Kopple and Cecilia Peck (Weinstein Company,
November 10, 2006), DVD (February 20, 2007).
2

The Dixie Chicks are discussed more in depth in the chapter “F the President.”
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through airport security checkpoints without our luggage, clothing, and bodies being
scrutinized for weapons. Never again could we sit trustingly in an airplane knowing that
those we shared the plane with were just fellow innocent travelers. Never again would we
be completely sure when we were in a conspicuous building, event, or crowd that we
were safe. And never again would we be blissfully ignorant that a plane could be more
than just a convenient mode of transportation. The subsequent vulnerability felt by
Americans created a situation that inspired emotional reactions and limited rationality.
The mention of 9/11 created a trigger-like response, bringing forth feelings of grief,
helplessness, and anger which permitted media and politicians to influence emotions for
their own motives. The disconnect between the reality and the public perception of the
post-9/11 era and its figureheads led to vicious arguments between different factions of
American society. And the confusion, fear, and subsequent political climate led to the
ongoing conflict nebulously dubbed the “War on Terror.”
Most American adults today experienced 9/11 and the War on Terror in some way
during the George W. Bush administration, and it still remains a difficult and contentious
subject. It is my intention to provide an extended deliberation on one of this period’s
most conspicuous and varied cultural products—popular music. By studying post-9/11
musicians and musical expression during the Bush administration, we can develop an
understanding of the culture within which it emerged, while still continuously situating
this understanding within a historical context. We are then able to look at emotionally
laden times with some emotional distance, allowing us to see reality through the rhetoric.
I aim to describe the unique circumstances of this era from the perspective of those who
experienced it firsthand. Music often loses its implications over time as it is removed

2

from its original milieu, but by documenting it thus, I hope to preserve as much of the
pertinent detail as possible.
Literature Review
A number of articles or portions of books have focused on specific musicians or
songs which were of particular note in the post-9/11 era such as Bruce Springsteen, 3
Green Day, 4 Daryl Worley’s “Have You Forgotten,”5 Audioslave’s “Doesn’t Remind
Me,”6 and of course the Dixie Chicks.7 These articles often provide extremely detailed
analysis of songs and/or the musicians’ response to 9/11 and/or the War on Terror. They
are helpful in understanding undercurrents in the music and looking at it from an alternate
perspective—as in the protesting of hegemonic masculinity in the case of Audioslave.
Some musicians were influential enough during the time to warrant entire books or even
movies which analyzed or chronicled their contributions. Bruce Springsteen has had a
number of books written about him post-9/11.8 They generally focus on his poetic

3

Bryan Garman, “Models of Charity and Spirit: Bruce Springsteen, 9/11, and the War on Terror,”
in Music in the Post 9/11 World, ed. Jonathan Ritter and J. Martin Daughtry (New York: Routledge, 2007),
71-89. Nadia Kaneva, “Popular Music, Religion, and 9/11: Analysis of Two Music Albums,” (Paper
Presented at the Annual Meeting of the International Communication Association, New Orleans Sheraton,
New Orleans, LA, May 27, 2004).
4

Dorian Lynskey, “Green Day/’American Idiot’/2004,” in 33 Revolutions per Minute: A History
of Protest Songs, from Billie Holiday to Green Day (New York: Harper Collins, 2011). 521-33.
5

Peter J. Schemlz, “‘Have You Forgotten?’: Darryl Worley and the Musical Politics of Operation
Iraqi Freedom,” in Music in the Post 9/11 World, ed. Jonathan Ritter and J. Martin Daughtry (New York:
Routledge, 2007), 123-54. This collection also contains articles on popular music’s response from 2001to
2004, the “America: A Tribute to Heroes” benefit concert, post-9/11 musical censorship, American and
Canadian television soundscapes, classical music, and post-9/11 music in other countries.
6

Jessica M. Prody, “Protesting War and Hegemonic Masculinity in Music Videos: Audioslave’s
‘Doesn’t Remind Me,’” Women’s Studies in Communication 38, no. 4 (2015): 440-61.
7

Gabriel Rossman, “Elites, Masses, and Media Blacklists: The Dixie Chicks Controversy,” Social
Forces 83, no. 1 (September 2004): 61-79.
8

David Masciortra, Working on a Dream: The Progressive Political Vision of Bruce Springsteen
(New York: Continuum International, 2010). Donald L. Deardorff, II, Bruce Springsteen: American Poet
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devices, the philosophies represented in his music, and his role as a voice for the common
American man. Steve Earle was also the subject of at least one book and an article
chronicling his music and political involvement.9 Books on specific musicians tend to
look at their entire careers and put forth some theory as to their overall message and goals
as musicians. They are useful when looking for in-depth analysis of meaning and
overarching trends in the music, but they also tend to glorify individuals. My research
looks at these ideas from a much broader perspective and attempts to portray these
musicians and their messages in a nonbiased light, situating their work within the larger
societal conversations.
Scholarship on the Dixie Chicks is slightly different since they were an unusual
case in the post-9/11 musical scene. Articles, 10 books,11 and even movies12 have focused
on chronicling their experience and providing some insight or explanation for why and
how the controversy over them happened. There has also been discussion on how it
affected their later career and the careers of others.13 Tangentially related to this topic,
and Prophet (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 2013). Robert Coles, Bruce Springsteen’s America (New
York: Random House, 2003). Doug Anderson, Bruce Springsteen and Philosophy: Darkness on the Edge of
Truth (Chicago: Open Court, 2013). Marc Dolan, Bruce Springsteen and the Promise of Rock ‘n’ Roll
(New York: W. W. Norton & Co., Inc., 2012).
9

David McGee, Steve Earle: Fearless Heart, Outlaw Poet (San Francisco: Backbeat Books,
2005). Dorian Lynskey, “Steve Earle/‘John Walker’s Blues’/2002: Saying the Unsayable After 9/11,” in 33
Revolutions Per Minute: A History of Protest Songs, from Billie Holiday to Green Day (New York: Harper
Collins, 2011), 506-20.
10

Christian Griffiths, “The Dixie Chicks 2001–2003: The Dissonances of Gender and Genre in
War Culture,” Media, War, & Conflict 8, no. 2 (2015): 229–43.
11

Andrew S. McFarland, Boycotts and Dixie Chicks: Creative Political Participation at Home and
Abroad (London: Routledge, 2015).
12

Shut Up and Sing, directed by Barbara Kopple and Cecilia Peck (Weinstein Company,
November 10, 2006), DVD (February 20, 2007).
13

Molly Brost, “Post-Dixie Chicks Country: Carrie Underwood and the Negotiation of Feminist
Country Identity,” in The Politics of Post-9/11 Music: Sounds, Trauma, and the Music Industry in the Time
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there has been some scholarship on the effects of media consolidation and censorship on
post-9/11 music.14 My dissertation essentially compiles this scholarship and provides an
overall picture of the Dixie Chicks controversy, how it and media consolidation affected
music and musicians in the post-9/11 era, and what these circumstances signaled in
American society. I have also used these topics to theorize the lack of effectiveness in
post-9/11 protest music.
There have been a number of articles15 and books16 addressing specific genres and
their reaction to 9/11 and the War on Terror. This scholarship provides an overview of
trends within individual genres as they relate to post-9/11 discourse. This research has
been highly valuable as it provides a broader scope within a detailed topic. The Carter,
Reagan, Bush Sr., Clinton, Bush Jr., & Obama Blues focuses on reactions to each of
these presidents in blues and gospel music by analyzing textual themes.17 Country music
was of particular note, as it was Ground Zero for much of the post-9/11 debate.18 Chris

of Terror, ed. Joseph P. Fisher and Brian Flota (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2011), 161-73.
14

Eric Nuzum, “Crash Into Me, Baby: America’s Implicit Music Censorship Since 11
September,” in Shoot the Singer! Music Censorship Today, ed. Marie Korpe (London: Zed Books Ltd.,
2004), 149-59. Martin Scherzinger, “Music, Corporate Power, and Unending War,” Cultural Critique 60
(Spring 2005): 23-67.
15

Many articles of this type (including discussions of rock, hip-hop, punk, indie, and heavy metal)
can be found in Joseph P. Fisher and Brian Flota, eds., The Politics of Post-9/11 Music: Sounds, Trauma,
and the Music Industry in the Time of Terror (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2011). This book also contains
articles concerning other aspects of post-9/11 music including: the electronization of music, the resurgence
of cassette culture, the complexity of post-9/11 protest, improvisation, Nine Inch Nails and media
convergence, and recycling sixties styles.
16

Jason Stonerook, Rock ’n’ Politics (Bloomington, IN: iUniverse, Inc., 2008).

17

Guido van Rijn, The Carter, Reagan, Bush Sr., Clinton, Bush Jr., & Obama Blues (Netherlands:
Agram Blues Books, 2012).
18

Andrew Boulton, “The Popular Geopolitical Wor(l)ds of Post-9/11 Country Music,” Popular
Music and Society 31, no. 3 (July 2008): 373–87.
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Willman’s book, Rednecks and Bluenecks: The Politics of Country Music19 has been one
of my go-to sources as it documents the most contentious genre in the post-9/11 era.
Willman provides both primary and secondary research as he analyzes country musicians,
the meaning of their songs, and their interaction with society and politics, but he also
personally interviewed a number of the musicians he references. My discussion of
country musicians leans heavily on his material while situating this genre within a larger
discourse and relating it to other genres and musicians whose work influenced, or was
influenced by, the politics of country music.
The remaining scholarship on post-9/11 popular music is closely related to my
work though often with a different focus. Articles which reference post-9/11 popular
music have discussed thematic trends such as debate over what it means to be an
American. 20 Other articles provide an overview of how popular music has reflected
public opinion. 21 One such article shows the mirroring between music and society from
World War I through the Iraq War.22 Another focuses just on Iraq but limits its scope to
anti-war music. 23 For more wide-ranging scholarship, there have been two books written

19

Chris Willman, Rednecks and Bluenecks: The Politics of Country Music (New York: The New
Press, 2005).
20

Martin Cloonan, “Musical Responses to September 11th: From Conservative Patriotism to
Radicalism,” in 9/11 – The World’s All Out of Tune” Populäre Musik Nach Dem 11. September 2001, ed.
Dietrich Helms and Thomas Phleps (Bielefeld, Germany: Transcript Verlag, October 1, 2004):11-32.
21

Justin Patch, “Total War, Total Anti-War: Music, Holism, and Anti-War Protest,”
Ethnomusicology Review 18 (2013).
22

Christina Tomlinson, “America’s Changing Mirror: How Popular Music Reflects Public
Opinion During Wartime,” Explorations V (2010): 40-64.
23

Thomas Shevory, “All We Are Singing: Popular Musical Responses to the Iraq War,” Poroi 5,
no. 1 (2008): 1-38.
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on the subject. American Myths in Post-9/11 Music24 also looks at the differing opinions
on what it means to be American and how these opinions played out in country music
versus Bruce Springsteen’s The Rising. One master’s thesis compared the responses to
9/11 in popular music and classical music and how effective these two genres were at
communicating societal reactions. 25 Two previous dissertations have also focused on
popular music during this era. One of these documented nationalism in post-9/11 popular
music and how popular music is used as a deliberative discourse as society grapples with
overriding questions.26 The second compared protest music during the Vietnam War to
protest music during the Iraq/Afghanistan Wars by looking at quantitative sales data. 27
The latter study was particularly useful as Jeneve Brooks found there was actually more
music created during the War on Terror than during Vietnam and offered additional
insight as to the differing circumstances between the two conflicts. While both of these
dissertations argued their theories from a musical perspective, neither analyzed much of
the actual music. All of this research is valuable in that it provides portions of the story of
the interaction of popular music and society in the post-9/11 era.
My dissertation builds on much of this previous research by looking at music
which referenced the War on Terror through a broad lens, taking in the most relevant
genres, themes, and societal trends of the era. I have done this by detailing musicians’
24

Daniele Cuffaro, American Myths in Post-9/11 Music (London: Sparkling Books, 2011).

25

Andrew Robertson Claassen, “After the Towers Fell: Musical Responses to 9/11,” (master’s
thesis, University of Miami, January 1, 2009), accessed June 11, 2016,
http://scholarlyrepository.miami.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1203&context=oa_theses.
26

Lisa Renee Foster, “Music, Publics, and Protest: The Cultivation of Democratic Nationalism in
Post-9/11 America,” (PhD diss., University of Texas at Austin, August 2006) accessed June 11, 2016,
https://utexas-ir.tdl.org/bitstream/handle/2152/2688/fosterl04707.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y.
27

Jeneve R. Brooks, “The Silent Soundtrack: Anti-War Music from Vietnam to Iraq,” (PhD diss.,
Fordham University, May 2009).
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actions as well as by analyzing the actual musical, textual, and visual content of the
music itself. I intended to look at the era and the music from a macro perspective to see
the interactions between genres, musicians, politics, and society from September 11,
2001, through the end of George W. Bush’s presidency. I have chosen to limit it as such
for many reasons. Popular music has always been the voice of the masses, and by looking
only at popular music produced in the United States, I am attempting to get to the heart of
the specific experience of those living in the U.S. I have stopped at the end of Bush’s
presidency for a very practical reason: the War on Terror is ongoing and may be so for an
unforeseeable length of time. There is still music being written in reaction to the war and
the current president, but the dissertation would never end if I attempted—and waited—
to study all of it. Also, George W. Bush’s presidency was the time of the most intense
emotional reactions related to 9/11 and the war, and the end of it is, therefore, a logical
stopping point. Although the War on Terror actually encompassed multiple individual
military conflicts, (the Iraq War, the War in Afghanistan, etc.), generally, I will refer to
“the war” as a combined concept unless otherwise specifically indicated. I have
referenced other events during George W. Bush’s presidency (i.e., Hurricane Katrina, the
Great Recession), but I have generally not included songs specifically written in reaction
to these events except as related to the War on Terror.
Inclusion Criteria
I have chosen popular songs and musicians that represent six major social trends
in the post-9/11 era: commemorating 9/11, the push for war, support for the troops,
protesting the war, protesting the president and his administration, and the divisions
between Americans. Multiple factors contributed to my choices for inclusion in this
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study. Songs or musicians whose careers obviously affected the national dialogue, such
as the Dixie Chicks, Bruce Springsteen, and Toby Keith, have been included to provide
the basic framework of the era. This was determined by the prevalence of discussion
about them in periodicals, mass media, and scholarly research. This is documented in the
literature review section of the introduction as well as in the body of the dissertation
related to the discussion of individual artists. The remaining songs and musicians were
chosen because they fleshed out the picture. It is worth noting that there are a great deal
of unknown artists and amateur musicians that I have either discussed or included in the
lists at the end of each chapter. The exponential growth of technology and the internet
during this era allowed for a sort of DIY mentality in which anyone could record and
distribute music. This is a major contrast to the Vietnam era where the music that was
produced for mass distribution was completely controlled by record companies.
Many songs were chosen because they most clearly represented a particular
theme. This is most obvious in the chapter addressing songs written to protest George W.
Bush. I have documented 185 songs or albums which address this theme, and it was
clearly the most prominent. The next most represented theme was anti-war, which
weighed in at just 148 songs or albums. Because of this, the number and variety of antiBush songs which I included in the study is significantly higher in order to represent the
diversity of genres and thematic approaches which appeared therein. The songs and
albums that are documented but not included for study had themes that either were
duplicated elsewhere or were judged to be of lesser relevance to this study than those
included.

9

I have attempted to represent every major popular genre, as well as gender and
cultural diversity to the extent that it was present and representative of the music and
themes of the era. It is inevitable that I have missed some songs and some less prominent
genres, as the amount of music available is massive. Additionally, some musicians were
included only because their music represented a specific theme not found elsewhere or
they provided an important aspect of the social makeup—therefore gender, cultural, or
genre-based representation may not be precisely representative. For instance, whereas
75% of the music I found was written by white artists, they represent 86% of the music
included. 13% of the music I found was written by African American artists and they
represent 9% of the music included. This occurred because much of the music written by
African Americans represented similar themes and/or genres that were represented by
other African American musicians included. For instance, in the chapter “God Bless This
Mess,” there was a higher prevalence of African American musicians but they generally
addressed government corruption and/or the battle between rich and poor, which I have
already documented in Talib Kweli’s “The Proud.” This particular song was chosen
because it most thoroughly represented the theme of rich versus poor and the concerns
found in much of the music by African Americans.
One may notice that the overwhelming majority of artists included in this study
are white males. In fact, of the nearly four hundred separate musicians I documented,
75% were white, and 81% were male. As noted by Guido van Rijn, who has studied blues
written in reaction to presidents from Roosevelt through Obama, the prevalence of blues
and gospel in any era is representative of the inspiration or lack of inspiration of African
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Americans.28 His research found only six blues songs addressing George W. Bush, as
compared with twenty-four referencing Ronald Reagan. While this may be due, in part, to
the decline of the blues and gospel genres as carriers of political messages, this may also
express a lack of inspiration in African American artists during the post 9/11-era. This is
echoed by the fact that only 13% of all the songs I found were created by African
American artists across all genres. The only themes that represented significantly higher
percentages of African American artists were in the chapters “Remembering 9/11” (23%)
and “God Bless this Mess” (31%). This may indicate that 9/11 and the state of American
society were of more concern to African Americans than the War on Terror and the
president.
The lack of female representation is also of particular note. Female artists
represent only 11% of the music I have documented. Another 9% are of mixed or
unknown gender. At best, 20% of the music I have found includes some female
representation. This may indicate that females were less inspired by the politics of the
post-9/11 era, but is also likely a reflection of male-dominance in the music industry.
Females were most heavily represented in music that supported the troops (32%) but
were completely absent in pro-war music.
Genres were represented differently based on the themes they discussed. Pro-war
music was mostly represented by the country (42%) and heavy metal (24%) genres.
Music that supported the troops was even more heavily represented by the country genre
(56%). Music remembering 9/11 as well as protesting the war or the president tended to
be represented more often by rock (27%, 20%, and 30% respectively) and the
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singer/songwriter genre (27%, 26%, and 26% respectively). Music that protested the state
of American society was more widely spread across genres but had the largest
representation by the rap/hip-hop genre (34%).
Research Questions
I have looked at two main questions in relation to this music: How did political
music in the post-9/11 era shape the social climate within which it existed, and how was
post-9/11 political music shaped by that social climate? In order to answer these
questions and represent this time period from a cultural perspective I have looked at how
these themes present themselves in the music itself in terms of textual, musical, and/or
visual content (in the case of music videos). For some songs, I have provided portions of
musical notation through self-produced transcriptions, in order to more accurately
analyze the musical content. I have explored how politics played into the production,
dissemination, and reception of the music depending on the exact time period and its
accompanying social and political rhetoric and trends. I have also looked at how the
socio-political climate affected individual musicians’ actions and the music they
produced and released depending on the genre, typical audience, and known/unknown
political stance. I discuss the unique pressures these musicians faced in the post-9/11
climate and how that affected their actions—both political and career-related—and their
music.
Chapter Overview
Each of the six chapters represents one of the main themes listed above and is
then broken down into sub-categories based on the subject material of the songs.
Whenever possible, I have also situated the songs chronologically to give some sense of
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the evolution of the socio-political climate and how it affected music over time. The
chapters each raise their own points as related to the overall thesis of how the music
represents the cultural climate of this era.
The first chapter, “Remembering 9/11,” discusses music and musicians which
reacted specifically to the events of September 11, 2001, beginning with that day and
ending roughly around the beginning of the Iraq War in 2003. This music reflects the
various stages of grief as Americans struggled to process their collective trauma. I argue
that despite an overall feeling of unity, the rifts in American society were visible almost
immediately during the benefit concerts just weeks after the attacks. These divisions
became more obvious over time as musicians became more clear and extreme with
voicing their opinions about the war.
The pro-war sentiment in this song is closely related to the second chapter,
“Freedom Isn’t Free,” in which I discuss music that directly supported the War on Terror
and/or the Iraq War. Because of the social circumstances in the post-9/11 era, there was a
plethora of pro-war songs. Rather than echoing the Vietnam era, this recalls songs from
World War II—the last time the United States was attacked on its own soil. The anger
and indignation arising from the attacks spurred a call for revenge and therefore support
for the war. These songs often specifically name the enemy and recall 9/11 as
justification for the war.
The third chapter, “Magnetic Yellow Ribbons,” describes the social movement to
support the troops engaged in the War on Terror. I argue that the circumstances during
the War on Terror created an environment in which it was a social imperative to express
support for the troops, whether one supported the war or not. This was, in large part, a
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reaction to the memory of the Vietnam era when angry civilians took their frustration
with the war and the president out on the soldiers. Because of the social pressures of the
era combined with this collective memory, music supporting the troops was highly
regarded and plentiful during the War on Terror. However, because of the inherent
implication that supporting the troops also meant supporting the war and the president,
most music supporting the troops was performed by conservative, pro-war musicians and
the themes and genres found therein reflect this.
In the fourth chapter, “Make Music, Not War,” I discuss music that protested the
War on Terror or the Iraq War. What has been most notable about musical protest during
this time is its apparent absence as compared with the Vietnam War. As I show, it was
not at all absent, but this music was not a part of the public consciousness the way protest
music during Vietnam was. A number of factors led to this absence, including media
consolidation, a hostile social and political climate leading to self-censorship, and
American’s psychological removal from the war and the subsequent lack of a protest
movement. Over time, it became more socially acceptable to protest the war, and protest
music became more plentiful and visible.
In the fifth chapter, “F the President,” I present the surfeit of music that protested
the president and his administration during the War on Terror. In many circles, Bush was
almost deified and protestors rebelled against this by pointing out his all-too-human
characteristics. Though there has been music protesting previous presidents, it does not
compare to the huge amount protesting George W. Bush. I argue that this large amount of
music developed specifically because voices of protest were not being heard in American
society at large. Therefore, they chose a figurehead whom they could take their
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frustrations out on. The movement against Bush was the closest thing to a mass protest
movement in American society during this era and the abundance of music with this
theme reflects this. Rather than confronting the controversial topic of the war—and by
proxy, 9/11—protestors could attack a man who represented the problems they saw, who,
in turn, was difficult to defend.
In the final chapter, “God Bless this Mess,” I discuss music which I have dubbed
“anti-mainstream.” This music was written specifically to protest other Americans—the
perceived “mainstream”—and their political or social viewpoints. I argue that the
combination of a national trauma, a war with loosely defined origins and limitations, and
a presidential administration that exacerbated social divisions for political gain created a
surge of panic, anger, and mistrust. This caused individuals to cling to viewpoints to the
extent that they alienated other Americans—even friends and family—who were clinging
to their own extreme opinions.
The following pages tell a story of a painful and contentious time in American
history through the lens of one of humanity’s most powerful expressions: music. It is my
intention to look at this emotionally laden content with some distance, thereby giving
voice to those who did not feel heard and legitimizing the feelings and concerns of all
Americans who were struggling to come to terms with an overwhelming trauma. I also
intend to answer, or at least provide some insight into, the questions and confusion that
plague those of us who lived through it and those who will look back at it and wonder
what it must have been like to live in post-9/11 America.
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CHAPTER 2
REMEMBERING 9/11: REACTIONS TO TRAUMA
History books will follow the entire course of the post-9/11 era—the initial
attacks as a prelude to war; the pursuit of Al Qaeda in Afghanistan; the shift of focus to
Iraq and Weapons of Mass Destruction; President Bush’s premature “mission
accomplished” declaration; and the agonizing years that followed. But initially, there was
another potent aspect, the depth of human loss and the shock and grief that accompanied
it. Americans felt united in a collective experience brought about by shared trauma.
President Bush’s response to 9/11 is hailed as one of his finest moments as he encouraged
Americans to focus on their connection to one another without regard to political
ideology.1 The night of September 11, 2001, he addressed Americans with a balance of
sadness, hope, and vengeful resolve. 2 He promised that those responsible would be
brought to justice. He set an expectation that both terrorists and those who harbored them
would be targeted. America was portrayed as a beacon of light while the terrorists
represented evil incarnate. Quoting Psalm 23, he made it clear that our belief in God
would see us through. On that first night, those words fell on shocked ears like a balm,
assuring us that someone knew what to do and was taking care of us. In retrospect, they
also outline the dominant political rhetoric of the era and resound as a chilling
foreshadowing of the harrowing years to come.

1

The text of George W. Bush’s post-9/11 speeches can be found at “Selected Speeches of George
W. Bush: 2001-2008,” The White House Archives, accessed February 5, 2015, http://georgewbushwhitehouse.archives.gov/infocus/bushrecord/documents/Selected_Speeches_George_W_Bush.pdf.
2

The text of Bush’s speech on the evening of Tuesday, September 11, 2001 can be found at “Text
of Bush’s Address,” CNN, September 11, 2001, accessed January 11, 2016,
http://edition.cnn.com/2001/US/09/11/bush.speech.text/.
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Though entertainment doesn’t initially come to mind when thinking about 9/11,
the industry was immediately affected by the attacks and acted as a barometer of the
country’s state of mind. The drop in tourism to New York City caused four Broadway
shows to close, movies and TV shows with terrorist themes were postponed or rethought
and music, graphics, and music videos with controversial aspects were closely
scrutinized, altered, postponed, or banned. In addition to their role as citizens, musicians,
with their public clout, felt compelled to respond as a voice for America as a whole. As
Billy Joel said of rescue workers, “These guys have been through the mill, and to see a
couple smiling faces, to see these guys have a couple of good moments is very, very
important. What we’re doing is really not enough, but it’s what we do.”3 No, it wasn’t
really “enough,” but as noted by Jason Newman, “The role of music in the aftermath of
9/11 may seem trite, but … [it] helped rally a city and a country to put aside
differences—temporarily, at least—and focus on rebuilding something as important as
any physical structure: the national psyche.” 4
Benefit Concerts
The music/entertainment industry was among the first to provide an organized
response to the events. Within days of the attacks, benefits were being organized by
prominent celebrities. The earliest large-scale response was on September 21, 2001, ten
days following the attacks. The America: A Tribute to Heroes telethon was an effort by
3

Jon Wiederhorn, “Backstage at Benefit, Stones Pose with Who, Jay-Z Gives Props to Cops:
Concert for New York City Makes for Memorable Moments in Bowels of Madison Square Garden,” MTV,
October 22, 2001, accessed January 23, 2015, http://www.mtv.com/news/1450260/backstage-at-benefitstones-pose-with-who-jay-z-gives-props-to-cops/.
4

Jason Newman, “9/11 Concert Tributes: Nine Unforgettable Performances,” Billboard,
September 11, 2014, accessed January 23, 2015, http://www.billboard.com/articles/news/513468/911concert-tributes-nine-unforgettable-performances?page=0%2C0.
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the four major broadcast TV outlets, FOX, ABC, NBC, and CBS. George Clooney
organized fifty actors and twenty-one musical artists to perform and man the telephones.
A diverse set of musicians performed on dark stages lit by candles in Los Angeles, New
York, and London.5 It was broadcast on network TV as well as thirty cable channels
without credits or commercial interruption. It raised over $160 million, making it the
most successful single fundraising event in history. 6 The aesthetic of the Tribute was
deliberately muted, reflecting the shock and grief of the country so soon after the tragedy.
It was obviously hastily organized to respond as quickly as possible, and the fanfare
normally associated with celebrity events was absent. The stages were simple, the
performers wore black, and the music was generally slow and acoustic. The celebrities
were responding as Americans, using their talents and fame to contribute to a nationwide
concern.
In this setting, while search crews were still sifting through rubble, compassion,
unity, and peace were emphasized. Tom Petty’s “I Won’t Back Down” offered a slightly
aggressive sentiment, but it was subdued and reserved, and it stood alone. Images of a
utopian society dominated, as in Neil Young’s version of John Lennon’s “Imagine”
backed up only by a string quartet and Julia Roberts’s remarks, “Life is so precious.
Please, please, let’s love one another. Reach out to each other. Be kind to each other.
Peace be with you. God is great.”7 Muhammad Ali stood up as a Muslim and announced,
“I wouldn’t be here representing Islam if it were terrorist. I think all people should know
5

See Appendix A for a full list of participants.
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the truth, come to recognize the truth. Islam is peace.” 8 Stevie Wonder backed up this call
for religious understanding saying, “When you kill in the name of God or Allah, you are
cursing God.”9 Patriotic anthems showed up, most archetypally in Céline Dion’s blownup version of “God Bless America” complete with gospel choir. But more appropriate for
the evening was “America the Beautiful,” sung by Willie Nelson leading the entire cast to
close the show.
A month after the Tribute concert, another large-scale benefit concert was
organized called the Concert for New York City. By this time, the mood in the country
had changed dramatically and it was evident in this event. The Concert was produced
jointly by VH-1, Cablevision, Miramax, and AOL, was headlined by Paul McCartney,
and raised over $30 million. Held in Madison Square Garden, it featured a mixed bag of
musicians, actors, comedians, and politicians who performed songs and comedy routines,
made speeches, and introduced other performers and short films. 10 The usual pomp and
circumstance surrounding celebrity was certainly at work. As opposed to the grief and
shock which marked the Tribute event, the Concert for New York City was marked by a
mix of American nationalism and vengeance. Between these two events the United States
had invaded Afghanistan and commenced the “War on Terror,” thus changing the mood
of society and popular music’s role within that. The Concert had many NYFD and NYPD
members in attendance, and the music was dominated by white, male, guitar-based rock.
8

Eric Schumacher-Rasumssen, “Mariah Carey, Springsteen, Other Stars Sing for America on
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Networks,” MTV, September 22, 2001, accessed January 23, 2015,
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The initial atmosphere of helping and healing had given way to the rhetoric of revenge
and retribution in a matter of weeks. Even the music reflected this change. Bon Jovi
performed “Wanted Dead or Alive,” echoing President Bush’s words about Osama bin
Laden. Billy Joel performed “Miami 2017 (Seen the Lights Go out on Broadway),” after
which he said, “I wrote that song 25 years ago. I thought it was going to be a science
fiction song. I never thought it would really happen. But unlike the end of that song, we
ain’t going anywhere.”11 The Who, alternatively displaying images of the British and
American flags, performed “Who Are You” and “Won’t Get Fooled Again” in front of a
panoramic view of the pre-9/11 New York skyline. The combination of their symbolism
and the circumstances made their performance an obvious reference to terrorism.
The other dominant theme of the Concert, American nationalism, was also
reflected in the music. John Mellencamp and Kid Rock, both known for their patriotism,
performed Mellencamp’s “Pink Houses” as a duet declaring, “Ain’t that America
something to see, Baby? Ain’t that America, home of the free!”12 David Bowie
performed Simon and Garfunkel’s version of “America” and his 1977 hit, “Heroes,”
which was received with a standing ovation. 13
Those with perceived anti-war stances were booed, including Susan Sarandon,
Richard Gere, and most notoriously, then New York Senator Hillary Clinton. 14 Richard
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Gere was the only one who outwardly promoted moderation saying, “[There is] the
possibility of taking … all this horrendous energy that we’re feeling … and turn[ing] it
into compassion and to love and to understanding.”15
Some of these performers’ reactions were unpredictable, given their previous
careers. In their haste to show their support for a grieving nation, many performers did an
about-face in their politics. Most notable in the Concert were The Who, who were known
for ranting against power and corruption in “Won’t Get Fooled Again,” and Paul
McCartney, who had previously protested what he considered to be the long-term
occupation of a foreign country in 1972 with “Give Ireland Back to the Irish.” 16
Paul McCartney – “Freedom”
Paul McCartney—who witnessed the attacks while sitting in a plane on the
runway of JFK airport—closed the Concert with “Freedom.” He wrote the song within a
day of 9/11 and it seemed out of left field for most people acquainted with his work. The
words, “I will fight for the right to live in freedom … Anyone tries to take it away, they’ll
have to answer,” seemed militaristic, nationalistic, and out of character for this artist who
has been on the side of Civil Rights and other social movements. McCartney claimed this
wasn’t his intention. In interviews with Pitchfork in 2007 and the Daily Telegraph in
2010 he said he meant the song more as a “We Shall Overcome” 17 vibe as in “‘fight for
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your rights’ in the Civil Rights sense” rather than “Go out and hit people,” 18 as it was
received. “Freedom” was mocked by critics who argued that it was superficial, bland, and
borderline heretical. 19 It was a striking departure from his work with the Beatles, which
was known for deliberately straying from stereotypical rock style. As put sardonically by
Chris Willman in Rednecks and Bluenecks, “It really did unite the divided peoples of a
wounded nation in unanimous declaration that this was the suckiest composition of his
storied career (and yes … that did include ‘Ebony and Ivory’).”20
“Freedom” is a simple tune with a catchy chorus. The chord structure is
straightforward, using a standard doo-wop chord progression for the chorus. There are
only two verses of one sentence each: “This is my right—a right given by God—to live a
free life, to live in freedom” and “Anyone tries to take it away they’ll have to answer
’cause this is my right.” The chorus is equally simple and repeated six times throughout
the song which creates a total of three minutes spent repeating just these few words. “I’m
talking about freedom; talking about freedom. I will fight for the right to live in
freedom.”
The song begins with alternating stomps and claps reminiscent of Queen’s “We
Will Rock You.” This brings forth images of sports stadiums filled with fans attempting
to intimidate the other team. The band enters as the first verse begins and the stomp/clap
is maintained throughout, encouraging audience participation and a sense of unity against
18
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a shared opponent. The music is typical early rock style and besides the stomps/claps,
there is little that is notable about the arrangement, which serves to accentuate the
repetitive text even more.
Other Musical Efforts
In addition to these huge efforts, dozens of musicians made smaller efforts. Come
Together: A Night for John Lennon’s Words & Music, (Dedicated to New York City & Its
People) had been postponed and was renamed due to the attacks. In addition to its
original beneficiaries, proceeds from the concert also went to the American Red Cross,
the September 11 Fund, and other organizations helping with relief efforts. 21 The Beastie
Boys arranged New Yorkers against Violence, the only U.S.-based 9/11 fund-raising
event that was explicitly committed to non-violence.22 U2’s Bono had recruited a number
of artists to record a version of Marvin Gaye’s “What’s Goin’ On” for Artists Against
AIDS Worldwide. After 9/11, they added the United Way’s September 11 Fund as a
beneficiary. Arista re-released Whitney Houston’s “The Star-Spangled Banner” with
proceeds going to benefit New York firefighters. Columbia released a compilation album,
God Bless America, with artists such as Céline Dion, Bruce Springsteen, Lee Greenwood,
Bob Dylan, and Frank Sinatra with proceeds benefiting The Twin Towers Fund.23 Bette
Midler, Marc Anthony, and Lee Greenwood performed at an interfaith memorial service
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led by Oprah Winfrey and James Earl Jones. 24 Individually, Dr. Dre, Madonna, and
Britney Spears donated millions of dollars 25 while other musicians such as Jennifer
Lopez, Jay-Z, the Backstreet Boys, Janet Jackson, Lynyrd Skynyrd, James Taylor, and
Sade contributed tens of thousands of dollars each. 26 Lee Greenwood, whose single,
“God Bless the USA,” came in at number 6 on the charts for 2001,27 went to the site of
the Twin Towers to cheer rescue workers.28 And of course, musicians responded by
creating music. In the case of My Chemical Romance, 9/11 was the impetus for their
inception. 29 Aaron Tippin responded in less than a week by releasing the super-patriotic,
“Where the Stars and Stripes and Eagles Fly.” 30
Markedly absent from these concerts and early post-9/11 popular music in general
was the sense of rebellion and opposition normally associated with popular music since
the advent of rock ’n’ roll. 31 In these early days after September 11, most musicians were
united in their response, following along with society’s grief, shock, and anger. Politics
were largely avoided or were muted and secondary; it was the honeymoon period of post24
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9/11 popular music. Additionally, in virtually all of the larger-scale benefit concerts (with
the notable exception of the Tribute event) genres typically associated with protest—
punk, rap, metal, etc.—were nonexistent or included only marginally. In the Concert for
NYC, Jay-Z and Destiny’s Child were the only sign of racial or musical diversity.
Processing the Trauma
Springsteen – The Rising
The first major musical work directly addressing 9/11 was Bruce Springsteen’s
album The Rising.32 It was an artistic triumph for Springsteen that gave his faltering
career new life and spoke to a nation in need of words of healing and reassurance. It was
his first full-length album with the E Street Band since 1984’s Born in the USA.
Production of the album was completed in only seven and a half weeks. Of the music
specifically addressing 9/11—and perhaps all popular music regarding the War on
Terror—The Rising has been written about and analyzed most. It is addressed in books,
articles, and blogs. Researchers have attempted to dissect its musical, textual, spiritual,
populist,33 religious, 34 protest … —the list goes on and on—themes. Scholars have
argued that it supported all sides of the political debate: that it was essentially anti-war,
that it contributed to populist patriotism and the push for war, that it didn’t make any
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definitive political statements and was simply an offering of hope and recovery for a
grieving nation. 35
Living in New Jersey, Springsteen was witness to the everyday impact of 9/11. As
he said to Uncut,
In the following weeks if you were driving towards the beach or
something, if you drove by the Catholic Church, there was a funeral every
day. Then people got together and there were some shows done and
benefits and candlelight vigils and a wide variety of ways that people were
trying to sort through what happened. I don’t know what it was like in the
middle of the country or on the West Coast, but here it was very real. 36
Springsteen felt that he needed to respond to his neighbors’ pain. This decision
was traced back to a man who saw Springsteen pulling out of the parking lot at the local
beach and shouted, “We need you!” 37 This inspired Springsteen to reach out to families
who had lost a loved one in the attack, specifically those whose obituaries mentioned
being a fan. He called them personally on the phone to talk to them about their story and
he wove these stories into the tracks on The Rising.38
The release of The Rising was accompanied by a huge media blitz and
promotional campaign. Springsteen, who had been relatively removed from the public
eye, was suddenly everywhere in the media. This raised serious questions as to whether
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Springsteen was exploiting the tragedy for his own personal gain. 39 One review called the
album “a sort of emotional blackmail” noting, “to cut The Rising off [before listening to
the entire album] somehow feels so very selfish … because the stories presented here …
[belong] to the wives, sons, daughters, brothers, friends, and families of those who now
celebrate an anniversary of loss every September 11th.”40 Springsteen sidestepped this
concern by saying people would have to decide for themselves. 41 And certainly, any
medium which gains from tragedy must be judged by such individual standards.
Springsteen’s reactions to 9/11 and the War on Terror—from The Rising to the
later Devils and Dust42—provide insight into what it felt like in the days, weeks, and
years following the attacks. They also provide awareness of the political and cultural
factors that led to the wars and the possibility of reflecting on the efficacy of those
factors. Rather than approach the subjects overtly, Springsteen provides a personal
reflection which may then be followed by a commentary on the broader implications.
This was deliberate as Springsteen told Uncut, “All experience is personal so you have to
start there, and then if you can connect in what’s happening with everyone, the
universality of an experience, then you’re creating that alchemy where your audience is
listening to it, they’re hearing what they’re feeling inside and they’re also feeling, ‘I’m
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not alone,’ you know?”43 Though the subject matter is difficult, the element of hope is
constantly present throughout the album. “The idea was the album wouldn’t duck all the
hard questions, but it needed to stir listeners physically, too … The record needed to be
filled with a certain sort of hopeful energy but the hope had to be earned.” 44
A few of the songs on The Rising were composed before 9/11—including “My
City of Ruins,” “Further on Up the Road,” “Waitin’ on a Sunny Day,” and “Nothing
Man.” The first song on the album that was actually composed following the attacks was
“Into the Fire.” Soon after that came “You’re Missing,” then “The Fuse.” Springsteen
referred to “Into the Fire” and “You’re Missing” as “genesis songs”—songs which
provided the impetus for the rest of the album. 45 The album received generally positive
reviews and debuted at the #1 spot on the Billboard “200” chart.46 It won the “Best Rock
Album” at the Grammys and the title track received Grammy Awards for “Best
Rock Song” and “Best Male Rock Vocal Performance.” “Lonesome Day” was the only
other track on The Rising to make the Billboard charts.47
The album is presented like a song cycle on love, death, and resurrection mixing
in heavy religious imagery, generally from the perspective of those left behind. Like
much of Springsteen’s music, the characters in The Rising are everyday people
confronting universal experiences. The lines between the ordinary and the spiritual are
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blurred throughout the album. As noted by Craig Werner, “The religious undertones of
those songs reflect Springsteen’s reliance on the African American gospel and the blues
traditions grounded in the necessity of coming to terms with suffering without resorting
to violence.”48 While it was presented as a reflection on 9/11, the text of the songs leave
enough ambiguity that they can be applied to any number of circumstances.
The album opens with “Lonesome Day.” It provides a personal reflection on the
loneliness brought on by the loss of a relationship but soon evolves into a reflection on
the loneliness following tragedy on a larger scale. Throughout The Rising, Springsteen
vacillates between vengeance and understanding, reflecting very clearly the feelings of
individual Americans as well as society in general immediately after 9/11. “Lonesome
Day” demonstrates this struggle, saying, “A little revenge and this too shall pass.” And
then later advising prudence: “Better ask questions before you shoot.”
“Into the Fire”
Springsteen wrote “Into the Fire” shortly after the attacks, and textually it is the
most directly connected to the people and events of 9/11. It was meant to be played at the
Tribute concert but he didn’t feel it was ready so it was replaced by “My City of Ruins.”
The opening and final verse contrast with the rest of the song musically. They are
decidedly blues-and country-influenced with acoustic accompaniment, muted percussion,
and a resophonic guitar (often referred to by its most common brand name, Dobro)
playing melodic fills. The lyrics are gut-wrenching, leaving very little room for
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interpretation. Springsteen recalls the reality of 9/11 for dozens of rescue workers who
dutifully ran into the wreckage toward their deaths.
The sky was falling and streaked with blood
I heard you calling me, then you disappeared into the dust.
…
It was dark, too dark to see. You held me in the light you gave.
You lay your hand on me
Then walked into the darkness of your smoky grave.
Up the stairs into the fire.
Somewhere up the stairs into the fire.
I need your kiss, but love and duty called you someplace higher.
Somewhere up the stairs into the fire.
After the first chorus, the full ensemble enters with a gospel feel using string
melodies, full drum pattern, and a bass drone adding drama. The drums and electric
guitar continue for the remainder of the song while various iterations of the ensemble are
added or deleted. Sparse backup vocals are added on the second verse at the words, “Up
the stairs, into the fire.” As usual, Springsteen moderates the trauma by adding a personal
(and sexual) aspect to the story. “I need your kiss. … You gave your love to see in fields
of red and autumn brown. You gave your love to me; lay your young body down.”
Also common to the songs on The Rising is the addition of a repeated, hope-filled
anthem, and this is certainly true on the chorus of “Into the Fire.” The backup vocals are
fully fleshed out on each repetition of “May your strength give us strength,” adding to the
anthemic feel of the chorus. It repeats seven times total and invokes Paul’s letters to the
Corinthians in the Bible exalting “faith, hope, and love.” It is the textual and musical
archetype for much of the album.
May your strength give us strength.
May your faith give us faith.
May your hope give us hope.
May your love give us love.
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The album continues with “Waitin’ on a Sunny Day” which returns to a typical
bluesy upbeat musical style. The text presents a completely personal reaction to the loss
of a loved one. With lyrics like, “Without you, I’m a drummer girl that can’t keep a beat,
an ice cream truck on a deserted street,” the song resembles a love song from the sixties
more than mourning after a tragedy. “Nothing Man” is more poignant, written from the
perspective of a rescue worker surviving and coping after the trauma. He sees life going
on around him but for him everything has changed. “My brave young life was forever
changed in a misty cloud of pink vapor.” “Countin’ on a Miracle” is one of the less
effective songs on the album both musically and textually. It uses fairytale metaphors to
tell the tale of a love story that has tragically ended. The speaker says he’s “countin’ on a
miracle” to remember or live with life. “Empty Sky” returns to more emotional and
personal lyrics saying, “I woke up this morning. I could barely breathe; just an empty
impression in the bed where you used to be.” It offers another glimpse into Springsteen’s
(and America’s) conflicted feelings after 9/11 while also resting in Biblical reassurance.
“On the plains of Jordan I cut my bow from the wood of this tree of evil; of this tree of
good. I want a kiss from your lips. I want an eye for an eye.”
“Worlds Apart”
One of the more innovative songs on the album is “Worlds Apart.” It is a love
song about the ill-fated affair between two lovers from different “worlds” (presumably an
American soldier and a person of Middle Eastern descent). The main character describes
a naturally beautiful scene that is marked by suffering. In “Worlds Apart” Springsteen
became the first among a number of musicians who incorporated Middle Eastern
elements into their post-9/11 music. The song is a blend of Middle Eastern Qawwali style
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and Western rock. “Worlds Apart” begins and ends with an improvisation by Asif Ali
Khan—one of the most well known Qawwali performers in the world—and his band. The
beginning of the song mimics Qawwali musical form with improvised melodies being
sung and played on harmonium which are soon accompanied by the tabla among other
percussion and string instruments. Multiple layers of melody—improvised or not—are
added to this mix, eventually including Springsteen intoning the main melody of the
song. This melody breaks the complexity of the Middle Eastern style and seems rather
like Springsteen clumsily stepping into a musical world in which he doesn’t belong. This
is, perhaps unintentionally, meaningful in a song about these lovers from different
“worlds.” Springsteen’s musical intrusion can be seen as a representation of the
American invasion of the Middle East and imposition of Western culture.
As Springsteen begins singing the first verse, the instruments continue and the
singers drop out. This verse focuses on the dichotomy of intimacy, yet distance between
the two lovers. “I hold you in my arms, yeah, that’s when it starts. I seek faith in your
kiss and comfort in your heart. I taste the seed upon your lips; lay my tongue upon your
scars, but when I look into your eyes we stand worlds apart.” Heading into the second
verse, the drum kit and electric guitar enter with a decisively dominant rock feel as
Springsteen sets the geographical scene. “Where the distant oceans sing and rise to the
plain, in this dry and troubled country your beauty remains. Down from the mountain
road where the highway rolls to dark, beneath Allah’s blessed rain we remain worlds
apart.” Most of the Middle Eastern instruments drop out here, though at the chorus “La,
la, la” the vocalists enter again this time joined by harmonica. This chorus is followed by
an improvisation on distorted electric guitar and the music has lost all connection to
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Middle Eastern style. This continues through the bridge and following chorus. At this
point, even the backup vocals are completely Western in style. Springsteen uses the
bridge to place the sensual interactions in a larger context by referencing the conflicts
which keep the lovers separate. “Sometimes the truth just ain’t enough or is it too much
in times like this. Let’s throw the truth away, we’ll find it in this kiss. In your skin upon
my skin in the beating of our hearts; may the living let us in before the dead tear us
apart.” This last line is particularly meaningful. They hope that their love might be
accepted by those who are living rather than past injuries keeping them separate.
The rock style breaks suddenly heading into the last verse. The guitar and drums
fall away revealing the Middle Eastern instrumental accompaniment once again. The
final verse tells of the lovers’ resolve to accept the horrific circumstances which make
their affair possible and receive whatever love and joy they can while it lasts. “We’ll let
blood build a bridge, over mountains draped in stars. I’ll meet you on the ridge, between
these worlds apart. We’ve got this moment now to live, then it’s all just dust and dark.
Let love give what it gives. Let’s let love give what it gives.” This time Springsteen’s
words are accompanied by an improvisation as well as a spoken-word textual shadow.
After this final verse, the multi-layered Middle Eastern-style vocals become dominant
once again as Springsteen repeats the phrase, “Let’s let love give what it gives.” These
two ensembles are finally joined completely by the end of the song as the drums and
guitar enter once again and the other vocals and instruments continue. An electric guitar
solo begins and the Middle Eastern styles slowly fade away. As the solo ends, the tabla,
accordion, and vocal improvisation return and fade out to the end of the song. The heavy
emphasis on improvisation—passed between Asif Ali Khan, electric guitar, and
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harmonica—is also representative of Qawwali music as vocalists often try to outdo each
other during the main portion of the song.
The textual themes found in “Worlds Apart” also reflect a meshing of Qawwali
and Western styles; they are extremely similar to those found in the ghazal—a type of
Qawwali song. While Qawwali music is generally used as a meditation to reach a higher
power, its themes are often easily viewed as secular, even vulgar. The central theme
found in the ghazal is that of love—sometimes coupled with sexual desire—that is
unattainable because it is unrequited or because of extenuating circumstances. This is
obviously in line with “Worlds Apart” as Springsteen alludes to the distance between the
two lovers and the transient nature of their relationship. “But when I look into your eyes
we stand worlds apart … We’ve got this moment now to live, then it’s all just dust and
dark.” Also common in the ghazal and shown in “Worlds Apart” is the concept that
despite the hopelessness of the situation, one loves anyway. “Let’s throw the truth away
we’ll find it in this kiss. … We’ll let blood build a bridge over mountains draped in stars.
I’ll meet you on the ridge between these worlds apart. … Let’s let love give what it
gives.”49
“Worlds Apart” is a musical and textual confrontation of the dominant social
thoughts of the time. While the majority of the album focuses on the loss of American
lives on 9/11, this song creates a safe space—couched in forbidden love—to address
wider issues. As Dave Marsh puts it, “Worlds Apart” issues a “warning against the
madness of jihadist bombers and the insanity of American imperialism. It did its best not
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to side with evil, to endorse no nation or religion, and to seek justice, not an eye for an
eye or a tooth for a tooth.”50
The album continues with “Let’s Be Friends (Skin to Skin),” which is a
lighthearted break from the tragedy. The speaker is innocently asking another person to
“be friends,” though the purity of this request is abandoned early on with the phrase,
“Time is now. Maybe we could get skin to skin.” The chorus hints at an overarching
melancholy, “Don’t know when this chance might come again. Good times got a way of
coming to an end,” but this is lost amongst the upbeat music and repetition of “Let’s be
friends.”
“Further On (Up the Road)” is one of the darker songs on the album. It begins
with a sparse drum pattern on hi-hat and snare before the wailing electric guitar enters.
With much death-related imagery—skull rings, graveyards, blood, etc.—it seems clear
that “further on” is the afterlife. The main character is a soldier who is “doing his time” in
the desert but will “take the good times as they go” since he sees little hope on the
horizon.
“The Fuse” returns to sexuality but with a much more insistent—but
wholesome?—quality. The first verse begins with a marriage at the courthouse and ends
with the main character “seducing” his lover with the line, “Shut out the lights. … Come
on, let me do you right.” Outside of this intimate interaction, the world seems ominous.
“Blood moon rising in a sky of black dust. Tell me, Baby, who do you trust? … Tires on
the highway hissing that something’s coming. You can feel the wires in the treetops
humming. Devil’s on the horizon line.”
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“Mary’s Place” has a bar-band feel to it with Springsteen declaring, “Meet me at
Mary’s place. We’re gonna have a party.” But the verses make it clear the speaker is
holding a vigil for a missing loved one and trying desperately to lose himself in the
crowd. “I got a picture of you in my locket … leading me through the dark. Seven days,
seven candles in my window light your way. Your favorite record’s on the turntable. I
drop the needle and pray.” “Mary’s Place” notably allows for the coming together of
people of all religions from the very beginning mentioning Buddha, the prophet
Mohammed, and “angels of mercy” from Christianity.
“You’re Missing” is one of the most heartbreaking songs on the album. It was
directly inspired by Springsteen’s conversations with Suzanne Berger, the widow of Jim,
the senior VP of Aon, an insurance company. Jim oversaw the evacuation of its 1,100
employees, saving nearly every one of them before the tower collapsed around him. 51
Unlike most of the songs, there is no hope offered. It paints the picture of a home and
family that is the same as always but one member has suddenly and painfully disappeared
from it. “Pictures on the nightstand. TV’s on in the den. Your house is waiting for you to
walk in but you’re missing. You’re missing when I shut out the lights. You’re missing
when I close my eyes. You’re missing when I see the sun rise.”
“The Rising”
The title track of the album became by far the most popular. It appeared on a
number of Billboard charts, reaching its peak at #19 in the “Adult Pop Songs” chart in
2002.52 Over the course of the War on Terror, the song took on a variety of meanings,
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revealed in Springsteen’s changing performance of it. In 2002 and 2003, “The Rising”
opened up most shows on the album tour, acting as a sort of thesis statement for the
night’s performance, summing up the themes that Springsteen would be playing on.
During the “Devils and Dust” tour in 2005, the song was placed in the middle of the show
in a mournful acoustic arrangement which highlighted the loss of the hope that the song
originally embodied. Later, on the 2007 “Magic” tour, it was performed immediately
before “Last to Die,”53 accentuating the nation’s decline from togetherness and hope into
division and failure. The song was given new life in 2008 when it was used as Barack
Obama’s official campaign song. It became reinvigorated with the promises of hope and
renewal on which Obama campaigned. 54
“The Rising” is written from the perspective of a person who has died and is in
the process of passing over. The first and last verses accentuate this ethereal quality by
using sustained guitar chords and string pads (sustained chords in the background which
provide harmonic structure as well as ambiance) as accompaniment. The first verse can
be read literally as the disorientation experienced by the rescue workers climbing the
endless stairs in the World Trade Center. In a more spiritual sense, it can be interpreted as
the person’s disorientation on confronting death. “Can’t see nothing in front of me. Can’t
see nothing coming up behind. I make my way through this darkness … lost track of how
far I’ve gone, how high I’ve climbed.” With the exception of arpeggiated chords on the
synthesizer and regular snare hits, the entrances of all the instruments seem somewhat
random as though they are just as lost and confused as the main character.
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The musical disorientation ends as the band heads into a standard rock feel during
the chorus, second verse, and bridge, reiterating the sense of place (facing death in the
chorus and bridge and remembering concrete events of life in the verse). The second
verse addresses where the person came from. “Left the house this morning, bells ringing
filled the air. Wearing the cross of my calling, on wheels of fire I come rolling down
here.” In the bridge, the singer realizes his mortality is at hand. “Spirits above and behind
me; faces gone, black eyes burning bright. May their precious blood forever bind me,
Lord, as I stand before your fiery light.”
In the final verse, the music returns to its ethereal beginnings, this time
highlighting the sense of suspension between life and death and sadness as the main
character addresses his wife and mourns the life he is losing. “I see you, Mary, in the
garden, in the garden of a thousand sighs. There’s holy pictures of our children dancing
in a sky filled with light. May I feel your arms around me. May I feel your blood mix
with mine.” The end of the song focuses on the balance of powers in the life that is being
left behind. It is the man looking back at all that is being lost. As the mantra-like text
builds toward the ultimate resolution and acceptance of death, the drums become more
and more insistent as they build toward the rock beat of the final chorus. “Sky of
blackness and sorrow (a dream of life). Sky of love, sky of tears. Sky of glory and
sadness. Sky of mercy, sky of fear. Sky of memory and shadow. Your burning wind fills
my arms tonight. Sky of longing and emptiness. Sky of fullness, sky of blessed life.” The
verses all move toward the crossing-over point or the “rising” described in the chorus.
“Come on up for the rising. Come on up, lay your hands in mine. Come on up for the
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rising. Come on up for the rising tonight.” The song ends abruptly, creating a sense of
mystery to the end of journey and distance between the living and the dead.
Just before the close of the album, “Paradise” poetically describes the thoughts of
a Muslim suicide bomber longing to meet his or her friends in paradise. Using
fingerpicked guitar backed up by synthesized orchestral and percussive effects along with
very sparse vocals, the song has a disconsolate and haunting quality. “Where the river
runs to black I take the schoolbooks from your pack; plastics, wire and your kiss; the
breath of eternity on your lips. In the crowded marketplace I drift from face to face. I
hold my breath and close my eyes and I wait for paradise.”
“My City of Ruins”
The final song on The Rising, “My City of Ruins,” was the song that opened the
Tribute concert. The song was originally written in 2000 to encourage revitalization of
Springsteen’s childhood home, Asbury Park, New Jersey, but it became strangely
appropriate for New York after 9/11.
“My City of Ruins,” as it was performed at the Tribute concert made a poignant
statement on the ghostly state of New York City and cried for a new beginning.
Springsteen and his group of backup singers, who were accompanied only by an acoustic
guitar, created a powerful personal response to the tragedy. Springsteen’s backup singers
were various members of his E Street Band. Though the vocal style is reminiscent of a
gospel choir, the ragtag look of these rockers standing relatively still and singing while
holding hands creates a more immediate and intimate experience. It is obvious that these
performers who generally appear behind an instrument are stepping out of their normal
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role. Their unpolished backups create a sense of honesty and vulnerability appropriate for
the solemn and understated event.
The music began with Springsteen playing harmonica over guitar accompaniment.
He announced that the song was a “prayer for our fallen brothers and sisters.” The
melody is knowingly borrowed from Curtis Mayfield’s “People Get Ready.” The first
two verses paint a haunting picture of an abandoned city marked by violence and
desperation.
There’s a blood red circle
On the cold dark ground
And the rain is falling down.
The church door’s thrown open.
I can hear the organ’s song
But the congregation’s gone.
My city of ruins.
Now the sweet bells of mercy
Drift through the evening trees.
Young men on the corner
Like scattered leaves.
The boarded up windows,
The empty streets
While my brother’s down on his knees.
My city of ruins.
The third and final verse makes the point more personal and, in this context, just
days after 9/11, terribly painful.
Now there’s tears on the pillow,
Darling, where we slept
And you took my heart when you left.
Without your sweet kiss
My soul is lost, my friend.
Tell me how do I begin again?
My city’s in ruins.
The gospel-style chorus which simply repeats, “Come on, rise up,” comes off as
though Springsteen is single-handedly trying to lift Americans out of despair and
40

hopelessness to a new beginning. He performs the words with a variety of emotions from
frustration to hope to resignation. It feels as though he is also trying to battle his own
sense of depression. He is speaking less to others and more to himself, as he wants to
come out of the despair into the light. Most of the chorus is performed with a simple
melody in Springsteen’s upper register which accentuates the sense of determination
against overwhelming adversity. The last phrase is the most melodically expressive,
curving downward while Springsteen decrescendos. It gives this last sentence a different
feel, moving away from determination to resignation, as though he knows that he should
“rise up” but simply does not have it in him. Or, if he is speaking to others, he knows that
his words, though he may put his entire heart into them, will hold little sway against the
overpowering tide of anguish.
There is a break after the third verse in which Springsteen sings, “Now with these
hands” which is repeated by his backup singers as he expresses what those hands are
doing. This provides the most explicit expression of religious faith that appears on The
Rising. Two alternate phrases (italicized below) were added in the Tribute concert that
did not appear in the recorded version of the song.
I pray for the strength Lord
I pray for the faith, Lord
I pray for your love, Lord
We pray for the lost, Lord
We pray for this world, Lord
“My City of Ruins” has gone through a variety of arrangements depending on the
time, venue, and the makeup of the E Street Band. At the premiere on December 17,
2000, the introduction featured horns, but Springsteen began the main portion of the song
with just piano accompaniment. At this time, the piano was the primary instrument with
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the full band entering after the first chorus.55 The arrangement used a horn section,
Hammond organ, and backup singers in addition to the standard band makeup. The
arrangement that appears on The Rising, however, is different from other performances
during the 2000s. Rather than beginning with a solo instrumental accompaniment, the
track begins with a reggae-style drum fill just before the piano, organ, bass, and guitar
enter. Solo sections in this arrangement are filled by organ or electric guitar rather than
the horns used in other live performances. Horns do appear during the “With these
hands” section but only as muted background pads. This version is by far the least
emotionally wrought. The use of the full band from the very beginning draws attention
away from the lyrics and leaves less room for dynamic and dramatic contrast. The grief
and pain of the verses is lost in the upbeat rock sound and subsequently, the inspirational
contrast of the chorus and break are diminished. This arrangement seems to have become
more prominent in later performances, perhaps as the grief of its early life became more
distant.
Tori Amos – Scarlet’s Walk
Tori Amos’s reaction to 9/11 was to question and subsequently pursue a symbolic
pilgrimage which led to personal transformation. The attacks called her to reexamine
what it meant to be an American in the past and the present. She took a yearlong road trip
around the country, hearing people’s stories, and documented the experience through a
travelogue/concept album titled Scarlet’s Walk. 56 At a time when many musicians chose
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to censor their music and put their doubts on hold, Amos unabashedly sorted through a
myriad of her own queries. As she told Chris Chandar from Pulse,
What I found offensive was when some of our leaders were saying, “If
you start asking questions about why this happened, then you don’t love
America.” And that’s emotional blackmail. We can’t be shamed by that.
There are questions that have to be asked if we’re going to grow. And
another question that people have to ask sometimes is who benefits from
some of these decisions when we’re being shamed? Usually shamers have
so much to gain, or they’re covering something up.57
Tori Amos’s approach to producing a post-9/11 album was much less direct than Bruce
Springsteen’s. Her texts are often evocative and cryptic, which leads each person to
create his or her own meaning of the songs and the album as a whole. Whereas
Springsteen was deliberately leading us through the grieving process, Amos simply
places words and phrases together in a stream-of-consciousness style that gives us a
window into her thoughts but leaves the rest of the house dark and suggestive. She is not
particularly concerned with how we’re grieving, only evoking images and feelings.
Scarlet’s Walk describes the evolution of a semi-autobiographical character
named Scarlet with September 11, 2001, as a turning point in her life. The overarching
story is the personal life of Scarlet as she moves in and out of relationships with friends
and lovers, and her personal quest to find what she believes in. Woven within this are
statements on 9/11, war, American history, modern society, and an overall connection to
the land and each other. The actual physical album, Scarlet’s Walk, provided a key to
access a website, Scarlet’s Web, which provided users a map of Scarlet’s journey. It also
provided entries from “Scarlet’s journal” and other tidbits of information which invited
community participation and interpretation. The music is typical of Amos in a number of
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ways. There is a focus on the feminine—particularly strong women who step outside
social norms. Her lyrics are notoriously ambiguous, inviting limitless individual
interpretations. There is no song on the album that has an easily recognizable “hook,” and
they are not singable or danceable. The music requires active listening and participation
from its audience.
Of the eighteen songs on the album, eight make specific reference to broader
issues. Because of her Cherokee ancestry, Amos takes particular note of America’s brutal
history with regard to Native Americans. As noted by Patrick Schabe in a review for
PopMatters, “In particular the experience of the Trail of Tears sat uneasily next to the
version of post-9/11 America that pretended innocence.”58 More removed from 9/11 are
the songs which reference societal conflict such as “Sweet Sangria,” a commentary on the
Mexican border situation, and “Taxi Ride,” a personal reflection on a homosexual friend
who has died. These songs provide a portrait of issues in America around the time of
9/11. Other songs on the album address historical issues; particularly the white man’s
taking of Native American land and the manipulation and violence which accompanied it.
This is addressed by the short “Wampum Prayer,” which is sung from the perspective of
a Native American who suffered through the Trail of Tears.
“Pancake”
In the middle of the album, three songs more clearly reference America at the
time of 9/11. “Pancake” describes the state of America before the attacks. Scarlet meets a
Messiah character at this point in her journey—most likely a reference to President
Bush—who seems to be unable to uphold the values he preaches. This song provides a
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rejection of his political rhetoric in favor of a peaceful resolution. “Oh Zion, please
remove your glove and dispel every trace of his spoken word that has lodged in my
vortex.” On a macro level it describes the values that America stands for historically as
diametrically opposed to the actual modern reality of the country. As Scarlet says, she
believes in “defending what we once stood for” but “it seems in vogue to be a misogynist
homophobe.” The song is most obviously an indictment of organized religion and the use
of God to propagate violence. “You could have spared her, oh, but no, Messiahs need
people dying in their name.”
“I Can’t See New York”
Following “Pancake” is the first direct reference to 9/11. “I Can’t See New York”
was actually conceived in May 2001, according to Amos, but its meaning became clear
after 9/11. She claims that the song was less her creation than a message which used her
as its medium. “When ‘I Can’t See New York’ walked into the room, slid into the wood
through the strings, claiming the keys, which in turn played me, I did not choose to
project actual events onto the song creature herself.”59
The song is written from the perspective of a woman who flew to New York and
landed safely, but she is able to see from the perspective of another woman whose plane
crashed above the city. “I Can’t See New York” begins with a single mid-range note (the
tonic) sustained on the piano followed by the second note of the scale rhythmically
played two octaves above the original pitch. This sparse opening sets the scene of
suspended animation—literally, as the playing of the second scale degree over the tonic
creates a suspension that, by the end of this opening, the listener feels must resolve. As
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Amos slows the tempo of the repeated second, the listener feels like they are waiting,
floating in a no-man’s land. Finally the note resolves down which leads into the main
theme of the song. Two melodies are played against each other, one on synthesizer and
the other on piano. The song is in Dorian mode and the piano melody focuses on the
second, third, fifth, and sixth scale degrees. With the major sixth scale degree, this creates
a whole-tone feeling to the melody which exacerbates the mood of floating and
instability. Over this accompaniment, Amos sets the scene of looking out the window of a
plane where she sees no divisions below and feels, at least temporarily, removed and
safe. “From here no lines are drawn. From here no lands are owned. Thirteen thousand
and holding; swallowed in the purring of her engines.” Occasionally a low bass pedal
enters which might provide some sense of grounding, but in this context it sounds more
like a foreshadowing of darker things to come. The weightlessness of the music continues
until the end of the first verse, where Scarlet asks, “Is there a signal there?” Immediately
after this phrase, the drums enter with a crash cymbal and beat pattern. The piano
incorporates aggressive and rhythmic bass notes under alternating arpeggios and
hammered out block chords. This simulates the crash of the plane as the character faces
“the other side.”
In the B section the music moves to a slightly less aggressive arrangement,
temporarily using the relative major as the character contemplates those she is leaving
behind. “And you said, and you did. And you said you would find me here. And you said
you would find me even in death.” As the song enters the chorus, the drums drop out and
Amos accompanies herself only with upper-range arpeggiated piano. It recreates the
sense of suspended animation and accentuates the sentimentality of the text. The pitch of
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the piano slowly lowers as Amos sings each phrase, emulating a slow-motion descent
while the character contemplates her current reality. “I can’t see New York as I’m
circling down through white cloud falling out. And I know his lips are warm but I can’t
seem to find my way out, my way out of this hunting ground.”
After the chorus, the band reenters with the addition of electric bass, synthesizer,
and electric guitar countermelodies against the piano. The multiple melodies and electric
distortion create a sense of chaos and distorted reality. It provides an appropriate
accompaniment to the second verse. “From here, crystal meth in meters of millions. In
the end all we have, soul blueprint. And did we get lost in it? Do we conduct a search for
this?” Though these lyrics are ambiguous, in this context, Amos seems to be referring to
the appearance of New York after the Towers collapsed, crystal meth being an apt
description for the wreckage of ash and glass. This symbolism also provides a picture of
the toxic smoke, wreckage, and emotional damage that went far beyond the initial
victims—much like the spiderweb-like devastation caused by drug addiction. For many,
all that remained after the attacks was a “soul blueprint” of their loved ones as there were
so few physical remains. Amos seems to be asking if we, as a society, got lost in the
memory of what was; if we could/should reconnect with the past. As Amos sings, “From
the other side. From the other side. What do they mean, side of what things?” the electric
guitar slides from low to high, imitating a siren. It continues sliding up and down in this
section, sometimes sounding like a sudden dive and sometimes emulating sirens. This
section most clearly depicts the actual events and immediate aftermath of the attacks.
After this, the B section and chorus are repeated with the same musical
arrangement as before, which has the effect of slowly returning to the more sentimental
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style and contemplation of the main character’s circumstances. The song ends with the
multi-melody chaos while Amos reiterates, “I can’t see New York from the other side.”
This echoes the confusion and chaos in New York on 9/11. Amos finishes the song with
just piano and synthesizer accompaniment as she sings, “I hum from the other side,”
creating a final sense of solitude and acceptance.
“Mrs. Jesus”
The third song in this 9/11 series is “Mrs. Jesus.” It describes Scarlet meeting a
benevolent character after the traumatic events of 9/11. (S)he helps Scarlet sort through
what it all means during this chaotic time in the country. The song is essentially a
questioning of Scarlet’s and America’s Christian belief systems. She references the
tendency to get wrapped up in a small portion of the Bible and lose sight of the overall
picture. “Your walking on the water bit; by far my favorite one. But now it seems we’re
drowning in a drop of water, Love.” With a nod to the Beatles, she also discusses the
contradictions and misogynist interpretations of the Bible. “The gospel changes meaning
if you follow John or Paul, and could you ever let it be the Mary of it all?” Scarlet is
hoping that her beliefs are accurate and she can love and lean on Mrs. Jesus. “If you’re
my way, let me love you, Mrs. Jesus.”
“Scarlet’s Walk”
Three songs at the end of the album try to sort through what has happened and
where the nation has landed by the end of Scarlet’s Journey. “Scarlet’s Walk” is the most
obvious culminating song of the album. Through it, Scarlet deals with her love/hate
relationship with America’s past and present. Foremost, it faces the brutal nature of the
Indian Removal Act but also links this with the Civil War through referencing Scarlett
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O’Hara “leaving terra” (Tara). Like the Native Americans, Scarlett O’Hara treasured her
homeland, however blood-soaked and ruined it might be, and however insignificant it
seemed to those who tried to take it.
The essential story of “Scarlet’s Walk” is of a girl inviting a guest into her home
who then announces that he is moving in and is the “new sheriff.” Not only does this
sheriff take over the land but also condescendingly asks what the girl will do with all her
freedom. Later in the song, the sheriff asks what the girl will do with all her stories
(referencing the loss of Native American culture). He then declares pretentiously that he
will “weave them through every rocket’s red glare and huddled masses,” implying that
the European American is the caretaker of all that is worthwhile; that the downtrodden
will be cared for and protected even through the use of violence. This is shown in sharp
contrast to the reality of the European American’s aggressive overtaking and repression
of the Native Americans and their culture. In the post-9/11 era, this also acts as a
reference to America’s presence in the Middle East first as a “guest” as we sought out
those responsible for the attacks but increasingly as an uninvited new “sheriff.”
The second to last song on the album, “Virginia,” discusses the lost innocence of
America in the past and the present. America is portrayed first as a young Native
American girl who is taken advantage of by “the white brother.” Hundreds of years later,
she is a prostitute who “loses a little each day to ghetto pimps and presidents.” Over time
she betrays all that she loves and by the end of the song she can’t remember her own
name. This most obviously represents the almost complete loss of Native American
culture but also represents a loss of American identity by sacrificing ideals after 9/11.
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“Gold Dust” is the final song on the album. It is a retrospective on life; a
melancholic rumination on what is permanent and what is fleeting and the belief that new
birth is not only possible but inevitable. In the final stage of her roadtrip, Scarlet looks
back on all the stories she has heard and how people’s perspectives have changed since
9/11. She has lived and seen through others’ eyes. “‘How did it go so fast?’ you’ll say as
we are looking back. And then we’ll understand we held gold dust in our hands.”
The Crevasse Begins to Open
In the year following 9/11, the country was at its most united. But, it was also at
this time when dissenting voices were the most often quelled. Music which expressed
anti-war sentiments was rarely released, either because of an unwelcoming media
environment or because of an artist’s voluntary decision not to rock the boat. As time
went on, the responses to 9/11 became more codified. Pro-war and anti-war implications
in music became overt as the grief faded a bit. The calls for revenge as well as the pleas
for peace became more insistent and desperate. Those who wrote music that was in line
with the Bush administration and right-wing politics were welcomed by the media, the
administration, and society in general. Patriotism was big business, and many artists
cashed in on the opportunity. Always, though, the 9/11 attacks loomed as an overarching
justification for whatever opinion was being promoted.
Neil Young- “Let’s Roll”
Neil Young was all over the map after 9/11. Despite initially responding with a
performance of the pacifist anthem “Imagine” at the Tribute concert, he soon released a
controversial memorial to the passengers onboard United Flight 93 which crashed in
Pennsylvania. The song presented a dilemma for Young’s traditionally liberal audience.
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“Let’s Roll,”60 which was first released as a single in November 2001, is written from the
perspective of the passengers on the flight. This was the one plane that did not reach its
target on 9/11 but crashed in a field after the passengers confronted the terrorists. 61 The
title is taken from the supposed last words of one passenger, Todd Beamer, as he
encouraged his fellow passengers to take over control of the flight from the hijackers.
Beamer had called the GTE switchboard from onboard the flight. He spoke with an
operator, Lisa Jefferson, for thirteen minutes about many things including the passengers’
plans to overtake the hijackers. The last words Jefferson heard over the telephone were
Beamer saying, “Are You Guys Ready? Let’s Roll!” to his fellow passengers as they
headed forward to take on the terrorists.62
Although it most obviously pays homage to the passengers on Flight 93, it is also
difficult not to interpret it as supportive of the Bush Administration and the Iraq War. The
song was written at a time when Americans were in shock and willing to acquiesce to
their leader’s direction. The words, “We’re going after Satan on the wings of a dove,”
and “You’ve got to turn on evil when it’s coming after you,” coupled with the use of one
of Bush’s classic one-liners (Bush first used “Let’s Roll” around the same time as the
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release of the song) makes the connection tough to avoid. 63 Additionally, Young seems to
have been somewhat conservative in his political views shortly after 9/11. As noted in the
chapter, “Make Music, Not War,” Young came out as pro-administration and pro-Patriot
Act64 when he announced at a People for the American Way Foundation celebration,
“Even though we have to protect freedoms, it seems we’re going to have to relinquish
some of our freedoms for a short period of time.” 65
“Let’s Roll” begins by setting the morose scene in the plane just before the
passengers confronted the hijackers.
I know I said I love you, I know you know it’s true.
I’ve got to put the phone down and do what we got to do.
One’s standing in the aisle-way, two more at the door.
We’ve got to get inside there before they kill some more.
The second verse describes the determination, confusion, and fear the passengers
must have been feeling.
No time for indecision; we’ve got to make a move.
I hope that we’re forgiven for what we got to do.
How this all got started I’ll never understand.
I hope someone can fly this thing and get us back to land.
The final verse contains the most aggressive—and therefore controversial—words
of the song while providing the justifications behind said aggression. His use of the term
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“dove” in the second portion of the verse is interesting since the traditional association
with the dove is peace. During the Vietnam War, “doves” were people who advocated
peaceful resolution to international conflicts—as opposed to “hawks” who supported a
more aggressive response.
No one has the answer, but one thing is true,
You’ve got to turn on evil when it’s coming after you.
You’ve got to face it down and when it tries to hide.
You’ve got to go in after it and never be denied.
Let’s roll for freedom. Let’s roll for love.
We’re going after Satan on the wings of a dove.
Let’s roll for justice. Let’s roll for truth.
Let’s not let our children grow up fearful in their youth.
Using elements of psychedelic rock, funk, blues, and gospel recalling the style of
Pink Floyd, “Let’s Roll” creates an appropriate sense of impending doom and inspired
aggression. By using primarily a psychedelic rock style, it recalls the fear, pain, and
hopelessness associated with that genre. These emotions are echoed throughout the lyrics
of the song. The chorus is particularly demonstrative of these feelings with one simple
but emotionally laden phrase: “Time is running out, let’s roll.”
R Kelly – “Soldier’s Heart”
Support for the war also came from the R&B community in April 2002 through
the voice of R. Kelly and the song “Soldier’s Heart.”66 Given the situation he found
himself in at the time, Kelly was a likely candidate to produce one of the first promilitary power ballads after 9/11. His career was still chasing the financial wave of his
1996 mega-hit, “I Believe I Can Fly.” As journalist Burhan Wazir notes, though Kelly’s
career had begun in the hip-hop genre, after the success of “I Believe,” he switched
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almost exclusively to power ballads which followed the same musical formula with
elaborate string orchestration and huge gospel arrangements. 67 Kelly was also facing a
major image problem in 2002-2003. He had been charged with multiple counts of child
pornography, most infamously involving sex tapes he filmed with teenage girls. He was
in desperate need of something to boost his image and take the public’s mind off his
ongoing trial. Given his previous success with emotionally charged anthems, it is possible
that Kelly’s release of “Soldier’s Heart” was an attempt to return to the good graces of
Middle America.
“Soldier’s Heart” invokes unrestrained patriotism with its music, text, and visuals.
It plays directly to the sentiment of the country at the time, especially when combined
with the music video released in 2003. 68 It makes sense to consider the song and video
together.
Kelly’s orchestration immediately draws on entrenched American musical ideas
with an opening that recalls the simple yet expansive feeling of Aaron Copland’s
Appalachian Spring. As in Copland’s ballet suite, Kelly’s use of soft woodwinds with
string orchestration and harp give one the mental image of watching the sun rise over an
expansive horizon (see example 1).

Example 1. R Kelly “Soldier’s Heart,” opening motive recalling Aaron Copland’s
Appalachian Spring.
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This image is reflected in the video as an American flag, waving lazily in the
wind, slowly becomes clear against a bright sun. Kelly fades in wearing red athletic pants
with white and blue stripes, and a hockey jersey with a red eagle emblem boasting the
number “1” and the names of different military services sewn on. He is also sporting a
white leather jacket which has the American flag and military services sewn on the
sleeves and the word “America” with a red eagle emblazoned on the back. He is sitting
sideways on the bench of an all-white grand piano which is perched on a stage painted in
the blue and white stars of the flag. Eventually the camera pans out to reveal the full
breadth of the starry stage and the red and white stripes painted on the surrounding floor
to create a giant American flag. The symbolism of this scene is impossible to
misinterpret.
Once his voice enters, the accompaniment moves to sustained string pads with
synthesized accents, which definitely mark this as an R&B composition. The melody is
sung in a disjointed, breathless way, as though he is overcome with emotion and holding
back tears. In his sunglasses we can see the flag stage reflected. Textually, the message is
clear. The verses paint a picture of America after 9/11. Drawing both on society’s fears
and on the pervasive use of Christian messages at the time, Kelly refers to the feeling that
what was ahead was almost insurmountable, “but still we believe.” Though many
Americans felt hopeless and fragile, Kelly credits the heroes—either 9/11 rescue workers
or soldiers—with being able to pick up the pieces for the nation when we were unable to
do it for ourselves. When he reaches the first chorus a bass drum is added on beat three of
each measure, which gives it a militaristic feel. The orchestration changes slightly on the
second verse as a prominent piano accompaniment enters. At this point in the video,
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Kelly is shown playing the white grand piano. While it is hard to quantify the emotional
effects of this addition, a singer with piano accompaniment is most readily identifiable
with the singer/songwriter tradition and artists like Billy Joel and Elton John. Perhaps the
prominence of the piano at this point along with the portrayal of Kelly as pianist is meant
to solidify his sincerity and connection to the music. It makes one think of Kelly sitting
alone at his piano, picking this song out to give voice to his personal emotions.
We first hear the gospel choir at the repeat of the pre-chorus humming an
accompaniment which blends in with the string backgrounds. It is also at this point where
the string accompaniment is raised up an octave from where it started. These two changes
have the effect of heightening the emotional content of the song and also foreshadowing
what is to come. In true gospel style, the song suddenly modulates up a half step at the
end of the bridge (as shown in example 2).

Example 2. R Kelly “Soldier’s Heart,” modulation out of the bridge.
This, as with all such modulations, intensifies the drama. The bridge begins with the
words, “And so our flag was still there,” obviously recalling the national anthem, “The
Star-Spangled Banner,” for the benefit of anyone who missed the Copland reference at
the introduction.
The song ends with two final choruses. The first of these adds a countermelody
played by horns, which recall military fanfare. The music is augmented with increased
percussion and dense string accompaniment. Kelly revs up his performance with an
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embellished melodic line and a hoot reminiscent of Michael Jackson. The film cuts to
soldiers who are folding an American flag. The chorus talks of soldiers on the “front
line,” who led us out of the darkness. It was because of their strength and commitment to
the country that we “didn’t go astray.”
The real magic is reserved for the final chorus, which is modulated up yet another
half step. Suddenly, Kelly is standing on the star stage in front of a large, swaying gospel
choir with a giant American flag hanging in the background. He has removed his jacket,
which lies crumpled on the floor as if thrown off in a fit of passion. The gospel choir,
singing the countermelody previously played by the horns, is lifted out of the texture and
becomes as prominent as the melodic line. The violins are boosted up another octave into
the highest part of their range and for the first time, the drums are playing a full four-beat
pattern. A brass section is now employed to provide rhythmic accents. The phrase, “It
takes a soldier’s heart,” is repeated multiple times to end the song. On the third repeat of
the phrase, everything stops after “it takes,” and R Kelly is pictured alone in front of the
flag, in the process of removing his cap in a gesture of respect. As he holds the last note,
one by one, bells ring, a tympani rolls, the brass and strings rejoin, a cymbal thunders, the
men of the choir enter, and the women sing to make a giant crescendo into the final
orchestral hit (a loud, staccato, tutti attack) before the screen cuts to black, à la Elton
John’s “Circle of Life” in The Lion King.
Darryl Worley – “Have You Forgotten?”
“Have You Forgotten”69 was the quintessential pro-war song in the lead-up to the
Iraq War. Its changing reception clearly exemplifies the evolving socio-political
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landscape in late 2002 and early 2003. Whereas Alan Jackson’s 2001 “Where Were You
(When the World Stopped Turning)” 70 announced serious confusion about the difference
between Iraq and Iran, by the time Worley’s song arrived, everyone was clearly aware of
Iraq, as it was quickly becoming the target for post-9/11 aggression.
The popularity of Daryl Worley and “Have You Forgotten” were intricately
entwined with the lead-up to and invasion of Iraq. By the week ending March 15, 2003,
“Have You Forgotten” was no. 22 on the Billboard country charts. The following week,
President Bush delivered his ultimatum to Saddam Hussein and then invaded Iraq on
March 20. “Have You Forgotten” shot up to number 9 on the country charts. 71 It had also
become the most requested song on many radio stations as well as on Country Music
Television and Great American Country. 72 It became the ninth-most-played video on
CMT during the week ending March 23, 2003 and was included in shows designed to
support the military and war effort called “CMT Military Messages” and “Music of the
American Spirit.”73 Dreamworks cashed in on the obvious hit by releasing the full album
a month earlier than expected, complete with patriotic packaging. This is in stark contrast
to musicians like Lenny Kravitz or John Mellencamp with similarly large followings and
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major-label record deals behind them whose anti-war songs were meekly released via the
internet with little to no radio airplay. 74
The song’s foremost impact came after the Iraq War had begun. Its leading
question became aimed at not only anti-war protestors, but also average Americans who
might have lingering doubts about the war. By this point, war in Iraq was not a debate but
a reality, and in Worley’s estimation, the time for doubts had passed. Purchasers and
listeners of the song could now use it, alongside yellow ribbons and American flags, to
signal that they had not forgotten. It became a nationalist symbol which, as noted by Peter
Schmelz, confirmed “the worst fears of those thinkers who regard mainstream popular
music as commercially and ideologically compromised.”75 The song also helped to
reinforce the increasing belief that Saddam Hussein and Iraq were linked to 9/11.
Immediately after the attacks, only 3 percent of Americans believed that there was a
connection. By January 2003, that number had risen to 44 percent.76 In March 2003, 45
percent of Americans believed that Saddam Hussein was personally involved with the
9/11 attacks and by August of the same year that number had risen to 69 percent. 77
Worley also became an overt supporter of the Bush administration by performing at
multiple government-sponsored events. Worley, along with Toby Keith, opened for the
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president when he spoke at MacDill Air Force Base in March 2002. 78 He performed at
the Senate Spouses Luncheon in Washington, D.C. which was attended by First Lady
Laura Bush.79 The most visible performance in support of the administration was a
Pentagon victory concert on April 16, 2003 in which Secretary of Defense Donald
Rumsfeld himself introduced Worley to the several hundred service members, civilian
employees, and family members in the audience, as well as the troops watching live
overseas. 80
The video that accompanied the release of “Have You Forgotten” emphasized the
necessity of war by displaying a narrative which left little option other than retaliation.
Most of the video is of Worley himself in the recording studio sincerely emoting his
lyrics. Interspersed with this are images of Worley wearing a “Fightin’ Side” t-shirt and
sitting in front of a pile of pictures of soldiers. This image visually references Merle
Haggard’s “Figthin’ Side of Me” and aligns Worley firmly against anti-war protestors.
He holds a notepad on which he is sketching the text of the song. Other images are
introduced as the song continues.
The first image besides Worley and/or his band is of Iraq War protestors walking
away—visually accentuating their cowardice—as Worley begins, “I hear people saying
we don’t need this war, but I say there’re some things worth fighting for.” “Have You
Forgotten” announces its country genre from the opening glissando on slide guitar. As
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Worley continues singing over acoustic guitar, muted drums, and the occasional slide
guitar fill, he elaborates on what is “worth fighting for.” “What about our freedom and
this piece of ground. We didn’t get to keep them by backing down.” The final line of the
verse leads straight into the chorus. It associates this pro-war anthem with Merle
Haggard’s thematically similar “Fightin’ Side of Me” from the Vietnam era. 81 Both songs
condescendingly address the ambiguous “they” who are labeled unpatriotic because of
their anti-war stance. The electric guitar enters as Worley sings, “They say we don’t
realize the mess we’re getting in. Before you start preaching let me ask you this my
friend: Have you forgotten how it felt that day to see your homeland under fire and her
people blown away?” The chorus uses the full ensemble, adding emphasis to the words
which are the crux of the message. The second half of the chorus inextricably links the
song to the post-9/11 era, both accentuating its impact at the time and making it
completely inapplicable to any other situation. “Have you forgotten when those towers
fell? We had neighbors still inside going through a living hell. And you say we shouldn’t
worry about bin Laden; have you forgotten?”
The second verse addresses the idea that images of 9/11 were thought to be too
disturbing. Worley masochistically argues that repeated playing of the event was crucial
to keeping the country focused on the reason for the war. The first actual footage of 9/11
that appears in the video comes as Worley sings “They took the footage off my T.V. Said
it’s too disturbing for you and me. ‘It’ll just breed anger,’ that’s what the experts say. If it
was up to me I’d show it every day.” Throughout the verse, images of dust flying, people
running, firefighters, etc. are alternated with Worley singing. This adds a punch to the
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final line that is the crux of the argument for retaliation, “Some say this country’s just out
looking for a fight. After 9/11, Man, I’d have to say that’s right.” By using this shared
traumatic imagery to back up his words, Worley reconnects Americans toward a new
common emotion. He directly transfers the shock and anguish shared by the country on
9/11 into a justified call for retribution—regardless of the object of said retribution. This
provided an outlet for the pain experienced by the country and justified whatever
retaliation came along. Rather than considering the object of our aggression, 9/11 was
justification enough. This expresses humanity’s desire for righteousness and the
instinctual feeling that when someone hurts you badly enough, it is reasonable to strike
back against anyone and anything; an eye for an eye. It is worth noting that this is an
example of an undercurrent of anti-intellectualism that arose around this time. Despite
what the “experts” said, people’s emotions became their foremost means of decisionmaking and this concept was, in many aspects, acknowledged and celebrated. Billy Joe,
the lead singer of Green Day, recalled being accosted while exiting an airplane by a
woman who declared, “I just want you to know that I am proud to be an American
idiot.”82
The second chorus is textually identical to the first except one notable line. In the
original live performances of the song the final line began, “Don’t you tell me not to
worry about bin Laden,” but by the time of the studio release, it had been changed to,
“And we vowed to get the ones behind bin Laden.” As observed by Schmelz, this change
is significant because of its chronological connection with the stance of the Bush
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administration.83 The song was premiered in its original form at the Grand Ole Opry on
January 11, 2003, before the declaration of intent to go to war with Iraq. Between then
and its official recorded release in March 2003, Bush delivered his State of the Union
which explicitly linked the 9/11 attacks, Al Qaeda, Iraq, and Saddam Hussein. The
textual change in Worley’s song reflects direct support for the Bush administration’s
agenda.
In the final verse, Worley supports his message by singing, “I’ve been there with
the soldiers who’ve gone away to war.” As noted by Schmelz, “This ‘authenticity’ and …
the ‘sincerity contract’ it forged with its audience, was a primary aspect of the song’s
advertising, video, and, ultimately, successful reception. Worley’s ‘authentic’ support for
the troops was underscored by his own well-established ‘authentic’ country
credentials.”84 This section of the video is one of the most visually powerful, and this is
reinforced musically with overt word painting. The shortened verse begins with a
militaristic tattoo on the drums which builds into the final chorus. During this final verse
the imagery becomes dominated by the military and their families who are mourning
their loss to the inevitable war. Combined with the earlier 9/11 images of people crying,
this creates a sense of continuity. The mourning is persistent as grief over 9/11 becomes
grief over the loss of family members to war. This mourning, however, is portrayed as a
necessary evil as the soldiers “remember just what they’re fighting for.” Implicit in this is
that the soldiers are fighting so there will be no more mourning. Those “left to carry on”
after 9/11 and when the soldiers go to war are essentially the same. Both are crying, both
are stuck picking up the pieces, and the same villain is to blame. It logically follows that
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it is necessary to go over and eliminate the cause of the pain. Even though at this point
the Iraq War had not begun, these images are enacting the future that Worley deemed
inevitable and was urging his audience to support.
The title lyric leading into the final chorus is accentuated by an instrumental
break. We hear, “Have you forgotten?” sung in harmony followed by a tutti hit, complete
with crash cymbal and slide guitar, immediately after the phrase on beat two. Occurring
after this militaristic verse, the instrumental accent and glissando recall images of a
rocket attack. The final chorus changes slightly to acknowledge others affected by 9/11.
“Have you forgotten all the people killed? Yeah, some went down like heroes in that
Pennsylvania field. Have you forgotten about our Pentagon? All the loved ones that we
lost and those left to carry on. Don’t you tell me not to worry about bin Laden. Have you
forgotten?” At this point, the video returns to images related to 9/11, including the
Pentagon as it is mentioned in the lyrics. At the last outburst of “Have you forgotten?”
the video cuts from Worley’s impassioned stance to an unblemished World Trade Center
gleaming in the sunlight, then back to Worley forlornly bowing his head as though his
pleas, however poignant, will go unheeded. This is curious, since the message he is
carrying was by far the dominant one in society.
While the effect of “Have You Forgotten?” on public sentiment is impossible to
measure, it most certainly added to the rhetoric from the government and mainstream
media. It seems the song was explicitly used by the Bush administration to further its
ends. As stated by Chris Hedges, whose book War Is a Force That Gives Us Meaning
condemns militarism, “The use of a nation’s cultural resources to back up the war effort
is essential to mask the contradictions and lies that mount over time in the drive to sustain
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war.”85 In retrospect, it is easier to see “Have You Forgotten” as a near-perfect distillation
of assertions that have, generally, been proven wrong and of motivations that are
questionable at best. The link between Osama bin Laden and Iraq was shown to be false
and the justifications for the Iraq War were dubious. Thirteen years later, the sentiment in
this song comes off largely as wrath and hubris. One wonders how it might sound to
someone fifty years down the road.
Meshell Ndegeocello - “Forgiveness & Love”
In contrast to the incessant calls for retribution, there was a faction of society
which encouraged an alternative reaction the 9/11 attacks.
Meshell Ndegeocello is a bassist and singer/songwriter who is credited with
starting the neo-soul movement. After 9/11 she penned “Forgiveness & Love,” which
gave voice to the pacifist faction of society. In a message posted on Matthew Landis’s
website, Ndegeocello claims that in writing the song, she “thought a lot about the radical
love and forgiveness taught by Jesus and the early Christian tradition as well as the
principles of peace and justice that are at the roots of Islam; I thought about the frequent
uses and misuses of religion, including the invocations that imply that God would
somehow choose sides in a war.”
Meshell released the song for free download on maverick.com in February 2003
because of the worldwide protests at the time. She wanted to raise questions over
society’s response to 9/11. In the same message she asked:
Will we use all of our intelligence to eradicate or escalate warfare, hunger,
disease, and poverty? In what ways will each of us individually reconcile
the undeniable fact that our lifestyles depend upon the suffering of others?
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What would have happened if the U.S. as a nation focused on these
questions after 9/11 instead of prioritizing revenge over healing? I invite
folks to enter into dialogues rooted in hope and aimed at understandings
that go beyond partisan politics and fearful arrogance. And beyond
listening to this tune or talking to friends, family, and colleagues, I hope
folks will check out some of the links below and take action:
unitedforpeace.org; moveon.org; winwithoutwarus.org; notinourname.net;
truemajority.com; future500.com.86
“Forgiveness & Love” was never released formally and it is therefore currently
unavailable—save some small snippets on YouTube 87 and a number of sites quoting its
lyrics. 88 But, the song morphed into “Fellowship,” which can be heard on Meshell’s
album Comfort Woman,89 released in October 2003. The songs are extremely similar in
style, with hints of funk, gospel, and smooth jazz and a heavy reggae influence—
appropriately so as both songs address issues of social criticism and religion.
“Fellowship” is a general call for peace, stating the concept that if religion continues to
be used as a weapon, peace is impossible. “Forgiveness & Love,” however, is a much
more pointed condemnation of America’s use of “God” to propagate war and brutality.
The relaxed neo-soul genre provides an appropriate backdrop for the focus on pacifism
while the punctuated reggae hits accentuate the revolutionary message behind it.
The first verse addresses historical “theft” from a minority perspective. “Great
white man discoveries; to another man that mean robbery.” Meshell then brings the
concept into a modern light. “Mr. Politician, how you sleep? Hide behind all the justice
money can buy.” After this short verse, the chorus—which repeats multiple times—is
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introduced and makes the point of the song very clear. “God Bless America. Who God
you talk about? My God is Forgiveness and Love.”
The second verse addresses slavery over the course of the African American’s
experience, stating that military involvement is a form of modern slavery. “Mother,
Mother, mother’s mother; government slave they rape and murder. Tell me that I’m set
free. Now my brother, (government slave), wear the uniforms of brutality. Who god you
fight for?” Meshell’s most pointed and political words finish off this verse indicating
whose god her “brother” is killing for. “Let me tell you who you kill for. Welcome to the
rain where the sun like thunder. Welcome to the reign where the son murder like his
father.”
The 9/11 Truth Movement
While the majority of Americans responded to 9/11 by mourning, questioning
their beliefs, or weighing in about the war, others questioned the events themselves.
Within a year after the 9/11 attacks, a movement began which specifically questioned the
reality behind the mainstream portrayal and perception of the day. The “9/11 Truth”
movement, as it was eventually dubbed, pointed out what they perceived as
inconsistencies in the events to derive a conspiracy theory in which individuals within the
United States government were either responsible for or complicit in the attacks. The
asserted motives behind this were to use the attacks as a pretext to wage war in
Afghanistan and Iraq and/or to create opportunities to restrict civil liberties. Central to
their theory was that the World Trade Center did not collapse because of the planes
crashing into them but because of controlled demolition. They bolstered this theory by
citing the collapse of WTC Building 7, a building adjacent to the Twin Towers which
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collapsed despite no direct impact. The height of the movement was in late 2003 and
2004 when a conference was convened in San Francisco to discuss the mission of the
9/11 Truth movement and the website 9/11Truth.org was officially established. 90
Along with this faction of society came a cadre of music which addressed the
concerns of the movement. A website called The Globalist Agenda: How the Elite
Control Your Mind and Your Life compiled categorized playlists of songs which back up
their viewpoint from the Vietnam era to the present.91 Most of the songs from the post9/11 era specifically addressing the 9/11 Truth movement were created by unknown
artists, were often lacking musically and textually, and made it little farther than a few
hundred hits on YouTube. Most of the songs address concerns at the heart of the
movement. Some simply reiterate the fallacy behind 9/11 with titles and lyrics like, “9/11
was An Inside Job,”—simply typing this into YouTube produces a multitude of
examples—or “9/11’s a Lie” with such catchy lyrics as provided by this contrafactum of
“Stayin’ Alive:” “Whether you’re a mother or whether you’re a brother 9/11’s a lie.
9/11’s a lie.”92 Other songs in this category focus on specific concerns like “NanoThermite In the Dust,” or “10 Second Free Fall.”
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Martin Noakes – “9/11 Building 7”
An example of why the 9/11 Truth genre didn’t make much headway is Martin
Noakes’s, “9/11 Building 7,”93 Its awkward, overly-specific lyrics—such as: “Open fire
can’t melt steel, it’s not hot enough … no way hot enough to bring them down,” and
“What went down with building 7? … The building fell with such precision. Free fall
speed, no reasons given,”—and the video’s homemade animations and special effects
make it difficult to take seriously. In the song, Noakes addresses almost all of the main
tenets of the Truthers’ theory and many more specific and sometimes only vaguely
related issues. “Out of 19 Muslim guys, 7 still remain alive,”94 and “Project for a New
American Century was added to a year before that day. It states, ‘In order to proceed, a
modern day Pearl Harbor it would need.’”
The Project for a New American Century was a non-profit organization created in
1997 to promote a “Reaganite policy of military strength and moral clarity” which
consisted of four main tenets:
1. We need to increase defense spending significantly if we are to carry
out our global responsibilities today and modernize our armed forces for
the future; 2. We need to strengthen our ties to democratic allies and to
challenge regimes hostile to our interests and values; 3. We need to
promote the cause of political and economic freedom abroad; 4. We need
to accept responsibility for America’s unique role in preserving and
extending an international order friendly to our security, our prosperity,
and our principles.95
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Indeed, the Project for a New American Century did create a report in September
of 2000 that advocated for a transformation in military spending to ensure that America
remain the dominant military force in the world. In a section titled, “Creating
Tomorrow’s Dominant Force,” the authors advocated a change in the Pentagon budget to
reflect an increased emphasis on research of new weapons technology. It stated, “the
process of transformation, even if it brings revolutionary change, is likely to be a long
one, absent some catastrophic and catalyzing event—like a new Pearl Harbor.”96
Noakes uses a number of historical events to back up his opinion such as
referencing the Reichstag fire—a fire in Germany that was blamed on the communists
and allowed the Nazis to take control of the government. There is a conspiracy theory
that the Nazis started the fire in order to eliminate their political opponents. He also
references the attack on the USS Liberty, a naval vessel that was attacked by Israel
accidentally. It has been theorized that Israel did it on purpose to prevent the U.S. from
knowing the full extent of their victories over Arab countries and imposing a cease-fire.
Noakes also mentions the Gulf of Tonkin, where two supposed attacks took place on US
forces by the North Vietnamese. These attacks provided the impetus for the Vietnam
War. It was speculated that forces were deliberately sent into North Vietnamese territory
in order to provide the justification for war and, in fact, it has since been concluded that
the second attack never happened. Noakes lumps all of this together along with the Cold
War, Bird Flu, and WMD as proof of a 9/11 conspiracy.
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Toward the end of the song, Noakes calls for a united front to expose the
conspiracy and defeat those responsible. “We’ve got to stand up; we’ve got to be strong.
We’ve got to hold our nerve until the job is done … and they don’t give a stuff, so now
it’s up to us to bring them down.” And just so we remember why we need to stand up, he
appeals to our sense of injustice and grief as he sings, eyes closed, against the animated
backdrop of white cemetery crosses, “And they’ve made a killing. They don’t care about
the blood that they’re spilling.” He also makes note of the changes in American society
while inserting his own extremist viewpoint, “Ever since that fateful day our civil rights
have disappeared. A global fascist state draws near and our freedom slips away.”
In addition to the text, Noakes packs the video full of supplementary information.
He sings much of the song in front of a backdrop of two animated brick walls, one of
which holds an animated chalkboard. On this chalkboard appear statements such as, “On
9/11 NORAD were conducting training exercises that actually mirrored the
unprecedented events of that day,” 97 “7/7—terror exercises were taking place at the exact
same locations and times that the actual bombs went off,” 98 and “Norwegian Police
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Confirm That They Carried Out a Drill ‘Identical’ to Breivik’s Attack.”99 He then
suggests that viewers “research the following: New World Order, 100 Agenda 21,101
Georgia Guide Stones,102 Nikola Tesla, 103 and Freeman on the Land.104 Also rolling up
the screen during the video are the words, Madrid bombings, 105 GM food, Hollie
Grieg,106 secret societies, global warming, New World Order, police state, bin Laden
killed, Oklahoma bombing, and 7/7.” The icing on the cake is in the credits when Noakes
thanks David Icke for his “ground-breaking research.” At the heart of Icke’s research is
the belief that the world is being controlled by an undisclosed group of reptilian
humanoids.
Though musicians like Noakes assault us with so many—sometimes
preposterous—conspiracy theories that it diminishes the credence of any of them, some
not-so-extreme musicians supported the movement. In the world of rap and hip-hop there
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exists a healthy distrust of the government in general and so the idea that the government
might be complicit in 9/11 was not far off from this feeling. The most prominent of these
was DJ Immortal Technique’s “The Cause of Death,”107 which alleged that there had
been a government conspiracy about 9/11 in order to bring about the war, that the
government sponsored Al Qaeda and bin Laden, and that America is being run by
corporations.108 A number of prominent (and not generally considered crazy as much as
eccentric) musicians and actors signed a petition to support an open and independent
investigation into the 9/11 attacks. Some of these include Willie Nelson, Ed Asner, and
Woody Harrelson.109
---------------There was a great deal of music written in response to 9/11, some of it poignant
and heartbreaking and some of it stomach turning, but all of it responding to and
processing through the trauma of that day. It reflected the wide array of emotions felt by
Americans from suffering—as in the personal stories of The Rising—to confusion and
searching for answers—as in Scarlet’s Walk—to anger and blame—as in the “Truther
Rock” movement. Also implicit in these responses were the political responses of the
musicians and their stance in the wider social debates. Though the early responses may
have tried to sidestep such categorization, it was unavoidable as all mainstream musicians
were picked apart and put into boxes by the media and society. On the other hand, some
musicians flew straight into the pigeonhole, declaring their (initial) stance on the war and
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the president from the beginning. What ultimately became two drastically disparate sides
began almost as two friends having a disagreement. Immediately after 9/11, while
Americans were metaphorically holding hands and singing “Kumbaya,” a rift was
forming beneath the surface. The benefit concerts held in the aftermath of the attacks give
us a window into the birthing of the opposing viewpoints and the rapidity with which
they evolved into winning and losing sides. While the post-9/11 wars were brewing
globally, a societal war had begun in America.
9/11 Music Not Discussed
1. Beastie Boys – To the 5 Boroughs
2. Clan Dyken – “911”
3. Dave Matthews – “Out of My Hands”
4. Dennis Binder – “Terrorist on the Loose”
5. Dusty Drake – “One Last Time (9/11 song)”
6. Five for Fighting – “Tuesday”
7. Jarvis Crocker (aka Scootle Royale) - “9/11 Was an Inside Job”
8. Kid Mercury - “9/11 Truth Everyday”
9. Kimya Dawson – “Anthrax”
10. Long Winters – “The Commander Thinks Aloud”
11. Louisiana Red – “September 11 Blues”
12. My Chemical Romance – “Skylines and Turnstiles”
13. Thomas Hansen – “Nano-Thermite In The Dust (9/11 Truth Song)”
14. Three Shoes Posse – “10 Second Free Fall”
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APPENDIX A
“AMERICA: A TRIBUTE TO HEROES” PARTICIPANTS
Performers
1. Bruce Springsteen: “My City of Ruins.”
2. Stevie Wonder with Take 6: “Love’s in Need of Love Today,” from his 1976
album Songs in the Key of Life.
3. U2 with Dave Stewart, Natalie Imbruglia, and Morleigh Steinberg: “Peace on
Earth” (intro)/”Walk On,” both from their 2000 album All That You Can’t Leave
Behind. This performance was beamed via satellite from London.
4. Faith Hill: “There Will Come a Day,” from her 1999 album Breathe. For this
performance, Hill was joined by a gospel choir and special guest Paul Shaffer on
keyboards.
5. Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers: “I Won’t Back Down,” from Petty’s 1989 solo
album Full Moon Fever.
6. Enrique Iglesias: “Hero,” which had just been released as a new single.
7. Neil Young: John Lennon’s “Imagine,” which Young never previously recorded.
8. Alicia Keys: Donny Hathaway’s “Someday We’ll All Be Free,” which Keys
never previously recorded.
9. Goo Goo Dolls’ John Rzeznik and Limp Bizkit’s Fred Durst and Wes Borland:
Pink Floyd’s “Wish You Were Here,” with some new lyrics written for the
occasion. Neither the Goo Goo Dolls nor Limp Bizkit recorded the song
previously.
10. Billy Joel: “New York State of Mind,” from his 1976 album Turnstiles.
11. Dixie Chicks: “I Believe In Love,” a new song which appeared on their Home
album the following year.
12. Dave Matthews: Solo performance of “Everyday,” from the Dave Matthews Band
2001 album Everyday.
13. Wyclef Jean: Bob Marley and The Wailers’ “Redemption Song,” which Jean
never recorded previously.
14. Mariah Carey: “Hero,” from her 1993 album Music Box.
15. Jon Bon Jovi and Richie Sambora of Bon Jovi: “Livin’ on a Prayer,” from their
1986 album Slippery When Wet. It was performed as an acoustic version, with
two guitars, percussion, and a violin.
16. Sheryl Crow: “Safe and Sound,” a new song which appeared on her C’mon,
C’mon album the following year.
17. Sting: “Fragile,” from his 1987 album Nothing Like the Sun.
18. Pearl Jam’s Eddie Vedder and Mike McCready with Neil Young: “Long Road,” a
song originally appearing on Pearl Jam’s Merkin Ball EP in 1995.
19. Paul Simon: “Bridge Over Troubled Water,” from the 1970 Simon & Garfunkel
album Bridge Over Troubled Water.
20. Céline Dion: “God Bless America.”
21. Willie Nelson accompanied by the entire Los Angeles-based ensemble: “America
the Beautiful.”
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Speakers
22. Tom Hanks
23. George Clooney
24. Will Smith
25. Muhammad Ali
26. Kelsey Grammer
27. Jim Carrey
28. Cameron Diaz
29. Robin Williams
30. Dennis Franz
31. Jimmy Smits
32. Calista Flockhart
33. Amy Brenneman
34. Conan O’Brien
35. Sarah Jessica Parker
36. Tom Cruise
37. Ray Romano
38. Jeff Goldblum
39. Lucy Liu
40. Sela Ward
41. Jane Kaczmarek
42. Julia Roberts
43. Chris Rock
44. Robert De Niro
45. Clint Eastwood
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APPENDIX B
“CONCERT FOR NEW YORK CITY” PARTICIPANTS
David Bowie – Performance: “America,” “Heroes.”
Billy Crystal – Comedy Routine.
Tom Daschle – Speech.
Bon Jovi – Performance: “Livin’ on a Prayer,” “Wanted Dead Or Alive,” “It’s My
Life.”
5. Mark Wahlberg – Jay-Z’s Introduction.
6. Jay-Z – Performance: “Izzo (H.O.V.A.).”
7. Goo Goo Dolls – Performance: “American Girl,” “Iris.”
8. Susan Sarandon – Speech.
9. Leonardo DiCaprio and Robert De Niro – Introduce Martin Scorsese short film.
10. Martin Scorsese – Short film: “The Neighborhood” (feat. Little Italy).
11. Billy Joel – Performance: “Miami 2017 (Seen the Lights Go Out on Broadway),”
“New York State of Mind.”
12. Will Ferrell (as President George W. Bush) – Comedy Routine: On The Taliban.
13. Chris Kattan – Introduce Destiny’s Child.
14. Destiny’s Child – Performance: “Emotion,” “Walk With Me (Gospel Medley).”
15. Harrison Ford – Thank you to Sponsors, Introduce Eric Clapton.
16. Eric Clapton and Buddy Guy – Performance: “Hoochie Coochie Man.”
17. Christy Turlington – Introduce Edward Burns short film.
18. Edward Burns – Short film: “Lovely Day.”
19. James Lipton – Introduce Operaman.
20. Adam Sandler (as Operaman) – Sings Operaman.
21. Meg Ryan – Introduce Backstreet Boys.
22. Backstreet Boys – Performance: “Quit Playing Games (With My Heart).”
23. David Spade – Introduce Melissa Etheridge.
24. Melissa Etheridge – Performance: “Come To My Window,” “Born To Run.”
25. Halle Berry – Introduce Spike Lee short film.
26. Spike Lee – Short film: “Come Rain or Come Shine” (feat. the New York
Yankees and fans).
27. John Cusack – Introduce The Who.
28. The Who – Performance: “Who Are You,” “Baba O’Riley,” “Behind Blue Eyes,”
“Won’t Get Fooled Again.”
29. George Pataki – Speech.
30. John Cusack – Introduce Woody Allen short film.
31. Woody Allen – Short film: “Sounds from the Town I Love” (feat. 20+ known
screen & stage actors).
32. Mike Myers – Introduce Mick Jagger and Keith Richards.
33. Mick Jagger and Keith Richards – Performance: “Salt of the Earth,” “Miss You.”
34. Howard Stern – Introduce short film: “I Am A New Yorker.”
35. Julia Stiles – Introduce Macy Gray.
36. Macy Gray – Performance: “With A Little Help From My Friends.”
37. Hillary Clinton – Introduce Jerry Seinfeld short film.
1.
2.
3.
4.
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38. Jerry Seinfeld – Short film: “The Greatest City on Earth.”
39. Bill Clinton – Introduce James Taylor.
40. James Taylor – Performance: “Fire and Rain,” “Up on the Roof.”
41. Michael J. Fox- Introduce Rudy Giuliani.
42. Rudy Giuliani – Speech.
43. Jimmy Fallon – 80’s Hits to “You Can’t Touch This.”
44. Jon Bon Jovi – Introduce Kevin Smith short film.
45. Kevin Smith – Short film: “Why I Love #$%&@ New York” (feat. opinions of
Jersey).
46. John Mellencamp – Performance: “Peaceful World.”
47. John Mellencamp and Kid Rock – Performance: “Pink Houses.”
48. Hilary Swank – Introduce Five For Fighting.
49. Five For Fighting – Performance: “Superman (It’s Not Easy).”
50. Janet Jackson – Performance: “Together Again.”
51. Elton John – Performance: “I Want Love,” “Mona Lisas and Mad Hatters.”
52. Elton John and Billy Joel – Performance: “Your Song.”
53. Jim Carrey – Introduce Paul McCartney.
54. Paul McCartney – Performance: “I’m Down,” “Lonely Road,” “From a Lover to a
Friend,” “Yesterday,” “Freedom” (new song), “Let It Be.”
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CHAPTER 3
FREEDOM ISN’T FREE:
POPULAR MUSIC’S PROMOTION OF THE “WAR ON TERROR”
One theme became prominent in music during the War on Terror that was
virtually nonexistent during the Vietnam War. It can most accurately be described as
“Pro-War.” The lyrics contain all the trappings of similarly themed songs, like “Have
You Forgotten,”1 such as patriotism and military glorification. But unlike other songs,
these portray war and violence not as an unfortunate, but necessary evil but as something
to be deliberately sought out. While this theme was not prominent during Vietnam, it is
not new. During World War II—the last time America was attacked on its own soil—
similar songs appeared. Songs like “We’re Gonna Have to Slap the Dirty Little Jap”2
make the pro-war music of the War on Terror sound pretty mild, actually. In 1941,
Carson Robison crooned:
We’re gonna have to slap the dirty little Jap
And Uncle Sam’s the guy who can do it.
We’ll skin the streak of yellow from this sneaky little fellow
And he’ll think a cyclone hit him when he’s through it.
We’ll take the double crosser to the old woodshed.
We’ll start on his bottom and go to his head.
When we get through with him, he’ll wish that he was dead.
We gotta slap the dirty little Jap.
We’re gonna have to slap the dirty little Jap
And Uncle Sam’s the guy who can do it.
The Japs and all their hooey will be changed into chop suey
And the rising sun will set when we get through it.
Their alibi for fighting is to save their face
For ancestors waiting in celestial space.
1

Discussed in the chapter “Remembering 9/11.”

2

Carson Robison, “We’re Gonna Have to Slap the Dirty Little Jap, and Uncle Sam’s the Guy Who
Can Do it,” words and music by Bob Miller, Bluebird, recorded December 1941.
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We’ll kick their precious face down to the other place.
We gotta slap the dirty little Jap.
We’re gonna have to slap the dirty little Jap
And Uncle Sam’s the guy who can do it.
We’ll murder Hirohito; massacre that slob Benito.
Hang ’em with that Shicklgruber when we’re through it.
We’ll search the highest mountain for the tallest tree
To build us a hanging post for the evil three.
We’ll call in all our neighbors, let them know they’re free.
We gotta slap the dirty little Jap.
Though it waxes a little more unashamedly racist than music sixty years later, it
reflects similar ideas to pro-war music during the War on Terror. “Dirty Little Jap”
specifically names the enemy, berates them and their way of life, likens them with evil,
glorifies America’s military, and glorifies American ideals. It seems this attitude is
typical when Americans feel threatened. The psychoanalyst Robert Storolow provides
some explanation for the prevalence of these types of themes during the War on Terror.
“The attack of 9/11 shattered Americans’ collective illusions of safety, inviolability, and
grandiose invincibility, illusions that had long been mainstays of the American
historical identity.”3 He argues that George W. Bush’s declaration of a global war on
terrorism couched in terms of a “grandiose, holy crusade” “enabled Americans to feel
delivered from trauma, chosen by God to rid the world of evil and to bring their way of
life (= goodness) to every people on earth.”4 Therefore, the War on Terror was seen as a
righteous act of revenge for the 9/11 attacks or simply a battle between good and evil.

3

Robert Storolow, “What Did We Learn From 9/11?: The Tragedy of 9/11 Brought Us Face to
Face With Our Existential Vulnerability,” (blog), Psychology Today, September 11, 2012, accessed January
29, 2016, https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/feeling-relating-existing/201209/what-did-we-learn-911.
4

Ibid.
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Wrapped into this belief was that the War on Terror was righteous specifically because it
was perpetrated by the United States of America.
These beliefs were echoed by musicians of the era who used their celebrity to get
their opinions heard. Not surprisingly, Darryl Worley, whose song “Have You Forgotten”
was used both as a 9/11 commemorative but also a rallying cry for the War on Terror,
chimed in with his support of the troops and the war, saying, “I went on a USO tour in
Kuwait and Afghanistan. Being in a war zone with those American troops, seeing their
selflessness and that they lay their lives on the line every day so we can have this
lifestyle, this freedom, and liberty.”5 More curiously—given his performance the same
night with Sheryl Crow, who wore a guitar strap reading “No War”—Kid Rock chimed
in at the 2003 Grammy awards, hypocritically telling a reporter, “Why is everybody
trying to stop the war? … Politicians and music don’t mix … We ought to stay out of it
… We got to kill that mother-fucker Saddam. Slit his throat. Kill him and the guy in
North Korea … [Bush] is doing the right thing.” 6 And even a pre-mental-breakdown,
gum-smacking Britney Spears chimed in, telling Teen People, “I am for the war because
if we don’t take care of this now it will lead to more terrorism and more deaths. I think
war is reasonable and I think it’s right what we are doing and giving the Iraqi people
freedom.”7 Later that year, she also told CNN that she believed “we should just trust our
president in every decision he makes and should just support that, you know, and be

5

Dan DeLuca, “Musicians chiming in, pro and con, on Iraq,” The Inquirer, March 9, 2003,
accessed October 7, 2013, http://articles.philly.com/2003-03-09/entertainment/25472164_1_war-zone-iraqmusicians-united.
6

Matthew Reid, “Kid Rock Rocks the Anti-War Crowd,” Front Page Magazine, February 27,
2003, accessed October 7, 2013, http://archive.frontpagemag.com/readArticle.aspx?ARTID=19542.
7

Teen People, April 2003.
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faithful in what happens.”8 While these musicians made their voices heard by speaking
out in public, a large number used their music to express their viewpoint.
Toby Keith – “Courtesy of the Red, White, and Blue”
The most famous pro-war song also happens to be the best-known song written
throughout the War on Terror: Toby Keith’s “Courtesy of the Red, White, and Blue
(Angry American).”9 Keith claimed to have written “Courtesy of the Red, White, and
Blue” in twenty minutes, just a week after 9/11.10 The introduction is rubato and is just
Keith accompanying himself with acoustic guitar, lending intimacy and sincerity to his
sentiment. It honors soldiers and their contributions to American freedom: “American
girls and American guys will always stand up and salute. We’ll always recognize …
there’s [sic] a lot of men dead so we can sleep in peace tonight.” The first verse starts to
take on a rock style with the addition of distorted electric guitar. Keith makes the song
personal with references to his own family—particularly his father, for whom the song
was written. “My daddy served in the army where he lost his right eye but he flew a flag
out in our yard until the day that he died. He wanted my mother, my brother, my sister
and me to grow up and live happy in the land of the free.” After this, Keith gets to the
true meaning of the song, recalling a metaphorical version of the 9/11 attacks. “Now this
nation that I love is falling under attack. A mighty sucker-punch came flying in from
somewhere in the back,” followed by the main textual theme of the song, the call for
revenge and glorification of the War on Terror. “Soon as we could see clearly through
8

“Britney Spears: ‘Trust Our President in Every Decision,’” (transcript) Crossfire, CNN,
September 3, 2003, accessed October 8, 2013,
http://www.cnn.com/2003/SHOWBIZ/Music/09/03/cnna.spears/.
9

Toby Keith, Unleashed, Dreamworks Nashville, released July 23, 2002.

10

Rebecca Leung, “Courtesy of the Red, White, & Blue.”
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our big black eye, man, we lit up your world like the Fourth of July.” Throughout the
song Keith uses nationalistic phrases to stir up patriotic fervor (“When you see Ol’ Glory
flying”), but it is most notable in the chorus which mixes this imagery with a mindset of
retaliation. “Uncle Sam put your name at the top of his list and the Statue of Liberty
started shaking her fist. And the eagle will fly and there’s gonna be hell when you hear
Mother Freedom start ringing her bell. And it’ll feel like the whole wide world is raining
down on you; brought to you courtesy of the red, white, and blue.”
The portion that brought on the most criticism is the bridge. It returns to the
instrumentation of the introduction but adds synthesized organ pads in the background to
add weight to the words. Keith compares America to a fighting dog who has been
provoked into attacking: “Oh, justice will be served and the battle will rage. This big dog
will fight when you rattle his cage. And you’ll be sorry that you messed with the U.S. of
A.” The double meaning of the “big dog” image is intentional. Keith says in Rednecks
and Bluenecks, “Everything that the foreigners called us, I wanted to put in the song and
say: You know what? We are the big dogs … Everything you say we are, okay, now we
are that so here we come.” The bridge is distinct because it is performed in a dramatic
rubato which creates as sense of dramatic emotion and accentuates the return of the full
band a tempo at the “punchline,” of the song, “’Cause we’ll put a boot in your ass; it’s the
American way.” It is easy to see why some people might object to the portrayal of
Americans as thoughtlessly violent and easily provoked; but clearly, many felt that a
swift and decisive kick in the rear end was precisely what was called for.
The chorus is only repeated twice, but the second time is distinct from the rest of
the song because of the addition of chimes playing arpeggios (see example 3).
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Example 3. Toby Keith “Angry American,” chimes during final chorus.
The sound is reminiscent of church bells but takes on a more potent meaning when
combined with the image of “Mother Freedom” ringing her bell—and of course the bell
that comes to mind is the Liberty Bell. The chimes continue (doubled by synthesizer)
throughout the coda as Keith repeats the phrase “Of the red, white and blue.” He finishes
the song declaring his patriotism by taking ownership, “Of my red white and blue.” The
band does a rock-style fermata on the last chord with distorted guitar and drum rolls but
the final sound is a loud chime, reiterating the focus of the song.
Whenever I discuss my dissertation with friends, family, or students for the first
time, they try to think of songs they know that I might be writing about. Invariably, if
they can think of any songs at all, they know of this one. I heard “Oh, what about that
Toby Keith song?” or “There’s that one with ‘put a boot in your ass’” or, from the noncountry fans, “Oh yeah, that one by that country guy” which was inevitably referring to
this. Something about “Courtesy of the Red, White, and Blue” stuck in people’s minds.
Perhaps it was the unabashed glorification of revenge or it might have just been the
memorable line, “We’ll put a boot in your ass; it’s the American way.” The song
garnered a huge amount of attention and became a sort of battle cry for the military.
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Bombs were branded with the title, as was the first tank that entered Baghdad. President
Bush, noting its popularity, asked Keith to be his opening act several times. 11 The album
that contained this song, Unleashed, debuted at number one on both the Billboard 200
and the Billboard Country Albums charts in the U.S. and stayed on them for 104 weeks.12
The tour of the same name sold over one million tickets.13
Even if it had not warranted attention on its own merit, high-profile reactions to
“Courtesy” brought the song to the forefront of pop culture gossip. The first public
disapproval of the song came from ABC News anchor, Peter Jennings (a Canadian native
who gained dual citizenship in 2003). ABC had been in talks with Keith to appear on
their 2002 Fourth of July Special but Jennings supposedly objected to the text of the song
and Keith’s appearance was vetoed. Keith inflamed the situation by talking to news
outlets and claiming that he was being censored by Jennings. Keith claimed that he found
it “interesting that he is not from the U.S.,”14 implying that Jennings may not be
completely loyal to America because he is an immigrant. Wrapped within this dismissal
is also the implication that not liking “Courtesy of the Red, White, and Blue” in general
was unpatriotic. This sentiment echoed the political rhetoric of the time, suggesting that

11

Rebecca Leung, “Courtesy of the Red, White & Blue: Singer Talks about His Defiantly Patriotic
Songs,” CBS News: 60 Minutes, October 28, 2003, accessed January 29, 2016,
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/courtesy-of-the-red-white-blue-28-10-2003/.
12

“Unleashed – Toby Keith,” Billboard, accessed July 19, 2011,
http://www.billboard.com/#/album/toby-keith/unleashed/538289.
13

“Toby Keith’s Million Ticket Milestone” Country Weekly, March 17, 2003, accessed January
29, 2016, http://www.countryweekly.com/news/toby-keiths-million-ticket-milestone.
14

Brian Mansfield, “Singer Toby Keith Speaks Out on ABC Censorship,” USA Today, June 13,
2002, accessed March 25, 2013, http://usatoday30.usatoday.com/life/music/2002/2002-06-13-tobykeith.htm.
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people who disapproved of the war or the president were being un-American. 15 This set
the stage for the much more public feud involving the song.
In August of 2002, Dixie Chicks’ lead singer Natalie Maines told the Los Angeles
Daily News her feelings on “Courtesy of the Red, White, and Blue.”
Don’t get me started. I hate it. It’s ignorant, and it makes country music
sound ignorant. It targets an entire culture—and not just the bad people
who did bad things. You’ve got to have some tact. Anybody can write,
‘We’ll put a boot in your ass,’ but a lot of people agree with it. The kinds
of songs I prefer on the subject are like Bruce Springsteen’s new songs. 16
This comment sparked a feud with Keith that would come back to haunt the Chicks later.
Keith responded to this attack in an interview with CMT.com by declaring, “I am a bigtime songwriter … so, I’m in the big-league of that. By you asking me what my opinion
on what I think about what she said about me, that’s like asking Barry Bonds what he
thought about what a softball player said about his swing.”17 As discussed in the chapter
“F the President” below, in 2003, the Dixie Chicks faced major consequences, ranging
from the loss of fans to death threats, after making their aversion to President George W.
Bush clear. While handling the media storm afterward, they also had a continued battle
with Toby Keith. Soon after Maines’s comment against Bush, Keith began using a photoshopped backdrop of Maines and Saddam Hussein embracing during his Shock’n Y’all
tour of 2003—implying that opposing the war or the president was tantamount to being in
15

This is discussed in more detail in the chapter “Magnetic Yellow Ribbons.”
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Fred Shuster, “Country Music’s ‘Angry American’ Toby Keith Touches Quite a Few Nerves
with ‘Courtesy of the Red, White and Blue,’” Los Angeles Daily News, August 6, 2002, accessed March 20,
2013,
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/COUNTRY+MUSIC’S+’ANGRY+AMERICAN’+TOBY+KEITH+TOUC
HES+QUITE+A+FEW…-a090173064.
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“Toby Keith Reacts to Maines’ Comments in Upcoming CMT.com Interview,” CMT, December
6, 2002, accessed March 19, 2013, http://www.cmt.com/news/country-music/1459027/toby-keith-reacts-tomaines-comments-in-upcoming-cmtcom-interview.jhtml.
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league with the enemy. No shrinking violet, Maines responded by wearing a t-shirt with
“F.U.T.K.” printed on the front at the 2003 Academy of Country Music Awards. When
asked the meaning she said, tongue in cheek, “Friends United Together in Kindness.” 18
The Keith versus Maines country music feud thrust Keith and his song even
further into the spotlight. He came to represent (in his own words) the “flag-waving
redneck” that many Americans identified with in the first years after 9/11. Jennings and
Maines were not the only people to oppose “Courtesy.” Like the war itself, the nature of
the song was controversial and inflammatory and other musicians had their own thoughts
about it. Fellow country musician turned war protestor (discussed below in the chapter
“Make Music, Not War”) Steve Earle claimed, “What Toby Keith is doing is not about
patriotism, it’s about selling records. That type of political statement is permissible in
Nashville, not necessarily because it’s a Republican viewpoint, but because it makes
money.”19 Keith claims he never intended to release “Courtesy” commercially. It was just
meant to be played for the troops, but officers insisted the public should hear it too. 20
Michael W. Smith – “There She Stands”
Given the strong ties between conservative Christianity and the Republican Party,
it is not surprising that a contemporary Christian artist became a voice for the pro-war
movement.21 Michael W. Smith has been on the forefront of contemporary Christian

18

Recorded in the documentary on the Dixie Chicks scandal: Shut Up and Sing, directed by
Barbara Kopple and Cecilia Peck (Weinstein Company, November 10, 2006), DVD (February 20, 2007).
19

Chris Willman, Rednecks and Bluenecks: The Politics of Country Music (New York: The New
Press, 2005), 126.
20

Ibid., 59-60.

21

The ties between George W. Bush and the evangelical Christian community are detailed by Judy
Keen, “Religious Right Has Firm Bond with Bush,” USA Today, July 26, 2000, accessed May 30, 2016,
http://usatoday30.usatoday.com/news/e98/e2428.htm.
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music since the 1980s. He had a crossover hit in 1991 with “Place in this World” 22 which
reached number six on the Billboard “Hot 100.”23 Smith was also an outspoken supporter
of the Republican Party. He performed his pro-war song, “There She Stands” 24 at the
2004 Republican National Convention and publically endorsed the politically and
socially conservative Sam Brownback in the 2008 Presidential election. Smith actually
had close personal ties to George W. Bush. In interviews with Christian publications,
Smith recalls that he and his wife had been friends with the Bush family since he
performed the “Christmas in Washington” TV special in 1989. 25 President Bush
confirmed this relationship publicly during the 2002 National Republican Senatorial
Committee Annual Dinner when he thanked Smith and his wife for being there and stated
that he was “proud to call him friend.” 26 Smith also claimed that he wrote “There She
Stands” at George W. Bush’s personal request for a song commemorating the September
11 attacks.27
The song fits well into Smith’s established style based on solo voice with piano
accompaniment. This arrangement is backed up by a full orchestra using strings and

22

Michael W. Smith, Go West Young Man, Reunion, released October 1, 1990.

23

“Michael W. Smith: Chart History,” Billboard, accessed May 7, 2013,
http://www.billboard.com/artist/310914/michael-w-smith/chart?sort=date&f=379.
24

Michael W. Smith, Worship Again, Reunion, released October 22, 2002.
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“The Real Dubya,” Crosswalk, October 1, 2004, accessed May 7, 2013,
http://www.crosswalk.com/11617865/.
26

“Remarks by the President at the National Republican Senatorial Committee Annual Dinner,”
The White House Archives, September 25, 2002, accessed May 7, 2013, http://georgewbushwhitehouse.archives.gov/news/releases/2002/09/20020925-6.html.
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Shannon Woodland and Scott Ross, “Mr. Smith Goes to Washington,” CBN, November 24,
2004, accessed May 7, 2013, http://www.cbn.com/cbnmusic/interviews/700club_mwsmith112404.aspx.
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horns to accentuate lines and fill in between phrases. The only percussion used is a snare
drum, which gives the song a militaristic air. While Smith claimed “There She Stands”
was in memory of 9/11, there is a heavy pro-war element to the song as well. The textual
themes of the song recall the “Star Spangled Banner” in glorifying the flag and American
victory in war. In fact, Smith uses the story of the poem as a basis for his song. Francis
Scott Key wrote the words of the “Star Spangled Banner” while being held on a British
ship during the War of 1812. Over the course of the night he watched Baltimore being
bombed and in the morning was inspired when he saw the American flag still waving
proudly over the city.28 Echoing this experience, Michael W. Smith’s first verse states,
“When the night seems to say all hope is lost, gone away. But I know I’m not alone. By
the light, she stands.” In the third verse, Smith finally gives clues as to what he’s talking
about—as it has been veiled to this point—by referencing the colors of the flag in his
poetry, “There she flies, clear blue skies, reminds us with red of those that died, washed
in white by the brave.” The “Star Spangled Banner” references return at the very end of
the song as well. “By the dawn’s early light and through the fight she stands.”
Smith uses the choruses to connect his flag references to remembering 9/11 and
glorifying war and the military. In the first chorus he comments on the flag as a symbol
for perseverance in war, “Just when you think it might be over. Just when you think the
fight is gone. Someone will risk his life to raise her. There she stands.” The end of the
song has two choruses in a row. The first of these most explicitly discusses 9/11. Smith
states, “When evil calls itself a martyr.” This phrase brings up the only real religious
imagery in the song and takes a clear stance on the War on Terror. It likens the battle
28

More information on Francis Scott Key and the “Star Spangled Banner” can be found at “StarSpangled Banner and the War of 1812,” Smithsonian Institution, November 2004, accessed October 7,
2013, http://www.si.edu/Encyclopedia_SI/nmah/starflag.htm.
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between the U.S. and Al Qaeda to a battle between good and evil. There is also the
implication that the terrorists are false prophets, claiming martyr status—commonly
celebrated by the Christian religion—but being more a representation of the devil. This
adds another layer to the good versus evil implication. Combined with Smith’s wellknown association as a Christian artist, this paints the War on Terror therefore is not just
the U.S. versus Al Qaeda, but symbolizes Christians versus Muslims, and Christ versus
the devil as a false prophet. After this religious symbolism, Smith immediately jumps
back into 9/11 and flag imagery, underscoring the connection between religion and a prowar stance at this time: “Someone will pull her from the rubble. There she stands.” In this
same vein, it is significant that the song was released on an album called Worship Again
which otherwise included only religious songs.
The final chorus reiterates Smith’s belief in the righteousness of America’s cause.
He again references the flag as a symbol for perseverance against all odds, “We’ve seen
her flying torn and tattered,” and longevity as a testament to validity, “We’ve seen her
stand the test of time.” The third line of this chorus is, perhaps, the most passively
aggressive of the song, “And through it all the fools have fallen,” implying that everyone
who has ever stood against America has been in the wrong and has deserved their fate of
defeat or death.
Clint Black – “Iraq and Roll”
Clint Black perfomed the first song that specifically supported the Iraq War. “Iraq
and Roll” was released for free download from Black’s website in the lead-up to the
invasion in early March 2003. It was never released on an album and is no longer
available for download or purchase. The song is notable for a few reasons. The most
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important is that it directly supported the Iraq War, not just the general War on Terror.
There was no ambiguity in this, due to its title and main theme, “Iraq, I rack ’em up, and I
roll,” and throughout the song the connection between Iraq/Saddam and terrorists is
presented as a given. “Iraq and Roll” reflected the rhetoric from the White House in 2003
and over time became associated with the Bush administration.
Black was hired by the Department of Defense for the first “America Supports
You Freedom Walk” held on September 11, 2005. According to the Department of
Defense and Donald Rumsfeld, the purpose of the walk was to “[remind] participants of
the sacrifices of this generation and of each previous generation that have so successfully
defended our freedoms.”29 The DoD also hoped that the “Freedom Walk” would become
an annual occurrence and that each state would organize its own walk to “provide an
opportunity for as many citizens as possible to reflect on the importance of freedom.” 30
Some felt the event was propaganda designed to bolster the dwindling support for the
Iraq War or pre-empt a major anti-war protest planned for September 24 of that year.31
There was a definite anti-protest element to the event. Allison Barber, Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense, told The Washington Times that protesting the walk would be
tantamount to “protesting the events of September 11 or protesting our veterans.” 32 Its
organization by the DoD and the promotion of Donald Rumsfeld as a sort of star—an
29
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article on Salon.com reported the master of ceremonies announcing, “Our defense
secretary is in the house!”33—was indeed unusual. The Salon article also noted, “The
event had most of the elements of a real grass-roots march, though it was hard to escape a
surreal feeling of being at a pep rally organized by the government to support, well, the
government.”34 The inclusion of Black as the headlining artist also made it seem that the
event was highly partisan and political in nature as he was closely associated with a prowar stance after “Iraq and Roll.”
The song uses typical country instrumentation, with guitar and violin fills and
vocal harmonies on the choruses. Besides for its political connections, it is also
interesting because the lyrics are particularly well crafted with clever turns of phrase and
references that range from being universally understood to showing a deeper knowledge
of global politics and history. Though there was plenty of tension between people who
were pro-war and war protestors, this is one of the few songs that addresses protestors
directly. In this way it is reminiscent of Merle Haggard’s “Okie from Muskogee” or “The
Fightin’ Side of Me” during the Vietnam War,35 in which Haggard implied that dissenters
of the war (hippies/draft-dodgers) were eroding the American way of life and didn’t
understand that war was the only way to preserve freedom. “I read about some squirrely
guy who claims he just don’t believe in fighting and I wonder just how long the rest of us
can count on being free.”36 This same sentiment is echoed in the opening lines of “Iraq
and Roll,” “You can wave your signs and protest against America taking a stand. The
33
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stands America’s taking are the reason that you can.” He later brushes aside the
protestors, “Now you can come along or you can stay behind, or you can get out of the
way.” Black also states that the call for peace is idealistic and unrealistic. “If everyone
would go for peace there’d be no need for war. But we can’t ignore the devil; he’ll keep
coming back for more.” This phrase also implies that the Iraq War is a battle between
good and evil—America versus Saddam Hussein (the devil). This concept is reinforced
throughout the song: “We’re not begging for a fight … If you stand with the likes of
Saddam, one [smart bomb] just might find you … Our troops take out the garbage for the
U.S.A.” One of the more interesting turns of phrase in the song is at the end of the 2nd
verse. “We have the resolution that should put them all to shame. It’s a different kind of
deadline when I’m called in the game.” These lines reference the U.N. resolutions and
deadlines that went against the call for war from the United States. He is implying that
the resolve of the U.S. supersedes that of other international entities and the rules change
when the U.S. is “called in the game.”
The first line of the chorus, “Iraq, I rack ’em up, and I roll,” plays with the
different pronunciations of Iraq that are prevalent in America and creates a clever pun.
When sung, it sounds like, “I rock, I rack ’em up, and I roll,” which can also be heard as,
“Iraq, Iraq ’em up, and I roll,” reiterating the focus of the song. This phrase plays on the
popular usage of the phrase, “[Let’s] rock and roll” which is used to get a group of people
ready for a task, in this case the invasion of Iraq. At the time, this would have also called
to mind Todd Beamer’s last words on United Flight 93 which had become one of Bush’s
catch phrases, “Let’s roll.”37 The phrase “I rack ’em up” most readily brings to mind
racking up billiard balls, a dark metaphor for gathering people together before destroying
37
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the group, and in this setting most likely implies racking up kills on the battlefield. It
could also be heard as a reference to gun terminology as in “racking” the slide of a semiautomatic pistol in preparation for firing. The rest of the chorus is filled with military and
American imagery designed to ramp up support for the Iraq War and belittle the enemy.
Black announces that he’s (as in American soldiers) “back” (as in back in Iraq?) and is a
“high-tech GI Joe,”—implying America is fully equipped to face threats because of
technological advances. These high-tech capabilities are expounded on later, “I got
infrared, I got GPS,” as well as “good old-fashioned lead.”
To reference the events of 9/11 (and Darryl Worley’s hit song) and in turn justify
the Iraq War, Black sings, “I never will forget. There’s no price too high for freedom.”
Like other pro-war and anti-war songs, Black references historical events to validate his
opinion. The line, “Be careful where you tread,” alludes to the Revolutionary War–era
Gadsden flag with a coiled rattlesnake. This would later be appropriated by the Tea Party
movement but, even in 2003, had long military associations, and was a potent symbol for
America’s deadly reaction to its injury.
He also belittles the terrorists, “This terror isn’t man to man, they can be no more
than cowards,” and says, “If they won’t show us their weapons, we might have to show
them ours.” This sentence has multiple layers, most obviously referencing the reluctance
of Saddam Hussein to reveal his supposed weapons of mass destruction and our threat of
attacking Iraq in turn. But it also seems to have the flavor of a phallic competition, as
though the “terrorists” are not only cowards, but are less masculine than Americans. The
end of the last verse includes a pun which has the unfortunate implication of a lack of
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concern for human life, “Now it might be a smart bomb, they find stupid people too. If
you stand with the likes of Saddam, well, one might just find you.” 38
Toby Keith – “Taliban Song”
Toby Keith didn’t begin and end his association with the War on Terror with his
mega-hit, “Courtesy of the Red, White, and Blue.” A year later, he followed up with “The
Taliban Song” on his 2003 release, Shock’n Y’all.39 This album held two chart-topping
hits, “I Love This Bar,” and “American Soldier.”40 “The Taliban Song” was lackluster
compared to these songs and, despite Keith’s efforts at a sequel, it wasn’t nearly as
popular as “Courtesy.”
The words show some avoidance of the “ignorant” label by separating the Taliban
from all of the Middle East and discussing the Taliban from the perspective of an
Afghani camel herder. But this more sympathetic view is filled with cultural stereotypes,
depicting the average Middle Eastern man as herding camels, living in caves, and
agreeing with Western philosophies.
I’m just a middle-aged, Middle Eastern, camel herding man.
I got a little, two-bedroom cave here in North Afghanistan.
Things used to be real nice and they got out of hand since they moved in.
They call themselves the Taliban.
Now I ain’t seen my wife’s face since they came here.
They make her wear a scarf over her head that covers her from ear to ear.
She loves the desert and the hot white sand
But man, she’s just like me, nah she can’t stand the Taliban.
38
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The change in tone from “Courtesy” to “The Taliban Song” is right in line with
the change in the stance of the Bush administration. In 2002 the focus was on finding
those accountable for the 9/11 attacks, but by late 2003, questions as to the validity of the
Iraq War were climbing, as no weapons of mass destruction had been found, and the
rhetoric began to shift to validating U.S. intervention based on human rights concerns. 41
On the recorded version of the song, Keith breaks out of the Middle Eastern character and
begins speaking to the Afghani man and then his audience. This portion panders to
Keith’s country audience by showing his patriotism.
I know where you’re coming from, Brother!
This is a patriotic love song
So y’all feel free to salute if you want to.
I give you permission.
Keith then returns to the voice of the Afghani man who joins in the promotion of
the agenda of the United States and aggression toward Iraq, Iran, and the Taliban.
Now they attacked New York City ’cause they thought they could win.
Said they would stand and fight until the very bloody end.
Mr. Bush got on the phone with Iraq and Iran and said,
“Now you sons-of-bitches you better not be doing any business with the Taliban.”
So we prayed to Allah with all of our might
Until those big U.S. jets came flying in one night.
They dropped little bombs all over their holy land
And man you should have seen ’em run like rabbits, they ran, the Taliban.
The final line of the song echoes the crass nature of the “Boot in your ass” line
from “Courtesy:” “We’ll bid a fair adieu and flip a big boner to the Taliban.”

41
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The Right Brothers – “Bush Was Right”
One of the most short-lived, topical songs from this era was “Bush Was Right,”42
by The Right Brothers, a two-person band from Tennessee. The Right Brothers are
associated with extreme right-wing stances on political and social problems. All of their
songs express this conservative viewpoint, including the pro-life “I Want to Live,” and
the anti-gay marriage, anti-liberal, pro-Christianity, pro-gun “Tolerate This.” The band
began in 2004 and had a surge of popularity in 2005 and 2006. They stopped releasing
music after 2007 and are currently defunct.
“Bush Was Right” was released as a single in late 2005 and garnered attention
from all over the world. American newspapers made note of the song as related to current
political discourse, but papers from around Europe, including Germany, 43 Spain, 44 and
Denmark45 wrote articles focusing on the song itself. A British article specifically
highlighted the timeliness of the song, the deep divides in American culture, and the ties
between Britain and America in the Iraq War. Oliver Burkman, writing for The
Guardian, stated:
There comes a point, in any political argument, when dignity dictates that
the losing side must gracefully concede defeat. And for George Bush’s
critics, that time is now: it is simply not possible to listen to “Bush Was
Right,” a conservative rock song circulating widely on the internet, and
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still believe that the president’s actions in office have been in any way
worthy of condemnation. 46
Other commentary was not so positive. The song was highlighted on Countdown
with Keith Olbermann. After a portion of their music was played along with a video made
by the show, Olbermann said, “No, it’s not a spoof designed to make the right wing look
idiotic.”47 Even sympathetic Burkman concedes that their music verges on extreme to the
point of satire, “If they watch the video to the Right Brothers song ‘Tolerate This,’ they
[liberals] may even be tempted to dismiss the whole thing as an elaborate joke.” 48 In
November 2005, RightMarch.com, a conservative online advocacy group, launched a
campaign trying to get the song played on MTV. They claimed:
We think it’s time [the youth of America] hear the TRUTH—so we’re
launching a full-out nationwide campaign to get this new song full of
TRUTH onto MTV and radio stations across America! … If they
DON’T—then we’ll hit the media in a BIG way, showing how MTV plays
left-wing videos while CENSORING conservative videos! 49
Reacting to this, Olbermann said, “Yes, they really do think they can get it shown
on ‘Total Request Live’ on MTV, and if they don’t, it will be for political reasons and not
because the song sucks.”50
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The focus of the song is exactly as indicated by the title; the band discusses the
many ways in which they believe that Bush made correct choices during his presidency.
It represents the resentment and anger of those who were still pro-war and pro-Bush in
2005 against the growing number of people who were not. The song is most accurately
labeled as a pro-Bush song, but most of the lyrics are, in fact, in support of the war.
Another reason for its inclusion here is that it is one of the very few songs which
specifically supported George W. Bush. 51
The form and style of “Bush Was Right” is almost a direct rip-off of Billy Joel’s
1989 hit, “We Didn’t Start the Fire.”52 The instrumentation is that of a typical rock/punk
band with two distorted electric guitars, electric bass, and drums. The song begins with
electric guitar solo lines that mimic the “na na na na boo boo” melody which is also
played between exclamations of “Bush was right!” during the chorus—accentuating the
“told you so” nature of the song. The first two verses deliver rapid patter-style phrases
(similar to “We Didn’t Start the Fire”) of the many ways in which the Right Brothers
believe Bush was right to invade the Middle East. Unlike Joel’s single word/name
style,—“Harry Truman, Doris Day, Red China, Johnnie Ray...—the Right Brothers use
three- to four-word phrases or sometimes, full sentences.
Freedom in Afghanistan, say goodbye Taliban
Free elections in Iraq, Saddam Hussein locked up
Osama’s staying underground. Al Qaeda now is finding out
America won’t turn and run once the fighting has begun.
Libya turns over nukes, Lebanese want freedom, too.
Syria is forced to leave. Don’t you know that all this means?
Bush was right!
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Democracy is on the way, hitting like a tidal wave
All over the Middle East, dictators walk with shaky knees.
Don’t know what they’re gonna do; their worst nightmare is coming true.
They fear the domino effect. They’re all wondering who’s next.
After the second chorus, they break into a sort of bridge, distinctive only by its
change in rhythmic qualities, not harmonic—as in most bridges. The text of this section
contains names of anti-war entities and the declaration that they were “wrong!” followed
by the declaration of Zell Miller as “right!”
Ted Kennedy, wrong!
Cindy Sheehan, wrong!
France, wrong!
Zell Miller, right!
Each of these chosen “wrong” makes sense, but Cindy Sheehan seems to be a
particularly malicious choice. Her son served in Iraq as a mechanic in the Army and was
killed on April 4, 2004. After his death, Cindy Sheehan became an outspoken anti-war
activist. She spoke during the 2005 presidential inauguration at the opening of the “Eyes
Wide Open: The Human Cost of War” exhibit. It displayed combat boots to represent
U.S. casualties of the war. She was also a founding member of the anti-war group Gold
Star Families for Peace. Sheehan made headlines in August of 2005 when she stood
outside George W. Bush’s Prairie Chapel Ranch demanding a meeting with the president.
In a speech to Veterans for Peace, she described her intentions,
I’m gonna go to Crawford tomorrow, and I’m gonna say I want to talk to
him. … I’m gonna set up my tent there until he comes out to talk to me.
And you tell me what the noble cause is that my son died for. And if he
even starts to say, “freedom and democracy,” I’m gonna say, “Bullshit.
You tell me the truth. You tell me that my son died for oil. You tell me
that my son died to make your friends rich. You tell me my son died to
spread the cancer of Pax Americana, imperialism in the Middle East. You
tell me that, you don’t tell me my son died for freedom and democracy.” 53
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After this event, she continued to be a vocal and highly visible anti-war protestor and
activist, which is probably why she was high on the Right Brother’s list of Bush’s
enemies.
The final verse talks about how Bush’s economic policies were right because of
the booming economy.
Economy is on the rise kicking into overdrive
Angry liberals can’t believe it’s cause of W’s policies
Unemployment’s staying down, Democrats are wondering how
Revenue is going up; can you say, “Tax cuts.”
These words are most ironic given the financial crisis which would begin in late
2007, due, in part, to the administration’s economic policies. The 2008 G20 Summit
stated as a root cause of the financial crisis, “Policy-makers, regulators and supervisors in
some advanced countries did not adequately appreciate and address the risks building up
in financial markets, keep pace with financial innovation, or take into account the
systemic ramifications of domestic regulatory actions.”54
The end of the song names visible members and allies of the Bush administration
and declares them “right” as well.
Cheney was right, Condi was right,
Rummy was right, Blair was right
You were right, we were right, The Right was right and
Bush was right. You got that right. Bush was right.
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Team America – “America, Fuck Yeah”
In late 2004 the writers of the raunchy cartoon South Park released a full-length
film called Team America: World Police.55 It was a satire playing on the clichés of
Hollywood action films and U.S. politics. Where others were expressing anger, pride, and
patriotism, they found comedy by portraying an American paramilitary group, Team
America, whose sole purpose was to stop terrorists from performing evil deeds. The
action is played out by a mixture of real and fictional characters represented by
marionettes. The movie portrays a caricatured version of the realities of the post-9/11
world as the team is sent around the globe to stop terrorists, but in the process destroys
entire cities.
Like South Park, the movie is ambiguous in its politics. This is by design, as the
creators, Trey Parker and Matt Stone, guard their political opinions and encourage
viewers to interpret their own meaning—not a bad strategy to reach a wider audience.
The little they have said publicly over the years leaves the impression of truly
independent non-voters. In 2001, the term “South Park Republican” was coined to
describe a group of voters who felt that their views were most accurately portrayed in the
show South Park. This arose from a May 2001 comment in an online forum (South Park
Studio Chats) where Parker and Stone revealed that they “hate conservatives but really
fucking hate liberals,”56 and their December 2001 declaration at a People for the
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American Way awards ceremony that they were Republicans. 57 They clarified this view
with an interview for In Focus that coincided with the release of Team America saying,
What we’re sick of—and it’s getting even worse—is: You either like
Michael Moore or you wanna fuckin’ go overseas and shoot Iraqis. There
can’t be a middle ground. Basically, if you think Michael Moore’s full of
shit, then you are a super-Christian right-wing whatever. And we’re both
just pretty middle-ground guys. We find just as many things to rip on on
the left as we do on the right. People on the far left and the far right are the
same exact person to us.58
In addition to their satirical genius, Parker and Stone are also accomplished
musicians, later writing a multi-Tony-Award-winning Broadway musical, The Book of
Mormon, in 2011. They often include musical numbers in their TV shows and movies,
and Team America is no exception. There are a number of musical selections in the
movie but the two which are most pointedly political are the theme song, “America, Fuck
Yeah,” and “Freedom Isn’t Free,” both of which mock jingoistic patriotic songs.
“America, Fuck Yeah” is reminiscent of 80s style heavy metal, à la Spinal Tap.
The song begins with a unison chorus singing “America, America” in exaggerated pure
singing vowels which recalls the drama of choirs singing patriotic ballads such as
“America, the Beautiful.” This sense is broken quickly as the drums enter followed by the
full band, made up of distorted guitars, bass, and synthesizer. This style is much more
masculine, aggressive, and familiar to (particularly white) middle-aged males—the group
of people most easily associated with violent patriotism. The lyrics take the patriotism
and vengeance displayed in other pro-war songs to the extreme:
57
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America, fuck yeah!
Comin’ again to save the mother-fucking day, yeah.
America, fuck yeah!
Freedom is the only way, yeah.
Terrorists your game is through
’Cause now you have to answer to
America, fuck yeah!
So lick my butt and suck on my balls
America, fuck yeah!
Whatcha gonna do when we come for you now.
This last line is an unmistakable reference to the theme song from the TV series
COPS –Bob Marley’s “Bad Boys”—whose line, “Bad boys, bad boys, whatcha gonna do,
whatcha gonna do when they come for you?” is deeply embedded in the public
consciousness. This allusion works perfectly for Team America’s plot, as the missions of
COPS and Team America are aligned with the good guys (police/anti-terrorist team)
finding the bad guys (criminals/terrorists) and holding them accountable.
Parker then begins listing some typical American trappings. Each is followed by a
chorus of “Fuck yeah!” emphasizing pride in America, regardless of the context.
McDonald’s, fuck yeah!
Wal-mart, fuck yeah!
Gap, fuck yeah!
Baseball, fuck yeah!
The NFL, fuck yeah!
Rock and roll, fuck yeah!
The internet, fuck yeah!
Slavery, fuck yeah!
Fuck yeah!

Starbucks, fuck yeah
Disney World, fuck yeah
Porno, fuck yeah
Valium, fuck yeah
Reeboks, fuck yeah
Fake tits, fuck yeah
Sushi, fuck yeah
Taco Bell, fuck yeah
Rodeo, fuck yeah
Bed, Bath, and Beyond,
(fuck yeah, fuck yeah)

Liberty, fuck yeah!
Wax lips, fuck yeah!
The Alamo, fuck yeah!
Band-Aids, fuck yeah!
Las Vegas, fuck yeah!
Christmas, fuck yeah!
Immigrants, fuck yeah!
Popeye, fuck yeah!
Democrats, fuck yeah!
Republicans, (fuck yeah,
fuck yeah)
Sportsmanship. Books.

An alternate version of the song, “America, Fuck Yeah (Bummer Remix),”
provides yet another layer to the satire. It is introduced in the film as lead character, Gary,
decides to leave Team America and the team, sadly, goes on without him. It is performed
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in rubato ballad style with piano and string accompaniment. The lead vocals are
performed with a slight country twang and each declaration of “fuck yeah” is punctuated
by vocal harmony. This version only uses the first portion of the text, omitting the list.
Obviously this slower version serves to accentuate the “drama” of the plot but it also
exaggerates the sentiment of the text. By performing it in a sad, non-aggressive way, it
expresses a sense of patriotism and perseverance in the face of failure and accentuates the
ridiculousness of the text.
Team America – “Freedom Isn’t Free”
There is a montage in the film where Gary decides to visit Washington D.C. and
pays tribute to the memorials there. During this, the satirical country song, “Freedom
Isn’t Free” is played, giving meaning to his visits. The music is countrified to the
extreme. Parker uses an exaggerated country twang, backed up by a country band of
acoustic guitar, piano, drums, bass, and of course, a Dobro. As the song goes on, the
background vocals expand from one singer to a lush choral background accentuating the
words of the chorus.
As noted below in the chapter “Magnetic Yellow Ribbons,” the phrase, “freedom
isn’t free,” became an oft-used cliché during the War on Terror, but it has its origins in
the Vietnam era. It was originally coined in music by Paul Colwell in 1965 and was set in
stone (literally) at the Korean War Veterans’ Memorial in 1995. The sentiment has
appeared in a handful of songs since the 1960s. Parker latched onto this phrase as a
representation of conservative values with which to begin his mocking of Americans.
Both verses ridicule people who avoid military service. By themselves, the words are
almost entirely humorless, but the parodied country style undermines their seriousness
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and ridicules the opposite viewpoint—extreme patriotism and pressure to serve in the
military—as well.
What would you do if you were asked to give up your dreams for freedom?
What would you do if asked to make the ultimate sacrifice?
Would you think about all them people who gave up everything they had?
Would you think about all them war vets and would you start to feel bad?
What would you do if someone told you to fight for freedom?
Would you answer the call, or run away like a little pussy?
’Cause the only reason that you’re here is ’cause folks died for you in the past.
So maybe now it’s your turn to die kicking some ass.
The choruses hold the heaviest satire of the catch-phrase and associated political
ideology. “Freedom isn’t free, it costs folks like you and me. And if we don’t all chip in,
we’ll never pay that bill. Freedom isn’t free. No, there’s a hefty fuckin’ fee.” The
punchline of the song is the last phrase. “And if you don’t throw in your buck-o-five, who
will? … Oh, buck-o-five. Freedom costs a buck-o-five.” Until this point, most of Parker’s
words could be taken seriously but this crosses the line into complete absurdity. More
than any other part of the song, the chorus could easily be offensive, since what is
implied by the phrase, “Freedom isn’t free,” is that freedom costs money, time, and
ultimately human lives, and poking fun at that is pretty bold. Of course, the phrase itself
is actually quite ambiguous, which opens it to any number of interpretations. One need
only type it into an internet search engine to get the plethora of ideas spurred by those
three words. Indeed, it was used by both pro-war advocates and war protestors to bolster
their completely opposing viewpoints. So perhaps, Parker’s extreme satire of the phrase
is more of a commentary on the fact that its meaning is so indefinite.
The irony of these songs by Parker and Stone—aand particularly “Freedom Isn’t
Free”—is that besides the exaggerated country pronunciation, excessive use of the word
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“fuck,” and the silliness of the accompanying puppet movie, these songs are not far from
the rest of the pro-war music discussed in this chapter. In fact, there are multiple
seemingly sincere renditions of “Freedom Isn’t Free” available via YouTube. The
hubristic, nationalist, and aggressive masculine qualities of this music are thrown into
high relief when we see it satirized by masters.
---------------The War on Terror is often linked to the Vietnam era, and this includes
comparisons between cultural expressions during each war. The concept of actively
endorsing and justifying the war in music was essentially completely lacking during the
Vietnam War and quite prevalent during the War on Terror. Most “pro-war” songs during
Vietnam were patriotic or pro-military rather than actually pro–Vietnam war. This
contrast is worth noting, since the similarities between these two eras are such a common
topic of discussion, and is most likely explained by the lack of an attack on American soil
during the Vietnam era.
We can notice particular parallels between pro-war songs during World War II—
the last time America was attacked—as compared with the War on Terror, including
describing the war as a battle between good and evil, promoting unbridled violence as
revenge, and reflecting a sense of American superiority. It seems that the destruction of
our national perception of safety allows for the release of usually-tamed emotional
responses. The overt racism found in “Dirty Little Jap” was not present to the same extent
in the post-9/11 era. This could be explained by a change in social acceptability of such
statements, but it could also be due to the fact that at Pearl Harbor, America had been
attacked by a specific country, whereas on 9/11, we were attacked by a stateless
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organization that was harder to pinpoint. Regardless, similar kinds of stereotypes can still
be found in the post-9/11 era, as in Toby Keith’s “Taliban Song.” A notable difference
between “Dirty Little Jap” and the songs discussed in this chapter is that each of these
songs makes some reference to 9/11 as the ultimate and inarguable impetus and
justification for the War on Terror. This may be explained by one difference between
these two wars. There was less social resistance to World War II, but the War on Terror
was extremely controversial. Because of this, pro-war songs from the War on Terror
seem preoccupied with justifying their opinions.
Of all the themes discussed in this dissertation, this one is the most obviously
gendered. It is no mistake that the only musicians represented in this chapter are males, as
these songs represent quintessentially masculine qualities such as strength,
aggressiveness, and competitiveness.
Pro-War Music Not Discussed
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Bo Diddley – “My Eagle is Pissed”
Bo Diddley – “We Ain’t Scared of You”
Charlie Daniels – “Ain’t No Rag, it’s a Flag”
Charlie Daniels – “The Last Fallen Hero”
Corey Smith – “Stand Our Ground”
Dustin Evans – “If I Die Before You Wake”
Gwar – War Party, “Mock the Vote” tour
Henry Butler – “Homeland”
Iced Earth – “When the Eagle Cries”
Jesse Irwin – “Iraq & Roll”
Montgomery Gentry – “Didn’t I?”
Pat Garrett – “Saddam Stomp”
Ray Stevens – “Osama, Yo’ Mama”
Rise Against – “Indestructible”
Stormtroopers of Death – “Fuck the Middle East”
Sunny Ridell – “Hey Osama”
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CHAPTER 4
MAGNETIC YELLOW RIBBONS: SUPPORTING OUR TROOPS
In the early years of the War on Terror magnetic yellow ribbons emblazoned with
the words “Support our Troops” appeared on the back of millions of vehicles. The
sentiment also appeared on t-shirts, bumper stickers, billboards, and banners at
community events, as well as in political debates and church sermons. The forceful
statement reached and affected practically everyone in America. It was not only a
statement of support but also a political branding which declared that this person was a
patriotic American. The yellow ribbon symbol, tied to flagpoles and mailboxes and
magnetically applied to the rear end of American cars, was as prominent during the War
on Terror as at any time in history.
The practice of using the yellow ribbon as a symbol actually began in 1979 when
workers at the U.S. Embassy in Iran were taken hostage. Family members of the hostages
formed an organization called “Family Liaison Action Group” or FLAG. They chose the
yellow ribbon as their symbol of solidarity and distributed millions of yellow ribbon pins
to family members, college students, and weather forecasters.1 Once this symbol became
public and visible, it was a powerful icon for those involved in military conflict. FLAG
likely chose the yellow ribbon because of the recent popularity of the 1973 single, “Tie a
Yellow Ribbon ‘Round the Ole Oak Tree” by Tony Orlando and Dawn. The song sold
three million copies and entered into our nation’s collective memory through its immense
radio popularity. Its symbolic use from the late 1970s on is curious given the story in the

1

All information in the previous paragraph was taken from Gerald E. Parsons, “How the Yellow
Ribbon Became a National Folk Symbol,” Library of Congress, Folklife Center News 13, no. 3 (1991): 9–
11.
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song. It referred to a convict returning home after a number of years in prison. He was
unsure whether his sweetheart still loved and wanted him home. As he nears her house,
he sees the tree covered in yellow ribbons.
The story of the yellow ribbon goes back much farther than the Tony Orlando and
Dawn song, however. It was originally associated with the song/poem “Round Her Neck
She Wore a Yellow Ribbon,” which has appeared in some form or another for the past
four hundred years in American and British folklore. Sheet music of a version of this
story put to song was printed in Philadelphia, PA, in 1838, and the first American
recording was captured by Sidney Robertson Cowell in 1938 for the Archive of Folk
Culture.2 Both of these versions refer to wearing a ribbon in honor of an ambiguous lover
who is “far, far away.” The song and symbol acquired cultural potency along with
military associations in the latter half of the twentieth century with the release of the 1949
John Wayne film, She Wore a Yellow Ribbon, which included a song by the same name.
The film is about members of the United States Cavalry just after the Civil War. The
theme song of the movie talking about a woman wearing a yellow ribbon for a soldier
“far, far away” is now used as a military marching cadence.3
Yellow ribbons were used extensively during the first Gulf War to show support
for the troops and the war. By the time the War on Terror began, the yellow ribbon was
popularly associated with supporting and waiting for soldiers who were serving the
country. While the message seemed well enough intentioned, it also had become used as
2

Mrs. Byron Coffin, Sr., “She Wore a Yellow Ribbon” (sound recording), Library of Congress:
Performing Arts Encyclopedia, April 6, 1939, accessed June 11, 2016,
http://memory.loc.gov/diglib/ihas/loc.afc.afc9999005.11248/default.html.
3

“Yellow Ribbon,” U.S. Army Marching and Running Cadences, October 8, 2003, accessed
January 19, 2016, http://business.clemson.edu/Armyrotc/docs/cadences.pdf.
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a political weapon, beginning with the first Gulf War. For instance, during this time, one
gas station erected a heart-shaped wreath of yellow bows, along with red, white, and blue
luminarias, a neon sign reading “USA,” and a Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle in combat
position. An employee noted that this distinguished them from the owners of a nearby gas
station. “Military guys would rather come here than go across the street where everybody
has turbans on their head. It shows we’re thinking about the troops; we’re patriotic,
anyway. The flag always flies here. We’re going to give yellow ribbons to our fullservice customers when they come in.” 4 Anti-war proponents at the time split between
wearing yellow ribbons in the hope that it would assuage criticism, and rejecting the
symbol altogether. One academic from George Mason University remembered her
skepticism about the entire movement saying, “I felt manipulated, like the whole ribbon
thing was a plot to distract us from what was really going on.” 5
During the War on Terror, this sense of conflict was even more potent with 9/11
as a backdrop. Cultural forces seemed to say, “Even if you don’t support the war, it is
your duty as an American to support the troops.” Not supporting the troops was unAmerican, bordering on treason. As noted by Ellen Goodman, a writer for The Baltimore
Sun, during the War on Terror, the “Support the Troops” message became a proxy for
“Support our Commander in Chief.” 6 This concept worked in reverse too, as the Dixie
Chicks, who announced their disapproval of the president, were accused of disrespecting
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Quoted in Linda Pershing and Margaret R. Yocom, “The Yellow Ribboning of the USA:
Contested Meanings in the Construction of a Political Symbol,” Western Folklore 55, no. 1 (Winter 1996):
56.
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the troops.7 Clear Channel’s Jacksonville, Florida, director of programming Gail Austin
implied this connection, saying, “Out of respect for our troops, our city and our listeners,
[we] have taken the Dixie Chicks off our playlists.”8 The mass dispersion and
accompanying political branding forced people to choose sides and accomplished one of
its most desired effects: suppressing dissent and assuring that opponents to war lost any
debate.9 Anyone who had doubts as to the validity of the war was chastised for forgetting
September 11th and weakening the morale of the troops. Goodman relates a story of a
military wife who said, “I have to respect the president. To not respect him would be to
not respect, in some sense, the reasons why our husbands are over there.”10 With those
sentences, she effectively silences anyone around her with reservations. Who is going to
question her beliefs when her husband’s life is on the line? As noted by Roger Stahl, “this
rhetoric does not function to justify war. Instead it constructs a war that needs no
justification and a citizen who has no business engaging the question publicly.” 11
Musicians, whose livelihoods depended on cultural support and acceptance,
embraced and propagated the “support the troops” message. Under this broad thematic
umbrella a number of regular ideas appeared, from simple statements of gratitude to the
glorification of the American military and military action. Artists who wrote songs in this

7

The Dixie Chicks scandal is discussed in detail in the chapter “F the President.”
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vein often equated military action with a quest for freedom, implying or proclaiming that
America was on the side of “right” or that God was on our side. Some artists used their
music as a way to declare where they stood politically or morally, while others glorified
the heroic humanity of the common soldier. I will explore each of these themes within the
music that supported the troops and discuss their relevance politically and socially.
One thematic concept is of particular note: most of these songs glorify a soldier
through the third person. This is a major departure from earlier wars where one’s own
expression of wishing to serve the country was a prominent theme. It is possible this was
due, in part, to the lack of a draft, but also reflects the controversial nature of the War on
Terror and the Iraq War.
Fighting for Freedom
Extreme pacifists always questioned the premise that the greater good (the safety
and freedom of Americans) outweighed the sacrifice of the few (soldiers and Iraqi
civilians). But as the Iraq War dragged on and it turned out that Iraq had not been directly
threatening the United States, even more moderate voices began to wonder whether the
sacrifices were worth it, and, more troublingly, whether the Iraq War was actually
contributing to the safety and freedom of Americans. Yet Americans were still confused
by the facts that Al Qaeda did intend to threaten our country and that Saddam Hussein
had been infringing on the freedoms of his own people. It was difficult for most
Americans to wade through all of this information and accompanying political rhetoric to
understand the reality of the situation and relate that to our goals and interests as a
country and as individuals.
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Many songs in this chapter reference the concept that war is the price we pay for
freedom. I will discuss two songs that use this as their main premise for supporting the
troops. They are similar in style, both being sung by female country singer/songwriters
and written from a passive, introspective point of view. This serves to cushion their
opinions in the submissive, feminine need for protection while the intimacy of the
performance helps to personalize their opinions.
Chely Wright – “Bumper of My SUV”
Chely Wright’s “Bumper of My SUV,”12 describes an event that happened while
Wright was driving her white SUV with a U.S. Marine Corps bumper sticker on the back.
She recalls the story in an interview: “The war was a few months old when this lady
flipped me the bird and got me to pull over at the red light. … She’s in a minivan with a
car seat in the back, and we’re on West End [of Nashville] … where rich people live. I
rolled down my window and she said, ‘Your fucking war is wrong. You’re a fucking
killer!’”13
Despite the road-rage of the actual event, the lyrics describing it are a bit milder.
In the song, Wright just receives a middle finger rather than foul language from the
minivan lady, and she goes on to react to that scenario. Wright tells of her various family
members that have served in wars as one reason for her bumper sticker: “My brother
Chris, he’s been in, for more than 14 years now. Our Dad was in the Navy during
Vietnam … And my Grandpa earned his Purple Heart, on the beach of Normandy.” She
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makes it clear she is not trying to declare her politics with the sticker … or the song. “But
that doesn’t mean that I want war. I’m not Republican or Democrat.” However, her
patriotism does come through with phrases like, “I do have questions; I get to ask them
because I’m free.” She also makes it clear that she is not ignorant or U.S.-centric in her
views on war as she references her travels to Hiroshima, the DMZ, and Baghdad. In fact,
that is her point. She states, “I want to know where she’s been (the minivan lady), before
she judges and gestures to me.” In the final verse, Wright expands on her feelings about
the other woman’s freedoms as related to the U.S. Marine Corps: “So I hope the lady in
her minivan turns on her radio and hears this from me as she picks up her kids from their
private school and drives them home safely on our city streets or to the building where
her church group meets. Yeah, that’s why I’ve got a sticker for the U.S. Marines on the
bumper of my S.U.V.”
The first three ideas in this verse are taken directly from Wright’s experience.
According to her, the woman had two bumper stickers on her minivan, one from a
religious private school and the other a Bush sticker with a line drawn through it. 14
Therefore, the woman likely practices her freedoms to drive a minivan, send her kids to
private school, observe the religion of her choice, make political decisions, protest the
president, and travel on well-kept streets every day. Wright’s lyric about the church
group assumes a little more about the woman and takes a small jab at religious persons
who might act hypocritically. One wouldn’t expect the stereotypical private school mom
who attends church groups to be driving around giving the middle finger and throwing
around four letter words at strangers.

14
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This poke at religious folk belies Wright’s contradictory feelings in general that
she expresses within the song as well as in public. She appeared on Sean Hannity’s show
where she enumerated her actions in support of the troops but also discussed a meeting
with Hillary Clinton and her belief that George W. Bush’s attempts to amend the
constitution to limit marriage to a man and a woman verged on a hate crime. 15 (More
recently, Wright came out as a lesbian and married Lauren Blitzer, becoming the first
openly gay country music artist.)16 She states that having been raised in a military family
and visiting Iraq multiple times have not helped her to come to a conclusion about the
Iraq War. One thing she is not blurry about is her belief that the military actions of the
past, and those ongoing, have provided us with the freedoms we enjoy and that even
those opposed to the war should pay tribute to that. This reflects the sentiment she relays
from her grandfather, who earned a purple heart at Normandy, “My brothers in arms died
so you can have your freedoms.” 17 While many themes are prevalent, the song is about
Wright’s views on the military and how military action has provided Americans with
freedom. It is probably the least produced of any song discussed in this chapter; the
recording consists of a raw cut of Wright singing with her guitar. Though she is a country
singer, this song has strong leanings into the folk and singer/songwriter genres due to its
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independent nature (as in the jabs at Upper Middle Class American women and
hypocritical Christians).
Helene Cronin – “Lucky Me”
One of the most introspective songs supporting the troops is Helene Cronin’s
“Lucky Me.”18 This country/folk song is also performed as a solo by Cronin,
accompanied only by her guitar. The subject expounds on a short but touching personal
experience where Cronin relates the story of asking a soldier in line at the airport where
he was headed. He replied that he was headed for another tour in the Middle East. When
he reciprocated the question, Cronin replied, “Home,” to which he said, “Lucky you.”
The remainder of the song recounts Cronin’s emotional, mental, and physical reaction to
this experience, as well as her sense of gratitude to the soldier for his willingness to fight
a war while she was able to stay safely at home. The overall message of this song is
appreciation for soldiers’ sacrifices as well as a broader sense that war is the price we pay
for freedom: “Lucky me. While he fights a war, I live the life he’s fighting for.”
Cronin uses a few other ideas in the chorus such as glorifying the military: “He is
the brave, I am the free.” This turn of phrase is playing off of the line from the “Star
Spangled Banner” and is a more thoughtful use of text than we see in a lot of popular
music. The second verse humanizes the soldier to the listener: “Echoing from those two
words were all the things he did not say; that he’s lonely and scared, battle scarred,
family back home praying hard. He never knows if he’ll see another day.” Immediately
following this is the portrayal of soldiers as a group of human beings who are forced by
circumstance to handle these pressures with courage and dignity. “But he held up his
head, looked me in the eye. In those two words I could hear a soldier’s pride.” In the final
18
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chorus, Cronin changes the words slightly to make her point more clearly that this and
other soldiers’ sacrifices are a necessary evil in exchange for freedom and peace: “Lucky
me. That’s right, freedom comes at a heavy price, and we don’t all pay our equal share or
know what it’s like over there.” Unlike Wright, Cronin seemed sure in her conviction that
the soldiers in Iraq were on a worthy mission which was helping to ensure the freedom of
Americans.
Glorification of the Military
In response to the September 11th attacks, the Bush administration made a
controversial decision regarding how the troops needed for the War on Terror were
provided. Rather than institute a draft (which would have been highly contentious after
Vietnam), the government supplemented the numbers by sending Army Reservists and
National Guard members into active duty. While this practice wasn’t new (Guard
members have fought in every American war since the Revolutionary War), they
sometimes paid the highest price for the need for troops. David Abshire, former President
of the Center for the Study of the President, estimated in May 2004 that around 230,000
Guard and Reserve members had been mobilized since September 11, 2001. He stated
that forty percent of U.S. forces in Iraq were made up of Guard and Reserve troops.19
According to the Department of Defense, as of June 2009, the number of citizen soldiers
(Guard and Reserve) actively serving in Iraq and Afghanistan was still over 140,000. 20
By that time, over 700,000 total Reserve soldiers had been called into active duty for the
19
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War on Terror.21 These soldiers were not only leaving behind friends and family but
sometimes lucrative careers. Reserve soldiers are meant to have four years off between
deployments, but the actual time at home was more often reduced to two years. Civil
Affairs units, a military branch that specializes in community rebuilding, were sent even
more frequently than that, because of being cross-leveled (cherry-picked from their home
unit to make up another unit of full size). 22
Not only did this affect the individual citizen soldier, it had an effect on the
country as well. General Craig McKinley, the head of the National Guard, claimed that
they were never stretched too thin, but U.S. Representative Gene Taylor from Mississippi
felt differently. When Hurricane Katrina hit in 2005, half of the state’s troops were
already deployed to Iraq or Afghanistan. The remaining soldiers had to be augmented
with Guardsmen from around the country. Even in 2009, Taylor expressed doubts that the
state had the resources it needed to properly handle emergency situations. Not only were
states lacking in manpower, the equipment issued to Guardsmen was often taken to Iraq
and left behind when the troops returned home. 23
Three Doors Down – “Citizen/Soldier”
One of the most widely dispersed popular songs relating to the War on Terror was
part of a recruitment campaign for the United States National Guard. “Citizen/Soldier,” 24
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by the alternative rock band 3 Doors Down, was heard by a large number of Americans
in the years after its release in 2007. This was due to its promotional placement in highly
trafficked public venues. A music video featuring reenactments of National Guard history
using current members of the Guard as actors was released to 24,000 movie theatres
(approximately 65% of all theatres), and was played in a prime preview spot (just before
the feature film). Posters were also featured in 3,200 theatre lobby kiosks throughout the
country.25 In January of 2008, when the theatre promotion was at its height, 74,000
copies of the single were sold and it was downloaded free from the National Guard
website 50,000 times. 26 The campaign also targeted the car racing circuit by placing a
“Citizen/Soldier” promotion along with the National Guard and “3 Doors Down” logo on
the #88 Hendrick Motorsports car driven by Dale Earnhardt, Jr. during the NASCAR
Sprint All-Star Race on May 17, 2008.27
Musically, “Citizen/Soldier” clearly panders to a specific demographic. The
makeup of the band, the use of distorted guitars and vocals, and a hard rock drumbeat all
root this song firmly within the alternative rock/hard rock genre which was most popular
during the 1990s. All of the members of the band are male and the sound has a definite
masculine character. This quality is enhanced by the accompanying video, which apart
from wide shots including groups of people, depicts only men playing sports and working
in military-type settings. Considering that the song was specifically written as a
recruitment tool for the National Guard, it is not surprising this is how they chose to
25
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represent the promotion. The military’s typical target audience is males between the age
of eighteen and thirty (in this case, those born between 1977 and 1989) who would have
been extremely familiar with 90s alternative rock from their childhood or teen years.
The video opens with what looks like a group of students on a college campus on
a lovely spring day at dusk and then focuses on two young men playing catch with a
football. This peaceful scene is abruptly broken as the view switches to the band alone at
the top of a hill. Their microphone and instruments stand out against a sky filled with
ominous clouds as though a storm is just about to hit. There is a thunder-like sound effect
on the downbeat just before the vocals which solidifies the storm-like atmosphere
depicted musically by the minor key and more prominently in the video. A similar sound
effect is used at different transition points throughout the song, though depending on the
amount of reverb applied, sometimes it resembles a gunshot or explosion. Once the lyrics
reach the phrase, “stand the heroes,” the football scene becomes a dark city scene
depicting a National Guardsman in the middle of a city that has been destroyed by an
unknown natural disaster. This scene pans out to a group of Guards-people working
among the debris.
At the chorus, all hell breaks loose as the band launches into a full-fledged heavy
metal sound with a drumbeat that centers on the snare and cymbals. As shown in example
4, the singing, which up until this point has been in an easy male range, jumps up a full
octave, heightening the emotional tension. Both guitars are fully distorted throughout the
chorus while strumming complementary syncopated chords. A vocal harmony is added
that accentuates open intervals such as fourths, fifths, and octaves. This is reminiscent of
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the guitar power chords (chords which use open fifths rather than filling out the third of
the chord structure) that open the song.

Example 4. 3 Doors Down “Citizen Soldier,” higher register on the chorus.
On the downbeat of the chorus, the video cuts to shaky close-ups of the band
alternating with Revolutionary War shots. The shaking seems as though it is meant to add
to the drama of the cannon fire, as if the band is also experiencing the explosions.
The lyrics portray the story of the “heroes” of the National Guard who “wait for
our cries.” The voice soon switches to first person declaring, “I’ll be there to help.”
During the chorus, the voice becomes plural as the rhetoric becomes less specific in a
poetic and idealistic statement of what the Guard stands for. “Holding the light for the
ones that we guide from the dark of despair. Standing on guard for the ones that we
sheltered; we’ll always be ready because we will always be there.” This fulfills the
purpose of the song by inserting a personal and heroic voice to appeal to those looking
for adventure and an opportunity to do something meaningful.
The National Guard logo appears at the bottom of the screen during the video and
the song’s credits flash at the beginning so there can be no doubt to any viewer that this is
an advertisement. Generic military phrases flash across the screen throughout such as “I
fired the shot that started a nation,” “I will never accept defeat,” “I stormed the beach at
Normandy,” and “We are free because of the brave.” As the song continues, scenes from
World War II and the War on Terror are depicted. The use of Revolutionary War scenes
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and World War II scenes calls upon some of America’s proudest moments as a country
and adds a sense of nostalgia to the video. By using these historic scenes along with
scenes from the current war, the producers are giving the War on Terror the same level of
esteem as these other highly regarded American victories. The natural disaster scene from
the beginning is fleshed out at the end when the Guardsman finds a stranded boy and
returns him to his parents. All of these scenes depict the reality (albeit a glorified version)
of being in the National Guard.
3 Doors Down’s association with the armed forces did not begin or end with the
“Citizen/Soldier” promotion. The group first became related with the military in many
people’s minds with the release of their song “When I’m Gone” in 2003.28 Though the
words of the song are ambiguous and do not necessarily discuss war or soldiers, the band
filmed a live video for the song aboard the USS George Washington and dedicated it to
those serving in the U.S. military. 29 The band also uses military-inspired images on their
merchandise, including eagles, shields, and arrows.30
Humanizing the Soldiers
The attempt to humanize the soldier is the most common theme used in music that
supports the troops. While this subject shows up as a part of many songs, the music
whose main focus is humanization tends to be more personal and is often written from a
politically ambiguous standpoint.
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Steven Curtis Chapman – “What I’m Fighting For”
Steven Curtis Chapman’s “What I’m Fighting For”31 expresses a similar
sentiment to Chely Wright’s “Bumper of my SUV”32 in that it acknowledges the
contradictory feelings held by many in regard to the invasion of Iraq and whether it was a
good or bad thing, though the conclusion is slightly different. The lyrics are written from
the standpoint of a soldier on active duty somewhere in the desert. He acknowledges that
everyone has a different opinion on what the military is doing “over here,” but then the
chorus demonstrates the purpose of the song: “There’s a little girl in Georgia lying in her
bed tonight while her mother holds her close and whispers, ‘It’s gonna be all right.’ And
they’ll … dream about the day when I’ll come walking back through the door, ’cause this
is what I’m fighting for.”
This song brings up the concept that being a soldier is, for some, just a job, and a
way to pay the bills. This raises the question, is it okay for a soldier to risk their life just
so they can support their family, or should they feel a commitment to the cause? Most of
the time, soldiers are portrayed as being pledged to the meaning of the war. This song
makes it very clear that this soldier isn’t interested in whether what he’s doing is right or
wrong: “I know everybody’s got their own opinion. I can see the good and bad. … I’m
just here to do my job and I can’t wait to get back home.” He is clearly saying that the
reason he is in the military and fighting a war is for his family, and not necessarily for
their freedom. He seems to be saying he is fighting so he can support them and get back
to them with little interest in passing judgment on his circumstances. However, Chapman
31
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elucidates in the second verse: “We passed another playground on the road today. A little
group of girls looked up and waved at us and smiled. I think it’s in their eyes I see the
biggest change.” With this, the soldier, who seems to be trying to stay out of political and
ethical debates, offers some justification for the war.
Even though Chapman repeatedly sings, “I can see the good and bad,” he offers
no example of the bad and only this scene of newly freed little girls playing, smiling, and
waving. This small statement exemplifies one of the most controversial issues during the
War on Terror. Was invading Iraq worth it? American ideals affirm that freedom and
equality are valuable, and there isn’t much debate on that front. One major source of
controversy about the War on Terror, and specifically Iraq, was whether human rights
concerns were enough reason to invade another country. This was not the original
justification, of course, and we found ourselves in a war we weren’t sure was defensible
once we knew the reality of the situation. This turn of events is best exemplified by
President George W. Bush’s words to the public and how his demeanor and rhetoric
changed over time.
In March of 2003 the American people were told that Iraq had weapons of mass
destruction which could be used in terrorist agendas. President Bush stated, “Intelligence
gathered by this and other governments leaves no doubt that the Iraqi regime continues to
possess and conceal some of the most lethal weapons ever devised.” 33 He also suggested
that Iraq was harboring members of Al Qaeda stating, “With the help of Iraq, the
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terrorists could fulfill their stated ambitions and kill thousands or hundreds of thousands
of innocent people in our country, or any other.” To the student of history, it may be
interesting to note this final sentence:34 “The United States and other nations did nothing
to deserve or invite this threat.”35
Less than a year later, America had invaded Iraq, overthrown Saddam Hussein,
and discovered that no weapons of mass destruction existed. It became clear to the
American public that Hussein and Iraq had little or nothing to do with the attacks on
September 11th. Already mired in war, the Bush administration began shifting their focus
to the human rights concerns in Iraq as a justification for our military presence while still
recalling 9/11 as the ultimate validation. In a press conference on August 21, 2006
President Bush, clearly agitated, stated:
Imagine what the world would be like with him in power. Part of the
reason we went into Iraq, uh, was, uh … The main reason we went into
Iraq, at the time, was we thought he had weapons of mass destruction. It
turns out he didn’t but he had the capacity to make weapons of mass
destruction. But I also talked about the human suffering in Iraq. And I also
talked the need [sic] to advance the freedom agenda. And so my question
… my answer to your question is … is that … imagine a world in which
Saddam Hussein was there stirring up even more trouble in a part of the
world that, uh … people came and killed three thousand of our citizens …
The terrorists attacked us and killed three thousand of our citizens before
we started the freedom agenda in the Middle East.36
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A reporter asked, “What did Iraq have to do with the attack on the World Trade
Center?” President Bush exclaimed:
Nothing! Except for it’s part of … Nobody’s ever suggested in this
administration that Saddam ordered the attack. Iraq was a, uh, Iraq, the,
the … the lesson of September 11th is take threats [sic] before they fully
materialize. I have suggested that resentment and, uh, the lack of hope, uh,
create the breeding grounds for terrorists who are willing to use suiciders
to kill to achieve an objective.37
Chapman’s words reflect Bush’s change in focus from Iraq as a terrorist threat to
the need to advance what he called the “freedom agenda.” While the rest of the lyric is
free of political rhetoric, this one line is reflective of the language of the late Bush
administration. There are mild religious references in the song as well, saying the mother
and daughter will “pray themselves to sleep.” The use of religious themes implies God’s
tacit approval of one’s stance and this concept appeared in many songs supporting the
troops or the war. This prevalence was likely due to the ties between the Republican
Party and the evangelical Christian community during this time. 38
John Ondrasik – “Note to the Unknown Soldier”
John Ondrasik, the one-man band known as Five for Fighting, became, somewhat
unintentionally, a key musical figure around the time of 9/11. Though his hit
“Superman”39 was released almost a year earlier, after the 9/11 attacks it rose in
popularity and became an anthem of the era. Its top rankings on the Billboard charts
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came in late 2001 and early 2002 and it was later nominated for a Grammy. 40 One reason
for this popularity is that Ondrasik was asked to perform with numerous other musicians
and celebrities in the Concert for New York just weeks after 9/11 and the vulnerable hero
in the song struck a chord with many Americans. 41
Ondrasik’s piano rock is often mildly patriotic with songs titled “Freedom Never
Cries” or “Johnny America,” but his words are never as overtly political as are those of
some of his country counterparts. While his politics may be ambiguous, he has made a
clear effort to be supportive of the troops both through service and in music. He has
performed on a number of USO tours and conceived and produced a compilation series
entitled For the Troops that is available free to all active service members. It includes
recordings by a wide variety of artists from vastly different sides of the political spectrum
including Melissa Etheridge, Roy Orbison, and Keith Urban. 42
Ondrasik’s supportive stance is most clearly exemplified in his song, “Note to the
Unknown Soldier.”43 The text of this song speaks almost exclusively about the human
characteristics of a soldier. It is written from the viewpoint of a person addressing an
unidentified man (from the title we know Ondrasik is likely paying tribute to the Tomb of
the Unknown Soldier in Arlington National Cemetery). Based on the text, we don’t know
much about the person such as how old he is, whether he is alive or dead, or even if he is
American or not. Since tombs dedicated to unknown soldiers can be found around the
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world, Ondrasik could, in theory, be talking about a soldier of any nationality. This kind
of ambiguity separates Ondrasik from the majority of American popular music written in
support of the troops. Though this is clearly a supportive song (“I’m glad you’re on my
side”), there is no nationalistic sentiment in “Unknown Soldier.” In fact, the lyrics never
mention anything that actually identifies the man as a soldier.
The text wonders about the personal life of the soldier: “Did you play basketball?
Was there a sweetheart at home? Did you have a son?” His choice of the name “Sam” for
the Unknown Soldier, “for laughs” is probably a reference to the American icon, Uncle
Sam. A few lines hint at the person’s occupation: “I’m told you’re the best we had. …
You were so far from home. … face the great unknown. … If you were here, I’d buy the
beers. I’d shake your hand and say good man. … My kids will know your name.”
SheDaisy – “Come Home Soon”
SheDaisy’s “Come Home Soon”44 is written from the viewpoint of the one who is
left behind. Being firmly in the country genre, one would think it would be more
obviously political, but, like “Note to the Unknown Soldier,” the song has no nationalist
element and never actually says anything about soldiers or war. Like many country
songs, it has some minor religious themes in it: “I take my daily bread … I pray.”
Associations with the military are only subtly implied, “I don’t know what you’re doing,
and I don’t know where you are.” “Come Home Soon” might not actually have been
meant for soldiers but the country community considered it unambiguously “pro-
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troops.”45 The group was asked to perform at Republican political events during the 2004
election but they declined because of vacillating opinions on the war.46
The video released in 2004 by Lyric Street Records gives more hints as to the
meaning of the song.47 Most notable is the scene that accompanies the introduction in
which a young couple ties a multitude of yellow ribbons around a large tree, a clear
reference to the yellow ribbon story discussed at the beginning of the chapter. The
amorous couple pictured in the SheDaisy video has a box full of yellow ribbons they are
tying around a large tree together as if waiting for someone to return home, or promising
to be true during deployment. The rest of the video pictures a candlelight vigil,
presumably for the same absent person. The message, “For all our heroes here at home,”
appears at the top of the screen at the very end of the video. Though none of these images
is a clear reference to soldiers, it is no surprise that the song became associated with that
theme. In the social culture of the time, waiting for someone to return home would have
been easily associated with soldiers, regardless of how subtle the references, especially in
the conservative country music scene.
John Michael Montgomery – “Letters From Home”
John Michael Montgomery’s “Letters From Home”48 is made up of three verses,
each of which is a summarized letter, from a soldier’s mother, fiancée, and father. Each
letter uses phrases that might be typical of these three characters in the soldier’s life. His
45
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mother says, “Everything’s the same ol’ same in Johnsonville.” His fiancée says, “I saw
your mama and I showed her the ring … I’ll be all right, I’m just missing you.” And his
father, in a stereotypical masculine expression of emotion writes, “I know I ain’t written,
but … I’ll say it now: Son, you make me proud.”
The verses are not explicit as to why the addressee is absent, but the chorus makes
it clear that the person reading the letters is a soldier: “I hold it up and show my buddies
like we ain’t scared and our boots ain’t muddy … there ain’t nothing funny when a
soldier cries … Pick up my gun and get back to work. And it keeps me driving on;
waiting on letters from home.” Again, the nationality of the soldier is left as a question
and while the soldier is clearly at war, the words imply no opinion on the matter.
Associating this soldier with his parents and fiancée, and portraying him as scared but
determined is an effective way of humanizing him while avoiding controversy.
Tim McGraw – “If You’re Reading This”
Country star and confirmed Democrat Tim McGraw contributed his musical
support to the troops with his song “If You’re Reading This.”49 It is written from the
viewpoint of a fallen soldier writing to the wife he left behind. Unlike the other songs
with this theme, “If You’re Reading This” is very clear about its meaning from the first
verse: “If you’re reading this … looks like I got a one way ticket over here. Sure wish …
war was just a game we played when we were kids.” This short verse launches into the
chorus which is even more transparent: “I’m laying down my gun; I’m hanging up my
boots. I’m up here with God and we’re both watching over you.” Like “Come Home
Soon” and “Note to the Unknown Soldier,” “If You’re Reading This” makes no mention
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of the nationality of the soldier but it glorifies the military with phrases like, “stand up for
the innocent and weak. … Tell Dad I don’t regret that I followed in his shoes.” A typical
country trapping of the song is the use of religious sentiments such as, “I’m up here with
God … my soul is where my momma always prayed that it would go. … I’m in a better
place where soldiers live in peace and angels sing Amazing Grace.”
Mick Rubalcava – “10,000 Miles Away”
Mick Rubalcava, a singer/songwriter and part-time comedian from Modesto,
California, has a sound reminiscent of Bob Dylan with simple melodies and a voice only
a mother could love. His music is heavily laden with political and social commentary
such as his “Abortion Song,” “Judge Sonia Sotomayor Song,” and “There Are No Great
Leaders.” His conservative political beliefs are obvious in most of his songs, including a
spoof on Huey Lewis’s “Power of Love,” titled “Power of Obama.” The song description
reads: “He doesn’t need congress, courts, or the constitution to change laws!” 50
One of his original pieces, titled “Tribute Song: 10,000 Miles Away,” 51 features
just Rubalcava with guitar accompaniment in true folk tradition. It is on the more serious
side, though his political leanings are still readily apparent from the tone of the text. This
song demonstrates the divide I mentioned in the introduction to this chapter. Rubalcava
had no need to express his stance on the war overtly in this song; his message of support
for the troops says enough.
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Most of the lyrics are dedicated to humanizing soldiers. The first verse describes a
young soldier born into poverty who dreamed about going to school and escaping the
streets. The second portrays a man who has just gotten married and has his whole life
ahead of him. Unusually, Rubalcava’s words also discuss female soldiers. The third of
the four verses is dedicated to depicting a woman whose father has begged her to stay and
fulfill her potential but loves her enough to let her “spread her wings and soar” in the
military. The final verse takes an introspective look saying, “If we could only say
goodbye, maybe it wouldn’t hurt so much to die.” After this it talks of a soldier’s baby
girl being born with his eyes. Each of these verses is followed immediately by the chorus:
“(S)He died today. (S)He died in a war 10,000 miles away. Thank God for our
soldiers/airmen/sailors/marines. Thank God they have the will to fight. Thank God they
have the will to die.”
While this song seems to be an innocent expression of gratitude and sympathy for
soldiers, there is a subtle undercurrent that is only apparent when considering the
extremist conservative viewpoint in Rubalcava’s other music. The verses could almost be
part of an anti-war song bemoaning the deaths of these soldiers. When he starts singing
“Thank God for our soldiers” it is almost surprising, given he was just glorifying their
lives and mourning their deaths. This awkward juxtaposition mixed with the knowledge
of his political stance gives the chorus not only a grateful tone, but also a hint of disdain
for war protestors and becomes a meaningful political statement.
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Hero versus Human
Musicians often juxtaposed the humanization and glorification of soldiers, as
shown in 3 Doors Down’s “Citizen/Soldier”52 (“Stand the heroes” vs. “When you need
your brothers and sisters”), Joe Brucato’s “Thank You Soldier”53 (“Sacrifice from the
lives of heroes” vs. “Leave their homes and families”). But some musicians focused
specifically on the contrast of these ideas.
David Ball – “Riding With Private Malone”
Similar in storyline to McGraw’s “If You’re Reading This”54 is David Ball’s
“Riding with Private Malone.” 55 It follows in the ballad tradition of telling a timeless
story with semi-mythical qualities. Interestingly, the song was released less than a month
after 9/11 and only five days before the first troops were sent to Afghanistan. It was
likely the first song released that supported the troops during the War on Terror.
The song begins with the singer finding a letter in the glove compartment of an
old 1966 Corvette he purchased from a lady. The note reads, “My name is Private
Andrew Malone. If you’re reading this, then I didn’t make it home. But for every dream
that’s shattered another one comes true. This car was once a dream of mine, now it
belongs to you. And though you may take her and make her your own, you’ll always be
riding with Private Malone.” The story continues with the narrator fixing up the car and
showing it off around town. He claims that every once in a while he’d catch a glimpse of
a soldier sitting next to him in the car and he was “proud to be riding with Private
52
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Malone.” One night he took a curve too fast and the car crashed and exploded. Someone
said they saw a soldier pull the narrator out of the car but didn’t get his name. The
narrator then claims he knows it was Private Malone. “I know I wouldn’t be here if he
hadn’t tagged along that night. … Thank God I was riding with Private Malone.” This
ghost story is a rather simple example of glorification of a soldier. The two phrases I have
quoted are the only statements made by Ball outside of the story line. He first humanizes
Private Malone by introducing him as a soldier who didn’t make it home (presumably
from Vietnam) and telling us about his dream car. By then making the soldier into a
mythical figure who rides along making random appearances, Malone becomes like a sort
of guardian angel and friend. When Malone saves the singer from the crash, he becomes
an almost God-like figure who is able to transcend his own death as well as stop the death
of a living being. All of this is a way for the singer to express his opinion that those in the
military possess qualities that go beyond the average citizen.
Jo Dee Messina – “Heaven Was Needing A Hero”
Jo Dee Messina’s “Heaven Was Needing a Hero,”56 is a bit ambiguous in its
support for the troops. It never mentions anything about the military or soldiers.
However, when looking at where Messina has performed the song and the reason she
wrote it, it is clear that it was meant as a tribute song. According to the administrator on
her website, Messina wrote the ballad after the death of the first female soldier in Iraq.57
She has performed the song at many military related events including a local high school
56
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ceremony in Shiprock, NM, honoring two brothers killed in war. The impromptu
performance also included the national anthem. 58
The lyrics talk about someone trying to deal with the death of a loved one. There
is a religious element to the song with phrases like, “I’ve always been told you won’t be
called home until it’s your time,” and of course the song’s hook and title, “Heaven was
needing a hero.” There are references that imply the person who has died is connected to
the military, such as referring to them as a hero and saying they were “brave enough to
stand up for what you believe and follow it through.” She also sings, “The last time I saw
you, oh, you held your head up proud.” The song combines the singer’s personal
connection to the one lost, “You’re such a part of who I am,” with references to that
person’s hero status. And the singer is able to let go because “No matter how much I need
you now, heaven needed you more,” reaffirming the religious theme.
Toby Keith – “American Soldier”
Toby Keith embroiled himself and his career with the War on Terror more
prominently than did any other artist on any part of the spectrum. His prolonged feud
with the Dixie Chicks59 thrust his career further into the spotlight and made his song
“Courtesy of the Red, White, and Blue” a hit.60 After this commercial success, Keith
continued to produce songs that were highly political and super-patriotic. “American
Soldier” 61 is one such song that is the most indicative of the juxtaposition of hero versus
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human. In an interview with author Chris Willman for the book Rednecks and Bluenecks,
Toby Keith describes these adjacent roles played by soldiers and the need for
understanding.
I think when you look through the TV screen at our military, you see a
fighting soldier who’s trained to kill, and you don’t understand that they
have a wife and kid back home or a husband and daughter and son. That
soldiering is just another occupation in our world where people try to
provide for their family, and when they’re called upon, they don’t ask any
questions. They deliver, and then they’re frowned upon as baby killers and
all kinds of stuff when they do their job that we pay and train ’em to do.
The song is my attempt to lift that lid and show that they’re just working
people. 62
A number of things are interesting about this statement. Keith pointing out that
the American people, as a whole, condone and pay for these men and women to be
trained killers and then turn around and accuse soldiers of heartless murder shows a depth
of thought that doesn’t necessarily come out in his music. Also, the idea that soldiering is
“just another occupation” may be a view some hold, but a few distinctions make it quite
divergent from other occupations. The government spends large amounts of money
recruiting for military positions. This, itself, may not be an issue, but it has been shown
that in the process of recruitment the realities of the position are often glossed over.63
And most obviously, these soldiers are asked to pick up in the middle of their “normal”
lives and head to unfamiliar territory, away from familiar people for years, to risk their
lives fighting for a decision they had no part in making and may or may not personally
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support. They often return scarred emotionally and physically. 64 Because of these things,
it’s hard to see the military as just another job and a soldier as “just working people.”
If not for the spoiler title, a person hearing “American Soldier” for the first time
would not realize its meaning until the chorus finally appeared in the last half of the song.
It begins in the ballad style of most country songs, describing the life of an average
American man. “I’m just trying to be a father; raise a daughter and a son, be a lover to
their mother; everything to everyone.” The next phrase gives a bit more indication of the
type of person described: “Up and at ’em bright and early, I’m all business in my suit.
Yeah, I’m dressed up for success from my head down to my boots.” Up until the word
“boots,” this person could have been almost anyone: a businessman, a politician, a
teacher, etc. Once we hear that word, the image in our mind shifts, trying to fit the words
in with the kind of person who would wear a suit and … boots? Keith continues giving us
ambiguous clues as to who this person might be, but the first indication of where he is
going is the line, “Yeah, I’m real good under pressure, being all that I can be.” If you
know what the song is about, you can clearly recognize the foreshadowing here with the
use of the Army slogan: “Be all that you can be (in the Army).” The clues become more
specific. “I just work straight through the holidays, and sometimes all night long … if
dying’s asked of me, I’ll bear that cross with honor,” then finally the clincher
immediately before the chorus, “’cause freedom don’t come free.”65 Note that by using
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this phrase, Keith is also opining that the actions taken by the Bush administration in the
War on Terror were justified in the quest for “freedom.” Songs that use this idea, even
inadvertently, were an important part of the rhetoric of the era and contributed to
continued support for the war.
Until this point, the song has been mostly dedicated to humanizing the soldier
while interjecting suggestions of their super-human characteristics: “Hey, I’m solid, hey,
I’m steady, hey, I’m true down to the core. And I will always do my duty, no matter what
the price.” At the chorus, Keith dispenses with the efforts at humanizing and takes on a
proud, glorifying tone: “I’m an American soldier, an American.” As noted above, a
statement such as this was not only meant to support the troops and show patriotism, it
also implied support for the war. The suggestions of heroic characteristics in the chorus
become more overt along with the inclusion of cliché phrases. “When liberty’s in
jeopardy I’ll always do what’s right. I’m out here on the front lines, sleep in peace
tonight.”
Even though Keith claims to be promoting the idea that soldiers are just regular
citizens doing their job, this song endorses a different opinion: that soldiers are not just
regular citizens but people who can be trusted to go above and beyond; people who are
pursuing a higher calling and who “always do what’s right.”
Thanking the Soldiers
While most themes associated with supporting the troops remained relatively
steady over time, gratitude toward the soldier became much more prevalent after 2006.
This could be attributed to the precipitous drop in support for the president and the war
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around this time and pro-war musicians may have felt called to make sure the troops
knew that they were not taken for granted.
Jordan Leigh – “Soldier, I Thank You”
Jordan Leigh’s “Soldier, I Thank You”66 would seem to be most focused on
showing appreciation to soldiers and, indeed, that is the major theme. However, Leigh
includes almost every other sentiment that is discussed in this chapter as well as others
under the broad “pro-war” umbrella. The song is brimming with patriotism and also
touches on the 9/11 attacks. It does not promote an overtly “pro-war” message, but the
military and war are highly glorified.
The song was released as a video on YouTube.com sung by Jordan Leigh and
directed by Thomasina. 67 According to the byline under the video, it has received more
than three million hits (though the version posted currently only has around six hundred
sixty thousand). In the video, Jordan is confronted by an African American boy at her
high school for wearing a t-shirt supporting the troops. He tells her, “There was no
weapons [sic] of mass destruction.” (Whether the poor grammar was scripted or not is
unclear but it certainly doesn’t avoid an unfortunate stereotype). She responds by saying
that her brother went to war to “protect and defend the greatest words ever written down
on paper: the Constitution of the United States of America; to protect knuckleheads like
you.” This description of the Constitution is over-the-top patriotic and the super-sweet
Candy Land language encourages viewers to perceive Jordan as young and innocent. The
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scene then cuts to Jordan arriving home to see a report of a “fallen hero” on the news. It
is implied by the video that this soldier is Jordan’s brother. The screen drama thus far has
been concerned with both humanizing the soldier (as Jordan’s brother) and portraying
soldiers as heroes defending America.
After the news report, a bright, synthesized reed sound (usually found in hip-hop
music) begins the song. Jordan is now pictured dressed in a black evening gown in front
of a military jet with men and women dressed in various military uniforms. The first
verse glorifies the military. “Another soldier gives their lives [sic] for me and you.
They’re fighting for freedom, liberty, and equality for you and me.” While it is
commonly accepted that the military does fight for freedom and liberty, it is hard to
declare that equality has frequently been a mission of the U.S. Armed Forces;68 given
this, she seems to be throwing in catch phrases rather than thoughtful lyrics. The chorus
expresses both gratitude to the soldier and continues to glorify military service. “Soldier,
I thank you for giving your life for me. … It takes a brave heart to make a stand to fight
for what they believe.”
The last two verses are more concerned with expressing a personal connection to
the soldier. The first line of the second verse is one of the worst rhyming choices in
recent memory, “Soldier even though you’re gone/your memory lives on in our hearts,
not just a song.” She goes on with personal but clichéd reflections on the soldier’s
missing presence. “And there’s people that miss you and wish you were here today, but I
know that you’re in a much better place. I know you’re watching from above from a
68

One may recall African Americans fighting against the National Guard during the Civil Rights
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place that’s filled with love, and we know that you will always be here in our hearts.” As
if to solidify the utopian image presented throughout the video and song, the African
American boy approaches Jordan at the end of the video again. This time he shows her
his report card filled with As and admits that he was just “playing” at “being hard” and he
wants to join the Marines after he finishes school. She then imagines the boy saluting in
full Marine blues. The scene cuts to Jordan pictured in her evening gown against the
backdrop of a military cemetery where six male soldiers approach her through the fog
dressed in military garb from different eras. The background vocals continue repeating
the phrase, “Soldier, we thank you. Soldier, we miss you.” From the back of the group of
soldiers, Jordan’s “brother” approaches in a desert combat uniform to hand her a folded
flag. He says, “Tell Mom I’ll be okay. Thanks, Sis.” The scene cuts back to the jet and
semi-circle of uniformed soldiers while she finishes singing, “Soldier, thank you,” and
then declares, “God bless America.” As the final chord is held the soldiers all stand at
attention and salute. A vintage-looking poster then appears on the screen announcing,
“Proudly standing with the men and women of the United States Armed Forces: Thank
you for serving.”
Joe Brucato – “Thank You Soldier”
Joe Brucato’s “Thank You Soldier”69 is a typical representation of many themes
related to the War on Terror that appear throughout country music. While it is clear from
the title that this song is attempting to show gratitude to the soldiers, the song also spends
a significant amount of time glorifying the United States and the military. Almost every
line either explicitly or implicitly exalts the U.S., the freedoms that come with
citizenship, and the “heroic” sacrifices of soldiers. In fact, the first line exemplifies all of
69

Joe Brucato, “Thank You Soldier,” single, Picture Perfect, released February 26, 2010.
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these: “Living here in paradise because of sacrifice from the lives of heroes.” Although
the grammar of this opening phrase is a bit lacking it gets the point across by invoking
key trigger words: “paradise,” “sacrifice,” and “heroes.” Some attempt is made to
humanize the soldiers by stating they “leave their home and family.” But their superhuman sacrifices are heavily emphasized: “[They] fight for you and me, to protect our
country.” As is typical for many country songs in this vein, the songwriter puts distance
between Americans and everyone else, “On foreign land they make their stand.” 70 Which
foreign land Brucato might be referring to is left to the discretion of the listener, but it is
clear that this “stand” is “in the name of freedom.” The chorus states “Thank you soldier
for giving your lives protecting me. Thank you brothers … sisters too, for keeping our
land free.” Although “Thank you soldier” is obviously the tagline of the song, these
qualifiers really speak to the focus of the song: soldiers “protecting me” and “keeping our
land free.” It is also worth noting that while Brucato does acknowledge the women of the
Armed Forces, it is stated as though it is an obligatory afterthought. The pre-chorus is
filled with catch phrases relating to the heroics of soldiers and how they “sacrifice” for
us, “defending and protecting;” they “give their lives for freedom.”
The second verse furthers our understanding of this “other” place where the
soldier is fighting as well as bringing in religious themes. The text portrays a soldier at
war kneeling on the battlefield in the “burning sun” in the “middle of nowhere” (which
definitely gives us a picture of a desert atmosphere, though Brucato still makes no
explicit mention of the location of this war scene). The kneeling gives us a picture of a
soldier who is not just brave but pious. The use of religious imagery in this song isn’t

70

This particular phrase is slightly evocative of Daniel Decatur Emmett’s popular minstrel song
“Dixie.” “In Dixie’s Land I’ll take my stand.”
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surprising, as the songwriter is glorifying both the soldier and his mission. As discussed
above, the inclusion of a religious element here serves to imply God’s tacit approval of
this mission. Using a play on words, he portrays the soldier who “camouflages” all his
fears in order to volunteer to “go and save someone.” Until this point, the arrangement
has been that of a typical country song aside from the use of string pads and piano
accents. However, at the words “Round after round, exploding sound,” the drums change
from their previous higher pitched rim-shot pattern to lower tom and bass drum accents,
imitating the sounds of guns and missiles firing. At the second repeat of the chorus
Brucato ramps up the drama of the song by adding a gospel choir singing “Thank you
soldier” repeatedly. During the bridge, the excitement is again heightened by moving the
strings up into their higher registers, and the gospel choir sings an ascending line on
“oohs” and later echoes one of the key words of the song: “freedom.” The word is
repeated a total of six times (three by Brucato and three by the choir) reminiscent of the
pattern in Aretha Franklin’s “Think.” On the final repetition of “freedom,” (measure 36)
we hear a huge two-octave glissando by the strings lasting approximately three beats and
landing dramatically on the downbeat of the final chorus and key change (rehearsal mark
E), as shown in example 5.

Example 5. Joe Brucato “Thank You Soldier,” transition to final chorus.
The last chorus is a repeat of the others except that the violins are playing in their highest
register, the volume of the choir is brought forward in the texture, a smaller group in the
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choir repeats the word “soldier” while the rest of the singers maintain the main choral
theme and a gospel soloist begins ad-libbing over the top of everything. In fact, this
soloist is among the last sounds heard. As the other instruments and voices fade out of the
texture, the lone singer continues over sustained string pads just before the guitar has the
final say on a melancholy minor chord. All of this adds dramatic effect to the music and
gives his message a powerful emotional backdrop.
---------------As noted in the introduction to this chapter, it was practically an imperative to
show support for the troops or risk being ostracized. A study in Western Folklore
discussed the difficulty of this same situation during the first Gulf War:
Those who chose not to participate [in displaying yellow ribbons and
support for the troops] sometimes risked being ostracized by neighbors,
friends, and co-workers, who might question their values and loyalty to
their country. This experience was especially problematic for people
whose lives or work depended on community support and cooperation.71
Indeed, musicians’ careers are entirely dependent on community support and
approval. The dominant cultural belief that not supporting the troops was tantamount to
denigrating military sacrifice, rejecting American ideals, and, ultimately, forgetting 9/11
caused the vast majority of musicians to express support for the troops in some way. 72 As
we can see by the musicians represented in this chapter, those who seriously questioned
the war did not go out of their way to express support for the troops in their music. This
reflects the implicit message that supporting the troops also meant supporting the war and
the George W. Bush administration. This often unspoken understanding is clearly
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reflected by the predominance of conservative, country musicians who wrote pro-troops
music and the accompanying pro-war messages found therein.
Support the Troops Music Not Discussed
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

A Skylit Drive – “Hey Nightmare, Were Did you get Them Teeth?”
Adam Brand – “The ANZAC”
Amy-Jayne McCabe – “The Rock”
April Taylor - “Hero at Home”
Avenged Sevenfold – “Gunslinger”
Avril Lavigne – “When You’re Gone”
Brian Littrell – “Welcome Home”
Bryan Adams – “Never Let Go”
Bryan Adams – “Sound the Bugle”
Carly Goodwin – “Baby Come Back Home”
Carrie FitzGibbon – “Hello from Home”
Carrie Underwood – “Just a Dream”
Celtic Woman – “Siuil a Run”
Colin Raye - “A Soldier’s Prayer”
Darryl Worley – “I Just Came Back From a War”
Darryl Worley – “P.O.W 369”
Deftones – “Minerva”
Dixie Chicks – “Travelin’ Soldier”
Drowning Pool – “Soldiers”
Gary McVay – “Half Her Heart is in Iraq (Amy’s Smile)”
George Canyon – “I Want You to Live”
Godsmack – “Awake”
Godsmack – “Sick of Life”
Illscarlett – “Life of a Soldier”
James Otto – “Soldiers and Jesus”
Josh Gracin – “The Other Little Soldier”
Josh Logan – “Another Day of A Hero”
Kid Rock – “Warrior”
Lisa Firestone – “When He Comes Home to Her”
Lonestar – “Somebody’s Someone”
Mark Schultz – “Letters from War”
Mike Corrado – “On My Watch Tonight”
My Chemical Romance – “The Ghost of You”
Rascal Flatts & Brian McKnight – “Red, White, and Blue”
Reba McIntyre & Faith Hill – “Sleeping with the Telephone”
Roxie Dean – “A Soldiers Wife”
Rushlow Harris – “Bagpipes Cryin’”
Street Dogs – “Back to the World”
Theory of a Deadman – “Wait for Me”
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40.
41.

Trace Adkins – “Arlington”
Tracy Lawrence – “If I Don’t Make it Back”
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CHAPTER 5
MAKE MUSIC, NOT WAR: OPPOSITION TO THE “WAR ON TERROR”
From the perspective of the average American, protest music was sorely lacking
during the War on Terror. The War on Terror has often been compared to the Vietnam
War from a social and political standpoint. During Vietnam, music received at least
partial credit for ending the conflict, but, in stark contrast, music seems to have had little
to no effect during the War on Terror. Most people weren’t even aware that protest music
existed in any meaningful form during this time. Though it was not disseminated in the
typical ways, post-9/11 protest music existed on a massive scale outside the standard
system. In fact, as Jeneve Brooks found in her comparative study of anti-war music
during Vietnam vs. the Iraq/Afghanistan War, the number of anti-war songs during
Iraq/Afghanistan greatly outnumbered those written during Vietnam. 1 Theories
explaining its apparent non-existence and lack of impact will be discussed in the
conclusion to this chapter. In the following pages, I will show the abundance of music
written during the War on Terror and how it reflected the changing circumstances in
American society. I will discuss how this music and the musicians who performed it
interacted with politics and society and how and why they did or did not have a social
impact.
Many artists weren’t shy about making their opinions known; they just found
unconventional ways to bring that message to the world. As time progressed, the number
and variety of musicians protesting the war increased dramatically, likely because the
shift in public opinion significantly lessened the threat to their career. There were a bold
1

Jeneve R. Brooks, “The Silent Soundtrack: Anti-War Music from Vietnam to Iraq,” (PhD diss.,
Fordham University, May 2009), 162.
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few who spoke out publicly in 2002 and 2003, but their voices were largely overpowered
and suppressed by the patriotic rhetoric of the era. Most of these early protestors released
their music directly to the consumer through online downloads or albums. During the
2004 election there was a surge in protest music in an effort to block Bush’s reelection,
and by 2006, a large number of musicians felt comfortable jumping on the anti-war
bandwagon. Many artists protested individually but collaboration was conspicuously
absent in the musical anti-war movement. Surprisingly few compilation albums were
produced—most were by relatively unknown artists or were produced outside of the
U.S.A.2—and no large-scale anti-war tours were staged.
Musicians United to Win Without War
Despite the difficulty of producing protest music during the War on Terror, plenty
of musicians still made their voices heard, even if it wasn’t in song. After the massive
protests leading up to the Iraq War, a number of musicians were inspired to use their
clout to try to influence public opinion. Fred Durst of Limp Bizkit, Tom Morello of Rage
Against the Machine, Roseanne Cash, and more spoke out publicly. Barbra Streisand
posted a note on her website thanking anti-war protestors.3 Shakira posited her own
solutions, “We forget that bombs and missiles don’t fall on top of cardboard dummies,

2

Two major compilations produced outside the U.S. that included American artists were Peace
Not War, volumes 1 and 2, U.K., released May 20, 2003, and Peace Songs: A Benefit to Help Children
Affected by War, Canada, Sony BMG, released May 20, 2003.
3

Barbra Streisand, “Thank You to Anti-War Protestors,” Barbrastreisand.com, February 22, 2003,
accessed May 2, 2014, http://www.barbrastreisand.com/us/statement/thank-you-anti-war-protestors.
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they fall on people—children and mothers. … New leaders have to emerge, leaders who
talk about love. Like Gandhi and Martin Luther King, Jr.”4
Some artists collaborated in an effort to make a larger impact. Early in 2003, a
loose coalition of musicians was formed by former Talking Heads bandleader David
Byrne and rapper Russell Simmons to voice their opposition to the impending invasion of
Iraq. The group, Musicians United to Win Without War, was one of forty or so
foundations under the Win Without War5 umbrella that promoted a progressive national
security strategy based on avoiding over-militarization.6 MUWWW comprised a wide
variety of musicians from all genres including rap/hip-hop, (Busta Rhymes, Jay Z, Missy
Elliott), funk (George Clinton), folk (Emmylou Harris, Ani DiFranco), rock (Peter
Gabriel, Natalie Imbruglia), country (Steve Earle, Roseanne Cash), and even classical
music (Phillip Glass, Kronos Quartet).7 Their one major action was to take out a print ad
in the New York Times on February 26, 2003 that stated their opposition to the Iraq War:
“War on Iraq is wrong and we know it. Don’t let Bush, Cheney, and Rumsfeld drown out
the voices of reason! Disarm Iraq with tough inspections.” 8 Many of these musicians also
personally spoke out against the war in statements and TV ads. Russell Simmons and
4

“Matthews, Shakira on the War: Tom Morello, Peter Buck, and More Speak Out on Iraq,”
Rolling Stone, March 7, 2003, accessed August 28, 2013,
http://www.rollingstone.com/music/news/matthews-shakira-on-the-war-20030307.
5

The Win Without War coalition was formed in 2002 by former U.S. Representative Tom

Andrews.
6

More information on Win Without War can be found at: Win Without War, 2013, accessed
August 23, 2013, http://www.winwithoutwar.org/.
7

The full list of musicians can be found at “Musicians United to Win Without War,” Moveon.org,
2003, accessed August 27, 2013, http://civic.moveon.org/musiciansunited//.
8

“Russell Simmons Vows to Get Rappers like Jay-Z, P. Diddy Involved in Antiwar Campaign:
Simmons, Mos Def Might Release More Antiwar TV Ads In Near Future,” MTV, Feb 28, 2003, accessed
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Mos Def both created anti-war ads sponsored by the organization True Majority (founded
by Ben Cohen of Ben & Jerry’s ice cream) which had also sponsored ads by actors Susan
Sarandon, Janeane Garofalo, and others. 9 The group’s activism garnered attention from
media and news outlets such as Billboard,10 MTV,11 and the Philadelphia Inquirer.12
In addition to artists who spoke out publicly, there were many who wrote,
recorded, and performed huge amounts of protest music during the War on Terror. Antiwar music during the War on Terror shared the same purpose as protest music during any
war. It expressed disagreement with the stated reasons for the war and identified what the
artist believed were the real reasons. This often involved perceived corruption within the
government or corporations with an interest in the war. Some artists painted America as a
tyrannical nation, imposing its will on others. Others believed that there were more
pressing issues at home and in their neighborhoods that ought to be dealt with first. And a
majority expressed sadness for the soldiers, their families, and civilians in other countries
whose lives were devastated because of the war.

9

“Russell Simmons, Mos Def Speak Out Against War In New Ads: Two 30-Second Commercials
to Run for One Week on Systems that Carry MTV, BET in New York, Los Angeles,” MTV, Feb 14, 2003,
accessed August 27, 2013, http://www.mtv.com/news/articles/1469998/simmons-mos-def-speak-outagainst-war.jhtml.
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Anti-War
The most straightforward theme was, of course, the pure anti-war sentiment.
These songs may have used any or all of the other main themes discussed in protest
music, but their main objective was to express their resistance to the war in general.
System of a Down — “Boom”
System of a Down’s song and video “Boom”13 was one of the earliest protest
songs to be released during the War on Terror, on November 26, 2002. SOAD had a
distinct perspective on the war considering the band was made up of four ArmenianAmericans; the threat of another war in the Middle East was of particular concern to
them. Guitarist Daron Malakian discussed his feelings with Billboard: “The possibility of
the U.S. going to war with Iraq is an extremely personal issue for me because I have
family who live there. I visited Iraq when I was a teenager, and I can tell you first-hand
that the people who I met there are really nice, ordinary people who don’t want war with
us or with anyone.”14
“Boom” touches on a number of prominent protest themes during the War on
Terror. The first verse talks mostly about the state of American society. “Revolving fake
lawn houses housing all your fears. Desensitized by TV. Overbearing advertising. God of
consumerism.” The second verse is spent discussing the band’s perception of the
corruption in the American government. “Modern globalization coupled with
condemnations, unnecessary death. Matador corporations puppetting your frustrations
with the blinded flag. Manufacturing consent is the name of the game. The bottom line is

13

System of a Down, Steal this Album, American/Columbia, released November 26, 2002.
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“System of a Down Goes ‘Boom’ with Moore,” Billboard, March 17, 2003, accessed June 7,
2014, http://www.billboard.com/articles/news/71955/system-of-a-down-goes-boom-with-moore.
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money.” There is also a focus on the suffering in the world because of war. “Four
thousand hungry children leave us per hour from starvation while billions spent on
bombs, creating death showers.” There is a bridge that pointedly asks, “Why must we kill
our own kind?” The chorus is mainly focused on pointing out the immorality and futility
of war. “Boom, Boom, Boom, Boom! Every time you drop the bomb you kill the god
your child has borne.”
During the worldwide protests in February 2002, SOAD was inspired to make a
video for “Boom” documenting the events. Serj Tankian, the lead singer for the band,
told Billboard, “The point was for us to show all of these beautiful people out on the
streets making their voices heard. … This is the first time in the world, historically, that
there has been this type of mass peace movement before there is even a war. In Vietnam,
it took five to seven years of body bags to create that type of peace movement.”15 SOAD
hired Michael Moore, the award-winning filmmaker of, at that time, Bowling for
Columbine, and later, Fahrenheit 9/11, to direct their video. It includes clips of these antiwar protests from around the world, some of which were filmed by the band, some by
Moore, and some by independent activists and filmmakers. There is also a satirical
animation of George W. Bush, Saddam Hussein, Osama Bin Laden, and Tony Blair
riding rockets over a city, implying that they are all equally complicit in the use of
violence. The video is set up somewhat like a newscast with text displayed on the bottom
of the screen. Many times this text expresses concern for the effect on Iraq and the
Middle East, such as, “Five hundred thousand projected civilian casualties,” and “Four
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thousand hungry children leave us per hour from starvation,” which is displayed over
images of Middle Eastern children. This is accentuated most prominently at the end of
the video. After the music has ended, a young Middle Eastern teenager is shown riding a
bike and smiling. Given the focus of the song, it is a chilling scene as one can easily
imagine a bomb being dropped in the middle of the street with the boy.
Serj Tankian went on to write a thought-provoking song, “Empty Walls,”16 which
was a commentary on the Iraq War and the removal which many Americans experienced
from the real cost of the war. He specifically mentions the ban on media photographs of
coffins returning from overseas and how this allowed Americans to ignore the
devastating effects on the soldiers. “Don’t waste your time on coffins today. Don’t you
see their bodies burning; desolate and full of yearning; dying of anticipation; choking
from intoxication?” A ban on news photographs of military coffins returning home had
been in place since the first Bush administration. Congress upheld the ban during the
George W. Bush administration as a protection of privacy. 17 The ban was eventually
lifted during the Obama administration in 2009. It was also noted that though there was
not a ban on photographing wounded soldiers, there were a spare few photos of them
arriving home too since they most often arrived after dark.18 Patrick Leahy, a Democratic
Senator from Vermont, told the Senate in 2003 that this was being done deliberately so
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that the press would not see the planes with the wounded arriving. 19 This lack of media
coverage of the wounded and dead from the War on Terror arguably allowed for
continued support for the war, even when the justifications for it were deemed
questionable, and also contributed to Americans’ emotional removal from the war. These
factors offer some explanation for the lack of impact of protest music during the War on
Terror.
R.E.M. – “Final Straw”
The nineties rock group R.E.M. had been known for their liberal bent since early
in their career. They wrote an anti-war song, “Orange Crush,” 20 in 1988, which was a
statement against the use of Agent Orange during the Vietnam War. They also recorded
an ad for Rock the Vote in 1992 (the first year the organization was active), and they
were the first band to receive Rock the Vote’s “Lippert Award” (given for promoting
youth activism) in 1994. 21 During the War on Terror, R.E.M. added their name to the
MUWWW list, and front-man Michael Stipe made his personal opinions public when he
released a statement that read, “What we are facing is a complex and multifaceted
problem. Simply bombing Iraq would only create more problems, making an already bad
situation much worse.”22
Less than a month after the MUWWW ad, the band became one of many who
follows the Beastie Boys’ lead and posted their anti-war anthems on their website for free

19

“The Hidden Cost of Bush’s War,” Independent, November 13, 2003, accessed February 3,
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download. Their contribution, “Final Straw,” was accompanied by another message from
Stipe that explained, “This is the strongest voice I could think of to send out there. We
had to send something out there now. We are praying and hoping for the lives of all
people involved, the troops, the Iraqi civilians, refugees, POWs, families of troops, the
innocents—that they are safe and OK.” 23 Guitarist Peter Buck also shared his feelings
with Rolling Stone, saying, “It seems that Vietnam would have taught us that you should
figure out why you’re having a war and who you’re fighting, and I haven’t seen that
anyone’s figured that out yet. I especially don’t want to see any young people die so that
we can continue to have cheap oil.” 24
“Final Straw” was later included on a compilation album called Future
Soundtrack for America25 which claimed to send all proceeds to multiple non-profit
organizations including the progressive powerhouse, MoveOn.org. All songs on the
album were either rare or previously unreleased, some with protest elements, some not. 26
R.E.M. also released “Final Straw” on their album Around the Sun later in 2004.27
“Final Straw” is harmonically simple; the majority of the song alternates between
a D minor chord and C major chord. These are strummed by an acoustic guitar in a style
similar to that of Richie Havens “Freedom” performed at Woodstock. The strumming is
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fast and punchy and seems a fitting backdrop for the righteous anger of the words and the
forceful vocal delivery. The arrangement is accentuated by long held notes played on a
distorted electric guitar and a simple bass line. The drumming has three distinct styles
throughout which are primarily responsible for the emotional dynamics of the song.
“Final Straw” can be broken into two major musical sections differentiated by the
chord structure, the drumming pattern and the intensity and pitch of the melodic line.
Within that larger structure, there are three distinct sections, none of which could be
considered a chorus in the traditional sense; so I will refer to them as A, B, and C with
the overall form of the piece being ABABCABB’. The first half of the song (before the C
section) is relatively subdued with slow textual delivery in Stipe’s mid-range
accompanied by minimal drums. Unlike the music, the lyrics finish with the same
intensity with which they began. The first A section lays out Stipe’s right to protest, his
anger with the president, and his feeling of being censored (he indicates this is fullfledged governmental censorship). It is accompanied only by the guitar strumming and a
rhythmic shaker. One might notice that the text of the A section is in iambic pentameter
which is unusual for a popular song.
As I raise my head to broadcast my objection.
As your latest triumph draws the final straw.
Who died and lifted you up to perfection?
And what silenced me is written into law.
Long, sustained electric guitar notes are added on the following B section along
with bass drum on beats one and three and tambourine on beats two and four, increasing
the intensity. In this section, Stipe indicates his disgust with the, then, current situation.
I can’t believe where circumstance has thrown me
And I turn my head away.
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If I look I’m not sure that I could face you.
Not again. Not today. Not today.
The next two sections discuss Stipes’ belief that America should focus on
forgiveness and healing rather than revenge and hatred, as well as his distrust of the
American government and those who support it. This A section is again accompanied by
acoustic guitar and shaker accentuated with tom hits and wailing electric guitar between
the lines which accentuate the frustration and despair of the text.
If hatred makes a play on me tomorrow
And forgiveness takes a back seat to revenge,
There’s a hurt down deep that has not been corrected.
There’s a voice in me that says you will not win.
And if I ignore the voice inside,
Raise a half glass to my home,
But it’s there that I am most afraid,
And forgetting doesn’t hold. It doesn’t hold.
The feel of the song begins to intensify at the C section, which serves as a
launching pad into the second half, as well as a statement of Stipe’s feelings about the
war, the government, and his right to protest. This section is distinguished from the rest
of the song by its rapid text delivery, four-beat drumming pattern, and partial change in
key to the relative major. This accentuates the change in tone from anger and despair to
hope and determination.
Now I don’t believe and I never did
That two wrongs make a right.
If the world were filled with the likes of you
Then I’m putting up a fight. I’m putting up a fight.
Putting up a fight. Make it right. Make it right.
From this point on, the textual delivery returns to the slower speed but Stipe
begins raising the pitch and thus, the intensity of the message. The drums add a dotted
eighth/sixteenth figure on the bass drum, driving the music forward. In the A and B
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sections after C, he sings the melody a fifth higher than in the first half, accentuating his
call for a response based on love rather than fear.
Now love cannot be called into question.
Forgiveness is the only hope I hold.
And love, love will be my strongest weapon.
I do believe that I am not alone.
For this fear will not destroy me.
And the tears that have been shed.
It’s knowing now where I am weakest
And the voice in my head. In my head.
In the final B section Stipe sings the melody an octave higher than where he
started making the first phrase have both a literal and figurative meaning. He finishes the
song with a challenge to the president.
Then I raise my voice up higher
And I look you in the eye,
And I offer love with one condition:
With conviction, tell me why.
Tell me why. Tell me why.
Look me in the eye. Tell me why.
R.E.M. continued to be active in the musical/political scene through Bush’s
presidency, taking part in the Vote for Change tour28 and contributing their hit, “Shiny
Happy People” to the anti-Bush/anti-war blockbuster documentary, Fahrenheit 9/11.29 In
2006 they participated in the “Bring ’em Home Now!” concert to advocate for ending the
Iraq War. It was scheduled for the third anniversary of the invasion of Iraq and also
featured an appearance from outspoken anti-war activist Cindy Sheehan, who launched a
speaking tour of fifteen U.S. cities after the concert.30 Other acts who took part in the
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concert were Rufus Wainwright, Bright Eyes, Chuck D, Steve Earle, and more. Proceeds
from the event went to benefit Iraq Veterans Against the War and Veterans for Peace. 31
Dave Matthews – “Everybody Wake Up”
Dave Matthews was first noticed for expressing his politics in his 1998 album
release, Before These Crowded Streets, with the song “Last Stop.” The text could easily
be mistaken for a post-9/11 anti-war song, saying, “Fire grows from the East. How is this
hate so deep? Lead us all so blindly killing, killing. Fools we are. If hate’s the gate to
peace, this is the last stop for raining tears. War: the only way to peace; I don’t fall for
that.” As alluded to by Matthews in an interview with Rolling Stone, “Last Stop” was
inspired by the continual conflicts between East and West and particularly the distrust of
Saddam Hussein by the U.S.32 So, it is not surprising that Matthews became one of the
early voices in opposition to the Iraq War after 9/11. He was a contributing artist to
MUWWW, was awarded Rock the Vote’s “Lippert Award” in 2002, and became active in
the 2004 presidential campaign in support of John Kerry. He took part in the Vote for
Change tour, the 2004 Rock the Vote tour, and a July 8, 2004 benefit concert for the
Kerry campaign saying, “Whether one is talking about the economy or the environment,
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jobs, workers’ rights or education, national security or the War on Terror, John Kerry is
the only choice. A vote for John Kerry is a vote for a stronger, safer, better America.” 33
According to multiple sites, Matthews posted a blog on his website in February
2003 specifically denouncing the Iraq War. Matthews stated in no uncertain terms that he
did not support Saddam Hussein, but neither did he support attacking Iraq. “Saddam
Hussein is a barbaric murderous dictator. I wish the world were free of him. But the
answer is not to bomb this great culture of Iraq out of existence to stop him. Why must
the children of Iraq die by the thousands to stop a tyrant?” 34 He reiterated this position to
Rolling Stone in March of 2003 stating, “I have no idea how [the Bush administration
has] come up with the concept that if we get into a conflict with Iraq that any of the
results that they’re anticipating will come to pass … I don’t see how you can look at the
world right now and say destroying Iraq … is going to, in any way, strengthen our
position in the Middle East.”35
By mid-2004, Matthews seemed to have loosened his tongue even more and
directed his ire more specifically when he stated in an interview with Rolling Stone that
he was “way more American than George Bush and Dick Cheney,” 36 and called them
“fucking idiots, programmed to have everything in the hands of the few.” He also
denounced Bush’s use of religion in politics, “I think much of the Christian world feels
33
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an obligation to support him because he claims to be a Christian. I don’t see much of a
Christian in him. I think there should be a long line of nuns ready to spank the crap out of
him.”37
After the 2004 election was over and the dust settled, Matthews released the
album Stand Up,38 which opened at number one on the Billboard charts.39 It included a
number of politically motivated songs, such as the 9/11-influenced, “Out of My Hands;”
“American Baby,” which encourages America to stop the war and focus on the things
that make America great (in Matthews’s opinion); and, the most overt, “Everybody Wake
Up (Our Finest Hour Arrives),” which protests the war and pleads with the American
people take a different view.
“Everybody Wake Up” begins quietly with fingerpicked guitar, soon doubled on
mandolin, but as soon as the drums come in, the song takes on a heavier rock feel than
Dave Matthews’s typical style. The music itself has a lighthearted groove, particularly
happy sounding during the extended mandolin solo, but Matthews’s vocals give the song
a dark, restless feeling. The melody is in Mixolydian mode and the main theme of the
chorus begins on the minor seventh scale degree. The verses use this same scale, but with
phrases ending on the minor seventh (a common Matthews trick), giving the feeling of
being just a bit off-kilter.
The lyrics waste no time getting to the point, as Matthews begins the song with
the chorus. “Everybody wake up if you’re living with your eyes closed. See the man with
37
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the bomb in his hand.” Given Matthews’s history it is obvious he had no love for George
W. Bush; this ambiguous “man with a bomb in his hand” is likely a reference to the then
president. Matthews uses the two verses to protest the way America was handling the war
and the world. “They build these walls ever higher and hide behind them. Seems an odd
way to make things right. … Do unto others as you’d have them do. Not an eye for an
eye as the golden rule. Just leaves a room full of blind men.”
The pre-chorus is another probable reference to Bush and his supporters. “Our
finest hour arrives. See the pig dressed in his finest fine. The believers stand behind him
and smile as the day lights up with fire.” Calling people who backed Bush “believers” is
another way for Matthews to criticize Bush’s use of religion as a political tool. In this
case, Matthews implies that Bush is posing as a prophet. This section of the song is also
interesting because the words are exactly those found in “Out of My Hands,” though
performed in a completely different manner. In “Out of My Hands” they are sung
sweetly, accompanied only by solo piano and a subdued snare pattern, and seem like they
are recalling a caustic but distant memory. In “Everybody Wake Up,” the feeling is
immediate and malicious. The contrast of these different treatments of the same phrases
highlights Matthews’s long-standing dislike of Bush and gives the sense that if
Americans could have seen Bush for what he was at the time of 9/11 (the time frame of
“Out of My Hands”), perhaps the aftermath (“Everybody Wake Up”) could have been
avoided.
Dave Matthews continued his political activities after Bush’s time in office. He
became an outspoken supporter of Barack Obama in 2008. He and his long-time
collaborator, Tim Reynolds, performed a benefit concert titled “Change Rocks,” on April
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6, 2008 at Indiana University with tickets distributed by the Obama campaign. 40 They
performed another last minute fundraiser called “Last Chance for Change” in Richmond
Virginia in late October, 2008.41
Compassion/Real Cost of War
One of the most prominent themes of anti-war music is to point out the costs of
war in human casualties, be it the cost to soldiers and their families at home, civilians in
the countries being invaded, or even the “enemies” of America. This is the other side of
the same coin used in music advocating support for the troops which points out the
soldiers’ humanity. Rather than using this as a means to promote backing up the troops
and their mission, it is used to point out the soldiers’ and others’ human losses. As it is
put cynically but hauntingly in an article on the liberal site truthdig.com, “Mangled
bodies and corpses, broken dreams, unending grief, betrayal, corporate profit, these are
the true products of war.”42
Bruce Springsteen – “Devils and Dust”
After his massive success in the 1980s, Bruce Springsteen continued to produce
music, but failed to have a dominant voice in American pop culture. But the events of
9/11 stirred him personally and inspired him to produce his highly successful album, The
Rising in the summer of 2002.43 It garnered a lot of attention for being among the first to
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directly respond to the attacks.44 The album was mostly non-political with a few minor,
yet ambiguous exceptions. “Worlds Apart” mourned the post-9/11 realities for both
Americans and those in the Middle East while “Lonesome Day” could be read as siding
with military retaliation. “House is on fire, vipers in the grass. A little revenge and this,
too, shall pass.” Soon, Springsteen became more candid in his politics, telling 50,000
New Yorkers on October 4, 2003, to “shout a little louder if you want the president
impeached!”45 He was an outspoken defender of the Dixie Chicks, writing a statement on
his website saying, “To me, they’re terrific American artists expressing American values
by using their American right to free speech. … I don’t know what happens next, but I do
want to add my voice to those who think that the Dixie Chicks are getting a raw deal. I
send them my support.”46 He was one of the many to take part in the “Vote for Change”
tour and his song “No Surrender”47 became John Kerry’s campaign theme song. For the
first time in his career he openly endorsed a political candidate (John Kerry) in 2004. He
wrote an op-ed essay for the New York Times, saying:
These questions are at the heart of this election: who we are, what we
stand for, why we fight. Personally, for the last 25 years I have always
stayed one step away from partisan politics. … This year, however, for
many of us the stakes have risen too high to sit this election out. …
I don’t think John Kerry and John Edwards have all the answers. I do
believe they are sincerely interested in asking the right questions and
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working their way toward honest solutions. They understand that we need
an administration that places a priority on fairness, curiosity, openness,
humility, concern for all America’s citizens, courage, and faith. …
I plan to join with many fellow artists, including the Dave Matthews Band,
Pearl Jam, R.E.M., the Dixie Chicks, Jurassic 5, James Taylor, and
Jackson Browne, in touring the country this October. We will be
performing under the umbrella of a new group called Vote for Change.
Our goal is to change the direction of the government and change the
current administration come November. 48
This essay also contained one of his most clear statements against the Iraq War
and his specific frustrations with the state of the U.S.
I supported the decision to enter Afghanistan and I hoped that the
seriousness of the times would bring forth strength, humility, and wisdom
in our leaders. Instead, we dived headlong into an unnecessary war in Iraq,
offering up the lives of our young men and women under circumstances
that are now discredited. We ran record deficits, while simultaneously
cutting and squeezing services like afterschool programs. We granted tax
cuts to the richest 1 percent (corporate bigwigs, well-to-do guitar players),
increasing the division of wealth that threatens to destroy our social
contract with one another and render mute the promise of “one nation
indivisible.”49
On Springsteen’s 2005 album, Devils and Dust, the title track openly addressed
his frustration with the war.50 “Devils and Dust” didn’t do well on the charts and received
scant airplay, but got glowing critical praise. It was nominated for three Grammy Awards
and won the Best Solo Rock Vocal Performance award. Springsteen performed the song
at the 2006 Grammy Awards after which he exclaimed, “Bring ’em home!” and
immediately walked offstage. Controversy followed when “Devils and Dust” was
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included in the soundtrack to the anti-war movie Body of War.51 Fans retaliated, claiming
to have thrown away or burned their Springsteen CDs and memorabilia—recalling the
Dixie Chicks backlash—though demand for tickets to his concerts remained steady. 52
The song tells the story of a soldier who is a “long, long way from home.”
Springsteen uses the soldier’s struggles with losing his faith as a metaphor for America
veering away from its values as a result of the War on Terror. He presents the soldier’s
dilemma and confusion in the first phrase, “I got my finger on the trigger, but I don’t
know who to trust. When I look into your eyes there’s just devils and dust.” The chorus
contains references to faith in God, a theme that appears in much of Springsteen’s music.
His use of this, while perhaps genuine, helps to reinforce his everyday-man themes and
image. “I got God on my side and I’m just trying to survive.” This phrase sounds as an
answer to the religious rhetoric used by pro-war advocates, but also contains an allusion
to Bob Dylan’s well-known protest song, “With God on Our Side.” Dylan’s song points
out the irony of claiming God is on your side while you commit atrocities against other
humans—the most chilling verse states, “When the Second World War came to an end
we forgave the Germans, and then we were friends. Though they murdered six million, in
the ovens they fried, the Germans now too have God on their side.” In the scheme of
“Devils and Dust” this reference calls forth the soldier’s and the country’s justification
for their actions while pointing out the personal ramifications. The soldier may tell
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himself that God is on his side, nevertheless, he can’t escape that the war has taken his
“God-filled soul” and filled it “with devils and dust.”
Musically, “Devils and Dust” uses standard chord progressions (shown in
example 6) which make the song easily accessible. It begins with acoustic guitar and
Springsteen singing, which recalls typical folk protest styles from the Vietnam era.

Example 6. Bruce Springsteen “Devils and Dust,” basic chord progression.
During the third verse, strings enter in the background creating harmonic depth,
later adding a rhythmic component during the second chorus. After this chorus, sparse
drums and tambourine, muted electric guitar, and bass join to accompany a harmonica
solo by Springsteen. The harmonica—often employed by Springsteen—and the
tambourine serve to reinforce the folk style of the song.
The chorus contains the first allusion to the connection between the soldier’s
conflicts and those faced by the nation, “What if what you do to survive kills the things
you love. Fear’s a powerful thing, Baby; it can turn your heart black. You can trust it’ll
take your God filled soul and fill it with devils and dust.” The most obvious example of
what the country did to survive that was motivated by fear was the Patriot Act. It has
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been argued that the Patriot Act undermined some of the nation’s core values, such as the
right to privacy. 53
Springsteen makes the soldier’s plight more tangible in the second verse as the
soldier recalls losing his friend in war. “Well I dreamed of you last night, Bobbie, in a
field of mud and bone. Your blood began to dry and the smell began to rise.” The third
verse makes the connection between the soldier and American society more clear, “Now
every woman and every man, they want to take a righteous stand; find the love that God
wills and the faith that He commands.” Springsteen then returns to the soldier’s voice,
implying that American citizens are in the same inner battle as the soldier, “I’ve got my
finger on the trigger and tonight faith just ain’t enough. When I look inside my heart
there’s just devils and dust.”
Springsteen – “Last to Die”
In the late years of Bush’s presidency, Springsteen became increasingly
disillusioned with the state of the country. He began including covers of anti-war songs
by Bob Dylan, Pete Seeger, and others in his live shows. 54 He also began producing more
of his own politically motivated music, as evidenced by his 2007 album release, Magic.55
While Devils and Dust had one political song mixed in with more personal reflections,
Magic is fixated on politics. The album was heavily promoted and commercially
successful despite a lack of radio play and controversy over a rumored Clear Channel
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ban. 56 It debuted at #1 on the “Billboard 200” chart and was nominated for a Grammy in
2008. Springsteen did not publicly shy away from the politics on his album. In a 2007
interview for 60 Minutes, interviewer Scott Pelley told Springsteen that the album was
going to be seen as anti-war and people were likely to call him unpatriotic. Springsteen
replied, “It’s unpatriotic at any given moment to sit back and let things pass that are
damaging to some place that you love so dearly.” 57 In fact, Springsteen’s activism
seemed to give his career new life. After Magic, Springsteen left politics behind but his
popularity continued to grow. In 2012, he had the second highest grossing concert tour of
the year, bringing in a mere ninety million dollars less than Madonna.58
Most of the songs on Magic addressed a similar feeling to “Devils and Dust,”
claiming that American society was headed in a dangerous direction, 59 but some were
focused specifically on the war itself. Springsteen’s anti-war songs tended to focus on the
plight of the soldier. He protested the war by highlighting the human costs of war in loss
of life, livelihood, and humanity. Multiple songs on Magic focus on these themes such as
“Devil’s Arcade,” which tells the story of a soldier who comes home physically maimed,
“Just metal and plastic where your body caved.” “Gypsy Biker” relates images of a
family torn apart by the death of a soldier and disagreements about the war, “Sister Mary
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sits with your colors, but Johnny’s drunk and gone. This old town’s been rousted, which
side you on? … To the dead, well it don’t matter much ‘bout who’s wrong or right.”
The most prominent anti-war song on Magic is “Last to Die.” The song is based
on John Kerry’s famous question during his 1971 Senate Foreign Relations Committee
testimony concerning the war in Vietnam. Kerry asked, “We are asking Americans to
think about that [the pressure to stay in Vietnam] because how do you ask a man to be the
last man to die in Vietnam? How do you ask a man to be the last man to die for a
mistake?”60
“Last to Die” is performed in Springsteen’s typical rock style tinged with an
angry edge. The song begins with the imagery of a road trip out West. “We took the
highway till the road went black. We marked Truth or Consequences on our map.”61
Springsteen uses the gravity of the name to foreshadow the meaning of the song. He then
says, “A voice drifted up from the radio. We saw the voice from long ago,” which could
be setting up the image of listening to John Kerry’s testimony before the chorus which
quotes the politician. “Who’ll be the last to die for a mistake? Whose blood will spill,
whose heart will break?” By using Kerry’s words, Springsteen is drawing a direct
connection between the “mistakes” made in Vietnam and the situation in Iraq. The
second verse continues the relaxed road trip image, “The kid’s asleep in the back seat.
We’re just counting the miles; you and me,” until a sudden gory image breaks in. “We
don’t measure the blood we’ve drawn anymore; we just stack the bodies outside the
60
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door.” With this, it becomes clear that Springsteen isn’t talking about traveling to a
sleepy town in New Mexico but is invoking a much more gruesome journey. The song
juxtaposes the relaxed American scene with a soldier’s violent experience throughout the
song. This has the effect of showing both the connection between the soldier and those at
home and the disconnected nature of American society regarding the war.
In the middle of the song, the key changes and the beat becomes a quarter-note
pattern for just six measures. This semi-bridge sets the next phrase apart from the rest,
underscoring Springsteen’s discontent with the decisions made by those in power. “The
wise men were all fools. What to do?” After a brief return to the main musical material,
he launches into a proper bridge. The key changes to the parallel major, Springsteen
jumps to his upper register, and the overall volume is brought up. All of these changes
lead to this section being the most dramatic of the piece and accentuate the text. This
bridge depicts a soldier in a war zone saying, “The sun sets in flames as the city burns.”
Springsteen focuses on the soldier’s humanity and the bleakness of the situation. “I hold
you here in my heart as things fall apart.” In the final verse, he returns to an American
scene which depicts another sunset in a “downtown window flushed with light.” A
civilian watches the news for the “faces of the dead at five.” This person is also
confronted by “a martyr’s silent eyes” that “petition the drivers as we pass by.” Since this
is included in the city scene, it is likely Springsteen is referencing a veteran who has
returned home only to become homeless, resorting to begging on the street. This is
followed by a double chorus asking, “Who will be the last to die for a mistake,”
underscoring the sacrifices of all people involved in war: soldiers, veterans, and those at
home. The second of these final choruses is extended to include Springsteen’s final
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thoughts on the matter. “Will tyrants and kings fall to the same fate, strung up at your city
gates? And you’re the last to die for a mistake.” In 2007, this reference could have
various meanings. The most obvious reference is to the hanging of Saddam Hussein in
December of 2006.
Steve Earle – “John Walker’s Blues”
Steve Earle has been meandering on the outskirts of the country music
establishment since the 1980s. He had a string of Top 10 country hits and Grammy
nominations in the late 1980s, but personal problems and a heroin addiction stopped short
his rise to the top. Even on his early albums, he pushed the boundaries of country music
by including rock and heavy metal influences and broaching uncommon topics. This
caused some to label him as the country Springsteen. Despite his absence during the
1990s, Earle came back with a vengeance in the new millennium.
As was the case with other musicians, 9/11 and the War on Terror gave Earle a
renewed sense of purpose and a platform from which to launch the next phase of his
career. He caused uproar with the release of Jerusalem, a concept album describing his
jaded view of post-9/11 America. 62 The idea for the album sprang out of the song,
“Amerika v.6.0 (The Best We Can Do),” which Earle had written before the attacks for
the movie John Q. It had not yet been released when 9/11 happened, and in the aftermath,
the movie’s producers felt that they could no longer include Earle’s song as part of the
soundtrack because of its protest themes. 63 So Earle expanded the song into an album
addressing the many issues he saw in America.
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The song on Jerusalem which garnered the most attention, however, was “John
Walker’s Blues,” a sympathetic look at the young American, John Walker Lindh, who
had become a Taliban fighter and was captured in the 2001 invasion of Afghanistan.
Sung in a growl that Earle says was inspired by Lindh’s interview on CNN, 64 the lyrics
are as follows:
I’m just an American boy raised on MTV
And I’ve seen all those kids in the soda pop ads
But none of ’em looked like me,
So I started lookin’ around for a light out of the dim
And the first thing I heard that made sense was the word
Of Mohammed. Peace be upon him.
Ash-shadu lâ ilâha illâ allâh.
There is no God but God.
If my daddy could see me now—chains around my feet.
He don’t understand that sometimes a man
Has got to fight for what he believes.
And I believe God is great, all praise due to him.
And if I should die, I’ll rise up to the sky
Just like Jesus. Peace be upon him.
Ash-shadu lâ ilâha illâ allâh.
There is no God but God.
We came to fight the Jihad and our hearts were pure and strong.
As death filled the air, we all offered up prayers
And prepared for our martyrdom,
But Allah had some other plan, some secret not revealed.
Now they’re dragging me back with my head in a sack
To the land of the infidel.
Ash-shadu lâ ilâha illâ allâh.
Ash-shadu lâ ilâha illâ allâh.
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The controversy started before the song was even released with an article in the
New York Post whose headline declared, “Twisted Ballad Honors Tali-Rat.”65 It went on
to claim that Earle glorified Lindh, calling him “Jesus-like,” and that Earle believed that
those who attacked the United States had hearts “pure and strong.” The rhetoric
continued when radio talk-show host Steve Gill contributed his thoughts, saying, “This
puts [Earle] in the same category as Jane Fonda and John Walker and all those people
who hate America.”66 Gill went on the attack again in an interview on CNN, asking, “Do
you think an American would have written a paean to Hitler during World War Two?” 67
Earle has been known throughout his career to deal with difficult subjects and
sympathize with challenging characters. He is most known for opposing the death
penalty, having written the song “Over Yonder (Jonathan’s song)” from the perspective
of double murderer Jonathan Nobles. Earle told the Guardian he wrote “John Walker’s
Blues” because he believed Lindh embodied a kind of alienation that many Americans
would do well to understand and, moreover, he felt Walker could have been his own son.
[Lindh and my son are] pretty much exactly the same age. And I became
acutely aware that what happened to him could have happened to my son,
and your son, and anybody’s son. Nobody in my country wanted to admit
that. It’s one of the most American stories I’ve ever heard: he came to
Islam by way of hip-hop, which I find fascinating. He was already looking
outside his culture, like a lot of American kids are. 68
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Recalling the song and the fallout in 2011, he told Spin a little more candidly:
I wrote that song because no one else was fucking going to. … I saw a
skinny, 20-year-old kid very similar-looking to my own, firstborn son,
duct-taped to a fucking board in Afghanistan. My first thought was, “Oh
my God, he has parents somewhere.” … And I responded as a parent. I
knew there were going to be repercussions. It was funny, when the whole
thing came down, somebody on FOX accused me of doing it to sell a lot of
records. I was like, “Dude, there are a lot of things you can do to sell
records in this climate and that ain’t one of them.”69
Earle’s anti-mainstream and anti-war rhetoric solidified in his 2004 release, The
Revolution Starts … Now.70 He had already written two songs, the title track and “Rich
Man’s War,” and decided he wanted to release them in a full album before the
presidential election.71 It subsequently contained many politically influenced songs
including “Condi, Condi,” an ode to Condoleeza Rice, “Home to Houston,” a
sympathetic view of a civilian truck driver working in Iraq, and “F the CC,” a
condemnation of multiple government agencies. 72 Revolution was reasonably successful
despite its controversial nature; Earle won a Grammy for Best Contemporary Folk
Album. It also contributed to Earle hosting a weekly radio show on Sirius’s progressive
talk show Air America, called “The Revolution Starts Now,” which ran from August
2004 to June 2007.
The most clear anti-war song on Revolution was “Rich Man’s War.” Earle is often
referred to as the heir to the roots/folk tradition of Woody Guthrie, and “Rich Man’s
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War” certainly sounds that way. The song draws from a number of musical traditions.
The basic accompaniment heard on the first verse is acoustic guitar with a shaker/rim
shot pattern on the drums and a habanera-style bass line, recalling Afro-Caribbean
traditions. After the first verse, a twangy electric guitar enters, playing a simple scalar
pattern on the interlude—not unlike the one used on Haggard’s “That’s the News”—
bringing a strong country element into the song. Soon after, an accordion is added,
recalling European folk traditions and their descendants in zydeco and Tejano music.
Against the backdrop of this musical fusion, Earle weaves together the story of
three poor young men who have left their lives behind to go to war. The first story is of
the common man who joins the Army because it seems like the most promising
opportunity in front of him and he is ignorant of the possible realities of serving in a war.
Jimmy joined the Army ’cause he had no place to go.
There ain’t nobody hiring around here since all the jobs went down to Mexico.
Reckoned that he’d learn himself a trade, maybe see the world,
Move to the city someday and marry a black-haired girl.
Somebody somewhere had another plan.
Now he’s got a rifle in his hand,
Rolling into Baghdad wondering how he got this far.
Each verse is followed by the same final line which lays out the commonality between
these three otherwise disparate characters.
Just another poor boy off to fight a rich man’s war.
The second verse tells the story of a glorified patriot, taken in by the rhetoric of
“saving the world” that leaves his own family in dire straits.
Bobby had an eagle and a flag tattooed on his arm,
Red, white, and blue to the bone when he landed in Kandahar.
Left behind a pretty young wife and a baby girl,
A stack of overdue bills and went off to save the world.
Been a year now and he’s still there
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Chasing ghosts in the thin dry air.
Meanwhile back at home the finance company took his car.
Just another poor boy off to fight a rich man’s war.
The final verse harks back to Earle’s penchant for sympathizing with the
“enemy,” telling the story of a Middle Eastern man who has been called to be a suicide
bomber in the name of Allah.
Ali was the second son of a second son.
Grew up in Gaza throwing bottles and rocks when the tanks would come.
Ain’t nothing else to do around here, just a game children play.
Something about living in fear all your life makes you hard that way.
He answered when he got the call.
Wrapped himself in death and praised Allah.
A fat man in a new Mercedes drove him to the door.
Just another poor boy off to fight a rich man’s war.
The bridge breaks from the storytelling style and allows Earle to comment on his
belief that people are blind to being used and manipulated by those in power.
When will we ever learn? 73
When will we ever see?
We stand up and take our turn
And keep telling ourselves we’re free.
Green Day – American Idiot
Green Day was among the first bands to publicly promote resistance to the war. In
November 2002, lead singer Billie Joe Armstrong posted an audio message on
Greenday.com to encourage fans to sign an anti-war petition to be sent to George W.
Bush. According to NME, within three days it was signed by over seven thousand
people. 74 The band spoke out again in the lead-up to the 2004 Presidential election. Their
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song “Favorite Son”75 was included on the second volume of the punk compilation Rock
Against Bush.76 Their protests reached a pinnacle with the release of their album
American Idiot on September 20, 2004.77 Though by late 2004, speaking out against
George W. Bush and the war wasn’t revolutionary, the way that Green Day approached
the subject and their cultural reach was notable. They held nothing back, making
statements like, “Sieg Heil to the president, Gasman,” and “Maybe I’m the faggot
America. I’m not part of a redneck agenda,” and these songs were getting played on the
radio. With backing from Warner Bros., a faltering brand name, and a nation facing a
tumultuous election, presenting their opinions with no-holds-barred was taking a major
chance. This was especially evident with their first, half-sold tour date in Fort Worth,
Texas. As Billy Joe noted in an interview with Q Magazine, “It’s one thing when you’re
in California and you’re saying, ‘Fuck George Bush,’ but when you’re in Texas. … It
was a mixed response. That’s a weird noise, man: half the crowd cheering and half the
crowd booing.”78 But fate was on their side during their year-and-a-half long tour as
Hurricane Katrina hit and Bush’s approval ratings plummeted. Their message soon found
much more fertile ground and became a major voice for disgruntled Americans. The
album was received extremely well by the public and critics. Four songs made it on
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Billboard’s “Hot 100”79 and the album peaked at #1 on the “Billboard 200.”80 It was
nominated for and won multiple awards in 2005, including a Grammy for Best Rock
Album.
American Idiot was conceived as a rock opera and in more recent years was made
into a Broadway musical. 81 It follows the life of anti-hero Jesus of Suburbia, who
struggles in his battle between rage and love. Woven into this main story are songs with
heavily political messages. The title track is the most obvious, commenting on Billie
Joe’s perception of American society. 82 The most heartfelt song on the album, “Wake Me
Up When September Ends,” is a ballad written by Armstrong about his father dying. It
became associated with 9/11 and anti-war sentiments when Green Day recorded the video
for the song. It shows a young couple arguing. The man has enlisted without talking to
the woman. Over the course of the song it shows him in battle and her alone at home. By
the end, it is implied that he died and she was left alone. The message is one of mourning
for the human cost of war.
Green Day – “Holiday”
The most blatantly anti-war song on the album is “Holiday.” The song is dark but
raucous, accentuated by the video showing the band speeding down a city street in partymode. The words use multiple themes in their protest of the war. The first is the same as
“When September Ends,” mourning the human losses. The feeling of the song is so
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different from the ballad that rather than being sad about those losses, the sentiment is
much closer to anger.
Hear the sound of the falling rain
Coming down like an Armageddon flame. (Hey!)
The shame;
The ones who died without a name.
Hear the dogs howling out of key
To a hymn called “Faith and Misery” (Hey!)
And bleed. The company lost the war today. …
Can I get another Amen? (Amen!)
There’s a flag wrapped around a score of men (Hey!)
The other main textual theme points out the perceived corruptions within the
government and the justification for war. Armstrong implies that the war was motivated
by money, the president was corrupted by oil companies and is acting like a Nazi
dictator, and that the government is suppressing protests by individuals and nations.
Another protester has crossed the line (Hey!)
To find the money’s on the other side. …
A gag. A plastic bag on a monument. …
“The representative from California has the floor.”
Sieg Heil to the president, Gasman.
Bombs away is your punishment.
Pulverize the Eiffel towers
Who criticize your government.
Bang, bang goes the broken glass and
Kill all the fags that don’t agree.
The chorus repeats four times throughout the song. It breaks away from these
accusations and offers Armstrong’s personal feelings on the situation. He offers a
considerably more hopeful perspective than in the verses, perhaps to encourage his
listeners to take ownership of the present and in turn take action in the election.
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I beg to dream and differ from the hollow lies.
This is the dawning of the rest of our lives on holiday.
Green Day – “21 Guns”
Green Day continued their resistance to the war through the end of George W.
Bush’s presidency. Their best-known anti-war song, “21 Guns,” was included on the
album 21st Century Breakdown.83 Tracks were written over the course of Bush’s last
term and the album was recorded during Bush’s last year in office. Despite its release
after the beginning of Obama’s first term I have included it here, since it closely reflects
the social setting of the George W. Bush administration. The album was extremely
popular, opening in peak position on the “Billboard 200” chart and staying there for three
weeks.84 Green Day continued their rock-opera style writing for this album, telling the
story of a young couple, Christian and Gloria, over the course of three acts: “Heroes and
Cons, Charlatans and Saints, and Horseshoes and Handgrenades.” While the songs are
couched in this love story, Green Day focuses on how the couple copes with America
during the Bush administration. As noted in a review by Rolling Stone, “Mostly they’re
singing about America waking up from an eight-year nightmare.”85 Though political
themes run through many of the songs, the most commonly associated with Green Day’s
anti-war stance was “21 Guns.”
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“21 Guns” peaked at number twenty-two on the Billboard “Hot 100” chart.86 It is
performed as a rock-ballad with a sweetly melodic anthem-like chorus. The themes of the
song and the accompanying video are ambiguous in many ways, but multiple lines pin
this song as anti-war. The first line of the song is transparent, questioning the validity of
the war, “Do you know what’s worth fighting for when it’s not worth dying for?” The
rest of the verses are fairly ambiguous, but might be read from the viewpoint of a soldier
or an American citizen struggling with the war.
Does it take your breath away,
And you feel yourself suffocating?
Does the pain weigh out the pride,
And you look for a place to hide?
Did someone break your heart inside?
You’re in ruins.
When you’re at the end of the road
And you lost all sense of control,
And your thoughts have taken their toll.
When your mind breaks the spirit of your soul.
The second portion of this verse has been interpreted as a sympathetic nod to
disillusioned George W. Bush supporters.87
Your faith walks on broken glass
And the hangover doesn’t pass.
Nothing’s ever built to last.
You’re in ruins.
The bridge is as ambiguous as the rest of the song, but put in a political context it
makes most sense in reference to the American government and George W. Bush’s
administration. It poetically describes America going it alone with the war and the
domestic consequences. He also makes a specific criticism with religious connotations.
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Did you try to live on your own
When you burned down the house and home?
Did you stand too close to the fire?
Like a liar looking for forgiveness from a stone?
The second half of the bridge is a statement of Armstrong’s belief that the war was
unnecessary, was handled poorly, and resulted in a loss of innocence.
When it’s time to live and let die
And you can’t get another try.
Something inside this heart has died.
You’re in ruins.
The chorus, which is repeated four times throughout the song, is the most overt
anti-war statement of the song. “Twenty-one guns” is easily associated with the
honorable salute given at military funerals and the other two lines encourage a cease-fire
and surrendering to circumstances beyond our control.
One, 21 guns.
Lay down your arms, give up the fight.
One, 21 guns.
Throw up your arms into the sky, you and I.
Body of War
One of the largest compilations of protest music was the result of a documentary
called Body of War.88 It chronicles the story of an Iraq War veteran, Tomas Young, who
joined the military in a spirit of retribution two days after the September 11 attacks and
was soon deployed to Iraq. He was in Iraq for only five days when he was shot through
the spine, paralyzing him from the chest down. He felt betrayed by the government and
upon his return to the U.S. he became an outspoken anti-war activist. The producers of
the documentary approached Eddie Vedder of Pearl Jam for an original song for the
movie and Vedder felt compelled to call Young and offer to help in whatever way he
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could. Young requested that Vedder compile a soundtrack to the movie, and Vedder
came back with a two-disc compilation of various artists who also wanted to contribute. 89
Many of the songs from this soundtrack are discussed in other chapters but a few are
particularly applicable to the anti-war discourse.
Eddie Vedder – “No More”
Vedder’s song “No More” is used throughout Body of War to open and close the
movie as well as to highlight key points throughout. Unlike his work with Pearl Jam,
Vedder’s solo music is more folk-like with a singer/songwriter vibe.90 “No More” is
performed with just an acoustic guitar and sparse vocal harmonies backing up Vedder’s
melody. The simple and repetitive chorus also opens the song up to crowd participation.
This arrangement harks back to the archetypal protest style of the Vietnam era.
The text of “No More” begins with a focus on the sacrifice made by Young as a
representative for all soldiers. Vedder portrays the soldier as a hero who “gave for this
land” but was paid back with a “bullet in the back.” After he “spilled his blood in the dirt
and the mud, he’s back to say … ‘it does no good to just pray.’” This is followed by the
soldier’s call to action, “He asks of us to stand, and we must end this war today.” The
second verse shows Vedder’s disdain for the war, the president, and the treatment of
veterans. “‘Well, nothing’s too good for a veteran.’ Yeah, this is what they say. So
nothing is what they will get in this new American way. The lies that we’re told to get us
to go were criminal, let us be straight. Let’s get to the point where our voices are heard
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behind the White House gates.” Between the final two choruses is a bridge which is
textually simple but has complex implications. The first three phrases point out the
human impact of the war but also portray the United States as a terrorist entity
responsible for killing soldiers and innocent people: “No more innocents dying. No more
terrorizing. No more eulogizing.” The last two phrases indicate manipulation of the
American people, mostly by the president. The first, “No more evangelizing,” is likely a
commentary on the use of religion as a justification for the war. This is backed up by the
last phrase which is more direct, “No more presidents lying.”
The chorus, repeated three times (with various alterations), is the rallying cry of
the song. The first time through focuses on the soldier’s plea: “With his mind he’s saying,
‘No more!’ With his heart he’s saying, ‘No more!’ With his life he’s saying, ‘No more
war!’ With his eyes he’s saying, ‘No more!’ With his body he’s saying, ‘No more!’ With
his voice he’s saying, ‘No more war!’” The second chorus is identical except the focus
changes to a group effort, “With our minds we’re saying, ‘No more!’” This is repeated at
the end but stops at the phrase, “With our lives we’re saying,” and continues with
multiple repetitions of “‘No more war!’” until the end of the song.
Sheryl Crow – “Try Not to Remember”
Sheryl Crow was among the most outspoken musicians against the war very early
on. She had never been a fan of George W. Bush; Crow, along with Lenny Kravitz, Paul
Simon, and others, sang for a fundraiser for Al Gore’s campaign in 2000.91 She caused
controversy when she appeared on Good Morning America in December 2002 wearing a
t-shirt saying, “I Don’t Believe in Your War, Mr. Bush.” She again wore an anti-war shirt
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to the American Music Awards in January 2003 that said, “War is Not the Answer” in
sequins.92 At this ceremony she took the opportunity to voice her opinion publicly about
the war. “I think war is based on greed and there’s huge karmic retributions that will
follow. I think war is never the answer to solving problems. The best way to solve
problems is not to have enemies.”93 Her last major public statement against the war was
at the 2003 Grammys. There had been reports that the Grammy committee was trying to
suppress protests, though they denied these claims. 94 Crow said nothing but wore a guitar
strap with the words, “No War” on it. She was not the only artist to express anti-war
sentiment at the Grammys that year. According to the BBC, Bonnie Raitt, presenting the
Grammy for “Record of the Year” to Norah Jones, said: “Let’s build some peace,” and
Fred Durst, singer with rock band Limp Bizkit, said, “I hope we really are in agreeance
[sic] that this war should go away as soon as possible.” 95
As her own life took a series of turns—she survived breast cancer, her
engagement with Lance Armstrong was broken off, and she adopted a baby—so did the
situation with the country and the war, and Crow began putting her frustrations, personal
and political, into her music. The first anti-war song she contributed, “Try Not to
Remember,” 96 was the theme song to a fictional film, Home of the Brave,97 which
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follows the lives of four Army National Guard soldiers as they serve in Iraq and then
return home. The film neither glorified nor condemned the Iraq War. It contained
characters and commentary that both defended the war and protested against it. Home of
the Brave was primarily intended to highlight the contributions and sacrifices of the
soldiers in the war and the struggles they faced upon returning home. But the movie and
the song more closely fit in an anti-war theme because all of the soldiers portrayed
returned home with major physical and mental scars from their time in Iraq.
The song begins from the perspective of the soldiers as they return home. The
first line is a clever, but cynically stinging description of one stated purpose of the war
and how it might feel to a soldier facing the reality of the situation: “Try to erase the
smell of freedom and every face that happened to meet mine.” The second half of this
verse captures the residual effects of serving in the war and feelings of sorrow for those
left behind, either still in Iraq or killed in the war: “What still remains? Something
unrelenting. I’ll say the names of those I left behind.” The second verse could be
interpreted from anyone’s perspective and comments on shared emotions including
recovery from trauma, the futility of the war, human compassion, and hopelessness that
there will be an end to it: “I see your eyes in my own reflection. These broken skies
begin, begin to mend. We are the same, fighting for something. What’s left to gain?
There’s no means to an end.” At the chorus, the voice changes to Crow’s own, asking the
soldiers, “In the still of the night do you laugh, do you cry? Do you try not to remember?
If it’s a question of fate, do you love do you hate? Do you try not to remember?” The
meaning of the second half is ambiguous: we can assume the question of fate refers to the
circumstances each individual soldier finds themself in, some more dire than others. The
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next line, “Do you love, do you hate?” may refer to the soldiers’ feelings about the war
and/or the people they fought with or against.
The song is written in singer/songwriter style with an intimate atmosphere
suggestive of a one-on-one environment. The most prominent instrument on the verses is
the piano, which is backed up by a subdued pattern on the drums using primarily hi-hat
and snare. As it heads into the chorus, the electric and acoustic/electric guitar become
most prominent, giving this section a rock feel. The song ends with a short coda in which
all the instruments drop out except for a string ensemble playing a dramatic motive,
accented by a couple of bass drum hits and a lone singer sustaining (primarily) a single
note. The arrangement fits the mood of the movie perfectly, leaving one feeling haunted,
restless, and a bit traumatized.
“Try Not to Remember” was nominated for a Golden Globe award in 2007 for
Best Original Song. Crow reportedly wrote it the same night that the film was screened
for her. She told Movie Web, “It was such an inspiring experience and I just felt
compelled to write about it. It feels immediate to me to be able to write about what’s
going on around us right now.”98 This feeling may be what inspired Crow’s next foray
into musical protests.
Sheryl Crow —Detours
Crow became personally involved with politics again during the 2008 Presidential
Election. She wrote an editorial in the Huffington Post99 making her doubts about Sarah
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Palin’s qualifications public.100 And though she had had associations with Rock the Vote
since the 1990s, she became significantly more active with the organization in 2008. She
was one of their featured artists, offered a free copy of her album, Detours, to anyone
who registered three of their friends to vote, and offered a free download of the song
“Gasoline” to those who signed up for the Rock the Vote mailing list. 101
Detours was a much more vigorous protest against the war.102 The first half of the
album is dedicated to expressing her political viewpoint while the rest of the songs detail
her personal life. Only one single, “Love is Free,” inspired by the survivors of Hurricane
Katrina, made it into the Billboard charts,103 but the album as a whole was well received,
making it to #2 on both the “Billboard 200” 104 and “Alternative Albums”105 charts.
The opinions Crow expresses on Detours are varied and sometimes extreme. In
two songs, she references an almost apocalyptic view of America. One of the more wellknown songs, “Shine over Babylon,” discusses, in sweeping imagery, the consequences
of abusing the environment: “Great highways in a constant melt. Men and women and
children all have overbuilt. … Won’t be long before we all are killers. … Cities drowning
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under boiling fountains.” Similar but more extreme is “Gasoline” which describes the
year 2017 from some time in the more distant future:
It was the summer of the riots, and London sat in sweltering heat… When
the creed was handed down for no more trucks and no more cars they
threw cans of petrol through the windows at Scotland Yard. … I’ve got
soldiers on my payroll standing guard on my front drive, snipers on the
roof poised at those who don’t want me alive. … You got the bastards in
Washington afraid of popping the greed vein. ’Cause the money’s in the
pipeline and pipeline’s running dry.
As evidenced by both of these songs, Crow is particularly distressed by
ecological concerns. She runs her tour bus on alternative fuel and has taken steps
to lessen her carbon footprint. She had a well-publicized conflict with Karl Rove
when she met him at the White House Correspondents Dinner. She and Laurie
David (producer of An Inconvenient Truth) asked him to take a fresh look at the
science of global warming. When they were aggressively rebuffed, they wrote a
scathing op-ed in the Huffington Post describing their encounter.106 Karl Rove
responded by saying, “She came over to insult me and she succeeded.” 107 Also in
response to the Huffington Post article, a White House spokesman said, “We have
respect for the opinions and passion that many people have for climate change, I
wish the same respect was afforded to the president. … It would be better to set
aside Hollywood histrionics and try to help with the problem instead of this
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baseless and tasteless finger pointing.”108 According to Rolling Stone, Crow later
dedicated a song to Karl Rove called “Now That You’re Gone.”109 The chorus
declares, “’Cause now that you’re gone, I can breathe. Now that you’re gone, I am
free.”
“Out of Our Heads”
In keeping with the themes of her first Iraq War protest song, Crow also wrote
several songs for Detours that focused on the human costs of war and humanitarian
concerns. However, most of these songs focus on the costs to people other than soldiers,
and they are tinged with anger and blame. The techno-inspired “Out of Our Heads” is one
of these songs lamenting the cost of war, saying, “Losing babies to genocide. Oh, where’s
the meaning in that blight?” Though she doesn’t mention any names, she implies the
American people are being manipulated into complicity. “Someone’s feeding on your
anger, someone’s been whispering in your ear. You’ve seen his face before. You’ve been
played before. These aren’t the words you need to hear. Through the dawn of darkness
blindly, you have blood upon your hands.” Throughout the song, most prominently in the
chorus, she calls for compassion as a reason to avoid war. Crow often uses Biblical
references to accentuate her point, and “Out of Our Heads” is no exception. “Let every
man vow to the best in himself. We’re not killing anymore. … If we could only get out of
our heads, out of our heads and into our hearts. Children of Abraham, lay down your
fears, swallow your tears, and look to your heart.”
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“God Bless this Mess”
Similarly themed is the folk-style song, “God Bless this Mess,” which is written
from the perspective of a soldier’s sibling. It details the realities of living in America
during the War on Terror. Crow first writes about the sacrifices made by the soldier. “My
brother came home yesterday from somewhere far away. He doesn’t look like I
remember as he stares off into space. He must’ve seen some ugly things out there. He just
can’t seem to say, ‘God bless this mess.’” She then comments on the state of American
society as seemingly removed from the war. “Everybody is so busy doing this and doing
that, but something has gone missing.” She uses a familiar tactic from pro-war rhetoric,
recalling the horrors and heroes of 9/11, but Crow turns the events around as an
indictment of the war and the president. “I heard about the day that two skyscrapers came
down. Firemen, policemen, people came from all around. The smoke covered the city and
the body count did rise, and the president spoke words of comfort with tears in his eyes.
Then he led us as a nation into a war all based on lies.” The chorus, simply repeating
“God bless this mess,” is a modest but poignant commentary on the state of American
society. It recalls the common novelty sign that hangs in kitchens throughout Middle
America, bringing forth a sense of comfort and familiarity for the average American. It
can also be heard as a turn on the common patriotic phrase “God Bless America,”110
highlighting Crow’s view of the country during the War on Terror.
“Peace Be Upon Us”
One of the more interesting songs on this album is “Peace Be Upon Us.” It has a
Middle-Eastern inspired feel, which becomes more pronounced as the song progresses.
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The lyrics begin by pointing out the fortunes of the average American, “Walking down
the street of dreams, eating from the fruits of life. … Turn the lock, open up the door.
Look at all you’ve got, look at all you’ve got.” As usual, Crow uses some religious
imagery, “All the sinners and saints, all you creatures of faith … Let me hear you say.”
Crow uses a Middle Eastern singer to demonstrate that she is speaking not only to
Americans, but across cultural boundaries. The first half of the second verse is sung in
Arabic by Ahmed Al Hirmi. The words are translated as an indictment of those who kill
in the name of God (in this case, highlighting the point that it might be anyone’s god). “If
we speak in tongues of love but we kill in the name of God, how can we profess to own
his name and still be so lost, and still be so lost?” Musically, the chorus changes direction
from the dark and wistful verses. It becomes pure pop and doesn’t seem either to fit the
feel of the rest of the song or accentuate the text. Crow repeats, “Peace be upon us, peace
be upon us all,” which, at the end of the song, is alternated with the Arabic greeting, “Assalamu alaykum, Wa-alaikum assalaam,” roughly translated to, “Peace be upon you, and
upon you be peace.” By using Arabic in the song, Crow is promoting tolerance and
eschewing the anti-Muslim rhetoric that became common in America during the War on
Terror.
Most of the politically motivated songs on Detours have some element of
optimism, but all of Crow’s hopes culminate in the song “Beautiful Dream” that was
released as a bonus track on the Japanese edition of the album. It is one of the more
cohesive songs on the album, performed in pop/rock style with a well-crafted melody.
The words detail Crow’s view of a utopian society where all of her wishes expressed in
the other songs are fleshed out.
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Wouldn’t it be different
If everyone could see
That everything is sacred
And everyone is free?
And everyone is happy,
Dancing in the streets,
Laughing with each other
In total harmony.
And no one’s going hungry.
When every cry is heard,
We will know the meaning
Of heaven here on earth.
Oh, what a beautiful dream.
Oh, what a beautiful dream.
Everybody’s got somebody they need
As long as we’re together.
Oh, what a beautiful dream.
Fine Arts Militia – “Twisted Sense of God”
Fine Arts Militia was a short-lived hip-hop group started by Public Enemy front
man Chuck D. In addition to his multiple musical ventures, Chuck D is actively involved
in politics, having co-hosted the program Unfiltered on the liberal Air America Radio,
testifying before Congress about peer-to-peer mp3 sharing, and appearing as a keynote
speaker at the 2004 National Hip-Hop Political Convention.111 He also travels to college
campuses across the country as a motivational speaker and lecturer. He is no stranger to
expressing his opinion in spoken word, and Fine Arts Militia’s first album acted as an
extension of his lecture series.
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We Are Gathered Here112 focused entirely on Chuck D’s treatise-like raps, with
the music—a fusion of rap with funk and jazz—serving only as the canvas upon which
his diatribes are laid. Two related tracks, “Twisted Sense of God, Part 1” and “Twisted
Sense of God, Part 2,” specifically address politics in the post-9/11 world. The main idea
of both is a sense of compassion for the common people who are affected by war and by
their leaders’ decisions. Chuck D focuses on two main groups who suffered during the
War on Terror, Middle Easterners (in their own country and those living in America), and
poor African Americans who are recruited into the military. From the beginning of “Part
1,” Chuck D is forthright about his distrust for all governments, saying, “I can attest to
the fact that the common peoples on the earth have long suffered and swallowed the
bullet of the greed of governmental rule and arrogance.” He expounds on his frustration
with people who have to pay the price for another’s decision.
Whoever the so-called hijackers or planners answered to, my question is:
“How come their superiors didn’t put their lives on the line?” I don’t buy
religious martyrdom if the leader-heads themselves can’t get in the same
box. … Bush and the rest of these fifty-plus white men (C. Powell
included) will not be on the air or field. I repeat they will not be on the air
or field. … I have a problem with dragging innocent people into political
high-level bullshit. There will be innocent people catching it bad across
both waters, infested with a lethal combination of fact, attacks, myth,
dogma, and orders.
He then switches gears slightly and focuses on the racism he sees in America. He
connects the commonly discussed racism against African Americans to the less familiar
racism against Middle Easterners after 9/11. He also includes his belief in Americans’
disconnection with the problems of people in other countries.
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I have a problem with America walking out and damn near shitting on the
World Racism Conference in South Africa.113 … It’s wack that
celebrations are taking place in the streets of some nations and just as
terrible as some Texans shooting and burning a mosque in Abilene. Just as
horrible is the fact that Americans jumped in celebratory joy when two
atomic bombs were dropped on Japan in 1945, and updated hate in 2001
about people calling people of backgrounds “dogs.” It’s documented. I can
go on and on and on about the inner and outer, and still continued
“terrorism” endorsed Amerikkkan that’s with three K’s style. … Ignoring
calls for reparations, only endorses a past of slavery, KKK,
COINTELPRO,114 Japanese WWII concentration camps etc., etc., that’s
been hosted here in the same land of the free everybody’s talking about.
When it all boils down to it, power has never been with the people.
Multiple times Chuck D references his frustration with the use of “God” to justify
war and killing, no matter to which god one refers.
The people of the earth are still pawns in the game, while the boardmasters, the rulers of countries, corporations, giant and religious
leaderships operate under the guise of “in God we trust” or even “Allah U
Akbar” where an action assumes the position of an act of God. It’s not
what you say you are; it’s what you prove you are. So avoid this latest
rhetoric and arrogance that’s woven with this “twisted sense of God,”
while the everyday person is shook by a new existence in this odec, this
century, this millennium.
“Part 2” is directed more specifically at Chuck D’s “people,” (presumably the
African American community) encouraging them to be informed about politics and war
and to let go of petty concerns to focus on the bigger issues going on around them.
What’s really going down, y’all don’t know. Between the East and the
Feds, heads don’t know. You can bet some of these heads be the first to
go. Between 18 and 30, praying don’t get dirty. … Damn here comes the
draft. … While some of y’all laugh. But I see war lining
these young cats up for body bags and these so-called thugs
masquerading in drag. Now the Feds checking all them head rags hoping
this gung-ho thing lasts.
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In the second verse, he focuses on exposing the government corruption he sees
linked to the War on Terror and 9/11, while also criticizing other artists for bending to
societal pressure and ignoring these important concerns.
From all sides come the wicked governments, fundamentalists. How you
gonna kill the innocent between terrorists and CIA hit lists? … Gotta be
smarter than this… All them bling-bling things, throw ’em in the river.
That thugged out shit y’all can’t deliver. I seen four planes kill everyday
folks. I guess 911 ain’t no joke. Wall Street crying broke. Was it God or
the devil itself that spoke. Yeah, I wonder. Old vampires hit the new
empire. Had the sky cooking. Folk didn’t have no other choice but to stare
and keep looking. See you smile missing two front teeth while some of
y’all still talking about little assed beefs over what? Who? Soundscan.
This month y’all sound scared. Cold and dark is the weather. People, get
your thing together.
The final verse is more contemplative, asking how the goal of an engaged and
informed people as well as a peaceful world might be accomplished. He expresses his
vision of such a world and the danger of war in today’s society. At the end, Chuck D
makes a plea to people that they take it upon themselves to confront these issues.
Now how do you sell soul to a soulless people who sold their soul? Keep
the people from being sheeple? Following hollow voices to tomorrow’s
sorrow. Women have nurtured and birthed the earth. Man has killed many
for land and worse. May the power go to everyday people. And may war
have no sequel. … Avoid the third World War. Biological bombs a
hundred times worse than Vietnam. So what you gonna do? So what you
gonna do? If you was on that plane, both sides would have killed you too.
To my people, stay on your P’s and Q’s. Get your thing together.
In what might be called the chorus, Chuck D repeats, “A twisted sense of God.
Why y’all want to kill God? God bless us all beyond the flags,” driving home his
frustration with the use of religion for political purposes as well as his compassion for all
citizens of the world.
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Domestic Concerns/Validity of War
Merle Haggard
After Toby Keith and the Dixie Chicks, Merle Haggard was probably the most
interesting story in country music during the Iraq War. Legendary for his conservative
Vietnam-era anthems, “Okie From Muskogee” and “Fightin’ Side of Me,” Haggard had
been treasured by traditional country fans for decades. But during the Iraq War, he landed
on the opposite side of the spectrum, releasing multiple anti-war songs over the course of
Bush’s presidency.
Haggard was a musician who seemed to thrive in contradictions and avoid
categorization. He told Jason Fine in a 2009 interview for Rolling Stone, “I’ve never been
a Republican, I’ve never been a Democrat, and I’ve never voted.”115 Author Chris
Willman observed:
There’s something about Haggard, and the late Johnny Cash, too: Everybody
wants to claim them, and they’re ambiguous enough that almost everybody can. If
you’re a member of the Grand Old Party, these twin titans almost certainly were
or are conservatives in good standing. If you’re a liberal, they must be, too … for
all we know, there are secret enclaves of … new-Stalinists proudly counting J.R.
and Hag among their honorary rolls. These two belong to America—all of
America. 116
So “The Hag” had always been more complex than was readily apparent, but his
reaction to the Iraq War caught many people off guard. In 2003, he did two things that
most country musicians wouldn’t dare. First, he defended the Dixie Chicks by posting a
blog on his website that said, “I don’t even know the Dixie Chicks, but I find it an insult
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for all men and women who fought and died in past wars when almost the majority of
America jumped down their throats for voicing an opinion. It was like a verbal witchhunt and lynching.”117 Second, just weeks after the Dixie Chicks’ fall from grace and
amidst the hype of Toby Keith’s “Angry American,” Haggard released an anti-war and
anti-media song, “That’s the News,” on his 2003 album, Haggard Like Never Before.118
The song and Haggard’s anti-war stance caused a media firestorm. This artist who had
faded from popular consciousness for over a decade was suddenly featured in interviews
and headlines around the country and was a guest on The Late Show and other major
television shows.
Merle Haggard – “That’s The News”
“That’s the News” is a short, musically simple tune recalling country music’s folk
roots. The main instrumental motive is a descending major scale played on electric guitar
and violin which would remind any Suzuki student of the simple “Jack-rabbit-eatscarrots” exercise. The instrumentation is sparse and outdated, with an understated drum
pattern, violin melodies, and synthesizer pads in the background. The weight of the
message is lost when accompanied by the video, which features Haggard’s mostly seniorcitizen band smiling happily. 119 The construction of both the song and the video are
striking in comparison with the text. As Haggard sings about “pain is almost
everywhere,” the performers go on playing their happy tune, deliberately deadpan. There
is no sign of anger to accompany the words but there is also no sign of pleasure. The
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music gives nothing away and could easily be mistaken for a simple ditty about a boy and
his dog or something equally innocent, if one ignored the text. Why Haggard chose to
present the song this way is intriguing. Perhaps he was trying to deliver his bitter message
in a way that was less likely to offend anyone.
Written shortly after Bush declared “Mission Accomplished,” the song is highly
contemptuous of the false pronouncement and the state of the nation. The lyrics are an
indictment of the media in their choices to cover celebrities and popular stories in lieu of
war coverage.
Suddenly celebrity is something back in style,
Back to running tabloid for a while.
…
Someone’s missing in Modesto, and it’s sad about the clues.
Suddenly the war is over, that’s the news.
“That’s the News” condemns the war because of the losses sustained and the cost
to the world. Haggard also comments on the emotional distance maintained by politicians
and Americans in reference to the war.
Suddenly it’s over, the war is finally done.
Soldiers in the desert sand, still clinging to a gun.
No one is the winner and everyone must lose.
Suddenly the war is over, that’s the news.
…
Pain’s almost everywhere, the whole world’s got the blues.
…
Suddenly the cost of war is something out of sight;
Lost a lot of heroes in the fight.
Politicians do all the talking, soldiers pay the dues.
Suddenly the war is over, that’s the news.
Maybe it was his age, his iconic status, his expert method of delivery, or his
willingness to show his face on FOX News, but somehow, Haggard got away with it.
When he told FOX, “I wish we could find some weapons of mass destruction and I wish
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we could find Saddam Hussein. I wish we could find Osama bin Laden and is it really
going to happen? Is there a chance of that or is it just going to be swept under the carpet
and forgot about?” Brian Wilson, a journalist for FOX, wrote in response, “Strong
opinions, for sure. But they happen to be the opinions of a man who has proven time and
time again that he has his finger on the pulse of the working men and women of this
country. Haggard’s spent nearly 40 years on the road, singing his anthems about real life
in the heartland.”120 In an article about “That’s the News” by Chet Flippo in CMT,
Haggard was portrayed as someone who hailed back to the “country music verity of
storytelling.” His message is downplayed as “gently chiding America, its media
establishment and all of us for accepting the force-fed government line that the war is
over.” Haggard is lauded by Flippo (and others) as one of the “few true mavericks.” 121
And these were the reactions from the typically conservative publications.
Though “That’s the News” itself is pretty clear and unapologetic, when Haggard
was interviewed on television by FOX News host Bill O’Reilly in August 2003 he shied
away from controversy. Reading the transcript, you get the sense that they were both
walking a very thin line, trying not to offend each other or the audience. When O’Reilly
asked about his motivations for the song, Haggard shrugged it off, saying, “I’m a
singer/songwriter, and I’ve been singing the blues for years and also singing the news.
It’s just part of my way.” And later, when asked what he was trying to accomplish,
Haggard gave a similar response, minimizing the meaning of his words, “I’m not really
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asking for anything. I’m just giving you the news the way I see it that day. I’m giving you
the news in blues tempo, and that’s all it’s intended to be. I’m not against the war or for
the war in that song. It has nothing to do with it.” When pressed, Haggard did discuss his
frustrations.
We’d been there [Iraq], I think, seven or eight days or something like that,
and they were toppling over that statue, and everybody was talking about
it was over, and so I thought, “Well, it’s over,” and I think a lot of
Americans thought it was over. And then a few days went by, and we seen
that it wasn’t over and … there’s some confusion in my mind as to what’s
going on in this whole mess.
But he also made sure to distance himself from the criticisms leveled against the
Dixie Chicks and to maintain a patriotic veneer. “I’ve always been for the troops. I’ve
always been for America … I’m always for the troops, and I’ve always been for the
Army and always been for the Commander in Chief.” O’Reilly also questions Haggard
on his response to the Dixie Chicks. His response is clear but measured, “I just hope that
it calls attention to the First Amendment, the Constitution. I said something about
defending the Dixie Chicks, and everybody thought I agreed with them. I don’t agree
with them, but I have a feeling that they should be able to say what they want in
America.” The wording of O’Reilly’s next statement is indicative of the stark difference
in people’s response to Haggard versus the Dixie Chicks. “But if you make an
irresponsible statement—and, by the way, your song is certainly not that. I have the lyrics
here. There’s nothing wrong with your song at all. But if you do make an irresponsible or
offensive statement, you have a right to do that, but you’ve got to take the fallout, Mr.
Haggard. I mean that’s America, too.”122
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A few months later, Haggard spoke candidly to Billboard about his fear of
backlash for speaking out.
I’ve never put any sort of a governor on my speaking until lately and I
really seriously watch what I’m saying, because I’m afraid if I said the
wrong thing, those men in black, whoever they are, would come down the
rope on me in a hot minute. … They’re not gonna allow a little hillbilly in
Northern California like me to upset any sort of rhetoric that’s in favor.
Sorry, but I think we live in that kind of a world right now. One guy said
to me, “If a guy wasn’t paranoid at this time in history, he just hasn’t
looked around.”123
Haggard was not the only one trying to balance his protest of the war with his
patriotism and support of the troops. Patriotism was the defining social rhetoric of the
early War on Terror and the ultimate wedge issue during the 2004 election. Those who
protested the war were automatically branded unpatriotic or were accused of
demoralizing the troops. Conscientious protestors who tried to express their disagreement
with what they saw as an unjust war while maintaining their support of the country and
the military were roundly dismissed by the political right as frauds. Chris Willman
describes how, instead of calming differences, this syllogism alienated much of the
country. “Democrats who opposed the war … were forced into the tenuous position of
having to say, ‘Go get ’em killer!’ while decrying the injustice of the troops’ cause, an
inherently conflicted position that could not help but be seen as hypocritical to much of
the far-left and near-right alike.”124 In retrospect, it may seem that being branded
unpatriotic or being accused of demoralizing the troops is akin to being called a nerd in
third grade—it’s not the cool thing to be, but it shouldn’t change your behavior—but one
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must remember the high prices paid for these labels. Democratic politicians saw elections
fall apart while musicians saw careers destroyed. It was not simply a label; it became,
effectively, a boycott used by those who embraced patriotism as their defining ideal. In
the first few years after 9/11, that included the majority of Americans. This made it even
more significant when a musician did have the courage to speak out during this early
period, particularly a country musician.
Haggard Like Never Before included some other politicized songs like
“Lonesome Day,” which decries the loss of the freedom of speech Haggard perceives. It
was most likely inspired by the extreme reaction to the Dixie Chicks and says, “The men
in black come kicking in your door. … Who’s gonna sing the song of freedom when
freedom goes away?” But, true to form, Haggard also includes an ode to the troops called
“Yellow Ribbons” that includes an apparent pro-war sentiment. It says, “Tie a yellow
ribbon in your hair so folks around the world will know you really care. Pray God will
bless America for doing what we dare.”
Merle Haggard – Chicago Wind
In 2005, Haggard’s anti-war sentiments became more insistent, with his release of
the album Chicago Wind.125 It included two overtly anti-war songs, “America First,” and
“Where’s All the Freedom?” He even engaged in some Bush-bashing during a concert
with Bob Dylan, saying, among other things, “I wish he would just get one smirk into a
complete smile.”126 In a 2005 interview with Chris Willman, Haggard goes farther, “If
they took a poll of the top three assholes of all time, who would they be? It’d have to be
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Hitler and Nixon, and then G.W. would be right there under ’em.”127 And later, “After
9/11, he pissed off 120 countries with his arrogance. And while our freedom has been
infringed upon, and we’re looking up each other’s dresses, he walks around with his head
up in the air.” In this interview, Haggard reiterates just about every objection that anyone
had with the president and the war, calling Bush a liar and a dangerous mass murderer,
implying the war was for oil, and mourning the loss of freedoms from the Patriot Act and
the accompanying loss of American identity. 128 He qualifies all of these statements by
saying, “At the end of everything I say about George Bush, I add: but he is the
commander in chief , and we must respect that,”129 and “I love this country as much as
anybody you ever talked to in your life.” 130
“America First”
Both anti-war songs on Chicago Wind address the state of American society and
the loss of freedom and dignity in the country. “America First” is a little more musically
and textually developed than “That’s the News” or “Where’s All the Freedom.” Haggard
uses an updated country style with a rock drumbeat and piano, along with guitars and
bass. The only stereotypical country-style instruments are the banjo and violin used
during the interludes between each stanza of this strophic tune. It is a stark contrast to the
unemotional delivery “That’s the News,” particularly in the accompanying video. It
shows pictures which deliberately evoke an emotional response, such as blue-collar
workers struggling to pay bills, military graveyards, and homeless people on the street.
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This video, released just two years after “That’s the News,” highlights Haggard’s attempt
(and success) at delivering his message without causing controversy in the delicate
political climate of 2003.
The lyrics of “America First” begin with a play on war rhetoric, declaring, “Why
don’t we liberate these United States? We’re the ones that need it the worst.” He calls for
a focus on the needs of America: “Let the rest of the world help us for a change, and let’s
rebuild America first.” He uses each verse to detail his beliefs. He discusses the state of
America: “Our highways and bridges are falling apart. … Men in position are backing
away. Freedom is stuck in reverse,” and his distrust of the government, “Who’s on the
hill and who’s watching the valley? And who’s in charge of it all?” He uses a few
catchwords and phrases to temper his protest and reiterate his patriotism, “God bless the
army, and God bless our liberty.” He makes the boldest statement in the next to last verse
where he explicitly calls for an end to the Iraq War, “Let’s get out of Iraq and get back on
track and let’s rebuild America first.” At the end of the song he tries to make clear that he
knows what he’s talking about, “You think I’m blowing smoke, Boys, it ain’t no joke. I
make twenty trips a year from coast to coast.”
The interesting thing about Haggard was that despite holding some pretty extreme
beliefs, he still fiercely avoided being pigeonholed. He recorded two duets with the man
who represented the exact opposite side of country music, Toby Keith. One of these
duets, “She Ain’t Hooked on Me No More,” appeared on Keith’s 2005 album, Honkytonk
University,131 and the other, “Some of Us Fly,” appeared on Haggard’s Chicago Wind
along with his anti-war songs. He also performed with Gretchen Wilson on her 2005 song
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“Politically Uncorrect,” which featured the words “I’m for the Bible and I’m for the flag.
I’m for the working man, me and old Hag.” 132
As time went on, Haggard’s public views became more extreme. He continued to
produce tracks with a similar theme of mourning the decline of America, like “What
Happened?” (2007) and “I’ve Seen it Go Away” (2010). Despite his increasing boldness,
the press took less notice of Haggard’s protests, either because it was old news or because
he was no longer in the minority. By 2009, he had stopped tempering his opinions
completely when he gave an extended interview to Rolling Stone’s Jason Fine. He made
many comments on his beliefs, such as, “What is happening to this country? I’ve never
been frightened, but now I feel fear creeping up my back,” 133 and “I’m sure they’ll find
something they can arrest me for. That’s the kind of country this is now. I’m serious. It’s
right on the verge of Nazism.” 134 With his multiple politically influenced songs, Haggard
seemed intent on getting his message across. He told Fine, “I wish I could say something
in eight lines that would turn the entire country’s head. If there’s an ambition left in my
body, it’s to do that: to write eight lines that will put the condition of the country
foremost again before it’s too late.”135
Corrupt/Tyrannical Nation
A few anti-war songs focused on the problems with Americans and the American
government; they looked at the corruption in the government and corporations, the
ambivalence of the American people to the suffering of the world, and the widespread
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acceptance of violence as a means to conflict resolution. Some also discussed America as
a hubristic and tyrannical country that simply consumed others with little regard for those
in its path.
Beastie Boys – “In a World Gone Mad”
The Beastie Boys have been associated with politics throughout their career,
protesting the Chinese invasion of Tibet starting in 1996, performing a benefit concert
with Rage Against the Machine to protest the death penalty in 1999, and more. After
September 11, 2001, they became even more politically active. In late October, 2001, the
Beastie Boys organized two concerts billed as “New Yorkers Against Violence.” All
proceeds went to 9/11 relief efforts via the New York Association for New Americans
and the New York Women’s Foundation. The shows were headlined by the Beastie Boys,
but also included appearances from the B-52s, Pakistani singer Rahat Fateh Ali Khan, the
Strokes, Michael Stipe of R.E.M., Moby, Bono, Mos Def, and the Roots.136 According to
an article in MTV, the purpose of the concerts was “to kindle support for peaceful
resolutions to conflicts in the Middle East, some of which have spurred the terrorist
attacks.”137 The concerts raised over $125,000 for the New York victims of 9/11. 138 The
Beastie Boys also released an entire album of politically motivated songs called To the 5
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Boroughs in 2004.139 The album has two main themes: a tribute to New York City after
9/11, and criticism of George W. Bush’s presidency.
While many musicians were nervous about writing protest music in early 2003,
the Beastie Boys were among the first to release a song specifically protesting the
impending military invasion of Iraq. It was called “In a World Gone Mad.”140 They
started a trend by which musicians eschewed the traditional mode of musical dispersal
through radio play and began posting their protest music online for free download.
Member Mike D told MTV, “We all got to a point where we felt like, we’re in this room
[recording an album] in New York, we’re looking at each other every day, and we really
felt compelled to speak our minds on what exactly we see happening right now.” 141 The
song was posted on March 11, 2003, eight days before the Iraq War began. It was
accompanied by statements from each member about the war, such as Adrock’s
sentiment, “This song is not an anti-American or pro-Saddam Hussein statement. This is
a statement against an unjustified war.”142 After posting it, the band was interviewed
about their motivation behind the song. They discussed their opinions about protest music
and the pressure to not speak out in two separate interviews. Adam Yauch told The New
York Times, “I think a big part of wanting to do the song was … feeling like Bush doesn’t
represent us. … And it’s also to say to people in the United States who might be
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uncomfortable protesting that it’s all right to do that. One thing that the U.S.
administration has been trying to do is give the feeling that it’s un-American to
protest.”143 Mike D told MTV, “It just kind of felt like to not speak out now would be a
real mistake. There’s definitely been a concept put out that to speak up is potentially
unpatriotic, [but] voicing one’s opinion is generally democratic and American, and that’s
one of the things that compelled me to speak up.”144
“World Gone Mad” was sent to radio stations, but received limited airtime. As
noted by Los Angeles KROK-FM’s program director, Kevin Weatherly, “We’ve played
[‘In a World Gone Mad’] a few times and gotten some mixed reactions. We thought it
deserves the opportunity to at least get exposed. … We found a lot of people interested in
it and agree with where the song is coming from, and there’s some that were pissed off
and didn’t think the message was necessarily one they agreed with.” 145
“In a World Gone Mad” harks back to the early days of rap, with basic beats and
samples, à la Run DMC. The words reflect anger toward the Bush administration,
disapproval of the war, and—a sign of the times—caution in how their message might be
interpreted and received. The song begins with the chorus, which is a short rant against
violence.
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In a world gone mad it’s hard to think right;
So much violence hate and spite,
Murder going on all day and night.
Due time we fight the non-violent fight.
The first verse is pointed, criticizing Bush and politicians in general, but the
Beastie Boys temper their words as though trying to keep from alienating people who
support Bush. This tiptoeing seems a bit artificial, considering they also imply he drank
and did cocaine with Saddam Hussein, he started the Iraq War because of a mid-life
crisis, and that all politicians probably smoke crack.
Mirrors, smokescreens, and lies.
It’s not the politicians but their actions I despise.
You and Saddam should kick it like back in the day
With the cocaine and Courvoisier.
But you build more bombs as you get more bold,
As your mid-life crisis war unfolds.
All you want to do is take control.
Now put that “Axis of Evil” bullshit on hold.
Citizen rule number 2080
Politicians are shady.
So people watch your back ’cause I think they smoke crack.
I don’t doubt it, look at how they act.
The second verse expands on their reasons for protesting the war, most
prominently because they felt it was started for corrupt reasons, including corporate
interests and oil. The end of the verse is particularly interesting because after ranting
about corruption, and more interestingly declaring, “Peace to the Middle East, peace to
Islam,” they reiterate their patriotism. As mentioned earlier, this was commonplace in
early War on Terror protests, but it is notable that even rap artists who were already
known for protesting felt the need to walk this line in an effort to avoid public backlash.
But it’s hard to take anyone seriously who uses the lyric, “They’re laying on the syrup
thick. We ain’t waffles, we ain’t having it.”,
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First the War on Terror now War on Iraq,
We’re reaching a point where we can’t turn back.
Let’s lose the guns and let’s lose the bombs
And stop the corporate contributions that they’re built upon.
Well, I’ll be sleeping on your speeches till I start to snore
’Cause I won’t carry guns for an oil war.
As-Salamu alaikum, wa alaikum assalam.
Peace to the Middle East, peace to Islam.
Now don’t get us wrong ’cause we love America,
But that’s no reason to get hysterica [sic].
They’re laying on the syrup thick.
We ain’t waffles, we ain’t having it.
The final verse begins with the most poignant text of the song, addressing the
belief that the war was for oil and that those who had financial interests in the war were
not the ones paying the ultimate price. The verse then becomes a somewhat nonsensical
call for a stop to the war and a focus on domestic issues instead.
Now how many people must get killed
For oil families’ pockets to get filled?
How many oil families get killed?
Not a damn one so what’s the deal?
It’s time to lead the way and de-escalate,
Lose the weapons of mass destruction and the hate.
Say ooh, ah, what’s the White House doing?
Oh no! Say, what they got brewing?
Well I’m not pro-Bush and I’m not pro-Saddam,
We need these fools to remain calm.
George Bush you’re looking like Zoolander
Trying to play tough for the camera.
What, am I on crazy pills? We’ve got to stop it.
Get your hand out my grandma’s pocket.
We need health care more than going to war.
You think it’s democracy they’re fighting for?
“In a World Gone Mad” was not revolutionary in its musical or textual content,
but it was extremely important for its pioneering role in post-9/11 protest music from bigname musicians. It set the precedent for how protest music could be released to the
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public, broke ground for what might be said, and gave an indication of how such music
would be received.
Neil Young —“The Restless Consumer”
Neil Young was a major part of the musical protest movement of the sixties. He
became the most prominent musician to take an active part in the anti-war movement
during both the Vietnam War and the War on Terror. Interestingly, he was one of the few
artists whose public politics reversed completely over the course of Bush’s presidency. In
November 2001, Young released the single, “Let’s Roll,”146 in which he says, “You’ve
got to turn on evil, when it’s coming after you.” While the impetus behind the song was
actually a phone call made by Tom Beamer—one of the passengers aboard Flight 93 who
fought back against the terrorists to keep the plane from reaching its target—in the
context of post-9/11 culture, the song added to the calls for military action against
terrorism. 147 A month later, he announced his support of the Patriot Act at a People for
the American Way Foundation celebration, “Even though we have to protect freedoms, it
seems we’re going to have to relinquish some of our freedoms for a short period of
time.”148 In this feeling he wasn’t alone, but neither was he alone when his support turned
to outrage over what he saw as an unrelated and unjustified war in Iraq.
In Bush’s second term, Young’s politics took an about-face and he became one of
the loudest voices in the anti-war chorus. In a 2006 interview with ABC News, Young
stated, “I was with the administration when, uh, 9/11 happened because … I’m a team
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player and I get behind the leader. But this, uh, situation that we’re in now has, it’s
eroded my trust.”149 That year, Young released an entire album of protest music called
Living With War.150 It was a mere fourteen days from inception to distribution of the
album. This is reminiscent of the quick release of “Ohio” in June 1970, just a month after
the event that inspired its writing. Young’s website allowed streaming of the songs
immediately after recording was finished—a few days before the official digital and CD
release. As he stated in an interview with CNN, “This isn’t about selling records, this is
about exchanging ideas. It’s about getting a message out. It’s about empowering people
by giving them a voice.” 151
By 2006, Young’s message was certainly not groundbreaking, but he did speak
for a portion of society that was not well represented in the anti-war conversation.
Despite the extreme message in many of his songs—most controversial was “Let’s
Impeach the President”152—Young notes that the album was well received. “It’s been a
really positive reaction, too. We’ve never had people call the office and thank us for
making a record. … I’ve never had people … say, ‘Thank you, Neil. Thank you for doing
this because you’re saying what I feel and I really want to say it but no one will listen to
me.’”153 Throughout the album, Young references other well-known songs as a way to
give his work context and historical significance. In the title track, “Living with War,”
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Young quotes the “Star Spangled Banner.” “Flags of Freedom,” is a reworking of Bob
Dylan’s “Chimes for Freedom,” and as noted in the chapter “F the President,” “Let’s
Impeach the President” hauntingly echoes the melody of Arlo Guthrie’s “City of New
Orleans.”
Young describes the style of the album as “‘metal folk protest’ and ‘a metal
version of Phil Ochs and Bob Dylan,’ recorded with ‘a power trio with trumpet and 100
voices.’”154 The songs from the album were included on Crosby, Stills, Nash, and
Young’s 2006 tour, which also promoted Stills’ album Man Alive!,155 Young’s album
Prairie Wind,156 newer material from Crosby and Nash, and old CSNY standards.
The angriest song on Living with War is “The Restless Consumer.” It is a
commentary on the costs of the war and the state of American society. Young performs
the song in a mixture of spoken-word (more correctly, yelled) style with portions of the
verses and chorus sung in falsetto. His first and most prominent textual theme is the
portrayal of the war being corrupted by greed. “Way out in the desert sands lies a
desperate lover. They call her the ‘Queen of Oil,’ so much to discover. … Don’t need no
Madison Avenue war.” The sung portion of the chorus reiterates this idea throughout the
song. “The restless consumer flies around the world each day with such an appetite for
taste and grace/for anything that sells/for efficiency and pace.” Young also focuses on the
human costs of the war. “Don’t need no more boxes I can see covered in flags but I can’t
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see them on TV.”157 One cost of war he spends an entire verse on is the interests that are
neglected in order to pay for the war. “People from around the world need someone to
listen. We’re starving and dying from our disease. We need your medicine. How do you
pay for war and leave us dying when you could do so much more? You’re not even
trying.” The third verse expands on this while also pointing out the deaths because of
war. “A hundred voices from a hundred lands need someone to listen. People are dying
here and there. They don’t see the world the way you do. There’s no ‘Mission
Accomplished’ here, just death to thousands. A hundred voices from a hundred lands cry
out in unison.”
After this, Young admits he doesn’t want terrorists in his community, but he
disagrees with the tactics used by the Bush administration. “Don’t want no terror squad.
Don’t want no damned Jihad blowing themselves away in my ‘hood. But we don’t talk to
them so we don’t learn from them. Hate don’t negotiate with Good.” The last theme
communicated by Young is general rage with the state of consumerism in America.
“Don’t need no ad machine telling me what I need. … Don’t need no TV ad telling me
how sick I am. Don’t want to know how many people are like me. Don’t need no
dizziness. Don’t need no nausea. Don’t need no side effects like diarrhea or sexual
death.” The most memorable part of the song is Young yelling his frustration with
messages from the media and government over and over, “Don’t need no more lies!”
Jack Johnson – “Sleep Through the Static”
Jack Johnson has been active in promoting environmentalism and protesting
violence and manipulation in the media through his music with songs like “Good
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People,”158 “Cookie Jar,”159 and “The Horizon Has Been Defeated.”160 But Johnson’s
involvement in politics has been limited. His one major political activity was in 2004,
when he took part in the “Vote for Change” tour. This apparently upset a number of his
fans. According to Johnson, a petition was started asking whether he should play
politically themed shows to which he replied, “What’s that? That’s not gonna change
anything.”161 And it didn’t. Johnson released his outspoken anti-war song “Sleep
Through the Static” as the title track to his 2008 album. 162 For a songwriter known for his
laid-back, Hawaiian hippie attitude, this song, which shows clear disdain for America, its
emotional removal from the war, and its use of violence as a means of conflict resolution
was an interesting change. The album was extremely successful, debuting at #1 and
staying on the “Billboard 200” chart for sixty-five weeks.163 Johnson used all proceeds
from the Sleep Through the Static tour to establish the Johnson Ohana Charitable
Foundation, an endowment founded by Jack and Kim Johnson to support environmental,
art, and music education worldwide.164
“Sleep Through the Static” delivers its message through the façade of Johnson’s
relaxed delivery, accompanied by a reggae beat and staccato electric guitar chords on
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beat three of each measure. The lyrics of the verses are delivered rapid-fire with a limited
melody that verges on rap. Between some nonsensical sentences, Johnson conveys his
disdain for the war and the state of society. He implies that the government would rather
pursue violence than peaceful conflict resolutions and that Americans are removed from
the reality of the war. As he told Huck Magazine, “This war has been going on five years
now and it keeps going. You do get used to it. It’s like static, like white noise at this
point. You don’t have to feel it. Because you can watch it and fall asleep by turning off
the remote anytime you feel like it. At the push of a button—you can turn the whole thing
off.”165
Just cash in your blanks for little toy tanks,
Learn how to use them, then abuse them and choose them
Over conversations. Relationships are overrated.
…
You could watch it instead
From the comfort of your burning beds,
Or you can sleep through the static.
…
Well mighty, mighty appetite.
We just eat ’em up and keep on driving.
Freedom can be freezing. Take a picture from the pretty side.
Mind your manners, wave your banners.
What a wonderful world that this angle can see.
Johnson also takes a verse to comment on the rhetoric surrounding “supporting
the troops.” Using a pun on “shock and awe,” he states that choosing peace and
supporting the troops are not mutually exclusive and resisting violence is not equal to
being weak. In the same interview with Huck, he stated, “There’s nothing wrong with
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supporting our troops, by the way, but when it becomes synonymous with supporting this
war.”166
Shock and awful thing to make somebody think
That they have to choose pushing for peace, supporting the troops.
And either you’re weak or you’ll use brute force-feed the truth.
The truth is we say not as we do.
These ideas are crystallized in the choruses, which break from the style of the
verses into a slowly sung melody accompanied first by piano alone and joined by drums
halfway through. Because of this slower, more intimate style, the text of the choruses
stand out and make the meaning of the song undeniable.
Who needs sleep when we’ve got love?
Who needs keys when we’ve got clubs?
Who needs please when we’ve got guns?
Who needs peace when we’ve gone above?
…
But who needs to see what we’ve done?
…
But beyond where we should have gone?
We went beyond where we should have gone.
Pro-Peace
There were protest musicians who, rather than focusing on the reasons to end the
war, focused more keenly on the reasons to strive for peace. It is a subtle difference but
one that changes the emotional reaction of the listener and characterizes the personality
of the singer.
Willie Nelson – “What Ever Happened to Peace on Earth”
Not one prone to expressing strong political viewpoints, Willie Nelson first
expressed his opposition to the Iraq War in his typical subtle way with a DVD called
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Peace. 167 It included a video version of his 1968 protest song, “Jimmy’s Road,” a reading
of Mark Twain’s short story, “The War Prayer,” and a new piece composed on Christmas
Day of 2003 called, “Whatever Happened to Peace on Earth?” He premiered the song at a
fundraiser for the Democratic presidential candidate Dennis Kucinich a week later on
January 3, 2004. Kucinich was known for supporting many issues Nelson cared about,
including his proposal to create a new Cabinet-level federal agency, the Department of
Peace, to explore and implement non-violent approaches to foreign policy. 168
In the early years of the Iraq War, “Peace on Earth” was heard by a spare few.
Despite telling Reuters, “I hope that there is some controversy. … If you write something
like this and nobody says anything, then you probably haven’t struck a nerve,”169 and “I
don’t care if people say, ‘Who the hell does he think he is?’ I know who I am,”170 Nelson
did not perform the song again for years. Maybe because he’s a little older and wiser,
Nelson knew how far to push his country audience. As he told Chris Willman, “I sing to
Democrats and Republicans every night. I don’t want to do or say anything that’s going
to make half of my crowd get up and leave. … So I do what I can do without trying to
offend anybody.”171 Willie had been reasonably silent on politics since 1968 and
maintained a non-partisan, down-to-earth, accessible image. He famously recorded a
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major #1 hit, “Beer for My Horses”172 with Iraq-War-poster-boy Toby Keith, and the two
have been friends and collaborators ever since.
But, like many musicians, as the war dragged on and Bush’s approval rating fell,
Nelson’s protests became bolder and more frequent. He remade and re-released “Peace
on Earth” for digital download in 2006 as a collaboration with multiple artists, including
Ben Harper, Jack Johnson, and Michael McDonald.173 In April 2007, Nelson made an
amateur recording of a song written with his daughter, “A Peaceful Solution.” It
advocates a “peace revolution” in the “war for America’s soul.” He posted it on his
website, encouraging other musicians to record their own versions of the song. By early
2008, Nelson had become an outspoken voice on a number of progressive issues,
including legalizing marijuana, farm aid, biodiesel, 9/11 conspiracies, and most
controversial, impeaching President Bush. He made appearances on the “Alex Jones
Show”174 (an anti-government, conspiracy-driven show) and “Democracy Now!” 175 (a
liberal extremist show) in early 2008 discussing his beliefs about 9/11 and calling for
Bush’s impeachment.
“Whatever Happened to Peace on Earth” took on more significance as Nelson’s
protests became more public. The Peace DVD on which the song first appeared is still
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being marketed by Nelson, and, in 2013, a contest was held to award ten people a free
DVD in exchange for their contact information and “liking” Willie Nelson’s Facebook
page.176 “Peace on Earth” was originally performed as a rubato piano ballad, not exactly
Nelson’s typical style, but it creates an intimacy that makes the words more clearly
understood and the emotions more poignant. The form is strophic and the melody is
simple, recalling a hymn or folk song. The use of a tinny upright piano also gives the
song an old-time-saloon feel, adding to the sense that Nelson is singing the wisdom of the
ages just to you. The 2006 arrangement was an awkward combination of the country
ballad with R&B style, which I can only imagine was an effort to reach a broader
audience. It does nothing for the piece but make it feel a bit contrived.
Despite the subdued music and relaxed delivery, the lyrics are scathing from the
start. Like others, he most often uses the imagery of human losses as a consequence of
war.
There’s so many things going on in the world,
Babies dying, mothers crying.
How much oil is one human life worth?
And what ever happened to peace on earth?
Nelson uses a standard country trick by calling on religion to justify his anti-war
stance, thereby highlighting the hypocrisy of using religion to justify war.
We believe everything that they tell us.
They’re gonna kill us
So we gotta kill them first.
But I remember a commandment:
Thou shall not kill.
How much is that soldier’s life worth?
And whatever happened to peace on earth?
…
So I guess it’s just
176
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Do unto others before they do it to you.
Let’s just kill ’em all and let God sort ’em out.
Is this what God wants us to do?
The final stanza addresses Nelson’s own role in the social climate. He notes that
the song will not be heard nationwide, implying censorship of protest (which was
probably influenced by the fact that the song was written the same year as the Dixie
Chicks suffered serious fallout over their dissent).177 He implies that he, unlike other
voices, is honest and reliable, which, we have to admit, seems right.
Now you probably won’t hear this on your radio,
Probably not on your local TV.
But if there’s a time, and if you’re ever so inclined
You can always hear it from me.
How much is one picker’s word worth?
And whatever happened to peace on earth?
Not surprising for a country artist, he felt the need to express his “strength,”
shrugging off the notion that being anti-war was a sign of weakness in the face of
terrorism (a concept used in political rhetoric of the time).
But don’t confuse caring for weakness.
You can’t put that label on me.
The truth is my weapon of mass protection
And I believe truth sets you free.
The only repeated words in the song are the final portion of each stanza. The final
“chorus” contains the most judgmental words of the song. Nelson implies that the
president and media were lying, and relates the American people to confused sheep,
unable to think for themselves and believing everything that is broadcast on television.
And the bewildered herd is still believing
Everything we’ve been told from our birth.
“Hell, they won’t lie to me,
Not on my own damn TV.”
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But how much is a liar’s word worth?
And whatever happened to peace on earth?
Faith Hill – “We’ve Got Nothing but Love to Prove”
Tim McGraw and Faith Hill, one the most high-profile country music couples,
made headlines in 2006 when they publicly attacked the president and the cleanup of
Hurricane Katrina. Both singers were born in the Gulf Coast area, and so felt an intense
emotional reaction when they saw their home states devastated and people suffering in
the aftermath. During a gathering with reporters to announce their Soul2Soul II tour—
which turned out to be the highest grossing North American tour in country music
history—they were asked their thoughts about Hurricane Katrina. The singers let loose.
Hill called it “Bullshit,” “embarrassing,” and “screwed up.” McGraw went a step beyond,
blaming the response on politics, disregard for the poor, and a lax response from the
president. “When you have people dying because they’re poor and black or poor and
white … that erases everything that’s great about our country. … There’s no reason why
someone can’t go down there who’s supposed to be the leader of the free world … and
say, ‘I’m giving you a job to do, and I’m not leaving here until it’s done.’”178 It was also
reported by TMZ that Faith Hill was photographed with a bumper sticker that said,
“WTF?” over a picture of George W. Bush. 179 In 2008, McGraw became involved with
Rock the Vote when he invited them to his tour kickoff concert in Florida. Hill also
became involved in 2010 when she participated in their “Tweet the Vote” campaign.
Despite their overt reactions from 2006 on, the couple had been effectively silent on
178
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politics previously, which makes Hill’s anti-war track on her 2005 album, Fireflies,
particularly notable. 180
“We’ve Got Nothing But Love to Prove,” (aka “Goodle, U.S.A.”) was written by
Darrell Scott, an oft-covered singer/songwriter, who released the song on a later album,
The Invisible Man.181 Hill’s version is performed in typical country style with mandolin,
Dobro, steel guitar, and tight vocal harmonies, mixed with modern country style of
drums, electric guitar, and some unconventional harmonic movement. There is something
striking about Hill’s singing on this track, as her rich voice walks the line between
country and folk music. She mixes her country twang with a heavy protest theme.
The lyrics similarly walk a line between a cliché in the chorus, “Is everything AOK in the U.S.A., in the good ole U.S.A.?” and utopian dreams in the verses.
What if no one would kill for their religion?
What if no one ever had to go to war?
What if the children of the world made world decisions,
Paint-by-number hatred wasn’t hanging around anymore?
The second verse takes a break from the idealism and takes on a cynical tone that
seems a bit out of place compared to the other verses but gives meaning to the chorus’s
question.
It’s like everything and nothing leads to wisdom.
It’s like no one really means what they say.
While we fight for peace & die for our freedom
I guess we’ll leave it to our children to find a better way
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But the final verse returns to lighthearted optimism, beginning with a reference to
another Vietnam-era protest song, Bob Dylan’s “The Times, They Are a-Changing.”182
I hear the drums of war, they are a-changing
And everybody’s getting in the groove.
We’re laughing, and dancing, and talking, and jamming, and singing.
Oh, we’ve got nothing but love to prove, so how about you?
The harmonic structure of this song is unusual for the country genre. The verses
and choruses use retrograde chord movement, i.e., I-V-ii, which emulates classic grunge
style. As shown in example 7, the bridge is the most complex portion of the music. It
modulates to the key of the subdominant, B flat. While this is a common modulation for a
bridge, it is treated in an unusual way in the vocal line and the harmony. Most of the
bridge can be analyzed in the key of B flat, although E flat appears to be the tonal center
and it never resolves to the tonic until the very end. Additionally, pivot chords are used to
borrow notes and chords from the keys of F and E flat, thereby changing the mode of the
vocal line. This happens most notably at the A minor chord (F major/Lydian mode) on
“schemer,” and the A flat major chord (E flat major/Mixolydian mode) on the word
“dark.” This creates some word painting as the darkest mode in the song (Mixolydian)
appears on the word “dark.”

Example 7. Faith Hill “Nothing But Love to Prove,” modal shifts in the bridge.
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The lyrics don’t take any major turns at this point, although the melodic line
reaches its pinnacle when Hill announces she is looking for a light to lead her out of the
“dark night” of her soul. During this phrase, she sings half notes, which are a stark
contrast to the eighth and sixteenth notes found in the rest of the song, bringing attention
to the phrase. At the same time, the melodic line uses some additional word painting as
she sustains a high D over an Eb chord. This tension releases in the following bar, as she
has found her way out of the dissonance and the “dark night.”
The one line of note, and the dead giveaway for the inspiration for this song, is the
first phrase of the bridge, “I know that I, I’m just a dreamer.” This so clearly recalls John
Lennon’s “Imagine”183 that it starts to clarify the connection between both songs’ use of
idealistic images of a peaceful world.
I know that I, I’m just a dreamer,
A common man, schemer.
Looking for light
Out of the dark night of my soul.
Unlike either of the Vietnam protest songs referenced, “We’ve Got Nothing but
Love to Prove,” overtly mentions the United States. This has an interesting effect on the
song in reference to its country delivery. It makes it impossible for Faith Hill to deny the
meaning of the song as a protest against war carried out by the U.S. But considering
many people don’t listen very closely to lyrics, its singable, repetitive, and ambiguous
chorus gives it the potential to come off as a lighthearted and nationalistic country song.
That may be why she was able to record it without much controversy.
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Lenny Kravitz – “We Want Peace”
Lenny Kravitz has steered clear of politics for most of his career, with the
exception of the Gore fundraiser in 2000. 184 However, he has occasionally written music
with protest themes. The most widely noticed protest by Kravitz was his song “We Want
Peace.” It was released on March 25, 2003 for free distribution exclusively through Rock
the Vote’s website. The song was noticed by a number of music news outlets who wrote
about the protest music being released in the early days of the Iraq War, such as
Billboard,185 MTV,186 and Entertainment News. 187 Its message was particularly notable,
because he performed the song with Iraqi pop star Kadim Al Sahir, Palestinian strings
musician Simon Shaheen, and Lebanese percussionist Jamey Hadded.
The music begins with a cadenza-like introduction on oud by Shaheen before
breaking into Kravitz’s signature electric guitar funk-style backed up by lush vocal
harmonies. The words are meant to motivate listeners to be a part of the “peace
revolution”—to find alternate means of conflict resolution. The words of the introduction
also recall Youngblood’s 1967 hit “Let’s Get Together,” which advocated peace, unity,
and love.
Come on people!
It’s time to get together.
It’s time for the revolution!
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Kravitz paints war as self-defeating and old-fashioned. He also heightens the
emotion and urgency of the situation by claiming the (then) present as a “crossroads” in
history. He strengthens this by making an overt reference to another Vietnam era hit,
Barry McGuire’s “Eve of Destruction.” 188
Here it is once again in our face.
Why haven’t we learned from our past?
We’re at the crossroads of our human race.
Why are we kicking our own ass?
We’re on the eve of destruction my friends,
We are about to go too far.
Politicians think that war is the way
But we know that love has the power.
Before the last verse, the song breaks from its funky dance groove into a haunting
crossover between pop and Middle Eastern styles. The electric guitar drops out, leaving
just the drumbeat, which is joined by a Middle Eastern string ensemble and oud backing
up a melismatic improvisation by Kadim Al Sahir. At the end of the improvisation,
Kravitz joins in, leading the song back into the funk groove with the guitar replacing the
string band once again. The focus of the text then turns from the “eve of destruction” to
calling for action in the pursuit of peace.
The solution is simple and plain:
There won’t be peace if we don’t try.
In a war there is nothing to gain
When so many people will die.
The chorus, which repeats throughout the song, is simple and catchy, making
Kravitz’s point unmistakably clear.
We want peace, we want it.
Yes, we want peace, we want it.
Yes, we want peace and we want it fast.
188
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Kravitz wrote another anti-war song, “Back in Vietnam,” in 2008. It was included
in an album of Kravitz’s standard fare and received much less attention. Its theme was
likening the Iraq War to Vietnam and commenting on America’s hubris. By 2008, that
idea wasn’t exactly revolutionary and the song went largely unnoticed by listeners and
the media.
--------------Hardly any protest music made it onto the airwaves during the Bush
administration; it was primarily available on individually purchased albums or via
internet download, so unless you searched it out or happened upon it, you wouldn’t know
it existed. The power of popular protest music to influence hearts and minds has been in
question since soon after the end of the Vietnam War. Most music with a message has
paled in comparison with the intense power, prominence, and popularity of protest music
during this time. In 1981, Mikal Gilmore noted in an article in LA Weekly, “It may be
we’ve reached a point where popular music no longer has a truly transformative or
binding ability, no longer has the capacity or consensus to articulate or discover the
collective social and emotional interests of a real or imagined community.” 189 Indeed,
little to no protest music has had a comparable impact on society since Vietnam. This
continued to be true of music during the War on Terror. The social and political
circumstances have often been compared with the Vietnam War, and this made the
music’s lack of influence glaringly obvious. Rock historian Dave Marsh commented on
the pathetic state of musical protest during the War on Terror: “With Vietnam, you had a
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movement. Now you don’t have a movement. You have a president with low approval
ratings, and a bunch of songs.” 190
Multiple articles appeared in major media outlets commenting on this apparent
deficiency and speculated as to the reasons why it was happening. The most prominent
theory had to do with the practical media monopoly held by a small number of media
conglomerates. Because of the 1996 Telecommunications Act, the ownership of mass
media consolidated from around fifty corporations in the 1980s to only four companies
controlling 90% of the ad revenue by the turn of the millennium. 191 This led to
computerized playlists, decreased programming, limitations on new music, and increased
difficulty in new artists breaking into the industry. In 2001, Clear Channel, the largest of
these corporations, owned stations in 247 of the nation’s 250 largest radio markets192 and
was responsible for bringing in over 65% of concert revenue. 193 Frustrations with Clear
Channel were voiced by many musicians because of the way it wielded its market
influence, including claims that artists had been pulled from Clear Channel stations
completely when they negotiated promotion deals with competitors. 194
This influence became more disturbing when it was revealed that top Clear
Channel Entertainment (CCE) executives had long-standing ties with George W. Bush
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and seemed to be promoting a conservative, pro-war agenda after 9/11.195 An article in
the New York Times stated that Clear Channel subsidiaries were hosting pro-war rallies
under the name “Rally for America,” which coincided with the launch of the Iraq War.
Though Clear Channel claimed that the rallies were promoted by the owners of the
individual stations, the company was known for wielding control over its subsidiaries.196
As noted in the Chicago Tribune, this type of involvement in the war debate was unique
for major media outlets and unheard of in previous public demonstrations. 197 Around the
same time, the FCC suspended long-standing regulations restricting media ownership,
which allowed Clear Channel to extend its empire.
More notoriously, in the days following the 9/11 attacks, a list of 150
“questionable” songs was circulated among Clear Channel radio executives. 198 It
suggested songs or artists that might be “inappropriate” to play, given the social climate.
Internet sources and eventually mainstream media caught wind of the story and raised
questions of censorship, but Clear Channel released an expertly worded press statement
that quelled the controversy. CCE stated that they had not banned any songs from any
stations, but it did not deny the existence of a list, nor did it deny censorship by
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individual stations.199 The list was disturbing to some because while some of the songs
seemed reasonable to avoid—like Dave Matthews’s “Crash into Me” (whose title might
raise concern)—others choices seemed to be motivated by conservative politics—like
John Lennon’s pacifist anthem, “Imagine.”
These factors, taken together, led to a climate in which it was conceivable that the
near-monopoly on radio was having the effect of censoring anti-war sentiments. Though
there was no direct government censoring of protest music, the fact that the largest radio
and concert corporation had ties to the Bush administration, had circulated a list of songs
that shouldn’t be played, and was sponsoring pro-war rallies, implied at least some form
of the suppression of protest music.
The suppression of protest music was taken as fact by many news media outlets,
who noted that a large number of artists were choosing to release their music on the
internet rather than through mainstream media as a way to reach the public. John
Mellencamp and the Beastie Boys were among the first to release their protest music this
way and Thurston Moore of Sonic Youth started his own label called Protest Records to
distribute protest music for free internet download. 200
As noted by Jeneve Brooks, this was spurred on by a Republican dominance of
the media and the marginalization of the anti-war counterculture. Through conservative
think tanks, right wing talk radio, and the framing of false media messages, this rightwing dominance likely dampened the supply and demand for anti-war music during the
199
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War on Terror. Additionally, and perhaps relatedly, the mainstream media often
portrayed dissident movements in a negative light.201 Subsequently, the Dixie Chicks
were not the only musicians to face financial repercussions from voicing their opinions.
Jethro Tull was banned from a New Jersey radio station after the lead singer was quoted
in a local paper saying, “I hate to see the American flag hanging out of every bloody
station wagon. It’s easy to confuse patriotism with nationalism. Flag-waving ain’t gonna
do it.”202
The situation in the country music industry was even more strained. Rather than
trying to hide their conservative bent, they celebrated it. At the 2004 Country Music
Association Music Festival, there were strong patriotic and pro-military themes, as tickets
were donated to the 101st Airborne Division at Fort Campbell, and the CMA hosted a
reunion of entertainers who performed for the troops in December 2003. 203 John Hart,
president of Nashville-based Bullseye Marketing Research, explained their avoidance of
protest music, saying, “Country radio does enough research that they understand
[country] listeners are supportive of the military in Iraq and just don’t want to get
involved with those songs.”204 And of course, after what happened to the Dixie Chicks,
there were few country musicians who were willing to even come near that line. As noted
in the New York Times, “Democratic [country] songwriters say they have since hesitated
201
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to express political views for fear of being ‘Dixie Chicked.’ Record company executives
say they were leery of discussing their opinions to avoid damaging artists they
represent.”205
The second most prominent theory proposed for the lack of mainstream protest
music was that musicians were self-censoring. This phenomenon was noted by actor Tim
Robbins, who said, “A famous middle-aged rock-and-roller called me last week to thank
me for speaking out against the war, only to go on to tell me that he could not speak
himself because he fears repercussions from Clear Channel. ‘They promote our concert
appearances,’ he said. ‘They own most of the stations that play our music. I can’t come
out against this war.’”206 Despite the lack of overt censoring by a public or private body,
this artist felt compelled to preemptively censor himself for fear of social and career
repercussions.
Clear Channel’s influence was overt, but sometimes this pressure was exerted in
subtle, almost imperceptible ways, as demonstrated in an interview with David Byrne and
Russell Simmons, the musicians behind the MUWWW movement (discussed at the
beginning of this chapter). Bill Hemmer, an anchor for CNN, asked the musicians a series
of questions about their anti-war stance and the efficacy of taking a stand as a celebrity.
At the end of the interview, Hemmer asked Simmons if he believed his position “may
have a negative impact on the men and women right now serving overseas, on the
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ground, in the desert in Kuwait when they hear voices of opposition?” 207 Though this
implication is subtle, it was a pervasive message in the early years after 9/11 and a hard
accusation to answer—that somehow protesting, even in the abstract, meant that you
weren’t supportive of the troops and that, in fact, protest would somehow harm them.
Even outspoken Simmons commandeered the concept, replying, “Well, I believe it’s very
important [to speak out] now because before our men go to war and before maybe
hundreds of thousands people die, before we spend $200 billion, we should voice our
opposition to the idea of going to war.”208
One reason artists may have felt compelled to self-censor was the reaction that
those who did protest received. The most extreme case of backlash against musicians for
speaking out was the Dixie Chicks boycott.209 As noted by Al Franken in an interview
with the Associated Press, the backlash they received had “a chilling effect on what
people felt they could or couldn’t say.”210 And conservative poster-boy Daryl Worley
commented on the media and societal reaction to Natalie Maines’s comment, “They
made a pretty strong statement about the president and we haven’t heard much of them
on country radio either. There is a silent majority in this country, and it is a whole lot
stronger than people might think.”211 Kenny Rogers noted, “People are afraid to write
about it, and people are afraid to play it. Everybody is so afraid now to be politically
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correct [sic].”212 Other musicians faced public criticism too, such as Pearl Jam, 213 Steve
Earle, 214 and Madonna.215 These artists all received some form of public criticism
because they voiced their opinions about President Bush, the War on Terror, or, as in the
case of Madonna, about American society and war in general.
The most telling of these examples in the case of self-censoring is Madonna, who,
for whatever reason, chose to self-censor and removed the most controversial portions of
her music video for “American Life” before it was even released to the public. The video
was released for a sneak peek on MTV’s “Backstage at the Grammys” in February 2003,
but as details of the video became public, Madonna was criticized for being “unAmerican.” She answered this criticism stating:
I feel lucky to be an American citizen for many reasons—one of which is
the right to express myself freely, especially in my work. ... I don’t expect
everyone to agree with my point of view. I am grateful to have the
freedom to express these feelings, and that’s how I honor my country.216
However, conspicuously soon after the Dixie Chicks’ fall from grace and before
the full release, Madonna decided to pull her original video and replace it with one that
was far less controversial, saying, “[The original video] was filmed before the war
started, and I do not believe it is appropriate to air it at this time. Due to the volatile state
of the world and out of sensitivity and respect to the armed forces, who I support and
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pray for, I do not want to risk offending anyone who might misinterpret the meaning of
this video.”217 It is worth noting that it appears this choice came only from Madonna,
since MTV was willing and even eager to air the video. Tom Calderone, MTV executive
vice president for music and talent programming claimed, “We were excited to get it and
we were going to actually have her context the video and explain why she made it and
then she decided to pull it.” 218 This response is curious, considering the flack MTV
Europe had just received regarding its distribution of a “banned songs” list, much like
that of Clear Channel. 219 Madonna’s choice reveals that even this musician, who has
made a career from pushing the boundaries, was influenced and manipulated by the social
and political climate in the post-9/11 era. Even Calderone seemed concerned about this
situation, telling ABC, “I don’t like the fact that artists are afraid to put their products out
right now. That’s scary.”220 In his article, “Double Voices of Musical Censorship After
9/11,” Martin Scherzinger posits, “It is the silent and invisible acquiescence of the
cautious and compromised artist that ultimately registers the extent of genuine political
power.”221
Also contributing to the lack of protest music was the lack of personal
involvement in the war in general. Due in large part to the absence of a draft as well as
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the minimal coverage of the casualties of war, 222 the majority of youth—the main target
audience for popular music—was removed from a direct emotional connection to the
war. As noted by David Hajdu in an article in the liberal New Republic, “The performers,
like many people in their audience, are protesting gingerly, from a remove, as if this
whole anti-war business isn’t quite for them.”223
The larger implication of this ambivalence is that there was not a social
movement against the war that was anywhere comparable to the one during Vietnam.
Scholars have noted that the two main tasks of political music are to encourage support of
a movement, and to provide a unifying force for a movement. 224 According to Dave
Marsh, a rock historian who has studied the seeming lack of protest music during the
post-9/11 era, music is not capable of starting social movements; it is only capable of
contributing to and sustaining an already existing movement. 225 With no large-scale antiwar movement in society in general, protest music had minimal power to influence.
Other theories for the lack of influential protest music have been suggested as
well, such as the idea that modern protest music doesn’t fit into the stereotypical protest
style of an anthem suitable for large group sing-a-longs.226 Jeneve Brooks suggested that
media fragmentation also contributed to a lack of a cultural commons in which an anti-
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war message might reach a broad audience.227 Another possibility is that the popular
music industry has matured since the 1960s and now there is too much to lose by taking
risks. Ken Schlager discussed this in an article in Billboard: “Contemporary pop music
itself was just a teenager with little to lose in the ’60s. Today it is a full-blown adult with
vastly more lucrative recording and sponsorship deals at stake. … If big radio’s backlash
against the Dixie Chicks is any indication, [the reaction to a “hit” protest song] won’t be
pretty.”228
Regardless the reasons, protest music, though abundant, was futile during the War
on Terror. Against Me!, a punk group from Gainesville, Florida put it well in their 2007
song, “White People for Peace.” “People sang protest songs in response to military
aggression; protest songs to try and stop the soldier’s gun, but the battle raged on.”229
Anti-War Music Not Discussed
1. Against Me! – “From Her Lips To God’s Ears”
2. Ani DiFranco – “Self-Evident”
3. Anti-Flag – “School Of Assassins”
4. Audioslave —Revelations
5. Avenged Sevenfold – “MIA”
6. Bad Religion – The Empire Strikes First
7. Barbra Streisand – “Stranger in a Strange Land”
8. Ben Frank – “JFK-Ike-W Phakt”
9. Ben Harper – “Both Sides of the Gun”
10. Beverly Watkins – “Baghdad Blues”
11. Billy Bragg – “The Price of Oil”
12. Blow Up Hollywood – “WMD”
13. Bobby Braddock – “Thou Shalt Not Kill”
14. Breaking Benjamin – “Follow”
15. Breaking Benjamin – “Here We Are”
16. Breaking Benjamin – “Unknown Soldier”
227
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17. Brendan James – “Hero’s Song”
18. Brian & Joe Haynes – “No War”
19. Brian Bettencourt – “My Fellow Americans”
20. Bright Eyes – “Going For The Gold”
21. Brooks And Stockhausen – “In the Name of God”
22. Camper van Beethoven—New Roman Times
23. Carbon Leaf – “The War Was in Color”
24. Carbon/Silicone – “Why Do Men Fight?”
25. Chris Brown & Kate Fenner – “Resist War”
26. Chumbawamba – “Jacob’s Ladder”
27. Dan Krentzman – “Planes Of Sorrow”
28. Dar Williams – “Empire”
29. David Evans – “Bring the Boys Back Home”
30. David Freyer – “Rise Up People”
31. David Rovics – “A Song For Cindy Sheehan”
32. David Rovics – “Here At The End Of The World”
33. Devendra Banhhart – “Heard Somebody Say”
34. Digital, Paris & Sway – “Time For Peace”
35. Dilated Peoples – “War”
36. DJs Of Mass Destruction, various artists—War (If It Feels Good, Do It!)
37. Dropkick Murphys – “Last Letter Home”
38. Emma’s Revolution – “Code Pink”
39. Emma’s Revolution – “Peace, Salaam,Shalom”
40. Eric Anders – “How Low and Why”
41. Eric Anders – “Warrior Kin”
42. Eric Gales – “Red, White, and Blue”
43. Erik Burch – “Truth Half Diminished”
44. Eskit – “Kool-Aid Man”
45. Everlast – “Letters Home From the Garden of Stone”
46. Freedom Fighter Music, various artists—Wartimes: Reports from the Opposition
47. Fruteland Jackson – “Blues Over Baghdad”
48. Hard Knocks Records, various artists—What About Us?
49. Harris Beirhoff – “What’s This War”
50. Hugh Birdsall – “Bombs Away”
51. James Blundell – “Back It Up”
52. James Blunt – “No Bravery”
53. Jason Isbell – “Dress Blues”
54. Jason Robert Brown – “Over”
55. Jay-Z—”Beware of the Boys”
56. Jesse Dyen – “Freedom Isn’t Free Tonight”
57. Joe Carr – “Divide And Conquer”
58. John Kaspar – “Don’t Think Twice”
59. John Lester – “Out of the Clear Blue Sky”
60. John Mckay – “Greasy, Oily Freedom”
61. Ken Swiatek – “The Freedom Waltz”
62. Larry Piltz – “Just Got Back (From Iraq And Nam)”
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63. Laura Cantrell – “Love Vigilantes”
64. Laura Cantrell – “Sam Stone”
65. Le Tigre – “New Kicks”
66. Linkin Park – “Hands Held High”
67. Linkin Park – “No More Sorrow”
68. LL Cool J and Wyclef Jean – “Mr. President”
69. Lou Reed – “Walk On The Wild Side” (Reworked)
70. Mason Jennings – “The Field”
71. Mason Jennings – “United States Global Empire”
72. Michael Franti & Spearhead – “Bomb the World”
73. Michael Franti & Spearhead – “Light Up Ya Lighter”
74. Michael Hill – “Black Gold”
75. Moby – “MKLVFKWR”
76. Morning In Alaska – “Holy Ground”
77. Mudhoney – “Hard-On for War”
78. Mythic Creatures – “Lessons of History”
79. Nanci Griffith – “Big Blue Ball of War”
80. Nanci Griffith – “Stand Your Ground”
81. Nancy Lancy – “Peace in the World”
82. No Use for a Name – “Fields Of Agony”
83. Old No. 8 – “Talkin’ George Herbert Walker Bush, Jr. Blues”
84. One Republic – “Come Home”
85. OutKast – “Bombs Over Baghdad”
86. Papa Dish – “Who’s Gonna Pay the Bill?”
87. Patrick Malanga – “American Dream”
88. Patti Smith – Trampin’
89. Peacesong – “American Two Step/The War Trilogy”
90. Pearl Jam – “World Wide Suicide”
91. postfixE – “Song Is My Distraction”
92. postfixE – “What’s So Funny About Peace And Love?”
93. Rise Against – “Hero Of War”
94. Robbie Williams – “Happy Easter (War Is Coming)”
95. Robert Cray – “Twenty”
96. Robert Ross – “What Are We Fighting For?”
97. Rodney Crowell – “Don’t Get Me Started”
98. Roger Waters – “Leaving Beirut”
99. Roger Waters – “To Kill The Child”
100. R-Three – “Something To Believe In”
101. Second Story Garage Band – “Hey There America, Where You Goin’?”
102. Serj Tankian – “Empty Walls”
103. Sieze the Day – “United States”
104. Skidmark Bob (With Jello Biafra Dubs) – “Oil Pigs”
105. Smile Empty Soul – “This is War”
106. Soylent Gringo – “Let’s Start a War”
107. Steve Earle – “Rich Man’s War”
108. Steve Forbert – “The Baghdad Dream”
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109. Supernovar – “When R They Going to C”
110. System of a Down–”BYOB”
111. System of a Down—”Soldier Side”
112. The Ataris – “Heaven Is Falling”
113. The Bouncing Souls – “Letter from Iraq”
114. The Cucumbers – “Illegal”
115. The Disenfranchised – “A Nation of Assholes”
116. The Disenfranchised – “Fallujah”
117. The Disenfranchised – “Genocide for the Holidays”
118. The Kirks – “Earnest Soldier”
119. The Known Unknowns – “New World Order”
120. The Mighty Hannibal – “Hymn No. 9/11”
121. The Nightwatchman (Tom Morello of Rage Against the Machine) – “Battle
Hymns”
122. The Sons of Emperor Norton – “Killing For The Oil Companies (The Pledge Of
Obedience)”
123. T-Kash – “Made in America”
124. Tom Waits – “Day After Tomorrow”
125. Tom Waits—”Hoist That Rag”
126. Trace Adkins – “Til the Last Shot’s Fired”
127. TV on the Radio—”Dry Drunk Emperor”
128. Yusuf Islam (Cat Stevens) – “Angle of War”
129. Yusuf Islam (Cat Stevens) – “Peace Train”
130. Zach De La Rocha and DJ Shadow – “March Of Death“
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APPENDIX A
CLEAR CHANNEL’S POST-9/11 LIST OF “QUESTIONABLE SONGS”
ARTIST

TITLE

1. 3 Doors Down
2. 311
3. AC/DC
4. AC/DC
5. AC/DC
6. AC/DC
7. AC/DC
8. AC/DC
9. AC/DC
10. Ad Libs
11. Alanis Morissette
12. Alice in Chains
13. Alice in Chains
14. Alice in Chains
15. Alice in Chains
16. Alien Ant Farm
17. Animals
18. Arthur Brown
19. Bangles
20. Barenaked Ladies
21. Barry McGuire
22. Beastie Boys
23. Beastie Boys
24. Billy Joel
25. Black Sabbath
26. Black Sabbath
27. Black Sabbath
28. Blood Sweat and Tears
29. Blue Oyster Cult
30. Bob Dylan/Guns N Roses
31. Bobby Darin
32. Boston
33. Brooklyn Bridge
34. Bruce Springsteen
35. Bruce Springsteen
36. Buddy Holly and the Crickets
37. Bush
38. Carole King
39. Cat Stevens
40. Cat Stevens

“Duck and Run”
“Down”
“Shot Down in Flames”
“Shoot to Thrill”
“Dirty Deeds”
“Highway to Hell”
“Safe in New York City”
“TNT”
“Hell’s Bells”
“The Boy from New York City”
“Ironic”
“Rooster”
“Sea of Sorrow”
“Down in a Hole”
“Them Bone”
“Smooth Criminal”
“We Gotta Get Out of This Place”
“Fire”
“Walk Like an Egyptian”
“Falling for the First Time”
“Eve of Destruction”
“Sure Shot”
“Sabotage”
“Only the Good Die Young”
“War Pigs”
“Sabbath Bloody Sabbath”
“Suicide Solution”
“And When I Die”
“Burnin’ For You”
“Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door”
“Mack the Knife”
“Smokin”
“Worst That Could Happen”
“I’m On Fire”
“Goin’ Down”
“That’ll Be the Day”
“Speed Kills”
“I Feel the Earth Move”
“Peace Train”
“Morning Has Broken”
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41. Chi-Lites
42. Creedence Clearwater Revival
43. Dave Clark Five
44. Dave Matthews Band
45. Dio
46. Don McLean
47. Drifters
48. Drowning Pool
49. Edwin Starr/Bruce Springsteen
50. Elton John
51. Elton John
52. Elton John
53. Elvis
54. Everclear
55. Filter
56. Fontella Bass
57. Foo Fighters
58. Frank Sinatra
59. Fuel
60. Godsmack
61. Green Day
62. Happenings
63. Hollies
64. J. Frank Wilson
65. Jackson Brown
66. James Taylor
67. Jan and Dean
68. Jerry Lee Lewis
69. Jimi Hendrix
70. John Lennon
71. John Mellencamp
72. John Mellencamp
73. John Parr
74. Judas Priest
75. Kansas
76. Korn
77. Led Zeppelin
78. Lenny Kravitz
79. Limp Bizkit
80. Local H
81. Los Bravos
82. Louis Armstrong
83. Lynyrd Skynyrd
84. Martha & the Vandellas
85. Martha and the Vandellas/Van Halen
86. Megadeth

“Have You Seen Her”
“Travelin’ Band”
“Bits and Pieces”
“Crash Into Me”
“Holy Diver”
“American Pie”
“On Broadway”
“Bodies”
“War”
“Benny & The Jets”
“Daniel”
“Rocket Man”
“(You’re the) Devil in Disguise”
“Santa Monica”
“Hey Man, Nice Shot”
“Rescue Me”
“Learn to Fly”
“New York, New York”
“Bad Day”
“Bad Religion”
“Brain Stew”
“See You in September”
“He Ain’t Heavy, He’s My Brother”
“Last Kiss”
“Doctor My Eyes”
“Fire and Rain”
“Dead Man’s Curve”
“Great Balls of Fire”
“Hey Joe”
“Imagine”
“Crumbling Down”
“I’m On Fire”
“St. Elmo’s Fire”
“Some Heads Are Gonna Roll”
“Dust in the Wind”
“Falling Away From Me”
“Stairway to Heaven”
“Fly Away”
“Break Stuff”
“Bound for the Floor”
“Black is Black”
“What A Wonderful World”
“Tuesday’s Gone”
“Nowhere to Run”
“Dancing in the Streets”
“Dread and the Fugitive”
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87. Megadeth
88. Metallica
89. Metallica
90. Metallica
91. Metallica
92. Mitch Ryder and the Detroit Wheels
93. Mudvayne
94. Neil Diamond
95. Nina
96. Nine Inch Nails
97. Norman Greenbaum
98. Oingo Boingo
99. P.O.D.
100. Paper Lace
101. Pat Benatar
102. Pat Benatar
103. Paul McCartney and Wings
104. Peter and Gordon
105. Peter and Gordon
106. Peter Gabriel
107. Peter Paul and Mary
108. Peter Paul and Mary
109. Petula Clark
110. Phil Collins
111. Pink Floyd
112. Pink Floyd
113. Pretenders
114. Queen
115. Queen
116. Rage Against The Machine
117. Red Hot Chili Peppers
118. REM
119. Rickey Nelson
120. Rolling Stones
121. Saliva
122. Sam Cooke
123. Santana
124. Savage Garden
125. Shelly Fabares
126. Simon And Garfunkel
127. Skeeter Davis
128. Slipknot
129. Smashing Pumpkins
130. Soundgarden
131. Soundgarden
132. STEMM

“Sweating Bullets”
“Seek and Destroy”
“Harvester or Sorrow”
“Enter Sandman”
“Fade to Black”
“Devil with the Blue Dress”
“Death Blooms”
“America”
“99 Luft Balloons/99 Red Balloons”
“Head Like a Hole”
“Spirit in the Sky”
“Dead Man’s Party”
“Boom”
“The Night Chicago Died”
“Hit Me with Your Best Shot”
“Love is a Battlefield”
“Live and Let Die”
“I Go To Pieces”
“A World Without Love”
“When You’re Falling”
“Blowin’ in the Wind”
“Leavin’ on a Jet Plane”
“A Sign of the Times”
“In the Air Tonight”
“Run Like Hell”
“Mother”
“My City Was Gone”
“Another One Bites the Dust”
“Killer Queen”
All Songs
“Under the Bridge”
“It’s the End of the World as We Know It”
“Travelin’ Man”
“Ruby Tuesday”
“Click Click Boom”
“Herman Hermits,” “Wonder World”
“Evil Ways”
“Crash and Burn”
“Johnny Angel”
“Bridge Over Troubled Water”
“End of the World”
“Left Behind, Wait and Bleed”
“Bullet With Butterfly Wings”
“Blow Up the Outside World”
“Fell on Black Days,” “Black Hole Sun”
“Na Na Na Na Hey Hey”
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133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.

Steve Miller
Stone Temple Pilots
Sugar Ray
Surfaris
System of a Down
Talking Heads
Temple of the Dog
The Beatles
The Beatles
The Beatles
The Beatles
The Clash
The Cult
The Doors
The Gap Band
Third Eye Blind
Three Degrees
Tom Petty
Tool
Tramps
U2
Van Halen
Youngbloods
Zager and Evans
Zombies

“Jet Airliner”
“Big Bang Baby,” “Dead and Bloated”
“Fly”
“Wipeout”
“Chop Suey!”
“Burning Down the House”
“Say Hello to Heaven”
“A Day in the Life”
“Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds”
“Ticket To Ride”
“Obla Di, Obla Da”
“Rock the Casbah”
“Fire Woman”
“The End”
“You Dropped a Bomb On Me”
“Jumper”
“When Will I See You Again”
“Free Fallin’”
“Intolerance”
“Disco Inferno”
“Sunday Bloody Sunday”
“Jump”
“Get Together”
“In the Year 2525”
“She’s Not There”
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CHAPTER 6
F THE PRESIDENT: REACTIONS TO GEORGE W. BUSH
“Your enemy is not surrounding your country, your enemy is ruling your
country,” declared George W. Bush in his 2003 State of the Union address. 1 His words
were directed at the Iraqi people to convince them, and doubting Americans, that the
problem lay with Saddam Hussein, not the impending American troop invasion. But,
despite his efforts to influence opinion, many Americans venomously hated Bush and his
policies. This sound clip (among others) was often taken out of context and used to paint
Bush as the enemy in his own words. Bush was one of the most polarizing presidents in
American history, and his policies concerning the Iraq War were more controversial than
any since the Vietnam War. Very few people had ambivalent feelings about him. Those
who supported him felt the need to promote and defend him as one would a national hero,
while those who opposed him often did so zealously with angry and hateful language. At
the end of 2001 and through most of 2002, much of America was still rallying around
Bush after the trauma of 9/11, but beginning in 2003, as the Iraq War loomed, the
criticisms against Bush increased in number and intensity. People attacked not only his
politics and policies, but also his beliefs, and even his character. The heaviest criticisms
came in 2003 and lasted through late 2004 in the lead-up to the election. Bush’s
polarizing presidency was popularly evidenced by bumper stickers that appeared around
2003 that simply stated, “W: The President.” Within a few months, equally popular were
bumper stickers that declared, “F the President.”

1

The entire text of the speech can be found at “Text of President Bush’s 2003 State of the Union
Address,” Washington Post, January 28, 2003, accessed September 22, 2012,
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/onpolitics/transcripts/bushtext_012803.htm.
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The Dixie Chicks
This polarization did not escape the purview of popular music, and musicians
expressed their frustration with Bush through their actions as well as their songs. One of
the earliest and most well-known disparagements of him by a musician happened in
March of 2003, just before the U.S. launched the campaign against Saddam Hussein. The
Dixie Chicks’ Natalie Maines became infamous with country music fans when she said to
her London audience, “Just so you know, we’re on the good side with y’all. We do not
want this war, this violence. And we’re ashamed the President of the United States is
from Texas.” The Chicks were playing to a sold-out audience at Shepherd’s Bush Empire
on March 10, 2003, just ten days before the Iraq War began. There had been protests
against the war staged around the globe, the largest less than a month before, on February
15, 2003, where millions of people had gathered worldwide. In London the protest drew
between one and two hundred thousand people, making it the largest political
demonstration in the history of the city. 2
So, Maines’ comment was certainly not out of place, but she failed to consider
how the news might travel and affect the Chicks’ country fan base back in the States and,
particularly, their home audience in Texas. Two days later, the quote was reported
inconspicuously in a review of the concert by the British newspaper, The Guardian. This
was picked up by a small website called countrynation.com that was following press
coverage of the Chicks’ tour. The next day, the story blew up. It was published by major
American media outlets and discussed on numerous internet sites, which often referred to

2

“Millions Join Global Anti-War Protests,” BBC, February 17, 2003, accessed September 22,
2012, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/2765215.stm.
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the Dixie Chicks as “sluts” and “anti-American.”3 Just four days after the concert, on
March 14, 2003, CNN reported that radio stations had begun banning the Dixie Chicks
from their playlists and setting up garbage cans outside of their radio stations for listeners
to throw their CDs away. 4 One particularly destructive crowd in Louisiana used a tractor
to obliterate their Dixie Chicks CDs.5 The Chicks continued the tour, but lost the
sponsorship of Lipton after the comment.6 Concertgoers continued to attend for the most
part, sometimes grudgingly, but in one instance, a rival concert was organized to protest
the Dixie Chicks concert. Local radio personalities organized a ticket swap to exchange
the non-refundable Dixie Chicks tickets for tickets to the alternative concert. 7 The
backlash reverberated throughout the South, but fans in Texas may have taken it the
hardest. As Houston radio program director Jeff Garrison, expressed to CNN, “We’ve got
them off the air for right now. … People are shocked. They cannot believe Texas’s own
have attacked the state and the president.”8 According to Brian Mansfield, “Cumulus
media … instructed all forty-two of their country stations to stop playing the group’s

3

Description of media coverage is from Gabriel Rossman, “Elites, Masses, and Media Blacklists:
The Dixie Chicks Controversy,” Social Forces 83, no. 1 (September 2004): 61-62.
4

“Dixie Chicks Pulled from Air after Bashing Bush,” CNN, March 14, 2003, accessed September
27, 2012, http://www.cnn.com/2003/SHOWBIZ/Music/03/14/dixie.chicks.reut/.
5

“Protesters Destroy Dixie Chicks CDs,” Billboard, March 17, 2003, accessed February 5, 2016,
http://www.billboard.com/articles/news/71953/protesters-destroy-dixie-chicks-cds.
6

Andrew Leahey, “Flashback: The Dixie Chicks Are Ashamed of the President … Again,”
Rolling Stone, August 7, 2014, accessed February 5, 2016,
http://www.rollingstone.com/music/videos/flashback-the-dixie-chicks-are-ashamed-of-the-president-again20140807.
7

David Mattingly, “Fans Turn Out, Cheer Dixie Chicks as U.S. Tour Opens,” CNN, May 2, 2003,
accessed February 5, 2016, http://www.cnn.com/2003/SHOWBIZ/Music/05/02/dixie.chicks.tour/.
8

“Dixie Chicks Pulled from Air After Bashing Bush,” CNN.
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music until further notice.”9 Their songs had been number one in the adult contemporary
and country charts the week before, but within two weeks of the story breaking, the songs
had dropped from both charts entirely. 10
The extremity and strength of this reaction was, and still is a little startling;
Maines was not, after all, insulting the nation or its people, or even Texas for that matter,
just the president (who had already weathered plenty of criticism). But Texas is a symbol
for Americans, and a polarizing one. To many in the country music audience it represents
the way we all should be, and Bush an inspiring example of its virtues; to others, Texas
and the stereotyped Texan mentality encapsulate the nation’s dark side and its shame. So
Maines’s statement hit right at their audiences’ hearts, seeming exactly right to one side
of the political spectrum and deeply offensive to the other.
The Chicks struggled to cope with the shock of having gone from being country
music’s sweethearts to being shunned by their core audience practically overnight.11
Initially the Chicks tried to apologize, but they soon changed course and spoke out
against the harsh backlash inflicted on them by country music fans, conservative radio
personalities, and politicians.12 Just over a month after the London comment was made,

9

Brian Mansfield, “Dixie Chicks’ Chart Wings Get Clipped,” USA Today, March 18, 2003,
accessed February 5, 2016, http://usatoday30.usatoday.com/life/music/news/2003-03-18-chickschart_x.htm.
10

Specifics of Dixie Chicks chart records can be found at “Dixie Chicks: Album and Song Chart
History,” Billboard, accessed September 5, 2012, http://www.billboard.com/#/artist/dixie-chicks/charthistory/28586.
11

Shut Up and Sing, directed by Barbara Kopple and Cecilia Peck (Weinstein Company,
November 10, 2006), DVD (February 20, 2007).
12

Documented in Shut Up and Sing is Bush’s personal response “The Dixie Chicks are free to
speak their mind. They shouldn’t have their feelings hurt just because some people don’t want to buy their
records when they speak out. You know, freedom is a two-way street,” to which, Maines replied, “What a
dumb fuck.”
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the Dixie Chicks posed nude with “physical graffiti” for the cover of Entertainment
Weekly. The words painted on their bodies represented labels that had been applied to
them since the comment such as “traitors,” “Dixie Sluts,” “Patriot,” and “Saddam’s
Angels.”13
“Not Ready to Make Nice”
Though they soon effectively split up,14 in 2006 the Dixie Chicks rallied to release
one album, Takin’ the Long Way.15 It contained their other significant retaliation, a song
expressing their feelings called “Not Ready to Make Nice,” which was released as a
single before the full album on April 18, 2006. It was directed at not only Bush, but also
everyone they felt was against them. The words portray their lingering resentment: “I’m
not ready to make nice, I’m not ready to back down. I’m still mad as hell and I don’t have
time to go ‘round, and ‘round, and ‘round. It’s too late to make it right; I probably
wouldn’t if I could. ’Cause I’m mad as hell; can’t bring myself to do what it is you think I
should.” One verse addresses the most egregious threat leveled against Maines: “How in
the world can the words that I said send somebody so over the edge that they’d write me
a letter saying that I better shut up and sing or my life will be over.” Maines received a
number of death threats after her comment about Bush. One went so far as to spell out
their plan for where, when, and how the murder would be carried out, provoking the use
of metal detectors and tight security at a show in Dallas. Despite the edginess of the text,

13

Article and cover art available at Chris Willman, “Stars and Strife,” Entertainment Weekly,
April 24, 2003, accessed September 8, 2012, http://www.ew.com/ew/article/0,,446278,00.html.
14

The Chicks took an extended hiatus with only minimal concert appearances. In April 2016, the
group began their first headlining tour in ten years. As of July 2016, it remains to be seen whether they will
be able to recover in the long term.
15

Dixie Chicks, Taking the Long Way, Sony, released May 23, 2006.
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by 2006 the nation’s tide had turned and much of America agreed with Maines; “Not
Ready to Make Nice” made it to #4 on Billboard’s “Hot 100” the week of March 3,
2007.16 However, this turnabout was not enough to save their career. Multiple U.S.
concerts had to be cancelled on their 2006 tour due to a lack of ticket sales. 17
The Dixie Chicks were certainly not the only musicians who expressed their
feelings about George W. Bush. When I began this research, in no way did I anticipate
the copious amount of music to be found. Although protesters expressed frustration with
presidential administrations in previous wars, 18 there is no comparison with the music
written specifically to protest the Bush administration during the War on Terror. In fact,
significantly more music was written in protest of the president than in protest of the
war.19
Collaborative Efforts
Among the most public protests against Bush was a tour that took place in
October of 2004. The Vote for Change tour, sponsored by Moveon.org, travelled across
the country from Washington State to Florida and included some of the most well-known
names in music. Bruce Springsteen, R.E.M., Keb’ Mo’, Bonnie Raitt, Jack Johnson,
Dixie Chicks, James Taylor, and the Dave Matthews Band were among the musicians
16

“Not Ready To Make Nice – Dixie Chicks,” Billboard, accessed September 11, 2012,
http://www.billboard.com/#/song/dixie-chicks/not-ready-to-make-nice/7982022.
17

Brian Mansfield, “Dixie Chicks’ Concert Sales Fail to Take Wing,” USA Today, June 8, 2006,
accessed February 5, 2016, http://usatoday30.usatoday.com/life/music/news/2006-06-08-dixie-chickstour_x.htm.
18

Most readily recalled is the chant “Hey, Hey LBJ, how many kids did you kill today?” during
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representing a wide variety of genres and age groups. With thirty-seven stops, the tour
was a massive effort to influence votes and unseat Bush in the 2004 election. 20
Also aimed at this purpose was the Rock Against Bush movement started by the
band NOFX and inspired by the Rock Against Reagan movement of the 1980s. It
included live concerts with over 200 performers, a set of compilation albums, and a
website: Punkvoter.com. The effort was mainly aimed at getting punk listeners to register
to vote and cast their ballot against Bush. 21 The albums, which sold over 650,000 copies,
included some of the biggest names in the punk scene such as Green Day, No Doubt, and
The Offspring.22 Another compilation album, Got the Impeach Bush/Cheney Blues,
released before the 2006 midterm election, went farther to encourage the impeachment of
the president and vice president. This album was not associated with a movement and
was simply a compilation of protest music from known protest musicians. 23 Because of
this limited scope, it was mostly preaching to the choir and had little to no effect on
opinions or elections.
Another movement, Bands Against Bush, was an international effort that
encouraged concerts to bring Bush protestors together and “foster communication; raising
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awareness of how the Bush administration’s foreign and domestic policies are
detrimental to the world’s future.”24
Rock the Vote
Probably the most influential and visible protest against Bush was Rock the Vote.
Rock the Vote is an organization that began in 1990. Its core mission is to encourage
young people to vote by helping them to register and providing reliable information on
voting. It uses pop culture and social media to reach young voters and the organization is
intricately entwined with the music industry. A number of artists have partnered with
Rock the Vote by contributing songs and albums or recording public service
announcements to benefit the organization—most memorable was Madonna in the very
first Rock the Vote PSA wearing red underwear, combat boots, and a flag. Rock the Vote
gives away free tickets to major concerts like Lollapalooza, the Van’s Warped Tour, and
Slightly Stoopid. Their website also has a featured artist each week, which helps to
promote some-lesser known artists as well. Rock the Vote organizes tours that stop at
concerts and events like the Republican and Democratic National Conferences. Each stop
on the tour features artists and celebrity hosts/speakers. Despite Rock the Vote’s claim of
being non-partisan, many artists that partnered with them (particularly during the George
W. Bush administration) were protest musicians and Democrats, but they also attracted
many musicians who didn’t often involve themselves with politics. 25
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In addition to these collaborative efforts, hundreds of individual musicians created
songs or albums protesting George W. Bush and the government. They criticized and
ridiculed the administration for a number of perceived injustices and inadequacies.
George W. Bush took most of the direct hits, while Dick Cheney and Condoleezza Rice
were sometimes singled out; others generalized about the Republican Party or just all
politicians. While there were many sentiments expressed by a multitude of musicians, the
most common was the portrayal of Bush (and his administration) as evil. Protest
musicians described him as a manipulative liar, a religious hypocrite, a murderer, a
Nazi/fascist dictator, or linked Bush (or his administration) to the devil.
Bush/Government as Evil
P!nk – “Dear Mr. President”
“Dear Mr. President” was released on P!nk’s fourth album, I’m Not Dead,
featuring the Indigo Girls as her back-up band/vocalists.26 The album was very successful
in the charts, and the song, not well received on a large scale in the States, did well
overseas making the “European Hot 100” in 2007. 27
The music has a simple singer/songwriter sound with acoustic guitars, lending
credence to P!nk’s purported innocence. She portrays herself as an average American
who just has a few concerns. The lyrics begin with her plea for the president to “come
take a walk” and “pretend we’re just two people.” P!nk says she’d “just like to ask you
some questions if we can speak honestly.” But from this point on, her words take on a
much more accusing tone. “What do you feel when you see the homeless on the street?
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“Dear Mr. President – Pink,” Billboard, accessed November 7, 2012,
http://www.billboard.com/#/song/p-nk/dear-mr-president/7922665.
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Who do you pray for at night before you go to sleep?” The third verse is even more
direct. “How do you sleep while the rest of us cry? How do you dream when a mother
has no chance to say goodbye?” But in the second verse she gets to the point, portraying
Bush as manipulative and evil, which is reflected in an increasingly angry tone in the
vocals. “How can you say no child is left behind? We’re not dumb and we’re not blind.
They’re all sitting in your cells while you pave the road to hell.” The second half of the
verse points out the irony of Bush’s conservative policies, given his history of drug and
alcohol abuse. “What kind of father would take his own daughter’s rights away … might
hate his daughter if she were gay. … You’ve come a long way from whiskey and
cocaine.” The bridge is dedicated to glorifying the plight of the middle class, people
affected by war, and the homeless while also suggesting that Bush has no concept of their
struggles. “Let me tell you about hard work: minimum wage with a baby on the way…
Rebuilding your house after the bombs took them away … Building a bed out of a
cardboard box. … You don’t know nothing about hard work.” The song ends with a
codetta in which P!nk demonstrates the futility she feels, “Dear Mr. President, you’d
never take a walk with me, would you?”
John Mellencamp – “To Washington”
Though John Mellencamp claims credit for the song, “To Washington” is actually
an old blues tune that goes back to the early 1900s. Versions of the song were recorded
by various artists, including the Carter Family (one of the few versions that doesn’t have
political associations called “The Cannon Ball”), the Carolina Night Hawks (“Governor
Al Smith for President”), and the closest relative which has been performed by numerous
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artists, “White House Blues” or “McKinley” (discussing the McKinley assassination). 28
“White House Blues” became a bluegrass standard when Bill Monroe played and
recorded it in the 1950s.29
Mellencamp recorded his solo acoustic version in 2003.30 In true folk tradition he
changed the text and title to address a modern topic. Mellencamp’s lyrics tell the story of
George W. Bush’s presidency beginning with a reference to the eight years of “peace and
prosperity” during the Clinton administration and ending with “scandal in the White
House.” Like many others, he discusses the 2000 election with cynicism: “So America
voted on a president, no one kept count … Both [sides] looked pretty guilty but no one
took the blame.” The next two verses berate the president’s actions in the White House:
“A new man in the White House with a familiar name. Said he had some fresh ideas but
it’s worse now since he came from Texas to Washington.” And particularly his actions
during the War on Terror: “And he wants to fight with many and he says it’s not for oil.
He sent out the National Guard to police the world from Baghdad to Washington.” The
last verse is the moral-of-the-story type in which Mellencamp paints Bush as murderous,
hypocritical, and un-Christian. “What is the thought process to take a human’s life? What
would be the reason to think that it is right from heaven to Washington? From Jesus
Christ to Washington.”
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Mellencamp, long known for his liberal ideology and cynicism about America,
offered another anti-Bush song years later on his 2007 album Freedom’s Road.31 It
appears as a hidden track at the end of the album and offers a gruesome view of America
and the president. He paints America as hubristic and violent. “Blood on the hands of an
arrogant nation … Children with no legs out on the highways crawling. … She had blood
on her face so she had to get even.” And behind all of this violence is the president, here
shown as a sadistic fool. “Well, there’s blood in the streets from the lies and liars. The
bloody red eyes of the rodeo clown.”
Significantly, this is the same man who, in 2004, took part in a peace offering of
sorts with the conservative musician Travis Tritt. Their duet, “What Say You?” 32
encourages working together and understanding of those with opposing viewpoints. 33
Public Enemy/Chuck D – “Son of a Bush”
Long-lived hip-hop group Public Enemy’s song “Son of a Bush” was one of the
earliest songs protesting George W. Bush. It was first released in the summer of 2002 on
their eighth album, Revolverlution34 and has since been included on two anti-war
compilation albums, Peace Not War35 and Body of War. 36 It was re-released as a single37
and was also included in Public Enemy’s Greatest Hits album. 38
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The rap takes place over drums, heavily distorted rhythmic guitar accents and
synthesizer samples. One of these samples sounds a little like a siren and goes on
throughout much of the song, giving it an urgent and kind of psychotic feeling. The lyrics
focus on the similarities between George H. W. Bush and his son: “Have you forgotten?
I’ve been through the first term of rotten. The father, the son, and the holy bush-it we all
in.” Over and over in the song they rap, “He’s the son of a bad man.” Public Enemy
traces the evil back to George H. W. Bush’s term as vice president under Reagan: “Saw
you salute to the then vice prez who did what Reagan said and then became prez himself
… stuck in a three-headed bucket of trilateral bush-it.” He likens George W. Bush’s
policies to his father’s: “I told y’all when the first Bush was tapping my telephone, spy
vs. spy, you can’t trust them.” He also compares the War on Terror to the first Gulf War.
“Cats in the cage got a ghost of a chance of coming back from your whack-ass killing
machine. … Cats doing bids for doing the same Bush-it that you did. The father, the
serial-killer kid.” And a few times, he brings up Bush Jr.’s alleged use of cocaine: “Full
of cocaine, froze the brain. … Coke is the real thing used to make you swing … Bringing
kilos to fill up silos. You probably sniffed piles.” And the irony of Bush’s crackdown on
drugs: “Got inmates in Texas scrubbing tiles.”
Not only do they criticize the president, Public Enemy also places an indictment
on the American people’s ambivalence saying, “How many of y’all is coming to get me?
None. ’cause it’s easier to forget me. … I’m just saying, ‘Who voted for this asshole of
the nation?’”
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Bright Eyes – “When the President Talks to God”
Bright Eyes is a small Indie band centered on lead singer and songwriter Conor
Oberst. Though they are signed to the independent label Saddle Creek, they have seen
some mainstream success, with seven albums charting on the Billboard 200.39 Bright
Eyes was one of the bands taking part in the Vote for Change Tour.40 They got publicity
for protesting Clear Channel by refusing to perform at venues associated with the
company, most notably cancelling a St. Louis show on November 12, 2005.
Their most political song, “When the President Talks to God” was more
publicized than most protest music. They performed it on the Tonight Show with Jay
Leno on May 6, 2005, and Bright Eyes was mentioned on Saturday Night Live in
conjunction with other artists critical of Bush, such as Neil Young and the Dixie
Chicks.41 They won Artist of the Year and Song of the Year (for “When the President
Talks to God”) at the 2005 PLUG Independent Music Awards. 42 The song was also
featured on the anti-war soundtrack Body of War.43
All of this publicity is curious, considering the simple musical makeup of the
song. “When the President Talks to God” is built on Oberst playing one bluesy guitar
chord in no predictable rhythmic fashion as an accent to his half sung, half spoken, and
sometimes yelled words. Practically all of the interest of the song lies in these lyrics.
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“When the President Talks to God” plays on Bush’s avowed Christianity and the
portrayal of his actions as evil. In six verses, Oberst compares Bush’s actions to what
God would do, as though Bush were asking God for his opinion or even playing God.44
Lyrics in the first verse focus on Bush’s lack of concern for others’ lives and rights,
“When the president talks to God … does he ask to rape our women’s rights, and send
poor farm kids off to die?” This concept returns in the third verse, “Does he … agree
which convicts should be killed, where prisons should be built and filled?” and again in
the fourth, “I wonder which one plays the better cop, ‘We should find some jobs. The
ghetto’s broke,’ ‘No, they’re lazy, George. I say we don’t. Just give them more liquor
stores and dirty coke.’ That’s what God recommends.” Oberst also points out Bush’s
perceived faults, making him out as a poseur, “Does he fake that drawl or merely nod?”;
war monger, “They pick which countries to invade. Which Muslim souls still can be
saved”; and corporate pawn, “Does God suggest an oil hike?” He also implies that the
election was corrupt, “Which voter fraud must be concealed?” Other lines focus on the
idea that Bush is playing God: “Does what God says ever change his mind?” The entire
last verse also deals with this accusation, “When the president talks to God, does he ever
think he’s not? That the voice is just inside his head? When he kneels next to the
presidential bed does he ever smell his own bullshit when the president talks to God? I
doubt it.”
Yikes McGee – “Snake Eyes (Bring it On)”
Some musicians didn’t try to make a rational case or even be fair, and simply
called Bush names or cussed out him or his administration. One extreme example of this
is “Snake Eyes” by Yikes McGee.
44
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McGee is an unsigned singer/songwriter from the Baltimore area. Though his
varied career has lasted decades, he began writing politically motivated songs primarily
during the Bush administration. Out of this stimulus, he produced a CD, Propagandy,
which is composed entirely of songs relating to the War on Terror and the presidency of
George W. Bush.45 It was released in 2004, likely in anticipation of the upcoming
election. His website has links to the text for every song on the CD, as well as short clips
of each.46 The songs included are both humorous and serious, with a biting sarcasm and
ideas that walk the line between outrageous and cautiously optimistic.
In his standard solo, country/folk style, McGee spends three verses and seven
choruses in “Snake Eyes” calling the entire Bush family names ranging from as mild as
“lily-liver” to “Devil … Anti-Christ … Spawn o’ Evil.” Sometimes he takes a cheap shot,
“Snake eyes looks like a monkey. … He was born one day, too bad for us. … Got a brain
like a kidney bean; a heart like a bullet. Nasty kid sticking firecrackers down a frog’s
gullet,” and other times he takes a more pointed jab, “That ain’t your birthday we
celebrate on Christmas. … We’d all be better off if he were somewhere else instead. If
this was about courage, you’d be running away.” McGee includes the Bush family in his
criticisms as well: “His Pa, too, was an ignorant cuss. Brought him up to crave power;
taught him nothing but greed. … From his Gramps down throughout his heritage, the
whole family apparently hates America. … Do they just lie all the time? Is this a dynasty
or is it just a big ball of slime?” His final lines bemoan having to worry about it at all,
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“Why’d you have to make us all think about this? Why do we have to waste our beautiful
minds on this?”
Jynkz – “We Don’t Want Your War”
Jynkz is the stage name of Jeff Neugebaur, a self-proclaimed Renaissance man
living in the San Francisco area who is a painter, teacher, and musician, among other
things. He writes and performs all of the instrumentals and vocals on his recordings.
Jynkz’s most popular song is the anthem, “We Don’t Want Your War.” It was
released via his website on the night of Bush’s 2003 State of the Union address. In
conjunction with the release, Neugebauer also sent the song link to many protest
organizations. It was a hit on the internet, with over 10,000 downloads.47 It even attracted
attention from USA Today, which included “We Don’t Want Your War” in an article
about protest music that grouped Jynkz with artists such as Madonna and Coldplay. 48
The beginning of “We Don’t Want Your War” is reminiscent of a folk rock song
from the sixties, with slightly distorted electric guitar, slide guitar, and vocals. The drums
soon enter, playing a distracting, not-quite-rock beat (I think it’s safe to assume drums are
not Neugebauer’s strongest instrument). In the chorus, the solo vocals alternate with a
chorus singing, “We don’t want your war.” Between these statements, we hear Jynkz’s
solo voice declaring, “Let’s yell a little louder now. … All stand together tall. (We don’t
want your war) but you keep telling us we do.” By using a chorus of voices, Jynkz takes
this from a singer/songwriter feel to something closer to an anthem. The sound is
reminiscent of “We Are the World” and, like that song, the use of the word “we” with a
47
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unison chorus implies a widely agreed-upon idea. It sweeps the listener up into the
collective emotion and makes them feel as though they, too, might raise their own voice
to join the chorus (see example 8). This sound is juxtaposed with the sixties rock style of
the verses that makes you feel like you might be listening to something more akin to
“Stairway to Heaven.”

Example 8. Jynkz “We Don’t Want Your War,” chorus.
In the verses Jynkz poetically describes his view of Bush and politicians. The first
verse labels politicians as liars and warmongers who are blind to the rest of the world:
“You can’t believe a word they say and you’re haunted by the swords they raise … they
refuse to hear the world pounding, pounding down their door.” The second verse
references Hans Christian Anderson’s “The Emperor’s New Clothes,” saying, “The king
has no clothes so he leads by fear.” By alluding to this, he paints Bush as both haughty
and foolish like the emperor, but to cover up these character flaws, Bush (the emperor)
instills a sense of fear in his citizens. He also references the devil and hell, but it is not
clear if he is likening Bush or, possibly, Saddam Hussein to the devil: “The devil’s
‘bombs’ has an oily smell.” The “bombs” he’s referring to are most likely the infamous
WMDs that Bush claimed were in the possession of Hussein, and he is implying that
Bush pursued war with Iraq over oil rather than bombs. The following line is more
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ambiguous, but implies Bush’s malevolence: “Frames a legacy with infamy and he burns
it, burns it into hell.” Which legacy he means is unclear. He could mean the Bush legacy
or America’s legacy, either of which Bush might be accused of “framing with infamy.”
In the bridge, the music continues the acid rock style of the verses, but with more
distortion in the vocals. Adding to the psychedelic effect, each phrase of the vocals is
recorded on alternate channels so that the sound seems to surround you, coming from
different voices in different places. He sings “[They’re] trying to turn us into lemmings
with their magic on TV. Leaking military secrets is one of their specialties.” We can
assume he is referring to televised military recruitment campaigns and that by enlisting,
one is committing suicide because, not only are you going to war, but the government
will be undermining your efforts by leaking secrets to the enemy. Jynkz also complains
about the corruption of the media: “Reporters hanging on their words like schoolgirls in
love … we’re no closer to the truth.”
The final verse calls on Americans to be aware of the casualties of the war, “If we
raise our flag on a million graves,” and their own complicity in the matter, “will we be
proud or will we be ashamed of our leadership; greedy and arrogant? We’ll all be judged
by the choices … that we made.”
Eric Idle – “The F.C.C. Song (Fuck You Very Much)”
British-born Eric Idle became famous with the1970s Monty Python comedy
group. He later became a California resident and continues to work as an actor in the U.S.
Idle is not only a comedian, but an accomplished musician. His most recent successful
endeavor was writing the Tony Award winning Broadway musical Spamalot in 2004.
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Idle wrote “The F.C.C. Song” in early 2004 in reaction to being fined for saying
“fuck” on the radio. It was directed not only at President Bush, but also at the government
as a whole. The musical arrangement is an stark contrast to the song text. His singing is
light and sweet with no hint of the venom behind it. The accompaniment is played by a
bass and ukulele in a lilting finger-picked style. But the opening words illustrate the
motivation behind the song. “Fuck you very much the F.C.C. Fuck you very much for
fining me five thousand bucks a fuck.” He then claims that the F.C.C. was taking away
free speech and favoring Clear Channel who, he insinuates, were promoting a
conservative agenda. “Clear Channel’s a dear channel so Howard Stern must go.49
Attorney General Ashcroft doesn’t like strong words and so he’s charging twice as much
as all the drugs for Rush Limbaugh.” 50
He takes the remainder of the song to condemn other government agencies and
members of the Bush administration. He paints Bush as an ineffective, chauvinist leader
who is in bed with the oil companies: “So fuck you very much, dear Mr. Bush, for
heroically sitting on your tush. For Halliburton, Enron, all the companies who fail, let’s
send them a clear signal and stick Martha straight in jail. She’s an uppity, rich bitch but at
least she isn’t male.” The greatest use of the F-word is directed at Dick Cheney whom
Idle portrays as just plain evil: “Fuck you dickhead Mr. Cheney too. Fuck you and fuck
everything you do. Your pacemaker must be fake; you haven’t got a heart. As far as I’m
49
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concerned you’re just a pasty-faced old fart” And just a little jab at Condoleezza Rice:
“As for Condoleezza, she’s an intellectual tart.” He takes a stab at the EPA and the
American public’s materialism: “Fuck you very much, the EPA, for giving all Alaska’s
oil away. It really is a bummer when I can’t fill my Hummer.” Idle also calls the entire
government chauvinist, racist, and environmentally irresponsible: “So what the planet
fails? Let’s save the great white males.”
Steve Earle – “F the CC”
Similar in tenor is Steve Earle’s “F the CC”51 in which he also pushes the
boundaries to illustrate his right to free speech. Earle is a country singer/songwriter from
Nashville. He has been recording and performing since the 1980s. Though not a
household name, Earle is a reasonably successful musician. He was named Country Artist
of the Year in 1986 by Rolling Stone magazine, has won three Grammys, and been
nominated for eleven more.52
“F the CC” is a rebellion against government regulations and agencies. Earle
accompanies his gravelly, Springsteen-style vocals with power chords on acoustic guitar
and harmonica in the introduction and between verses. The first line of the song
illustrates the perceived censorship of protest music by the radio stations. “I used to listen
to the radio, and I don’t guess they’re listening to me no more.” He goes on to explore the
suppression of negative viewpoints about the president. “Don’t say nothing about the
president. A democracy don’t work that way; I can say anything I want to say.” In the
second verse, Earle talks about people’s reaction to this view: “People tell me that I’m
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paranoid. … Been called a traitor and a patriot. … Just don’t forget your history. Dirty
Lenny died so we could all be free.” 53 The chorus is a demonstration of his free speech:
“So fuck the FCC. Fuck the FBI. Fuck the CIA. Living in the mother-fucking USA.” In a
live video performance, he concludes the song by leading the audience in an “F.U.C.K.”
chant reminiscent of Country Joe and the Fish’s performance of “Fixin’-to-Die Rag” at
Woodstock.54
Head Bob – “I Don’t Like Bush”
Head Bob is the stage name of actor, writer, and comedian Brett Eidman. His
website claims that he is best known for his reworked version of, “Shaft” called, “Barack
Theme,” which played on the radio and CNN. Excerpts of his comedic music CD, What’s
So F#@k’n Funny? have been played regularly on Sirius XM radio. Eidman began his
career with The Second City in Chicago, and he has appeared on Saturday Night Live and
Law and Order.
Eidman’s feelings about George W. Bush were captured in his song “I Don’t Like
Bush.”55 It is written in show-tune style, beginning with ballad introduction. The bulk of
the song has a polka/swing feel with blaring trumpet and horn section over an oom-pahpah piano and bass style. The lyrics are filled with sexual (and homosexual) innuendos.
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Head Bob is certainly not the only one to play off the names Dick and Bush but he may
have taken it the furthest.
Though the tone is lighthearted, the phrases directed at George W. Bush’s
character paint him as evil, stupid, and manipulative. The song begins with a solo voice
accompanied by piano. Eidman’s singing is beautiful and seemingly sincere, which
leaves one unprepared for the absurdity found in the rest of the song. His sexual
innuendos and criticisms of Bush begin with the first words, “He’s too cocky, he’s too
uptight. … We find Bush hard to swallow. That little pecker leans too much to the right.”
At the end of the introduction the band launches into a crazy, almost circus-like
style interspersed with solos and rhythmic punches from a four-part horn section (shown
in example 9). The highly varied musical arrangement adds to the overall humorous
nature of the song.

Example 9. Head Bob “I Don’t Like Bush,” four-part horn section.
Eidman takes on a stereotypical gay lisp and makes over-the-top references, many
of which are opportunities to display his homosexuality and make sex jokes. “I love
parades and show tunes and I love Will and Grace. I love presidents with balls, just keep
Bush out of my face.” Some of these jokes also communicate frustration with the
president’s stance on homosexuals in the military and gay marriage, “He won’t let us into
foxholes; we’re just not military. He’s just a homophobe; he won’t let me and Larry
marry.” From this point on, Eidman is more focused on criticisms of Bush and his
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policies. “He found the White House through the back door. … He couldn’t wait to go to
war to kick Iraqi tush. He had a hard-on to kill anyone. … He went looking for Osama to
show that he was brave, yet his young men in the army shoot his missiles into caves.”
Eidman also takes a few cheap shots at Bush, “He’s a human bobble-head doll, a starring
little puss with a third grade vocabulary. … There’s a good thing about Georgie … Now
we can all appreciate a guy who got a Hummer.” Eidman encourages voters to get rid of
Bush: “We should send him packing. … So say goodbye to W. Let’s all give him the
push. Let’s give Hillary a shot … She won’t take any crap from anyone.”
In what might be called a bridge the band drops out, and the horn section plays a
portion of “Hail to the Chief” (shown in example 10) beneath a recording of Bush saying,
“We got a lot of problems, but I’m going to tell you something about this country; in my
mind, there is no doubt that we won’t solve these problems.”

Example 10. Head Bob “I Don’t Like Bush,” “Hail to the Chief” section.
At the end of the song, Eidman returns to the sex jokes, “Hey, bring back the B. J.
guy [Clinton]. I could use a good stogie right now. … I can handle Dick [Cheney] and
Colin [Powell] but I don’t like Bush. … That guy leaves a bad taste in my mouth.”
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Bush/Government Corruption
Pearl Jam – “Bu$hleaguer”
Included in Pearl Jam’s 2002 release, Riot Act, “Bu$hleaguer” arrived relatively
early for an anti-Bush protest song. 56 It was also more widely accessible than most
during this era because it was backed by a large label (Sony). But the record came out
before the protest movement against Bush, and its backlash, had gathered full steam, and
Sony and Pearl Jam may not have realized how harsh the reaction against their political
opinion would be. Although they didn’t suffer career fallout like the Dixie Chicks, Pearl
Jam got a good reading of the social temperature when they performed “Bu$hleaguer”
live at Nassau Coliseum in Uniondale, NY, on April 30, 2003. Near the end of the show
lead singer Eddie Vedder walked out with a Bush mask on and danced around. When he
took the mask off to sing the song, he displayed it on the empty microphone stand. He
also placed a cigarette in the mask’s mouth and pretended to feed it wine. There were
some cheers but at the end of the song, dissenters booed Vedder. He confronted the
audience about their defense of Bush. “Maybe you like him because he’s gonna give you
a tax cut. Maybe you like him ’cause he’s a real guy that relates to you ’cause he’s so
down home.” To which the crowd responded by chanting, “U.S.A.! U.S.A.!” The incident
was blown out of proportion by some fans and the media, saying that he “decapitated”
Bush and “impaled” the mask on the stand.57 While there is no doubt that Vedder was
making fun of Bush, watching the video, it is hard to see any overt aggression. 58 After the
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Uniondale incident, Pearl Jam didn’t perform “Bu$hleaguer” often; even though Vedder
encouraged the difference of opinions at the show, he chose to self-censor to avoid
further controversy.
“Bu$hleaguer” is performed in typical, relaxed, Pearl Jam grunge style with
acoustic power chords accented by electric guitar solos, synthesizer sounds, electric bass,
and heavy drums. The song uses a baseball metaphor, exemplified by the title, which
effectively disparages President Bush in one word. Bush-league refers to a person or
group of inferior standing marked by a lack of sophistication and professionalism.
Vedder spells out the rest of this metaphor with spoken word in the first chorus, “He’s
not a leader. He’s a Texas leaguer. Swinging for the fence, got lucky with a strike. …
Born on third, thinks he got a triple.” Some lyrics are quite poignant, like the third verse,
which associates Bush with a sheltered upper class: “The aristocrat choir sings, ‘What’s
the ruckus?’ The haves have not a clue the immenseness of suffering,” while others are so
ambiguous it’s almost impossible to understand the meaning: “With onionskin
plausibility of life, and a keyboard reaffirmation.” What exactly he is talking about is
beyond me, but these are characteristic Vedder texts.
The chorus is a two-part refrain consisting of mostly ambiguous references:
“Blackout weaves its way through the cities. … I remember when you sang that song
about today. Now it’s tomorrow and everything has changed.” The “blackout” line is
likely dualistic: Vedder is referencing the (then recent) massive blackouts in California in
2000 and 200159 while implying that Americans are in the dark about the president. This
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is reaffirmed by a line in the second verse suggesting that Bush manipulated Americans
into submission with fear for their safety as well as for their comfortable lives. “Drilling
for fear makes the job simple.”
Paula Cole – “My Hero, Mr. President”
Paula Cole is a singer/songwriter who was at her most popular in the late nineties
with the album, This Fire. It made the Billboard charts with two hit singles that stayed on
the charts for over twenty weeks each: “Where Have All the Cowboys Gone?” and “I
Don’t Want to Wait.”60 After her third album Amen was released in 1999, Cole took an
eight-year hiatus from major recording. However, prior to the release of Courage in
2007, Cole did post a few songs as singles exclusively on her website.
The song, “My Hero, Mr. President” appeared on paulacole.com in 2005. It was
recorded in her home studio and was never included on any album. In her subtext to the
track, she stated that she needed to get these feelings about Bush out in order to “unblock
her writing process, and let the other songs behind it flow.” 61 In the chorus, Cole paints
George W. Bush as a privileged and arrogant poseur following his father’s wishes.
“Daddy’s little helper, silver foot in your mouth.62 Policeman of the world, gonna start
another war. Connecticut Yankee in a cowboy hat.” She expounds on his negative traits
within the verses. The first verse focuses on his greed and arrogance: “Your bed is lined
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with dollars; I bet you’re cumming oil. I love the way you … push the world around.
United Nations? Ha, ha, ha. No one can keep you down.” In the second verse, she
questions his honesty and the validity of the 2000 Bush v. Gore election results: “No
matter that Gore won the majority. Your cousin married FOX TV, declared you were the
one. Your brother came through with his promise he’d get Florida.”
The 2000 election was a never-ending sore spot for those who opposed Bush’s
presidency. Al Gore won the popular vote by over 400,000 votes but, under America’s
electoral system, lost the election. This by itself would have been enough to cause
contention, but the final state to be counted was Florida, where George W. Bush’s
brother, Jeb, was governor.63 To add fuel to the conspiracy theory, Bush’s cousin John
Ellis had been hired as a consultant for FOX News’ “Decision Desk.” FOX was the first
TV channel to call Florida for Bush and other TV networks scrambled to follow suit.
Cole also berates Bush for his fiscal irresponsibility: “Whatcha gonna do about
our economy? You spend three trillion dollars in a heartbeat. What about us folks here
living hand to mouth? We can’t afford our lives and we’re working three jobs,” and the
consequences of catering to corporations, “Don’t you want your grandchildren to see the
Colorado River? You’re kissing so much corporate ass, you’re selling away our future.
We can all wear geo-thermal suits and toast to you, Dubya.” Like other musicians, Cole
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also points out the irony of fighting for freedom while other freedoms are threatened:
“Wiping out the terrorists is fine by me, but please don’t erode our civil liberties. The
America we fight for and hold so dear includes a woman’s right to choose, freedom of
religion, freedom of assembly, and free speech like the song I’m singing here.” And the
final insult of the song, “You’re our Nero, Mr. President.”64
Darryl Cherney & The Chernobles – “Bush It”
Daryl Cherney is a political activist focused on environmentalism and civil rights
for activists. He has organized a number of campaigns designed to protect forests while
building alliances with those working in the timber industry. In 2002, Cherney
successfully sued the FBI and Oakland, CA, police for civil rights violations. The five
albums he has released are all laden with environmental and political messages.
Cherney’s September 10, 2002 single, “Bush It!” was played throughout the
country by college and environmental followers. 65 The track was later included on a full
album in February 2004 called Real American.66 “Bush It!” is mostly spoken word except
the chorus, which breaks into a short melody. This is performed over a harmonically
simple accompaniment using acoustic rhythm guitar, distorted electric guitar pads, bass,
and drums. The music doesn’t particularly lend credence to Cherney’s words, and the
way he performs them as though he’s reciting a limerick doesn’t help.
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Besides for the obvious play on words with the similarity of “Bush it” to
“bullshit,” the idea of the song plays off of the bush/push rhyme to illustrate the fact that
Bush, his administration, family, and friends in corporations pushed the limits to the
extreme. “Bush it to the limit and then bush it, and bush it again. Bush it and make no
mistake, there is just so much that we can take.” Cherney frequently implies that Bush
and America are controlled by corporations. In the first line of the song he says, “First
they went and stole the election. The Supreme Court made the selection. The
corporations gave the direction. They said, ‘Bush it.’” In the chorus, this implication
continues. “Bush it for all of your friends. Who knows where this whole thing’s gonna
end.” Cherney is not the first to note the connections between George W. Bush’s
administration, his father’s, and Nixon’s. “He went and hired his daddy’s staff and a few
guys from Nixon’s just for a laugh. 67 … The old president’s son, that’s the way it’s done.
… He got a brand new toy … Look at Georgie, Jr. play.” Cherney paints Bush as
ignorant and easily corrupted. “Though he’d never been to a foreign land, had a map of
the world he’d never understand. Right up his back went the puppeteer’s hand. … Now
before 9/11 Georgie wasn’t too bright. Did Osama Bin Laden show him the light?
They’re both CIA boys and they know how to fight.”68 He continues the metaphor of
Bush as a puppet with the following:
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Then the puppeteer says, “Hey, I got a plan. Though the guys are all
Saudis let’s bomb Afghanistan and camp out with our friends in Pakistan.”
But that wasn’t the end to these tragic attacks. Someone used the U.S. mail
to send anthrax, kind of funny how it just went to Democrats.69 … Vice
President Cheney meets with Enron, of course, on how to manage our oil
resource. Get rolling blackouts and a secret task force.70 Then Enron goes
bankrupt after stealing us blind but they left a trail of campaign cash
behind. When asked for his records, Cheney big time declined. 71
Cherney discusses how the government used 9/11 as a way to expand their power:
“Then someone goes and topples the towers. … The FBI and CIA said ‘Give us more
powers.’” Although Cherney most often paints Bush as being controlled by others, he
also condemns Bush’s personal corruption:
Now he’s got two drunken daughters and a drug-addict niece but that
doesn’t matter, he’ll just call up the police and say, ‘You can keep all the
others but I want their release.’ Bush it. Now he did booze and coke and
he doesn’t deny it but he says that he quit and is on a new diet. Now he
passes out on pretzels; does anyone buy it?72 Bush it. Now, Bush is an
artist and he’s trying to sell it. He’s a bit of a devil, doesn’t think we can
tell it, but it’s piled up so high you can’t help but smell it. … You know he
can’t be wrong. … Out of the president’s way.
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Honky Tonkers for Truth – “Takin’ My Country Back”
In 2004, a group of Nashville music professionals, the self-proclaimed Honky
Tonkers for Truth, decided to produce a song that represented the “other” country music
fans who didn’t agree with President Bush’s policies. They were associated with the
larger group, Music Row Democrats, that was formed in late 2003 to give voice to this
ostracized portion of the country music industry. MRD member Tim DuBois, a senior
partner of Universal South Records, said he “thought it was about time people realized
‘you can be a patriot and a Christian and a Democrat.’”73 Though the group remained in
existence for many years, they had little effect on the conservative stereotype of the
country music industry or the suppression of non-conformist ideas.
According to an article on the progressive website BuzzFlash.com, the Honky
Tonkers for Truth were able to find a songwriter, studio and session musicians, and
engineers but could not get a big name country singer to record the song.74 If this is true,
it is no surprise given that opposing the president in 2004 as a country musician was
practically career suicide (as demonstrated by the Dixie Chicks’ scandal). 75 They
eventually settled on session singer Tony Stampley, who had less to lose, to record the
song, and it was released via the internet and short segments on the radio. It gained more
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popularity later when it was featured in Michael Moore’s 2008 film, Slacker Uprising,
which documented his “Get Out the Vote” tour of 2004.76
“I’m Takin’ My Country Back” espouses typical, conservative country values and
argues that Bush does not live up to those values. The introduction makes sure the
listener understands that this is definitely a country song sung by a patriotic American:
“Country music’s got mamas and daddies. We got bar rooms and old heartbreak songs.
But I’m here today to stand up and say how I feel about my home sweet home.” Then it
immediately breaks into the chorus, “I’m takin’ my country back.” Each chorus declares,
“Son, you ain’t been doin’ her right. … I don’t like how you’re treating my stars and
stripes.” After this comes a laundry list of the perceived problems with the Bush
administration. “You took our jobs and sent them overseas, now we owe billions to the
red Chinese. … You got too many fancy friends for me. The Saudis treat you like you’re
royalty. You blew the budget and you botched Iraq. … You say ‘unite’ but you divide us
more, cussing each other on the Senate floor.”
Each verse expounds on the problems enumerated in the choruses. The first verse
focuses on the economy, stating, “We had a bundle in the treasury … but every day we’re
drowning deeper in debt. Then you gave tax breaks to the millionaires and tried to make
the working man pay. But you can’t tax a man when his job’s not there.” The second
verse begins by feigning sympathy and then delivering a jab in a sore spot: “I can
understand why you were hot, ’cause Bin Laden never did get caught.” The verse
continues discussing the Iraq War: “You said we had Saddam to blame. Tried to tell us it
was all the same. But now the years roll by and our kids keep dying. You don’t even have
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a plan to bring them home. And those W.M.D. you promised on T.V.? Hey, admit it, you
figured it wrong.” A bridge, inserted before the last chorus, makes sure to paint Stampley
and the Honky Tonkers as true, blue-collar, Christian, patriotic country musicians: “You
know who I am. I’m your everyday work hard, play hard, raise kids, and pray hard
common man. And Lord knows I love this land.” This premise is reiterated in the last line
of the song which states, “I got my family and my church and flag, now I’m takin’ my
country back.”
Immortal Technique – “Bin Laden”
Rap artists of this period often wrote protest music that expressed deep anger and
resentment toward the government. Their lyrics highlighted a division between their
reality and that of rich, white America. DJ Immortal Technique is known for his brutal
texts and aggressive style. He was born in Peru but moved with his parents to Brooklyn
when civil war broke out. His music was turned down repeatedly by record labels for its
lack of mass appeal, so he began releasing records on his own, some of which became
underground hits. He remained unsigned until 2003 when he agreed to a deal with Viper
Records that also made him the senior vice president of the company. 77
Immortal Technique voices his frustration with the president in his single, “Bin
Laden,” which was originally released before the 2004 election and then remixed and rereleased in multiple versions with guest artists in 2005.78 In “Bin Laden,” Immortal
Technique implies that the Bush administration was complicit in destroying the Twin
Towers on 9/11. The “hook” of the song is deliberately inflammatory. “Bin Laden didn’t
77
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blow up the projects. It was you Nigga; tell the truth Nigga.” In the version featuring
Jadakiss, Mos Def, and Eminem, this is even more explicit as Jadakiss raps, “Bush
knocked down the towers,” between lines of the chorus.79
The real meat of the song lies in the verses, where Immortal Technique makes it
clear he feels no affection for the president or government, “I pledge no allegiance,
Nigga; fuck the president’s speeches.” He lists several indictments of politicians in
general: “Drowning you in propaganda … and if you speak about the evil that the
government does, the Patriot Act’ll track you to the type of your blood. They’ll try to
frame you.” He also points out the religious hypocrisy he sees in politics, “This shit is run
by fake Christians.” He enumerates the ways that he believes the government has
manipulated and lied.
All they talk about is terrorism on television. They tell you to listen, but
they don’t really tell you they mission. They funded Al-Qaeda, and now
they blame the Muslim religion, even though Bin Laden was a CIA
tactician. They gave him billions of dollars, and they funded his purpose.
Fahrenheit 9/11, that’s just scratching the surface. … And of course
Saddam Hussein had chemical weapons. We sold him that shit, after
Ronald Reagan’s election. Mercenary contractors fighting a new era.
Corporate military banking off the War on Terror.
He then makes the point more personal for his audience, “They controlling the
ghetto, with the failed attack. Trying to distract the fact that they engineering the
crack.”80 He draws his line in the sand, dividing the concerns of the wealthy from the
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reality of the life in the ghetto. “Look at they mansions, then look at the conditions you
live in.” The second verse expands on this idea, comparing life in the ghetto with the
plight of poor Iraqi civilians. “They say the rebels in Iraq still fight for Saddam, but that’s
bullshit. I’ll show you why it’s totally wrong. ’cause if another country invaded the hood
tonight, it’d be warfare through Harlem and Washington Heights. I wouldn’t be fighting
for Bush or White America’s dream; I’d be fighting for my people’s survival and selfesteem.” He makes the point that the “rebels” didn’t necessarily represent the country,
but their own interests. “I wouldn’t fight for racist churches from the South, my nigga. I’d
be fighting to keep the occupation out, my nigga. … Imagine if they shot at you and was
raping your moms.” He follows this with a warning to Bush and his supporters, “So I’m
strapped like Lee Malvo holding a sniper rifle 81 … Your body be sent to the morgue… I
fire on house niggas that support you and like you ’cause innocent people get murdered
in the struggle daily and poor people never get shit and struggle daily.” This is backed up
by a threat from Eminem (sampled from his song “We Are Americans”), “I don’t rap for
dead presidents. I’d rather see the president dead.”
Bush/Government as Liars
The Known Unknowns – “Blinded”
The aptly, and topically, named blues band The Known Unknowns leaves little
trail besides their contribution to the aforementioned compilation album, Got the Impeach
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Bush/Cheney Blues and two songs for a YouTube video by Musicians4Freedom. 82 The
byline of the album states, “No more disinformation, corruption, domestic spying,
environmental degradation, warmongering, torture, and other high crimes and
misdemeanors.”83 The video addressed the perception that parts of the government, in
conjunction with corporations, used lies and manipulation to strip Americans of their
rights. Clearly, their contributions to these projects indicate an extreme stance against the
government under Bush. Their name is likely also a reference to Donald Rumsfeld’s
attempts to explain the lack of a link between Iraq and terrorist organizations by
discussing the known knowns, the known unknowns, and the unknown unknowns.84
There are only three songs that I can find attributed to these ambiguous artists: “New
World Order,” “Tell the Truth” (both from the YouTube video), and the song of most
interest for this chapter, “Blinded.”
A classic 12-bar blues, “Blinded” discusses the notion that politicians use fear
tactics to manipulate Americans into submission. “You see the politicians talking every
day. Only talk terror, don’t got nothing else to say. Same old story, fear keeps you in
line.” The singer also criticizes foreign politicians: “Bin Laden’s a coward. Saddam
Hussein; their bloody stories, can’t tell who’s to blame.” The Known Unknowns link the
color-coded terrorist threat level alert system used by Homeland Security with these fear-
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mongering tactics. “You got yellow, orange, red alert too. Hide under your bed; it won’t
save you. Don’t you believe Boogie Man’s ‘round every corner.”
The Known Unknowns were in good company with their criticism of the colorcoded system. As noted by a 2009 Homeland Security Advisory Council study on the
color codes, the main problem with the system was the lack of specificity with regard to
the location and sector facing the threat.85 There were no published criteria for the
different threat levels, and they were raised and lowered seemingly arbitrarily with no
explanation as to the threat, who should take action, or what action they might take.
Though it included a blue (general threat) and green (low threat), they were never used,
making the baseline yellow (elevated threat). Initially, the system created widespread
public anxiety, but as people became habituated to an elevated threat being the norm,
they were less and less likely to pay attention when warnings were issued. Since the
system was vaguely defined, it was open to manipulation by politicians. Tom Ridge, then
Secretary of Homeland Security, wrote in his 2009 book that he was often pressured to
raise the threat level for political reasons. He revealed that top aides to the President,
including Donald Rumsfeld and John Ashcroft, encouraged him to raise the threat level
on the eve of the November 2004 election. 86 This system of manipulating people through
fear is the main idea of this simple song, as the chorus states, “America’s blinded by the
politics of fear.”
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Jay Mankita – “They Lied”
Jay Mankita is a songwriter and guitarist based in western Massachusetts. Much
of Mankita’s most widely dispersed music is written to educate children about animals,
ecology, and healthy food. He writes about the common topics of everyday life and love,
but he is also a social activist, touring in a van powered by recycled vegetable oil and
writing songs that promote environmental and social responsibility. 87 He received high
praise from one of protest music’s most important figures, Pete Seeger, who said, “Jay
Mankita jumps up and down with a big grin on his face, playing incredible guitar, getting
everyone laughing. Moments later, he’s doing a dead serious song with no
accompaniment. Come hear this guy, I think he’s one of the half dozen best songwriters
today.”88
One of Mankita’s more politically involved songs is called “They Lied.”89 The
main idea is that the government lies to further its agenda, not only during the Bush
administration, but also throughout history. He argues that those in power have always
and will always lie: “Power corrupts; it’s the ancient trend. … That’s politicians, that’s
what they do. They’ve been lying since 1492. … ‘We’ll always honor this sacred treaty
with a smallpox covered blanket, Sweetie.’ Agent Orange and napalm, Gulf of Tonkin,
Vietnam, Iran Contra, Watergate; it’s a history of the criminal state.”
Over the fingerpicked guitar, polka style bass pattern, and snare on the backbeats,
Mankita’s words bring up a number of sore subjects. In just one line he hits on both
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racism and the lack of WMDs, “Every Arab is a terrorist and they’re hiding weapons that
don’t exist.” He condemns the war as being motivated by money, while compassionately
embracing the victims lost to greed. “Showing you the door so you can fight the poor …
willing to kill civilians for the corporations. … To the victors go the spoils: lithium
crystals, petroleum oil. They hit our freedom for no good reason.”
Mankita juxtaposes his views with text from the “Star Spangled Banner” to
illuminate the irony of the “freedom” being fought for and the “freedoms” being taken
away: “Tonight is the night to give up your rights to the Patriot Act, and perilous fight.
But you won’t remember which country you’re in when you wake up in the morning by
the dawn’s early light.” He also bemoans the loss of freedom on the airwaves and
particularly public radio. “The supposed-to-be public radio station. They’re violating the
neutral zone to promote the imperial corporate nation.” Like other songwriters, Mankita
likens Bush’s administration to the Nazis: “It reminds you of the Third Reich.” He also
does a little name calling: “Did you see that presidential smirk … he’s an arrogant jerk,
unlikeable too.”
Mankita then broadens his scope and portrays America as hubristic and violent,
“Blow up Afghanistan, nuke Iraq, we got the biggest phasers on the block. We’re the
world’s policemen around the clock. … Arabs; … it’s open season.” Americans
(represented by his mother) are depicted as naïve and manipulated by the media:
My mom said, “Really, if the news was controlled by corporate money
and held in a stranglehold I would have heard about it on the TV. If it was
really so important, then I would have been told by the newscasters, and
the pundits, and the anchors, and their pals the politicians, generals, and
bankers. You say they’re doing the old bait-and-switch but why would
they lie? They’re already rich.”
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Clan Dyken – “No More Silence”
Clan Dyken is a band based in the foothills of California. The two central
members are brothers Mark and Bear Dyken, with other family joining at times. Like
Mankita and other protest musicians, they are involved in social movements promoting
environmentalism, solar energy, and civil liberties while protesting nuclear arms and
fascism. They also run their tour bus on vegetable oil but go a step further with a foldout,
solar-powered stage. They produced the world’s first “solar powered album,” Shundahai,
in 1992, and later donated the solar panels they used to a Hawaiian school. 90
Clan Dyken released the album Spell Breaker, 91 a compilation of politically and
socially motivated songs including, “Who Are the Nazis (Now)?” 92 before the 2004
election. “Who Are the Nazis” has obvious references to the Bush administration, but the
song, “No More Silence” includes more specific accusations against the G. W. Bush
administration and family. The song was originally written by Darryl Purpose in 1986 for
the Great Peace March for Global Nuclear Disarmament, but Clan Dyken added a rap
addressing current issues. Purpose’s song is a call for people to speak out and avoid silent
complicity with war, proposing that pride and a need to fit in keeps people from speaking
up about right and wrong.
Clan Dyken’s rap is specifically directed at George W. Bush and his perceived
corruption, including “stealing” the 2000 election, making money for his father and
friends through the war, and manipulating the American people by lying about the
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motivations behind the Iraq War. “He had to cook up some fiction, sex up his diction,
keep the people scared for fear of weapons of mass destruction … and to the American
corporations, guess what? There goes all the Iraqi’s oils.” Like many, Dyken paints G.
W. Bush as hubristic; acting despite the concerns of other countries, “In the end he said,
‘We’re the super power and we’ll decide who’ll die,’” and claiming knowledge of God’s
will, “And then he said he’s talking directly to the big guy. He’s got a hotline to the God
mind and God said to the victor goes the spoils.”
More than two-thirds of the rap is dedicated to naming the corruption within the
Bush family and the administration. He describes ties to dictators, “Flash to a picture of
Rumsfeld shaking hands with Saddam Hussein,” and takes direct aim at the Bush family
legacy, “Everybody knows your daddy was running drugs and guns with the Ayatollah
and the Contras. And whatever really happened with Manuel Noriega and Pinochet. We
could go on all day about these guys that used to work for the CIA.” Dyken is referring to
various instances where the U.S. Government, mostly through the CIA, trained and
supported military factions and coups in South America and the Middle East with leaders
who committed civil rights abuses and embraced financial corruption. Dyken even goes
back to Bush’s grandfather:
He said that guys like Hitler shouldn’t get no more chances.
I bet he hopes nobody checks into his granddaddy’s finances …
Prescott Bush in World War II was in thick with the Nazis.
Using Polish slaves from Auschwitz to make the Third Reich’s steel
To make guns and bombs and bullets the American boys would feel …
Bush was doing business with the fascists.
Money, … it’s in the family coffers. It still does flow like the blood that
was spilled from the people who were killed and the voices of injustice
that will never be stilled.
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Bush Against Freedom
Joe Befumo – “The Yellow Stain from Texas”
Joe Befumo is a retired computer engineer from Brooklyn, New York. In his
spare time he has authored four novels and two works of nonfiction. He also spends time
producing artwork, performing in the theater, and writing music. He can be considered a
political extremist who believes that all United States presidents since 1960 (Republican
or Democrat) are “nothing more than criminal mercenaries” and traitors to America. 93
Befumo has produced a number of songs concerning politics and war, such as “It’s About
Oil,” which promotes an alternative explanation for the invasion of Iraq, and “I Ain’t AMarchin’ Anymore,” a protest against war in general, which explores the concept that
wars are started by the rich and fought by the poor.
In “The Yellow Stain from Texas,” Befumo writes a contrafactum of “The
Yellow Rose of Texas” to lay out his criticisms of George W. Bush. He maintains the
traditional country style of the minstrel tune with the use of steel guitar, fiddle, and oompah style bass, but mixes in a Latin-influenced beat. In his harmonized, overdubbed, and
slightly distorted vocals he explores the concept of Bush as an enemy to citizens’ rights
who abused the founding principles of the United States:
He loves domestic spying. He hates the Bill of Rights. … He’s defied the
Constitution. … He represents the end of all this country once stood for.
… He stole the Oval Office. He’s trampled on our rights … He’s tossed
away due process, your right to privacy. … He points to 9/11 and that is
his excuse for torture, war, and deficits, and prisoner abuse.
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He continues on, taking Bush to task for various personal shortcomings: “He
claims to stand for values. What values might those be? The only one he’s shown so far is
called hypocrisy. … He’s a scoundrel plain to see … our nation’s greatest shame. … He’s
a yellow stain from Texas, a traitor plain to see. The yellow stain from Texas is no
president to me.” He accuses Bush of favoring rich corporations, “He panders to big oil,
serves the rich but not the poor,” and of mixing politics with religion, “The only group he
represents is the Religious Right.” Befumo lays out the consequences of these character
flaws. “He says he’s got compassion then kills thousands in Iraq while oil men, born
again, just pat him on the back. … His lies killed more Iraqis than Saddam Hussein.”
Many times in the song, Befumo calls for action against Bush. “We’re all to
blame if we don’t set things right.” As though it might make his argument seem more
levelheaded, Befumo compares and contrasts Bush’s presidency with the Clinton
administration. “Bill Clinton’s presidency sure had its share of flaws. We all recall
problems that a little stain could cause. So let’s remove this big stain, serve justice while
we can. We best impeach him quickly before he bombs Iran. The yellow stain from
Texas is a stain upon us all. Got to do some stain removing or democracy will fall.”
Spartacus Jones – “Give Me Liberty”
Spartacus Jones is an unsigned singer/songwriter from Ithaca, New York. He
worked as a musician from a young age, but after realizing the difficulty of “making it
big” he quit writing for nearly a decade. George W. Bush provided the impetus for him to
take another shot at a music career. Jones claims he woke from sleep one night during
Bush’s presidency and felt the need to work through his anger and frustration by writing
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a song, “rather than buying a rifle and planning an assassination.” 94 This motivation has
continued beyond the Bush presidency, as Jones continues to use music to express his
political beliefs. Jones also expresses his thoughts on life and politics through his blog
and website.
Jones’s “Give Me Liberty”95 gives voice to the Libertarian faction of society that
believes in the pursuit of extremely small and limited state and federal governments and
the freedom of the individual to pursue their own agenda without liability to the
government or other individuals. This ideology is expressed in the opening lines: “Don’t
tell me what I’ve got to think or say, that’s none of your damn business anyway. Don’t
tell me now I need security. There’s only one thing you can do for me: give me liberty.”
Later in the song he underscores his beliefs by using dramatic images to glorify his idea
of liberty:
It’s in the hoof beat of a horse running wild. It’s in the heartbeat of a
newborn child. It puts the hope in every dream we dream and when we’ve
got it we’ve got everything … The promise of this land, we hold it in our
hands. It’s time we made a stand. Stand up for liberty. It’s been our dream
so long, the one thing that makes us strong. You know we can’t go wrong
as long as we have liberty. It’s like a beacon bright that shines through the
darkest night. We’ll make it home all right if we follow the light of liberty.
After making his political stance clear, Jones begins his criticism of the Bush
administration, claiming that Bush is truly the enemy of freedom rather than terrorism.
“I’m not afraid of foreign enemies; they cannot take away my liberties. … From what I
see I’m more afraid of you.” Jones makes it clear that the motivation behind this song is
his frustration at being forced to surrender his liberties in exchange for security promised
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by the administration. “You hide behind the flag, but here’s a fact: I see right through
your phony Patriot Act. … I think it’s time you finally figure out what my America is all
about: liberty. … You can keep your security; try to show some integrity. Just give me
liberty and I’ll do all the rest myself.” He also points out Bush’s condescending tone with
the American people. “Don’t tell me how it’s all for my own good. I’d tell you where to
shove that if I could. … I won’t give freedom up without a fight.”
Musically, “Give Me Liberty” fits well with Jones’s typical style, which is an
eclectic mixture of multiple American popular genres. The background band made up of
piano, drum set, and electric bass playing a straightforward I-IV-V chord progression
comes straight out of pop, while the saxophone “improvisations” over the introduction,
chorus, and ending as well as the slightly improvised piano line come from jazz. Jones’s
vocals have a country twang, while the chorus adds a wailing vocal soloist over female
background vocals with a flavor somewhere between folk and gospel. Toward the end the
instruments drop out and the song takes on a clear gospel style, as he sings over the
background chorus and soloist accompanied only by hand claps. It is interesting to note
that protest music was more likely to blend multiple styles than pro-war music. This may
have been an effort to speak to a more diverse audience. But the inclusion of the gospel
style occurs in both, perhaps to increase the drama and meaning of the message and reach
the audience at a more instinctual level.
This song is one of many that references issues with the Patriot Act and
subsequently freedom and liberty. The USA PATRIOT96 Act (known commonly as the
Patriot Act) became one of the platforms on which liberals and conservatives alike stood
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to defend their ideas of freedom. To simplify, this law eradicates barriers that, in the past,
had prohibited the government and law enforcement from gathering intelligence about
the finances and communications of suspected terrorists. Much of the controversy
surrounding the original Patriot Act stemmed from the vague definitions of who could be
targeted. In subsequent years, a number of the provisions have been ruled
unconstitutional. Few knew or understood the contents of the law when it was originally
enacted, but details slowly came to light that compelled people to take a stand. 97
Americans who are typically concerned with violations of their civil liberties by big
government tend to vote for the Republican Party. But with the rhetoric from the White
House and fear about terrorism, these roles became reversed as many “conservative”
Republicans became willing to give up their freedoms in the name of real or perceived
safety, while extremely “liberal” Democrats saw the Patriot Act as an invasion of privacy
and an abuse of governmental power. “Give Me Liberty,” joins with a number of protest
songs in pointing out this irony.
Bush as Stupid
Rather than taking out their anger by criticizing Bush as evil, some musicians
took a different tack and depicted him as a fool. Like Dan Quayle before him, Bush made
plenty of verbal gaffes and these became fodder for detractors.
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NOFX – “Idiot Son of an Asshole”
NOFX is a punk band from Los Angeles that was the leader of the Rock Against
Bush movement mentioned earlier in this chapter. They were most popular in the 90s
with their gold album, Punk in Drublic. They have never been signed to a label, but they
have sold over six million records, making them one of the most successful independent
bands ever. In 2003, the band released an album filled with politically motivated songs
called The War on Errorism.98 It took aim at the government and American people in
general, but focused primarily on George W. Bush. The album cover showed a cartoon
image of Bush with a sad clown face, and printed on the inside of the hinge groove was
the phrase, “Somewhere in Texas there is a village without its idiot.”
The most pointed criticism of Bush on this album was included as a bonus to the
“enhanced” CD, which included CD-ROM features. “Idiot Son of an Asshole” was on
The War on Errorism as a live video from a show in 2002 in Vancouver. It was also
included on the second volume of the Rock Against Bush compilation album.
Primarily, the song paints Bush as stupid: “He’s not smart, a C student … and
he’s kind of dyslexic. Can he read? No one’s really quite sure.” Mixed with these
comments are more serious criticisms, however: “(A C student) and that’s after buying
his way into school. … He signs stuff and executes people. Cocaine and a little drunk
driving doesn’t matter when you’re the Commander in Chief.” The second verse
continues the references to Bush’s stupidity interspersed with examples of his corruption
and ineffectiveness: “He’s too dumb to eat pretzels, apparently smart enough to fix an
election. … He likes naps, he really likes naptime. A couple of naps and then a nap and
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then he’s ready for bed.” The last line of this verse is an indictment of both Bush and his
father. “He may be from Bush descent but he’s always going to be the unpresident.” And
the chorus repeats over and over, “He’s the idiot son of an asshole.” The final line, sung
in a dramatic rubato, is a sarcastic homage to Bush, “He’s our president.”
The George W. Bush Singers – Songs in the Key of W
The George W. Bush Singers were a group of musicians who created songs using
quotes from Bush’s own speeches arranged in various vocal styles from jazz to spoken
word. They released only one album, called Songs in the Key of W.99 Its title is,
presumably, a reference to Stevie Wonder’s Songs in the Key of Life.100
The point of every song on the album is the mockery of George W. Bush and his
spoken foibles. There are two tracks titled “Deep Thoughts, Part I” and “Deep Thoughts,
Part II” which use excerpts from multiple, unrelated speeches. 101 Some gems from these
arrangements are “There ought to be limits to uh … to freedom,” “I think the intelligy I
get is darn good intelligence,” and, “If I’m the president, we’re going to have emergency
room care; we’re going to have gag orders.” “Deep Thoughts, Part II” revolves around
Bush’s statement, “You’re working hard to put food on your family.” The phrase is
repeated over and over with breaks for recorded excerpts of other speeches. Both of these
songs are performed in a sort of square funk style reminiscent of game show music,
which makes the nonsensical phrases seem even more meaningless.
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Other songs include a Hawaiian-style ballad, “She’s an Unsticker,” said by Bush
describing Condoleeza Rice’s job, “War in Iraq,” where Bush ironically declares, “I hope
we’re not headed to war in Iraq. I don’t know why you say that,” over a western-swing
background; a slow spiritual, “In Tennessee” which recounts Bush saying, “There’s an
old saying in Tennessee—I know it’s in Texas, probably in Tennessee—that says, ‘Fool
me once, shame on … shame on you. You fool me, you can’t get fooled again;” and the
self-explanatory, “Nucular” which is performed in rocksteady style. The song which
focuses most on Bush’s sometimes-confused speech pattern is “4,000 Hours.” Using a
swing-style jazz arrangement, the group sings: “And so, in my State of the … my State of
the Union … or State … my speech to the nation … whatever you want to call it …
speech to the nation, I asked Americans to give 4,000 years … 4,000 hours over the next
of the rest of your life … of service to America. That’s what I asked. I said 2 … 4,000
hours.”
The George W. Bush Singers use a wide variety of styles in their songs. These
musical arrangements serve a multitude of purposes. They either demean the words or
lend undue credence to them, depending on the text being used. For instance, the use of
the more dramatic ballad style in “She’s an Unsticker” gives a relatively meaningless
sentence extra weight in order to exaggerate its ridiculous nature. The opposite is true of
“4,000 Hours” which sets a more significant statement to lighthearted music. The use of
swing style (associated with dancing) takes emphasis away from the meaning of the
words and instead exaggerates the awkward delivery. In every instance, the sung text
removes it from its original context which also serves to exaggerate humorous phrasing
or stumbling deliveries.
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The Freedom Toast – “Home on the Range”
The Freedom Toast is a musical and comedic group that focuses on caricatures of
the political elite. It was founded by a songwriter, Marc Emory, whose songs have been
performed for a number of public figures such as Bill Clinton and Dr. Ruth. The group
evolved out of Emory’s recordings and, during 2008, they performed a weekly live show
in New York called Political Idol, in which actors portrayed politicians who were then
voted for by the audience. 102 The Freedom Toast produced two albums with promises of
a third that has yet to reach fruition. 103 Released on the same day in 2006, Sing Along
with the Democrats and Sing Along with the Republicans both contain contrafacta of
well-known songs with the words changed to deride politicians.
In parody of George W. Bush, The Freedom Toast changed the text to “Home on
the Range” as though speaking through his voice. 104 Their version plays to the most
extreme caricatures of the president. Bush is portrayed as a small-minded, sometimes
downright stupid country bumpkin. The first words of the song are an example of this.
“Oh give me a home where no liberals roam and the folks all think the same way. Where
each house has a gun, a big caliber one, and strangers are told, ‘Make my day.’” They
also play on Bush’s problems with alcohol. “Home, home on the range (that’s Texas),
where the beer and the cantaloupe lay. Where seldom is heard a three-syllable word or if
so, then it’s one I can say.” Between verses, the lead singer makes side comments that
continue the caricature. “Alright. Got Condee on piano back there. Had to be careful with
102
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her though, she … she’s playing that Mozart, Bee-toven crap.” The Freedom Toast also
paint Bush as an incompetent president with little regard for the Constitution or the
consequences of his actions. “They let me play and make Congress go away. … Oh, the
budget’s a mess. That much I confess but I’ve got Saddam’s gun on my wall.” They
mock his mixture of religion and politics. “The agenda that I would put through, each
grade through the eighth would be taught based on faith where the children are all
praying on cue … and I’ll let the Psalms guide my ‘nucular’ bombs. Them terrorists gone
once and for all.”
Spartacus Jones – “There Ain’t No Cowboys Anymore”
Spartacus Jones, discussed above, wrote songs criticizing Bush on a number of
fronts, but in his song, “There Ain’t No Cowboys Anymore,” 105 Jones focuses his
disapproval on the president’s cowboy persona. “He likes to call himself a cowboy, likes
you to call him ‘Cowboy’ too.” Jones lays out many reasons why Bush doesn’t “deserve”
the cowboy image he tries to portray. “He ain’t never done a lick of work, his daddy
always seen to that. But he bought himself some cowboy boots and he bought himself a
cowboy hat. … He don’t think lying is a sin. He don’t think cheating is a crime. Now,
he’ll do anything to win and he should be doing time.”
In the bridge Jones gives his definition of what a “real” cowboy acts like, thereby
implying that Bush doesn’t measure up. “A real cowboy’s word’s as good as gold. A real
cowboy never harms a child. A real cowboy’s easy on the earth, loves everything that’s
free and wild. A real cowboy never starts a fight, always stands up for true and right. And
he don’t ever hate no man for the way God made him in His plan.” With this description,
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Jones berates Bush for his lack of attention to the environment, “picking fights” with
other countries, and for looking down on other people for the way God made them. By
this last comment he could mean any number of people of other races, homosexuals,
women … anyone whom it was perceived that Bush treated unfairly. This line also
directly contradicts Bush’s own rhetoric about his agenda being on the side of right and
in line with God’s plan.
Jones backs up this depiction in the second verse in which he demonstrates that
Bush treats people in a way that isn’t consistent with being a cowboy. “He treats men like
he owns ’em. He treats women like they’re whores. He likes to kiss up to the rich. He
likes to kick around the poor.” And the hook of the song expresses Jones’s feelings. “I
don’t know much about too much. But one thing I know for sure, if that’s what passes for
a cowboy, there ain’t no cowboys anymore.”
Like Jones’s “Give Me Liberty,”106 “There Ain’t No Cowboys Anymore” mixes
multiple styles. It is primarily bluegrass with a fingerpicked banjo, fiddle, piano, and
polka-style bass. As the song goes on, he includes more and more jazz influences. As
shown in example 11, background vocals singing close harmonies on scat syllables are
added on some verses and the chorus.

Example 11. Spartacus Jones “There Ain’t No Cowboys Anymore,” background vocals.
106
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The fiddle takes a long, blazing fast, bebop-influenced solo on the repeat of the
bridge, shown in example 12.

Example 12. Spartacus Jones “There Ain’t No Cowboys Anymore,” fiddle solo.
At the end, the all-male vocal ensemble sings, “There ain’t no cowboys,” in
jazz/barbershop style complete with a low bass singer repeating, “No more,” (shown in
example 13) and banjo, piano and fiddle improvisations filling the texture intermittently.

Example 13. Spartacus Jones “There Ain’t No Cowboys Anymore,” barbershop quartet.
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The song ends with Jones performing a 16-bar scat solo, shown in example 14.

Example 14. Spartacus Jones “There Ain’t No Cowboys Anymore,” scat solo.
This mixture of country and jazz reflects the western swing style that developed as
country music moved West in the 1930s and 1940s. Interestingly, this style developed in
Bush’s home state, Texas.
Call for Action/Impeachment
Many musicians felt compelled to take a stand and use their celebrity to influence
their fans to take action against Bush. As the 2004 election approached, this took the
form of encouraging fans to register and vote against him. In Bush’s second term, as his
approval ratings plummeted, these calls for action became calls for impeachment.
Eminem – “Mosh”
One of the more influential songs written against Bush in the lead-up to the 2004
election was “Mosh,” by rap giant Eminem. Part of the influence of this song was
Eminem’s superstar status in the early 2000s. He was the best-selling artist of the decade
between 2000 and 2010. He made Billboard’s “200 Albums of the Year” list every year
since 1999 with the exception of 2008, and 40 of his songs have made the Billboard “Hot
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100” list.107 The album containing “Mosh,” Encore,108 reached the #1 spot on both the
Rap and Hip-Hop/R&B charts.109 “Mosh” was not the only political song on this album.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, a line taken from “We as Americans” was sampled
in Immortal Technique’s song “Bin Laden.” It states, “Fuck money. I don’t rap for dead
presidents. I’d rather see the president dead. It’s never been said, but I set precedents.”
This lyric caused Eminem to be investigated by the Secret Service as a possible threat to
the president.110
“Mosh” was also powerful because of the intensity and passion in Eminem’s text
and delivery. Musically, the arrangement is very simple. The words are delivered over a
four-measure ostinato pattern that varies only by an added octave every other time, as
shown in example 15.

Example 15. Eminem “Mosh,” ostinato.
As shown in example 16, the rap is rhythmically repetitive with almost every measure
beginning with four sixteenth notes and ending with syncopation.
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single for digital download on October 26, 2004.
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“Encore – Eminem,” Billboard, accessed October 1, 2012,
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“Secret Service Checks Eminem’s ‘Dead President’ Lyric,” CNN, December 6, 2003, accessed
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Example 16. Eminem “Mosh,” rap rhythm on verses.
Once he reaches the chorus, the pattern changes to a sixteenth rest followed by three
sixteenth notes on almost every beat (shown in example 17).

Example 17. Eminem “Mosh,” rap rhythm on chorus.
While you might expect this to become tedious, it is extremely effective as a text delivery
method and though the rhythms remain the same, the accented syllables of each phrase
fall in different places giving it a more complex feel and sound. The repetition of rap
rhythms and the ostinato has an almost meditative quality and mimics the imagery of a
group of people marching and growing in number as the words increase in intensity.
Clearly not one given to humility, Eminem spends the entire first verse talking
about his merits as a rapper and producer. During this verse the video (which is entirely
animated) shows Eminem looking at newspaper headlines about Bush and the war which
say things like, “Sick, Wounded Troops Held in Squalor,” “Patriot Act Report
Documents Civil Rights Complaints,” and “Bush Tax Cuts Help Rich.” In the chorus
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Eminem places himself as the focal point to start a social/political movement: “Come
along, follow me as I lead through the darkness. As I provide just enough spark that we
need to proceed. … Put your faith and your trust as I guide us through the fog to the light
at the end of the tunnel.” And he lays out his rallying cry, “We gon’ fight, we gon’
charge, we gon’ stomp, we gon’ march through the swamp. We gon’ mosh through the
marsh. Take us right through the doors.”
In the second verse Eminem describes the gathering of people to protest Bush and
the war. “All the people … come together. … All you can see is a sea of people some
white and some black. … They ain’t gonna stop us. They can’t. We stronger now more
than ever. … Stomp, push, shove, mush, fuck Bush, until they bring our troops home.”
When Eminem finally breaks from the rhythmic pattern in the final verse, it has
an even more dramatic effect because the listener has been lulled into a sense of
predictability. Along with his rise in vocal pitch, this makes for a commanding
statement.The text becomes more specific and heated describing the reasons for the
protest. “Mosh pits outside the oval office … We’re responsible for this monster, this
coward that we have empowered. This is Bin Laden, look at his head nodding. How
could we allow something like this without pumping our fists? … No more blood for oil,
we got our own battles to fight on our own soil.” He continues his description of Bush as
a dictator, a puppet and a liar: “Let the president answer a higher anarchy. Strap him with
an Ak-47. Let him go fight his own war. Let him impress daddy that way. … Look in his
eyes. It’s all lies. The stars and stripes, they’ve been swiped, washed out, and wiped and
replaced with his own face.” He laments the association of being anti-war to a lack of
patriotism: “No more psychological warfare to trick us to thinking that we ain’t loyal if
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we don’t serve our own country, we’re patronizing a hero.” This sentiment was echoed in
society by dissenters who felt that they couldn’t express their opinion without being
labeled a traitor.111 Eminem also implies that the government is suppressing protests.
“Mosh now or die. If I get sniped tonight you know why; ’cause I told you to fight.”
As these criticisms are leveled at Bush, the video shows scenes of different people
who have reason to gather together to oppose him. The first vignette is a young black
man who is targeted by the police and comes home to see his father watching the KKK
burn a cross on TV. After this, a scene of Eminem rapping to a military group is followed
by a soldier returning home to find that he has been immediately reassigned to Iraq. The
last individual section is a woman who comes home to her two small children to find an
eviction notice. She looks up to see Bush on the TV with a byline “Another Reward for
the Wealthy: Tax Cuts!” All of these people and hundreds of other individuals zip up
their black hoodies and begin marching through the streets behind Eminem to the White
House where they are met by a wall of police. Two members of the crowd remove their
hoodies. One of these people is the soldier, who turns on hoses to fight off the police, and
the other, a politician who opens the doors of the White House to the marchers. Rather
than wreak havoc, the crowd forms a line, registering to vote.
The final stanza is the last call to action to take on the president and corrupt
politicians. “Set aside our differences and assemble our own army to defeat this weapon
of mass destruction that we call our president for the present. And mosh for the future of
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our next generation to speak and be heard. ‘Mr. President, Mr. Senator, do you guys hear
us?’” The video concludes with the words “Vote Tuesday November 2.” 112
There was a second version of the video, released after the election in which the
crowd, rather than breaking in to register, breaks in on the president speaking to
Congress. They walk down the aisles with peace signs and banners proclaiming, “War
Won’t Make U.S. Safe,” “Count Every Vote,” “Protect the 1st Amendment,” and “Fear
Stops Here.” As Eminem concludes his rap, Bush looks shocked, and Cheney, in the
background keels over (presumably from a heart attack).113
Bill See – “Seize Back the Future”
Bill See was the lead singer of a late eighties/early nineties alternative rock band
from L.A. called Divine Weeks. Before they split up in 1992, the band received a lot of
local attention. In 2011, See released a book detailing the band’s 1987 national tour and
has revived more recent interest in the band. 114
In 2004, See, working with Divine Weeks’s bassist, released his own album,
Union, which provides an alternative interpretation to the Bush administration than that
presented in the mainstream media.115 You can hear See’s eighties style rock in this
album through the distorted electric guitar, thoughtful musical arrangements, and grunge
vocals. In “Seize Back the Future,” he optimistically explains that “we’ve finally woken”
and can “see the truth behind the lies.” In his opinion, Bush failed Americans, and he
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suggests that if they were able to “see you for who you are,” they would “seize back the
future from you.” He disparages Bush for using fear tactics to try to “scare us with talk of
terrorists” and abusing religion by claiming, “God was on our side.” The main theme of
this song is obviously a call to action. With its release in January of 2004, See was
probably aiming to make a statement and influence votes for the November election.
“Hey, Sister, come on Brother. We’ve come to save the land of wonder. And we will
seize back the future from you.”
Neil Young – “Let’s Impeach the President”
One of the most high profile musicians to express his opposition to President
Bush was Neil Young. He has been on the forefront of political protests since writing
“Ohio” in 1970 which spoke out against the violent deaths of Kent State University
student protestors at the gunpoint of Nixon’s National Guard.116 One of his most famous
songs, “Rockin’ in the Free World,” was in protest of George H. W. Bush. 117 A branch of
his website is titled Living with War Today and continues to have updated stories on the
war in Iraq and Afghanistan. It also contains a list of protest music and videos addressing
the current war. Still accepting submissions, the list contains links to over 3500 songs and
750 videos.118
Automatically playing on this website are songs from Young’s own politically
motivated album, Living with War, including one aimed at Bush, “Let’s Impeach the
President.”119 Young uses a portion the bugle call “Taps” as a short introduction, setting
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up the morose nature of the song. The melody is sung by multiple voices in unison,
lending credence to Young’s call for action by implying he is not alone in his view. In the
lyrics, he delivers a scathing condemnation of Bush as a corrupt leader and a liar: “Let’s
impeach the president for lying and misleading our country into war. … Who’s the man
who hired all the criminals? … Let’s impeach the president for spying on citizens inside
their own homes; breaking every law in our county by tapping our computers and
telephones.” He gives an example of a small abuse of power that symbolizes Bush’s
larger corruptions: “Thank God he’s cracking down on steroids since he sold his old
baseball team. … Of course our president is clean.”
He condemns Bush’s ineffective handling of Hurricane Katrina, “If Al Qaeda
blew up the levees would New Orleans have been safer that way. … or was someone just
not home that day?” Young also draws attention to Bush’s divisive effect on the country,
“hijacking our religion, and using it to get elected. Dividing our country into colors and
still leaving black people neglected.”
In the middle of the song Young shouts “Flip … flop … flip … flop …” while
(during live shows and on the video)120 excerpts of Bush’s speeches are played showing
conflicting statements he has made. The first of these is Bush saying, “All I can tell you
is that Osama Bin Laden is a prime suspect,” contrasted with a later speech, “I don’t
know where he is … I don’t spend that much time on him.” Another shows Bush soberly
telling the nation that “Saddam Hussein aids and protects terrorists … including members
of Al Qaeda,” and then claiming, “I know I didn’t say there was a direct connection
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between September 11th and Saddam Hussein.” The phrase “flip flop” had universal
understanding in 2006 when this song was released. During the Bush/Kerry election of
2004, Bush accused John Kerry of changing his stances on subjects or “flip-flopping.” At
the Republican National Convention, “Kerry Flip-Flops” (shoes bearing conflicting
statements by Kerry) were for sale. During Bush’s speech at the convention, he attacked
Kerry while the crowd chanted, “Flip-flop!” and waved their “Kerry Flip-Flops” in the
air. This campaign slogan and subsequent TV ads had a devastating effect on Kerry’s
campaign. By invoking this phrase a year and a half later, Young is (belatedly and
ineffectually) pointing out Bush’s own “flip-flops.”
Yikes McGee – “Happy New Year, Nancy Pelosi”
“Happy New Year, Nancy Pelosi,” released January 1, 2007, was never included
on an album, but is available on Yikes McGee’s MySpace page121 as well as through a
number of Anti-Bush websites. It starts off innocently enough with fingerpicked acoustic
guitar and lyrics describing a sweet dream about kissing and spooning with Nancy Pelosi.
In the dream, McGee fantasizes about Pelosi as president and he tells her, “You could be
president if you could win the South.” Until the chorus, it seems to be a sweet ode to
Pelosi for president. The true meaning and humor of the song comes out of the blue as he
sings the word “impeach” in a soft falsetto. This begins the chorus which consists only of
the word “impeach” and the phrase, “It’s surprisingly, suddenly within our reach.” He is
referring to the turn of events when Democrats took over the majority in the House and
Senate in the 2006 elections. McGee continues to mix the themes of opposing Bush with
a love song to Pelosi:
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Nancy Pelosi from California, you’ve got the world under your spell.
You’re all that’s between us and George Bush the Terrible.
Everyone knows he came here from Texas.
Note that the rhyme scheme sets up an expectation that the final word will be
“hell,” throwing the substitution of “Texas” into high relief—another example, like that
of the Dixie Chicks, of a specifically anti-Texan element in the anti-Bush discourse.
Calling him “George Bush the Terrible” also suggests similarities with early, often
ruthless, dictators.122
Not only does McGee paint Pelosi as desirable, he glorifies her almost as a
superhero. “You got to show everybody how smart you are. You got to be so brave.
Don’t stand in the doorway …’cause you’ve got the world to save.” He also makes more
realistic arguments, “With majority power now you are able to put the checks and
balances back on the table.” Then he returns to the fictional style of speech, portraying
Bush and Cheney as outlaws in the Wild West, “W and Cheney, they both got it coming.
Smoke them out. Get them running. Go get ’em. Girl, go get ’em.” He then makes his
real case for Pelosi as president:
What keeps me awake, keeps rattling my mind is that in the rotation
you’re third in line. Now I’m not suggesting you should be vindictive. Be
fair. Be civil. Be wise. But I think you will find that they sent our soldiers
to die for a bundle of lies. You saved us from hell, now lead us to heaven.
Nancy Pelosi in two thousand and seven.
--------------
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It is interesting to note the glut of songs written against President Bush and the
dearth of songs for him, especially in the digital age where everyone’s voice can be heard
on a public stage. One could argue that people did not feel particularly proud of the
president, but instead felt pride in the war effort or the troops. But there would have been
no “F the President” bumper stickers if there hadn’t first been “W the President” stickers.
As noted by Steve Olsen, conservative politicians since Reagan have often been deified
with their followers believing they can do no wrong. Their policies are framed in
religious terms of good vs. evil. 123 This was certainly the case with George W. Bush’s
rhetoric concerning the War on Terror and is arguably true of staunch Bush supporters, as
demonstrated by the music discussed in this dissertation. The songs of this era closely
and thoroughly represent the feelings of society in the years after 9/11 and so this almost
complete absence of songs supporting Bush is peculiar. One might ask, “Are there ever
many songs written to support a politician, or any public figure, no matter how fervently
one supports them?” A quick YouTube search of “pro-Obama songs” reveals
significantly more than existed for Bush. The reasons for this are unclear. For an accurate
answer, this phenomenon needs more study, but a few factors may have come into play.
Contributing to this excess of anti-Bush music may have been the fact that it was
problematic to criticize the war. Doing so invited controversy and questions over
patriotism or “forgetting 9/11.” Attacking Bush, however, was simple. With his countrybumpkin persona and old-money/big-business ties, Bush was an easy target for anger,
ridicule, and blame. There was little one could say in rebuttal because he did use poor
grammar. He did come from a political family with ties to the oil industry. He did attempt
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to finish what his father started. So for a Bush supporter, fending off a personal attack on
Bush was practically impossible, but fending off an attack on the war was simple with
9/11 as a backdrop.
Because of the limitations and pressures concerning protest music, discussed in
the chapter “Make Music, Not War,” there was little to no protest music on the airwaves
during the George W. Bush administration. The protest movement in America during the
War on Terror was miniscule in comparison to the counter-culture movement that existed
during Vietnam. With a minimal protest movement and the lack of airplay for anti-war
music, those who wanted to protest were not being heard and that likely increased their
frustration and angst. Rather than attacking more controversial subjects, they chose, in
President Bush, a figurehead who represented everything they saw wrong with the
country, the war, and the music industry.
Most musicians who protested George W. Bush were known for their liberal
ideology before the War on Terror began, so they saw very little backlash from their
audience. The two groups I’ve discussed who did suffer consequences for voicing their
opinions, the Dixie Chicks and Pearl Jam, shared some commonalities. Both groups are
extremely well known in American society, so more weight was placed on their words
and actions. Both groups had an intimate relationship with their audience such that their
fans felt that they were expressing what was in their own hearts and in turn what was in
their audiences’. They expressed their opposition to Bush early in the War on Terror
when his ratings were still high. Additionally, neither group was known previously for
promoting one particular political ideology and it may have taken their audiences by
surprise. Because of this, both groups suffered a decisive reaction from their listeners.
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Anti-Bush Songs Not Discussed
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

“Bush’s Folly”
Anthony Congiano – “Bushwhacked”
ARIEL – “Wartime President Song
Beastie Boys – To the 5 Boroughs
Ben Kweller – “Jerry Falwell Destroyed Earth”
Bill See – “Waste Me/Emancipate Me”
Bobby Brooks – “In the Name of God”
Bowler – “Talking Points”
Bush Diet – “Roverland”
Casey Wade – “Terrorist”
Charlene Grant – “Take That Job”
Cheifly – “Down With the King”
Christopher Hetherington – “Liar and a Thief”
Clan Dyken – “9/11”
Clarence Brewer – “New GOP”
Clem Snide – “The Ballad of David Icke”
Coiler – “Bring Home the Money”
Coiler – “Industrial Hemp”
Coiler – “Rogue Nation”
Common Thread – “All for One”
D.J. Immortal Technique – “9/11 Freestyle”
Darrell Scott – “W Cheese”
Darryl Cherney & The Chernobles – “I’m Gonna Run for President”
Darryl Cherney & The Chernobles – “Send George Bush a Pretzel”
Darryl Holman – “Mr. President”
Davey Davis and the Cabal Breakers – “Squawk N’ Awe”
David Rovics – “The Face of Victory”
Dead Prez – “Know Your Enemy”
Didjake – “The Hand That Feeds”
Dissent – “Unison”
Disturbed—“Deify”
DJ Immortal Technique – “Watchout Remix”
Dumb Presidents – “Great Big Lies”
Dunderhead – “Georgie Boy”
Eric Anders – “A Man for No Season”
Eric Anders – “Looking Forward to Your Fall”
Eric Anders – “So Wrong”
Erik Burch – “W Beats the Rap”
Eskit – “Video Game Soldiers”
Eskit – “Liar Liar’
Feuer – “Where We Are”
George Michael – “Shoot the Dog”
Hard Rock Radio – “Kanye’s Katrina Mix”
Harris Bierhoff – “43”
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45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.

Heather Lev – “What Have You Done?”
Hypoxia Beach – “If You Laff”
Incubus—“Megalomaniac”
Insane Clown Posse – “Fuck George Bush”
Iron Rain – “Latet Anguis in Herba (A Snake Lies Hidden in the Grass)”
Jack Chernos & the Real Department of Justice – “Hey, Rich King Midas”
James Ulmer – “Old Slave Master”
JD Ross – “Fighting the War of Error”
Jeff Hellman – “Thief of Baghdad”
Joe Messanella – “51st State”
John Bourne Harbour – “The Secret Downing Street Memo”
John McCutcheon – “Hail to the Chief”
Jon Hartmann – “Let Us Bomb”
Jon Henry (with George Carlin dub) – “War Crymes”
Judith – “Fools Rule the World”
Jynkz – “Turn This World Around”
Kai Kreowski – “Bushism”
Ken Swiatek – “The Grifter”
Ken Swiatek – “War Crimes W”
Ken Swiatek – “Bye Bye Bush”
Ken Swiatek – “Contract 2010 (Neut (sic) is Back)”
Ken Swiatek – “McCaine”
Kevin Kane – “Good Ol’ Jesus”
Kid Mercury – “Baby Bush”
Lach – “Former President Bush”
Linda Finkle – “Georgie Porgie”
M.C. Front-A-Lot – “Special Delivery”
MC Schexter – “Bushwhacked”
Mem Shannon – “Good-bye Mr. President (Time for You to Go)”
Merle Haggard – “Hillary”
Michael Franti – “Oh My God”
Michael Hill – “By George!”
Michael Hill – “Home I Love”
Mick Star – “Jets”
Mike Doughty – “Move On”
Mike Meltzer (TMOP) – “(George Bush Ain’t No) Poor Man’s Friend”
Mike Nicolai – “Silly Putty”
Misinformed Manzerik – “Super Patriot”
Musical Graffiti – “Who’s Drivin’ the Bus?”
One Black Lung – “Bonehead”
One Ring Zero with Paul Auster – “King George Blues”
Papa Dish – “COME TO N.Y.C.”
Papa Dish – “Time to Pack”
Peacesong.com – “Not So Curious George”
Peggy Watson – “Cowboy (Ode to Dubya)”
Pet Shop Boys—“I’m With Stupid”
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91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.

Pete Dyer – “Talking Chickenhawk Blues”
Peter Johnson – “Statistic”
Pine Music – “Peace March”
postfixE – “Get Down on Your Knees”
Public Enemy – “Fight the Power”
Public Enemy – “God, Part 1”
Public Enemy (with Paris) – “Can’t Hold Us Back”
R.E.M. – “Bad Day”
Rage Against the Machine – “Guerrilla Radio”
Randy McGinn – “The Bush Legacy”
Rhetoric – “War for Oil”
Rich Wyman – “Tell Me It’s Over”
Richard Foster – “W in F Sharp”
Rick Dieffenbach – “President Bush I’m Not Voting for You”
Robert Ross Band – “What Are We Fighting For”
Roymond – “Sunny Again”
Rufus McKenzie – “Slavery Time Blues”
Rush Limbaugh Hater – “Rush Sings I’m a Nazi”
RX – “My Name is RX”
Ryan Harvey – “An Open Song to George W. Bush”
Sam Neff – “It’s a Shame”
Sam Turton – “Patriot”
Scotty and the Skeptics – “Republicans Rule the World”
Scotty and the Skeptics – “Houston Texas Dee”
Sea Lion Records – “Sonofa”
Shank Bone Mystic Project – “Oval Orifice”
Shawn Sage – “Let’s Get Bush off the Wagon”
Shiitake Mushrooms – “I am Not a Terrorist”
Son and Ledder – “No More Whoppers”
Sons of Emperor Norton – “The Star Spangled Boner”
SoulPrawn – “Terror”
SoulPrawn – “Game Over”
Spartacus Jones – “The Homeland Security Blues”
SPIDA – “Let’s Try and Get it Right This Time”
Splendid – “Something to Believe In”
Square Syndrome – “George of the City”
Steve May – “Yabba Dubya Doo”
Steve Zimmerman – “Girlie–Man Rag”
Steven Taylor – “Go Down Congress”
Strange Girl – “Holdin’ Out”
Talib Kweli – “Bushonomics”
The Compassionate Conservatives – “Another War”
The Compassionate Conservatives – “Frat Boy”
The Compassionate Conservatives – “In The Garden of Eden (War
crimes/DC Rally Mix)”
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135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.

The Compassionate Conservatives – “Midnight Confessions (of Emporer
G.W. Bush)”
The Coup – Pick a Bigger Weapon
The Disenfranchised – “How Many Lies?”
The Disenfranchised – “United States of Deception”
The Evens – “On the Face of It”
The Flaming Lips – “Haven’t Got a Clue”
The Known Unknowns – “Tell the Truth”
This Side of Sanity – “Boneyard Parade”
Tim O’Brien – “Republican Blues”
Tom Pacheco – “When You’re Back on Your Ranch in Texas”
Twice as Dusty – “Crude Oil Man”
Twice as Dusty – “Frathouse Window”
Vic Sadot – “The Nightmare of New Orleans”
Vic Sadot – “Are You a Citizen Are You a Slave”
Wally – “Cronies Wanted”
Wally – “Middle Class Squeeze”
Walter Mann – “Basic Cable Blues”
Wax Audio – “Imagine This!”
Wet City Rockers – “Burn that Bush”
World Shelter – “Liberator”
Yikes McGee – “The Liar”
Yikes McGee – “Bad President”
Yikes McGee – “Coup d’état”
Zoomer – “Votin’ for Kerry”
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CHAPTER 7
GOD BLESS THIS MESS: PROTESTING THE AMERICAN “MAINSTREAM”
Perhaps the most personal effect of the War on Terror and George W. Bush’s
presidency was the great chasm they created between people—friends and families—in
American society. Americans became polarized to the point that people became afraid to
discuss politics openly, and when they did, it often turned nasty, and quickly. There was
so much rhetoric bandied about by the government, by the media, and in turn, by
individuals, that it became almost impossible to have meaningful, rational conversations
about politics or the war. One representative example I ran across of this inability to
communicate was a forum discussing Dave Matthews’s anti-war commentary. 1 In their
comments, people debated back and forth, expressing practically all of the social
viewpoints that were prevalent in early 2003 and showing just how quickly such debates
could devolve. Within just a few responses to the original post, the comments turned
personal. They changed from expressing viewpoints and debating issues into namecalling and personal insults. This was typical of political interchanges during this time.
Below is the original post from the user, MooseKnuckle, expressing his pro-war
sentiment and the subsequent responses (all grammar and spelling is original).2
MooseKnuckle: It’s amazing how people just seem to forget 9/11. Bomb
the S.O.B. now. If not, I’m sure we’ll regret it later. –2/9/2003 7:06 AM
HiyaBusa Rider: It’s amazing that so many people have this weird fetish
that forces them to connect the WTC and Saddam. –7:16AM
MooseKnuckle: I saw on MSNBC that Saddam provided medical care for
a top Al-Qeda henchman. Why he didn’t seek medical treatment in the US
1

Discussed in more detail in the chapter “Make Music, Not War.”

2

“Dave Matthews Speaks Out About the War,” Ananad Tech, February 9, 2003, accessed August
28, 2013, http://forums.anandtech.com/showthread.php?t=984971.
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or Britain. Answer cuz he’s a F@@@@@@ terrorist and it’s know that
Saddam supports them. Like Bush said, You’re either with us or not. –
7:36 AM
CFster: There is evidence that Al Qaeda are being trained in half a dozen
other middle eastern countries as well - what makes Iraq special? - 7:45
MooseKnuckle: There not special, they just happen to be first. - 7:49
CFster: And they have the biggest oil fields. I’m sure those other countries
are in line too… - 7:52
Insane3D: And how many will we invade before we are satisified we are
“safe”? - 7:58
CFster: Maybe we should be putting our money and effort into taking care
of our own borders. While we’re off on a wild goose chase something
tragic is going to happen again on our very own soil. Poor MooseKnuckle.
Cretin. If everybody thought in the same black and white terms we would
all be dead by now. “we could you use it to feed the poor in 3rd world
countries.” - do you really believe that would happen? How old are you
anyway? I agree with Desslok - this war is un-American. There is no
logical reason for it - except the for the reason Bush won’t admit to. And
he is so egotistical he won’t turn back now, so thousands of innocent
people are going to die. - 8:03
MooseKnuckle: I’m old enough to remember when gas was 59 cents a
gallon. If war is so un-American, leave the country. Let me guess you’re a
Democrat, whine, whine, whine. If we don’t remove him from power now,
then there’s a repeat of 9/11. You’ll be the first to say “we should of
removed him years ago…” - 10:06
feralkid: Wow, you are astoundingly ignorant. - 10:17
MooseKnuckle: Yeahhh right and you’re a wild kid. When I think of feral,
it reminds me of a cat that sh!ts all over the house. Do you use a litter box?
WTF do you know? - 10:39
feralkid: Just leaving those hot snacks you ordered. - 10:42
This polarization made its way into popular music as well. Musicians expressed
their frustration with “other” Americans and American society from many viewpoints.
Artists expressed disillusionment with society’s glorification of violence as well as the
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materialism, racism, poverty, and apathy they saw. They also mourned the loss of
“traditional American values” such as the protection of the working class, and the right to
privacy. These artists tended to fall in the anti-war camp, but didn’t always make any
overt statements about the war. Artists on the pro-war side expressed their own concerns
with society such as a perceived lack of respect and pride in the president and the
military, and lack of patriotism for America.
Protesting American Superficiality
Madonna – “American Life”
Madonna, the “Queen of Pop” herself, almost became another pariah after the
Dixie Chicks. She recorded “American Life,” 3 a song questioning American ideals like
materialism and vanity (interestingly, Madonna is known to be a prime example of these
particular ideas) in late 2002. The song itself is a commentary on the stereotypical
American dream and its meaning (or lack thereof). But the video(s) turned it from a trite
diatribe on shallow consumerism to a grim statement on the obscenity of war and
American materialism. Madonna and director Jonas Ackerlund produced a controversial
anti-war video—more accurately, a mini-movie—depicting “models” in military-chic
combat gear at a fashion show. She claims she chose this setting “because that’s the
epitome of superficiality. … No matter how many distractions we put up for ourselves …
what’s happening in the world is still going on … So it’s a statement about our obsession

3

Madonna, “American Life,” American Life, Warner Bros., released April 21, 2003.
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with the world of illusion.” 4 Multiple versions of this video were released over time with
different endings, as will be discussed below.
Textually, “American Life” questions the ideals that Madonna had striven for her
entire career. It is a personal reflection on her life, and it questions the meaning of
everything she had achieved. In a broader sense, it questions the ideals that American
society places a high priority on such as beauty, wealth, and success. It suggests that
these things provide questionable fulfillment and can come with a high price tag. The
introduction and first verse focus on one such cost, that of personal identity. We sense at
the outset that we, too, are caught up in this obsession, but Madonna quickly assures us
that she has tried all of the tricks and they don’t work. The introduction is sung with
electronic overdubbing but no accompaniment. Between each phrase the time stops,
mimicking the posing of the models on the runway. After the introduction, the music
enters with a techno riff recalling the nameless bump and grind of dance clubs and
appropriately echoing the lack of persona about which Madonna sings. The same music
accompanies almost the entire song with noticeable moments of rest, mirroring the
camera flashes.
Do I have to change my name?
Will it get me far?
Should I lose some weight?
Am I going to be a star?
I tried to be a boy.
I tried to be a girl
I tried to be a mess.
I tried to be the best.
I guess I did it wrong;
4

“Madonna Edits Controversial ‘American Life’ Video: Citing War In Iraq, Singer Says ‘It’s Not
The Right Time’ For The Original Version,” MTV, March 28, 2003, accessed September 29, 2015,
http://www.mtv.com/news/1470844/madonna-edits-controversial-american-life-video/.
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That’s why I wrote this song.
This type of modern life, is it for me?
This type of modern life, is it for free?
For my analysis here, I will reference the version of the video that was originally
released abroad on March 31, 2003 (and then pulled and replaced the same day), and was
eventually released in 2004. 5 It is the most publicly acknowledged video. Alternate
versions of the video will be discussed later. “During this first portion of the song, the
video pictures Madonna in a military-chic officer’s uniform complete with side-tipped
hat. Other models are shown suiting up in military-themed outfits with dog tags and
camouflage. The fashion is marked by extravagance and S&M-style sexuality. As
Madonna sings about trying on different gender roles, a fit male model walks out wearing
sunglasses, a necklace made of grenades, green pants, elbow-length evening gloves, and a
long, camouflage, and chiffon-trimmed train. The paparazzi take out their cameras and
snap pictures as he walks. He stops at the end of the runway, poses, and then flips his
train defiantly as he turns and walks away. A second male model walks out with tight
camouflage pants, a scarf of machine gun rounds, dog tags, and a huge fur coat.
Following him is a tall, thin female wearing thigh-high boots, a short black netted train
tied around her waist, a camouflage bikini top, and, most strikingly, a gas mask with an
oxygen tank she holds in her left hand. The last model enters while Madonna sings, “This
type of modern life is it for free?” He is the most innocent looking of the male models so
far. He is wearing camouflage bikini underwear, a camouflage chiffon shawl tied around
his neck, knee-high boots, and a WWII-style combat helmet. He is carrying another pair
5

Maxx Zendag, “Madonna-American Life (Uncensored Video - Bush Version),” (video),
YouTube, uploaded April 26, 2015, accessed January 29, 2016,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQpgRYmiUFw.
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of combat boots by their laces. Behind the models, three floor-to-ceiling screens flash
images of fighter planes, missiles launching, and troops deploying. Throughout the
fashion show, the audience seems terribly unimpressed, looking on with nonchalant
interest.
The fashion show continues in the next verse. New models continuously appear
wearing various items that forcibly combine modern life and the military and challenge
gender and cultural stereotypes such as a camouflage cowboy hat, night-vision goggles, a
camouflage hijab, and men wearing skirts and wraps. Though most of the gore does not
appear in this version of the video, one female model enters during this section carrying a
severed leg.
The second verse discusses the loneliness that can accompany the quest for
success. Though one might believe that someone like Madonna would easily gain
relationships, she tells us it is not so and never has been. And she would know; it is well
known that Madonna paid a group of women she called Semtex girls to be on-call to
come over for dinner, to be available when she needed to talk, etc.; they were essentially
paid best friends. 6
So, I went into a bar
Looking for sympathy;
A little company.
I tried to find a friend.
It’s more easily said.
It’s always been the same.
This type of modern life is not for me.
This type of modern life is not for free.

6

Katie Nicholl and Sandra White, “‘Devastated’ Madonna flies back to England by private jet
leaving Mercy behind,” Daily Mail, April 6, 2009, accessed September 18, 2015,
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-1167538/Devastated-Madonna-flies-England-private-jetleaving-Mercy-behind.html.
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As it heads into the chorus, the video changes tack. Madonna is shown alone,
arms crossed, with explosions and fire in the background. It cuts to scenes of realistically
shaped women, (acting as soldiers) partially dressed (though not sexualized), in run-down
bathroom stalls. They look unhappy and trapped. In sharp contrast to the rest of the song,
the chorus is accompanied by acoustic guitar, harmonized backup vocals, and synthesized
string pads. The ethereal quality of the music accentuates the sense that Madonna has
become enchanted and lost in her pursuit of the American dream; she hopes that she is
wrong and it is actually everything she had yearned for.
American life;
I live the American dream.
You are the best thing I’ve seen.
You are not just a dream.
In the third verse, Madonna provides a reflection on how she pursued the dream,
but in the process lost sight of her purpose. She becomes an actor in the drama for the
first time during this verse. She is shown in a bathroom stall with camouflage pants, a
black wife-beater, and long gloves on. She is violently carving “Protect me” into the sides
of the stall. The other women in stalls start rebelling. One gives us a full crotch-shot as
she swings from the sides of the stall by both hands and feet; another jumps rebelliously
onto the toilet seat. Over the course of the verse, their flailing becomes more violent,
beating and pushing at the sides of the stall. One of them seems strangely unconcerned as
she smokes her cigarette and uses the toilet.
I tried to stay ahead,
I tried to stay on top.
I tried to play the part,
But somehow I forgot
Just what I did it for
And why I wanted more.
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This type of modern life; is it for me?
This type of modern life; is it for free?
After this, the lyrics return to those of the introduction, emotionally returning us
to the grind. We lose sight, for a moment, of these existential questions and get wrapped
up in the pursuit of the dream once again. The accompaniment stays the same except
during this chorus which adds a subtle kick drum on each beat halfway through. The
chorus is also extended instrumentally, adding one layer of electronic riff and a short
siren. These musical additions create the feeling of urgency and impending doom until
we are dropped, once again, into the tedious scramble in the last verse.
Do I have to change my name?
Will it get me far?
Should I lose some weight?
Am I going to be a star?
American life;
I live the American dream.
You are the best thing I’ve seen.
You are not just a dream.
In the video, the women who were flailing in the bathroom finally break down the
doors of the stalls and burst out into the bathroom, aggressively confronting anyone in
their path. During the instrumental break, the women get dressed in their military
uniforms. During the chorus, the scene cuts back to the runway. The models’ outfits have
become more complete, resembling soldiers as they run offstage. A Middle Eastern child
walks out between them. He is wearing traditional clothing with a round of machine gun
ammunition wrapped diagonally around his torso. Black-and-white still photos of him
show his face, innocent and confused. He is followed by two young Middle Eastern
women dressed in full thawb and hijab. Their faces are blank as they look straight ahead
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and then at each other. Behind them, images of tanks, helicopters, and explosions are
shown.
The tone of the final verse is tinged with frustration, which comes to a head as
Madonna recaps all of the efforts she has made at achieving the American dream and
then declares, “Fuck it!” The ethereal chorus returns after this, interspersed with multiple
subsequent declarations of “Fuck it!” 7 Clearly, by this point, Madonna is vehemently
rejecting the illusion.
I tried to be a boy.
I tried to be a girl.
I tried to be a mess.
I tried to be the best.
I tried to find a friend.
I tried to stay ahead
I tried to stay on top.
Fuck it!
Do I have to change my name?
Will it get me far?
Should I lose some weight?
Am I going to be a star?
Fuck it!
As she sings the last verse, the women rush out of the bathroom and make their
way determinedly and angrily down the hallway toward the fashion show with Madonna
as their leader. During this, more images of fighter planes, missiles aiming and launching,
and bombs dropping are shown. The women eventually begin dancing on their way
toward the runway with images of a huge mushroom cloud cutting in.
Just before the women burst onto the runway, we see and hear an engine revving
up. The declarations of “Fuck it!” are somewhat muted in this version except for the last,
which, even if we don’t hear it, we can see Madonna mouth the words on the floor-to7

These obscenities were cut from the original video version but I’m including them here to
accentuate the progression of the song.
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ceiling screen and the other two screens are pixelated. It is easy to assume they showed
her two middle fingers directed at the fashion show. The car, a souped up and
camouflaged Mini-Cooper with American flags flying, is shown squealing around the
corners of a parking garage. As Madonna salutes the fashion show on the big screen, the
car bursts through the center screen with explosions depicted all around. Madonna is
standing up through the sunroof of the car with a coffee cup in her hand. The women,
who were riding in the car, get out and start a dance routine around the Mini-Cooper as
Madonna talks about doing “yoga and Pilates.”
In the last portion of the song, Madonna inserts a rap which garnered plenty of
criticism. 8 The rap contains details of all the ways in which Madonna has achieved
success by fitting in, being beautiful, and being wealthy.
I’m drinking a Soy latte,
I get a double shot-e,
It goes right through my body
And you know I’m satisfied.
I drive my Mini-Cooper
And I’m feeling super-dooper.
Yo, they tell I’m a trooper
And you know I’m satisfied.
I do yoga and Pilates
And the room is full of hotties
So I’m checking out the bodies
And you know I’m satisfied.
I’m digging on the isotopes.
This metaphysic’s shit is dope,
And if all this can give me hope
You know I’m satisfied.
I got a lawyer and a manager,
An agent and a chef,
Three nannies, an assistant,
And a driver and a jet,
A trainer and a butler
And a bodyguard or five;
8

John Norris, “Madonna: Her American Life,” MTV, April 22, 2003, accessed September 21,
2015, http://www.mtv.com/bands/m/madonna/news_feature_042203/.
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A gardener, and a stylist;
Do you think I’m satisfied?
At the final stanza of the rap, all accompaniment drops out except the guitar riff.
This brings attention to Madonna’s words here as she encapsulates the meaning of the
entire song. At the final phrase, even the guitar drops out and Madonna is left alone,
giving us her perspective on the American dream and answering her question. Do we
think she’s satisfied? The video cuts to Madonna alone in her officer’s uniform in front of
an American flag. This accentuates her “freedom” to express her opinion.
I’d like to express my extreme point of view.
I’m not Christian and I’m not a Jew.
I’m just living out the American dream
And I just realized that nothing is what it seems.
In the outro, the techno accompaniment returns and Madonna confirms that, yes,
in order to achieve the American dream you must pay the price. She jumps on top of the
Mini-Cooper—which now has a turret gun attached—and begins shooting the paparazzi
with a jet of water. More explosions and missiles are shown on the big screen. Madonna
seems to be driving the car into the audience. In what was the most controversial scene
and presumably the entire reason she pulled the video in 2003, Madonna takes the pin out
of a grenade and tosses it. The audience gasps, but it is caught by a President Bush
lookalike, who nonchalantly flips the top open, revealing a lighter, and then lights a cigar.
All of this happens while Madonna reiterates:
I have to change my name.
I’m going to be a star.
I have to change my name.
Between 2003 and 2005, three different versions of the video surfaced. Despite
statements that she felt “lucky to be an American citizen [because of] the right to express
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myself freely,”9 Madonna chose not to freely express her original video at the same time
as her album. Instead, she released a drastically toned-down version which depicted her
singing alone in front of various flags from around the world. It holds little meaning,
particularly when compared to the other music videos for the song. The video described
above was released in 2004, after public opinion on the war and the president had started
to shift. Then, the director’s cut of the video was leaked in 2005.10 It is striking in its
candidness and makes clear why she was scared to release it in 2003.
The director’s cut starts exactly the same as the original video but begins to
change during the scenes with Middle Eastern children. The boy still enters the runway
between the soldiers/models, but this time one soldier knocks the Tagiyah (skull cap)
from the top of the boy’s head onto the floor. The boy turns and looks at him irritably and
keeps walking. Similarly, as the Middle Eastern girls turn to exit the runway, two
soldier/models run toward them and glare menacingly at them until the girls run off stage,
hoping to escape any further harassment. The audience laughs. The men congratulate
each other on their intimidation.
In the next verse, while Madonna and her crew are approaching the runway,
another soldier/model drags out an Asian soldier—we assume, based on his conical
bamboo hat; and the immediate association is Vietnam—whose hands and feet are tied.
While the man struggles to get to his feet, the soldier repeatedly shoves him down to the
ground and then drags him off stage once again.

9

Jon Wiederhorn, “Madonna Defends Her Violent ‘American Life’ Video,” MTV, February 14,
2003, accessed April 15, 2014, http://www.mtv.com/news/articles/1469995/madonna-defends-her-violentvideo.jhtml.
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Mi-Fi, “American Life (Unreleased Director’s Cut)-Madonna,” (video), Vimeo, uploaded
January 2, 2012, accessed January 29, 2016, https://vimeo.com/34456498.
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Unsurprisingly, during the multiple declarations of “Fuck it!” a (non-pixelated)
white-gloved hand is shown giving all of us the finger. Madonna’s Mini-Cooper still
bursts through the center screen, but this time it is accompanied by an actual explosion
which knocks a model/soldier off his feet.
The most drastic changes in the video come after the rap scene. As Madonna
sprays the audience with her water jet, grim war scenes are played out on the runway. A
soldier who has had the lower half of both legs blown off crawls toward the camera. Two
soldiers drag another whose torso has been ripped open and then all drop to the ground as
though avoiding another explosion. Medics run onto the stage to attend to the injured
soldier and drag him off the runway. A thin, shirtless, African-American man is dragged
painfully onstage by two more soldiers who harass him. A person wearing a long white
robe enters engulfed in flames and screaming. At this point, real-life images of bloodied
children, bombs dropping, devastated street scenes, etc., begin flashing between the
runway scenes. An explosion occurs onstage, causing two soldiers to be blown off their
feet, one of whom loses a foot in front of us. As more soldiers enter to carry them off,
they are also taken down by subsequent explosions. The crowd is highly entertained,
clapping, and laughing. Madonna mercilessly approaches in her Mini-Cooper, eventually
driving into the crowd. The soldiers clear the stage as she takes the clip out of the grenade
and tosses it directly onto the middle of the runway. The crowd gasps, the big-screenMadonna puts her hands over her ears, and we hear fast ticking until the screen cuts to
black.
It seems this director’s cut was the originally intended release. In February 2003,
Madonna’s label put out a statement saying, “[The video] expresses a panoramic view of
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our culture and looming war through the view of a female superhero portrayed by
Madonna. Starting as a runway show of couture army fatigues, the fashion show escalates
into a mad frenzy depicting the catastrophic repercussions and horrors of war.” 11
Details of the video were revealed shortly after filming in February 2003 and
Madonna was swiftly criticized for being “un-American.” She answered this criticism
with her usual invincible attitude, stating,
I feel lucky to be an American citizen for many reasons—one of which is
the right to express myself freely, especially in my work. I have written a
song and created a video which expresses my feelings about our culture
and values and the illusions of what many people believe is the American
dream—the perfect life. As an artist, I hope this provokes thought and
dialogue. I don’t expect everyone to agree with my point of view. I am
grateful to have the freedom to express these feelings, and that’s how I
honor my country. 12
Apparently, Madonna and her director felt that the message was pertinent and
appropriate at least through February 2003. Sometime in March, amid the Dixie Chicks
scandal and the invasion of Iraq, she decided to edit the video. As late as March 27, 2003,
Madonna still planned on releasing her “original version” (described in detail above) with
the grenade being tossed at President Bush in the end. 13 But in an article by MTV she
already seems to be doing some dancing to explain her edits, saying, “We realized we
were getting a little carried away. So we had to edit it for time. Then we had to get rid of
all the F-words.”14 She goes on in an effort to align her message with societal trends,
“Saddam Hussein is a guy we just want to get rid of. So there’s a part of the video where
11
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I’m carving ‘Protect me’ into the wall, and you could almost feel like I want to go there
and kick some ass and protect all those beautiful children and innocent families and
people that have been tortured for years.” 15 But just a few days later on March 31, 2003,
Madonna decided to pull the video completely, saying, “[The original video] was filmed
before the war started, and I do not believe it is appropriate to air it at this time. Due to
the volatile state of the world and out of sensitivity and respect to the armed forces, who I
support and pray for, I do not want to risk offending anyone who might misinterpret the
meaning of this video.”16 She was slightly more candid in a live interview with Matt
Lauer on Dateline saying, “By the time the video was finished we were at war and many
of the things that I, sort of, was trying to depict or warn people about were already
happening in the world. But you know with everything that’s going on right now and the
soldiers being killed and wounded and the destruction that’s taking place I just don’t
think it’s appropriate.”17
Matt Lauer questioned the validity of her statement, “If you wanted to make a
pro-peace, anti-war video, what better time to show it and get people to look at it than a
time of war?”
Madonna answered with something a bit less diplomatic and closer to the truth of
her motives. “I agree with you in theory, but, unfortunately, I feel like America’s in a
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really volatile place right now and there’s a lot of confused people and I’m not interested
in being a target for a lynch mob mentality.”
Lauer asked, “So this is personal safety? This isn’t an unwillingness to push
some buttons?”
Madonna answered, “No. It’s a combination. I’m very willing to push buttons; I
don’t have a problem with that. But I think that what people would misconstrue was that I
was slagging on President Bush, and I’m not. I think that they would misconstrue that I
was making light of what’s happening to the soldiers in Iraq, which I’m not. I just don’t
think that people … right now things are so serious and people are so volatile that they’re
not going to see irony. They’re not going to see subtlety. They’re not going to see the
message.”
“But you’ve never worried about that before. This is the first time that I’ve sat and
talked to you in 10 or 12 years …”
At this point Madonna becomes defensive and interrupts Lauer, “Since you’ve
talked to me, have we been in this serious of a situation?”
“But you’ve taken on religion before. You’ve never worried about people
misinterpreting your message because it’s your message, and I’m curious why you’re
worried about it now.”
“Because ultimately, I don’t want to just be provocative for the sake of being
provocative.” (One might ask at this point, “Really? Since when? Isn’t this the same
Madonna who built an entire career on being provocative for the sake of being
provocative?” But Madonna is doing a very delicate dance here.)
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Lauer confronts her about the most obvious reason for her change of tactics. “The
Dixie Chicks made a statement about the President of the United States … at about the
same time as your video was coming out. A cynic might say—they took the Dixie Chicks
CDs and they smashed them in the streets. And radio stations stopped playing them—
you’ve got a brand new important album coming out, what if people don’t buy it?”
Throughout Lauer’s question, Madonna protests, shaking her head and repeating,
“No. Nope.” Finally she gets her turn. “That’s not the reason. I give you my honest-toGod promise that that is not the reason; because I have bigger plans and I have more
important things to do.”
In an interview for the BBC around the time of the release of her censored video
Madonna addresses the controversial cover of her American Life album. It depicts
Madonna looking strikingly like Che Guevara, the Marxist revolutionary from Argentina
whose picture has long been a symbol of countercultural rebellion. Madonna addresses
this resemblance saying, “I’m in a revolutionary sort of state of mind. I feel like the world
needs to be changed.”18 Perhaps this is true, but apparently not at the expense of her
pocketbook (which is interesting given her next comment). “We as Americans are also,
you know, completely obsessed and wrapped up in a lot of the wrong values. You know,
looking good, having lots of cash in the bank, being perceived as rich and famous or
successful.”19
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In another interview for 20/20 a year later, the tide had turned significantly and
Madonna had just released her original (edited) video to the public. Apparently this
version, released in 2004, showed President Bush kissing Saddam Hussein on the cheek
during the final scene.20 (Other accounts of an alternate ending talk about Bush lighting
Saddam’s cigar with the grenade/lighter).21 During this interview, Madonna is blunter,
and angrier, and seems exhausted with having to answer the same questions over and
over. But she does relate one reason her perspective may have changed: her children.
Cynthia McFadden asks, “Are you sorry you didn’t release it [the original video] then
given what’s happened since?”
“No. Nope.”
“It wasn’t the right time.”
“No. It wasn’t. People were too caught up in … um, you know … America was
too polarized. There was a lynch mob mentality that was going on that wasn’t pretty and I
have children to protect and I just didn’t think it was the right time.”
By the time of this interview, though, Madonna seems to have stopped dancing
around her meaning so much. McFadden asks, “There’s the last image of the video where
President Bush kisses Saddam Hussein on the cheek. What are we supposed to think
about that?”
Madonna answers delicately but candidly, “Although, you know, they’re very
different people serving very different purposes, um, I think both have very equally
narrow views about how to solve problems and it is all about power. It’s the struggle for
20
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oil and the struggle for world domination and at the end of the day, are they that
different?” She still tries to temper her opinion saying, “I mean, I don’t want to equate
George Bush with Saddam Hussein, but I believe that George Bush and Saddam Hussein
are both behaving in an irresponsible manner. So in that respect they’re alike.”
McFadden reacts with some surprise, “The Dixie Chicks got in a lot of trouble for
criticizing the president a lot less than you just did.”
“Ok, well, … um.” She shrugs. “I don’t know, I mean, … I don’t think you’re
going to find many people who think that the Iraq War, at this point, was a good idea.”22
Despite her protests to Matt Lauer that the Dixie Chicks had “honest-to-God”
nothing to do with her pulling her original video, it seems quite clear that Madonna (or
Warner Brothers) made a very conscious decision to spare herself the same fate as the
Chicks. If her reason for being respectful to the troops held weight, the same reason
would have applied in 2004, when she did release the video. And still, the war (in Iraq
and America) was raging when the director’s cut was leaked in 2005 with little or no
damage control in response. As noted by Edwin Faust, “I don’t get the rationale in doing
an anti-war video and then not releasing it because the war you were protesting has
actually occurred.”23 It doesn’t seem to have been motivated by negative media attention,
as Tom Calderone, MTV executive vice president for music and talent programming
stated in 2003, “We were excited to get it and we were going to actually have her context
the video and explain why she made it and then she decided to pull it.” He goes on to
22
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express concern, “I don’t like the fact that artists are afraid to put their products out right
now. That’s scary.”24 Regardless of the motivation behind her choices, this situation
reveals that even this musician—who has become one of the most famous people in the
world because of her willingness to push boundaries—was heavily influenced by the
social and political climate in the post-9/11 era. But she wasn’t happy about it. In an
April, 2003 interview for VH1, Madonna said:
You know, it’s ironic that we were fighting for democracy in Iraq because
we ultimately aren’t celebrating democracy here. Anybody who has
anything to say against the war, or against the president, or whatever is
punished, and that’s not democracy, it’s people being intolerant. And
everyone is entitled to their opinion for or against. That’s what our
constitutional rights are supposed to be, that we all have freedoms to
express ourselves and to voice our dissent if we have that.25
In live performances on her Re-Invention tour which promoted American Life, it
seems Madonna did not shy away from bold statements. One attendee noted:
Every few songs … there were photo montages of war-ravaged children,
bombed-out villages and heavy artillery. At one point, a video showed a
Dubya look-alike lovingly resting his head on the shoulder of a Saddam
Hussein look-alike, as though the pair were waiting for a marriage license.
… With the sound of a chopper thump-thumping in the background, her
backup dancers, dressed as soldiers, crawled on their bellies as though in
the middle of battle, then hugged each other as if saying goodbye. Then
the fellas danced around Madonna, now in her Patty Hearst get-up—
camouflage pants, an olive army jacket, black beret. “Stop all wars,”
Madonna commanded, before she and the Madonnistas left the stage for a
costume change.26
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This tour took place in mid-2004, though. As noted by the same reviewer, “Gutsy? Not at
this point, now that it’s safe to stand against the administration and safe to rant about
Iraq.”27
Despite all of Madonna’s sidestepping, capitulation, explanation, and ranting, this
album is widely considered one of her worst failures. It seems someone with as long a
career as Madonna, who is so deeply entwined with American culture and known for
pushing boundaries, could weather a storm like this—that, of all people, she could stand
up and be heard. But apparently she wasn’t willing to risk it. There is always the
possibility that the entire fiasco was a ploy for attention. After all, Madonna does know
how to manipulate her audience for the sake of identifying and promoting her brand. It
would be hard to argue that in this case, however, since her album and her career suffered
in the ensuing years. Regardless, Madonna and “American Life” most clearly depict the
climate of self-censorship during 2002-2003. If even Madonna didn’t feel safe speaking
her mind and going against the grain, who could?
Loss of America as We Knew It
Safe or not, many other musicians attempted to point out the problems they saw
with American culture from a variety of viewpoints. Those in the anti-war camp often
focused on a loss of America’s morality and rationality. One example is Bruce
Springsteen’s “Long Walk Home,” which asserts that the “flag flying over the courthouse
means certain things are set in stone: who we are, what we’ll do and what we won’t,” but
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to get back to that place would mean a “long walk home.” 28 Dave Matthews’s “American
Baby” expresses a similar melancholy saying, “God’s grace lost and the devil is proud.
… I’m afraid we’ve lost the way.” Matthews begs, “Stay, beautiful baby. I hope you stay,
American baby.”29
NOFX – “The Idiots Are Taking Over”
Yet, some musicians sang with much less delicacy about a nation of idiots. As
noted in the chapter “F the President,” NOFX became a dominant voice in the punk genre
protesting the war and the president. Conjoined with these issues, they raised concerns
about the country and its citizenry in general. On their 2003 album, War on Errorism, 30
they included two songs which addressed the state of America. The first, “Franco UnAmerican,” is a general commentary on the apathetic and transitory nature of American
society. More direct (and entertaining) is the track, “Idiots Are Taking Over.” It
responded to the veneration of ignorance and lack of rationality in post-9/11 rhetoric and
music. 31 It provides the perspective that the world, particularly America, is getting
dumber.
Most of the song focuses on how and why intellectualism is no longer celebrated
in American culture. NOFX suggests that the Industrial Revolution changed the course of
evolution and allowed those with low intelligence to breed in large numbers, thereby
28
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diluting the level of intelligence in the world day by day. The music begins with a
blazing-fast arpeggiated guitar riff followed by a loud, punk drumbeat, heavy on snare
and hi-hat. The fast tempo and sixteenth-note guitar line give the song a frantic and
chaotic feeling. Just before the entrance of the text, someone yells, emoting the
frustration expressed in the song.
It’s not the right time to be sober.
Now the idiots have taken over,
Spreading like a social cancer. Is there an answer?
Mensa membership conceding.
Tell me why and how are all the stupid people breeding.
Watson, it’s really elementary.
The Industrial Revolution has flipped the bitch on evolution.
The benevolent and wise are being thwarted, ostracized. What a bummer.
The world keeps getting dumber.
Insensitivity is standard and faith is being fancied over reason.
Halfway through the song, NOFX makes reference to an “angry mob mentality”
that has become the norm, echoing Madonna’s comments on the “lynch-mob mentality,”
and demonstrating that this feeling was shared across many genres. NOFX also mentions
Charlton Heston in reference to living in the Planet of the Apes. This reference, though
apt, is curious given Heston’s well-known conservative stance and relationship with then
President Bush. 32 At the end of this section, the words become more political, referencing
leaders who rule without regard. Coming immediately after the Planet of the Apes
reference, it is clear that Fat Mike is making particular reference to the Bush
administration as “apes and orangutans that ran [the country] to the ground,” by using
“fables, philosophies that enable them to rule without regard.”
Darwin’s rolling over in his coffin.
The fittest are surviving much less often.
32
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Now everything seems to be reversing, and it’s worsening.
Someone flopped a steamer in the gene pool.
Now angry mob mentality’s no longer the exception, it’s the rule.
And I’m starting to feel a lot like Charlton Heston
Stranded on a primate planet.
Apes and orangutans that ran it to the ground
With generals and the armies that obeyed them.
Followers following fables,
Philosophies that enable them to rule without regard.
After this rant, Fat Mike gets more to the point on what might be called the
bridge. The music changes suddenly to a slower ska feel with syncopated guitar chords.
This allows the listener to more accurately take in these words, which discuss frustrations
with the state of democracy in America.
There’s no point for democracy when ignorance is celebrated.
Political scientists get the same one vote as some Arkansas inbred.
Majority rule, don’t work in mental institutions.
Sometimes the smallest softest voice carries the grand biggest solutions.
After this section, the music returns to fast punk, as Fat Mike reflects on the
meaning of it all. As he repeats, “The idiots are taking over,” at the end, one guitar starts
alternating two chords which gives the impression of a siren while someone repeatedly
yells their frustration in the background.
What are we left with?
A nation of god-fearing pregnant nationalists
Who feel it’s their duty to populate the homeland,
Pass on traditions,
How to get ahead religions,
And prosperity via simpleton culture.
The idiots are taking over.
Despite its release just two weeks after Madonna’s “American Life,” and its overt
criticism of the war, America, and the president, the War on Errorism did extremely well.
It debuted at No. 1 on the Billboard’s “Top Independent Albums” chart and even more
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interestingly, No. 44 on the “Billboard 200.”33 The “Billboard 200” is the “week’s most
popular albums across all genres, ranked by album sales, audio on-demand streaming
activity and digital sales of tracks from albums as compiled by Nielsen Music.” 34 This
raises the question: why could NOFX say it and be rewarded, but Madonna and the Dixie
Chicks could not? Perhaps it was the fans’ expectations combined with the core audience
for each. Neither the Dixie Chicks nor Madonna had been overtly political before. Sure,
Madonna pushed boundaries but never political ones. However, the punk genre is
quintessentially political in nature so perhaps the “lynch-mob” just figured that this is
what they do. Additionally, punk is known for its anarchistic vibe and is not generally
believed to be a voice for the general crowd. Perhaps the mob was picking its battles. The
Dixie Chicks were an easy target as their audience was the “redneck American.”
Madonna’s audience was more diverse, encompassing people from all political walks-oflife. But, NOFX had the opposite side of the spectrum from the Dixie Chicks and they
were generally echoing the feelings of their audience rather than spouting an opposing
point of view.
Green Day - “American Idiot”
As if in response to the Dixie Chicks scandal and Madonna’s conundrum, Green
Day wrote “American Idiot”35 talking about the kind of nation we were living in in the
aughts.36 The America he describes closely resembles the setting which Madonna claims
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affected her choices. Billy Joe remembers he was “driving to the studio when a jingoistic
Lynyrd Skynyrd song—“Red, White, and Blue”37—came on the radio. ‘It was like, ‘I’m
proud to be a redneck,’ and I was like, ‘Oh my God! Why would you be proud of
something like that?’’ … When he got to the studio he wrote the song ‘American Idiot’ in
one furious splurge.”38 Billy Joe holds nothing back as he describes a nation run by idiots
and governed by fear, essentially the “lynch-mob mentality” repeatedly referenced by
Madonna.
Don’t want to be an American idiot.
Don’t want a nation under the new mania.
And can you hear the sound of hysteria;
The subliminal mind-fuck America?
Well maybe I’m the faggot, America.
I’m not a part of a redneck agenda.
Now everybody do the propaganda.
And sing along to the age of paranoia.
Don’t want to be an American idiot.
One nation controlled by the media.
Information Age of hysteria.
It’s calling out to Idiot America.
“East Jesus Nowhere”
Another Green Day song, “East Jesus Nowhere”39 addresses a similar issue,
though focusing on the use of religion as a political weapon. Its most powerful section is
sung in a whisper, “Don’t test me, second guess me, protest me. You will disappear.”
The music video for the song is a particularly striking metaphor. An evil man
wearing a priestly collar and cross, surrounded by women dressed like prostitutes
37
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wielding empty Bibles, and followed by lawyers, drives into a small town. He sets up a
platform and begins preaching in front of a lit-up cross. The members of the town are
drawn into his antics except one young man carrying an acoustic guitar. He steps to the
front of the crowd and begins playing. The priest looks panicked but soon wields his own
electric guitar. His playing and the women soon overwhelm the young man and he falls to
his knees, hopeless. An older man in the crowd, however, sees this and takes a scissors to
the rope holding the cross up. It falls on the priest and the crowd, who are then broken
from the spell. The priest drives his entourage out of town. In light of the pressures
musicians faced in the early years after 9/11, this video is a meaningful commentary on
the futility of the efforts of musicians to stand up and protest.
Rich versus Poor
The battle between different factions of American society during the Bush
administration was cast in a variety of lights, but one constant perception was that it was
a battle between the privileged and the poor. Most Americans could agree that there was
a widening wealth gap, but they did not agree on why it existed or whether it was a
problem. Those living in poverty certainly saw some of the issues and these concerns
found their way into music which represented this faction of society. One repercussion of
living in the poverty bracket is the lack of gainful employment that is often mitigated
only by military service. This was reflected in music not only by the glorification of
military service, but also by venerating aspects of working class life. 40 In the post-9/11
era, it went a step beyond this, and this lifestyle—or at least the support of it—became an
indicator of being truly American. Maintaining a blue-collar job and joining the military
40
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were often painted as a choice, and anyone who denigrated it was seen as the enemy.
Those elite persons who simultaneously benefitted from military sacrifices and protested
the war were painted as the ultimate traitors since they didn’t even care about the
sacrifices the under-classes were making for the rights they enjoyed.
Rich versus Poor: Liberal versus Conservative
Two songs in the post-9/11 period clearly express this level of anger for those
outside the working class and those who question its validity. They come from two
genres which are generally associated with the white lower/middle classes: heavy metal,
and Southern rock.
Lynyrd Skynyrd – “Red, White, and Blue (Love it or Leave)”
As noted above, there was a current of anti-intellectualism that arose in the post9/11 era. Driving down the highway recently I saw a truck with the words
“Christian/Redneck/American” plastered across the rear window. This is a perfect
example of the glorification of the working class and anti-intellectualism, as being a
“redneck” is presented with the same level of pride as being Christian and American.
Implicit in this is that these three things are related, equally relevant, and that they
support and define each other in some way.
These same concepts are fleshed out in Lynyrd Skynyrd’s “Red, White, and
Blue.”41 Its chorus is what Billy Joe of Green Day was referencing in his song,
“American Idiot.” It states, “My hair’s turning white. My neck’s always been red. My
collar’s still blue.” This short turn of phrase directly associates being American with
being part of the aging, conservative, working class. It is not nearly as confrontational as
41
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Toby Keith’s “Angry American,”42 but the overall expression of righteousness and anger
is the same, though this time it is directed at Americans who “don’t like” the reality of the
working class.
The song begins by distancing Lynyrd Skynyrd and their listeners from elitist
trend-followers with the meaning of the words as well as the grammar. “We don’t have
no plastic L.A. friends. Ain’t on the edge of no popular trend. Ain’t never seen the inside
of that magazine GQ.” This is then mitigated by saying it doesn’t matter what your job is,
(or how much money you make) if you have what they call “soul” they’re okay with you.
“We don’t care if you ‘re a lawyer, or a Texas oil man, or some waitress busting ass in
some liquor stand, if you got soul we hang out with people just like you.” It sits strangely
on the ear to hear the use of the word “soul” here—typically associated with AfricanAmerican music. It seems that to Lynyrd Skynyrd having “soul” means being on board
with the lifestyle of the lower/middle class and rejecting the superficiality of the elite.
From here they launch into the chorus:
My hair’s turning white,
My neck’s always been red,
My collar’s still blue.
We’ve always been here
Just trying to sing the truth to you.
Yes, you could say
We’ve always been red, white, and blue.
The next verse goes into detail about what it means to be a true American
including owning motorcycles, paying your own way, smoking and drinking beer, having
rough hands, making mistakes but not being bailed out, and through it all, holding onto
your religion.
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Ride our own bikes to Sturgis;
We pay our own dues.
Smoking Camels, drinking domestic brews.
You want to know where I have been,
Just look at my hands.
Yeah, I’ve driven by the White House,
Spent some time in jail.
Momma cried but she still wouldn’t pay my bail.
I ain’t been no angel,
But even God, He understands.
The final verse continues this definition of lower/middle class America, but drives
the point home by referencing military service. Here, rather than focusing just on a
personal definition, the concept is expanded to confront those who disagree, stating that
they don’t have any ground to stand on since the lead singer has paid taxes and served his
country. Therefore, if they don’t like the lower/middle class American philosophy, “they
can just get the hell out!” This sentiment is stated after saying that having love is what
makes them rich which, deliberate or not, places wealth as the main source of contention.
Yeah that’s right!
My Daddy worked hard, and so have I,
Paid our taxes and gave our lives
To serve this great country
So what are they complaining about?
Yeah we love our families; we love our kids.
You know it is love that makes us all so rich.
That’s where we’re at,
If they don’t like it they can just get the hell out!
Avenged Sevenfold – “Critical Acclaim”
Another song that expresses a similar viewpoint, through from a slightly different
perspective, is Avenged Sevenfold’s “Critical Acclaim.”43 Avenged Sevenfold is a heavy
metal band from California. Heavy metal typically represents white males from a blue-
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collar background. The music is marked by seething aggression and an exclusionary fan
base that rejects anyone who bows to popular culture.
“Critical Acclaim” points a disdainful finger at the privileged who look down on
those who defend their freedoms. Though there is room for interpretation as to the object
of the song, in an interview with Chicago’s Q101.1 lead singer and songwriter M
Shadows makes it clear that he is primarily targeting liberals, whom he sees as
denigrating the working class. In response to why they released this song first, he says:
Especially living on the coast, I’m just so sick of so much, like, liberal
crap shoved down our throats and I just, like, you know, there’s a lot of
real people in the middle of the country that do a lot for this country and
we’re just giving a shout to those people; the people in the armed forces,
the people that are, you know, growing our food, the people that are
driving trucks to make sure everyone’s fed, the people that just, uh, you
know, are the heartbeat of the country. So that’s what this song’s about.
I’m just so sick of all these bands complaining about everything and doing
all this stuff, but … and I guess we’re complaining on the other side. 44
Musically, the song is an epic journey through a multitude of emotions, recalling
a metal version of “Bohemian Rhapsody.” As shown in example 18, it begins with
dramatic electronic organ chords.45
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After eight bars of this, a wailing, distorted electric guitar enters with a simple melody
punctuated by cymbal crashes. A second guitar enters on the last four bars of the
introduction playing harmony in thirds with the main melody.
The vocals then enter with an extended scream as the time signature changes to
3/4. All hell breaks loose with running sixteenth notes in all instruments. We get a regular
beat pattern and guitar accompaniment when the lyrics begin. They are full of loathing
from the start, though the object of this hatred is unclear. The first line is whispered,
mocking the caution encouraged by some when expressing controversial opinions,
saying, “Shh. Be quiet! You might piss somebody off.” M Shadows quickly shrugs off
this restraint by screaming, “Like me, Mother Fucker!” He then goes on a rant about the
superficiality and superiority of bleeding-heart liberals.
Shh. Be quiet, you might piss somebody off
Like me, Mother Fucker;
You’ve been at it for too long.
While you feed off other’s insecurities
You stand here in front of me and bite the hand that feeds.
Self-righteousness is wearing thin.
Lies inside your head, your best friend.
Heart bleeds but not for fellow man.
Broken glass your fake reflection.
I’ve had enough, it’s time for something real.
Don’t respect the words you’re speaking. Gone too far.
Acclaim.
M Shadows has two spoken diatribes in which he makes his target and his point
clearer. The first indicates that one of his main issues is people who criticize soldiers. He
feels that they are living a lifestyle that affronts soldiers’ and their families’ existence. 46
This is an example of shunning those who don’t actively support the working class and/or
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the military. Behind this rant, the music becomes relatively static with little harmonic or
melodic content. The drums and guitar offer repetitive rhythms while a second guitar
wails in the background. The backup vocals yell unintelligibly on beats two and four,
acting as another rhythmic instrument. This has the effect of diverting the listener’s ear
primarily to the textual content while adding angry intensity. The final phrase of this
section, a yelled “Fuck you!,” is accompanied by the sixteenth-note drums and guitar hits
on beat four like those that accompanied the scream at the beginning.
So how does it feel to know that
Someone’s kid in the heart of America has blood on their hands
Fighting to defend your rights so you can maintain the lifestyle
That insults his family’s existence?
Well, where I’m from we have a special salute
We wave high in the air towards all those pompous asses
Who spend their days pointing fingers.
Fuck you!
The band then returns to the musical and textual themes from the beginning,
clarifying their perspective.
Shh. Be quiet, you might piss somebody off
Like the heartbeat of this country when antagonized too long.
I’ll be damned if you count me in as part of your
Generous hypocrisy, collecting enemies.
Tabloid gossip queen, worthless man.
There’s no need for us to bury you.
Selfish agenda once again.
Right this way, you’ve dug your own grave.
I’ve had enough; it’s time for something real.
I Don’t respect the words you’re speaking. Gone too far.
Acclaim.
His second spoken tirade in the song clarifies that his target is not just those who
criticize the military and the working class, but specifically those who live in “high
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society” and don’t “contribute” to the “country they love to criticize.” He implies that not
only are these elitists unpatriotic, but since they are not part of the working class and
don’t serve in the military, they are not actually contributing anything to the country.
All the way from the east to the west
We got this high society looking down on their very foundation
Constantly reminding us that our actions
Are the cause of all their problems.
Pointing their fingers in every direction;
Blaming their own nation for who wins elections.
They never contributed a fucking thing
To the country they love to criticize.
Following this spoken section, the song goes in a completely new direction with a classic
rock vibe in 3/4, shown in example 19.

Example 19. Avenged Sevenfold “Critical Acclaim,” lyric section.
The vocals become undistorted with a flowing melody. The drums take on a beat pattern
with accents on beats one and three, the guitar plays a simple rhythmic chord progression,
and soaring vocals harmonize in the background. The extreme difference of this section
accentuates it and adds drama, while the lyrics become abstract to the point of near
incoherence. We get the sense that they are encouraging us to see through the liberal
rhetoric and/or repent for buying into it.
Excuse the obscene, ignore the untrue.
Depictions we see try and get through.
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Admitting mistakes can’t hurt.
I’m not the last but I sure ain’t the first.
This musical content continues through a guitar solo before breaking into the
scream theme again. This then turns into yet another rhythmic and melodic theme over
which two guitars play a harmonized melody which modulates with the chord changes.
This melody is interesting in that it hovers around the minor sixth and major seventh of
the harmonic minor scale, shown in example 20. This melodic motive is evocative of
Asian and/or Middle Eastern music to the American ear and so is interesting as an
inclusion in this patriotic anthem.

Example 20. Avenged Sevenfold “Critical Acclaim,” harmonic minor guitars.
Eventually the music returns to the main theme.
Shh. Be quiet, you might piss somebody off.
Self-righteousness is wearing thin.
Lies inside your head, your best friend.
Heart bleeds but not for fellow man.
Broken glass, your fake reflection.
I’ve had enough it’s time for something real.
Don’t respect the words you’re speaking. Gone too far.
Acclaim.
Rich versus Poor: Open Your Eyes
Talib Kweli – “The Proud”
Musicians representing the African-American lower class generally went one step
further and denounced the war and military service because it contributed to the wealth of
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people who didn’t care for or support the lower classes. African-Americans have a longer
and harsher history of oppression to back up their dismissal of the inherent heroism of
being a soldier. When they returned from fighting for their country in previous wars only
to find that they were still treated like inferiors, it long ago dissolved the illusion that they
were fighting for their own rights. Lillian Blackwell, an African-American activist,
relayed a story illustrating the frustration felt by African-Americans in reference to war
and the military.
Let me say it this way. My uncle served in World War I. Three of my
brothers served in World War II. My brother Albert, he was in the Army.
“You’re serving your country, you’re serving your country,” and all this
they told him. So, he came back home, safe, and went to get on a bus to
Merrifield. He got on the bus, on the front, and the conductor wanted him
to move to the back. Albert wouldn’t move. So when Albert went to get
off the bus, the conductor took that fire extinguisher and sprayed it right in
his face. A fire extinguisher!47
The fight against contributing to their own poverty and oppression has been
ongoing for decades. In response to the first Gulf War under George H. W. Bush, some
African-Americans refused to use yellow ribbons because they believed the 7.4 billion
dollars spent on war would have been better used to provide jobs, education, health care,
and housing to American citizens in need. 48
Talib Kweli gave voice to this frustration in the post-9/11 period with his song,
“The Proud.”49 It is a commentary on the state of America in 2001 and, specifically,
racism in the context of larger societal events. It begins with a general statement on unity
in the African-American community and facing these issues. “The proud. Stand tall or
47
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don’t stand at all, come on. Break it down. What we do?” The answer to this question is
presented in the hook which is sung like an anthem in the background through the song.
“We survive, it’s more than pride. We stay alive, ready to ride.” The music is simple and
repetitive which allows the text to be foremost. The song is organized into three distinct
sections, each introduced by a short rap about an historical event in 2001. The first of
these is the execution of Timothy McVeigh, the Oklahoma City Bomber, on June 11,
2001. Kweli argues that this gave Americans a false sense that good had triumphed over
evil.
June 11, 2001.
Timothy McVeigh is executed and the country breathes a sigh of relief.
Goodness prevails over evil, it seems.
Somehow when he’s gone, we feel safer. Little do we know.
Today the paper say Timothy McVeigh’s in hell
So everything’s okay and all must be well.
He recalls that this bombing was originally blamed on Islamic terrorists. From
this, he launches into discussing the crux of the problem in his opinion, which is hate,
racism, and corrupt politicians who cater to the wealthy at the expense of the poor.
I remember Oklahoma when they put out the blaze
And put Islamic terrorist bombing, on the front page.
It’s like saying only gays get AIDS, propaganda .
Like saying the problem’s over when they locked that man up.
Wrong! It’s just the beginning, the first inning.
Battle for America’s soul, the devil’s winning.
The president is Bush, the vice president’s a Dick
So a whole lot of fucking is what we’re going to get.
They don’t want to raise the babies so the election is fixed.
That’s why we don’t be fucking with politics.
They bet on that. Parents fought and got wet for that;
Hosed down, bit by dogs, and got blacks into house arrest for that.
It’s all good except for that we still poor.
Money, power, and respect is what we kill for, for real.
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The second verse discusses Joseph Gray, a police officer for the NYPD. On
August 4, 2001, he had been drinking with other officers at a topless bar. He was driving
with a blood alcohol level of twice the legal limit. Going fifteen miles over the speed
limit, he ran a red light and killed two Hispanic women—one of whom was pregnant—
and a four-year-old child. The following day, he was released without bail, sparking
outrage in the community. 50
August 4, 2001.
A drunken police officer mows down an entire family in Brooklyn.
The judge lets him go with no bail.
It reminds us of just how worthless our lives are to the justice system.
I struggle to explain the situation to my son, it’s hard.
Kweli goes on to discuss the relationship between people of color and the police.
This verse is filled with the most passion of the song, as he discusses his son’s future with
a sense of furious acquiescence. Throughout the verse, he references more sore spots with
respect to the targeting of people of color by law enforcement. This verse is significantly
longer than the other two. Kweli’s words are strung together in an almost stream-ofconsciousness style in this verse. This gives the feeling of more tension and makes the
individual concepts more difficult to discern but allows certain words or phrases to stick
out since they are spoken more slowly or with emphasis such as “keep niggas dumb,”
“fear in their eyes,” “make him swallow it all,” “working for the drug dealers too,” and
most poignantly, the last phrase, “Cops kill my people every day. That’s life.”
Niggas with knowledge is more dangerous than niggas with guns.
They make the guns easy to get and try to keep niggas dumb.
Target the gangs and graffiti with the Prop 21.51
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I already know the deal but what the fuck do I tell my son?
I want him living right, living good, respect the rules.
He’s five years old and he still thinking cops is cool.
How do I break the news that when he gets some size
He’ll be perceived as a threat or see the fear in their eyes.
It’s in their job description to terminate the threat
So 41 shots to the body is what he can expect. 52
The precedent is set; don’t matter if he follow the law.
I know I’ll give my son pride and make him swallow it all (Damn!).
Fuck the pigs! I think the pigs killed Big and ‘Pac too.53
If they didn’t they know who did; they’ve got to!
Who they serve and protect? Nigga, not you.
Cops shot off of ten G’s but they got Glocks too.
Let you protect yourself or, better yet, respect yourself.
Straight into the hospital is where you’ve got to check yourself.
They be getting tips from snitches and rival crews,
Doing them favors so they working for the drug dealers too.
Just business enforcers with hate in they holsters;
Shoot you in the back, won’t face you like a soldier.
Kurt Loder asked me what I say to a dead cop’s wife.
Cops kill my people every day, that’s life.
In the final verse, Kweli brings it all in perspective, discussing September 11,
2001. The divisions he has been focusing on are starkly lacking momentarily as he
references the compassion and devastation experienced by all Americans.
September 11, 2001.
Terrorists attack the Pentagon and the World Trade Center.
Kills thousand and permanently scars America’s false sense of security.
We see the best examples of humanity in the face of the worst
As fire fighters, police officers, rescue workers,
And volunteers of all sorts fight to save lives.
The world will never be the same again.
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He continues this sense of community as he begins the last verse—even Kweli
doesn’t want to be seen as belittling 9/11—but his tone soon changes. Even 9/11 didn’t
change the reality of life for the poorest Americans and he laments the loss of focus in his
community. He is unhappy that the fear associated with terrorism has now taken
precedence over the true enemy, which, in his opinion, is the oppression faced by people
of color on a daily basis in America. Rather than fighting this, people are now fighting for
the flag and therefore, the oppressors. The anthemic hook repeated throughout the song
provides backup for this concept as no matter what the foreground topic is, the message
stays the same: “We survive, it’s more than pride. We stay alive, ready to ride.”
My heart goes out to everybody at Ground Zero,
Red, black, yellow, white, and brown heroes.
It’s more complicated than black and white.
To give your own life is the greatest sacrifice.
But it’s hard for me to walk down the block
Seeing rats and roaches, crack vials, and forty-ounce posters,
People broken down from years of oppression
Become patriots when their way of life is threatened.
It’s a hard conversation to have.
We lost kids, moms, and dads. People ready to fight for the flag.
Damn, when did shit get this bad?
America kills the innocent too, the cycle of violence is sad.
Damn! Welcome to the world, we here.
We’ve been at war for years but it’s much more clear.
We got to face what lies ahead.
Fight for our truth and freedom and ride for the dead.
James McMurty – “We Can’t Make it Here Anymore”
Though African-Americans and whites living in poverty were faced with many of
the same issues of oppression and lack of options, it is interesting to note how different
their reactions were. But it wasn’t just African-Americans who were concerned with the
widening gap between rich and poor in the post-9/11 era and felt that the true battle was
this one going on in American society.
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James McMurty, an Americana singer/songwriter from Texas, addressed this
issue in his 2005 song, “We Can’t Make it Here Anymore.”54 He makes the point
poignant by beginning the song talking about veterans as the ones living in poverty.
McMurty’s vocal style in this song reflects a major influence of the legendary
activist/musician, Leonard Cohen. Cohen’s style is a mixture of singing and spoken word
with a lazy delivery which approximates notes and mimics the rhythms of speech more
than song. McMurty’s use of this style allows us to hear the text more as a story without
the removal that a polished melody can sometimes provide. McMurty accompanies
himself with acoustic guitar using the partially melodic, fingerpicked style that is typical
in folk music. The song and album are widely lauded as some of McMurty’s best work,
and this has been called one of the best protest songs of all time. The Americana Music
Association named “We Can’t Make it Here Anymore” the best song of the year and the
album it appeared on, Childish Things, the album of the year in 2006.55
There’s a Vietnam Vet with a cardboard sign
Sitting there by the left turn line,
Flag on his wheelchair flapping in the breeze,
One leg missing and both hands free.
No one’s paying much mind to him;
The V.A. budget’s just stretched so thin.
And now there’s more coming back from the Mideast war.
We can’t make it here anymore.
The vast majority of the song is spent lamenting the lack of well-paying jobs in
America during the War on Terror and the repercussions of this fact, including drug use,
subsequent decreased spending, increasing personal debt, and teenage pregnancy.
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That big old building was the textile mill
That fed our kids and it paid our bills,
But they turned us out and they closed the doors.
We can’t make it here anymore.
See those pallets piled up on the loading dock,
They’re just going to sit there till they rot
Because there’s nothing to ship, nothing to pack,
Just busted concrete and rusted tracks,
Empty storefronts around the square.
There’s a needle in the gutter and glass everywhere.
You don’t come down here unless you’re looking to score.
We can’t make it here anymore.
The bar’s still open but man it’s slow.
The tip jar’s light and the register’s low.
The bartender don’t have much to say.
The regular crowd gets thinner each day.
Some have maxed out all their credit cards.
Some are working two jobs and living in cars.
Minimum wage won’t pay for a roof, won’t pay for a drink.
If you got to have proof just try it yourself Mr. CEO.
See how far $5.15 an hour will go.
Take a part time job at one of your stores.
Bet you can’t make it here anymore.
There’s a high school girl with a bourgeois dream
Just like the pictures in the magazine
She found on the floor of the laundromat.
A woman with kids can forget all that.
If she comes up pregnant what’ll she do?
Forget the career, forget about school.
Can she live on faith? Live on hope?
High on Jesus or hooked on dope.
When it’s way too late to just say no
You can’t make it here anymore.
Toward the end of the song, McMurty shifts focus to discuss the reasons for this
bleak outlook. He starts by pointing out the jobs being sent overseas and blames this on
“squeaky clean” politicians. From here he segues into discussing the war. He portrays
military service as the consolation prize for the working class in the eyes of the elite. So
not only does the working class have to suffer the indignities described above, they also
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end up sacrificing their lives defending and protecting the wealth, privilege, and power of
the upper class.
Now I’m stocking shirts in the Wal-Mart store
Just like the ones we made before
Except this one came from Singapore.
I guess we can’t make it here anymore.
Should I hate a people for the shade of their skin
Or the shape of their eyes or the shape I’m in?
Should I hate them for having our jobs today?
No, I hate the men sent the jobs away.
I can see them all now, they haunt my dreams;
All lily white and squeaky clean.
They’ve never known want, they’ll never know need.
Their shit don’t stink and their kids won’t bleed.
Their kids won’t bleed in their damn little war
And we can’t make it here anymore.
Will work for food will die for oil.
Will kill for power and to us the spoils.
The billionaires get to pay less tax.
The working poor get to fall through the cracks.
So let them eat jellybeans56 let them eat cake,57
Let them eat shit, whatever it takes.
They can join the Air Force, or join the Corps
If they can’t make it here anymore.
He then confronts the president, politicians, and the wealthy directly, daring them
to look the working class in the eye and explain their behavior. He closes the song by
returning to the themes of the beginning, describing problematic scenes throughout the
country.
So that’s how it is, that’s what we got
If the president wants to admit it or not.
You can read it in the paper, read it on the wall
56
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Hear it on the wind if you’re listening at all.
Get out of that limo; look us in the eye.
Call us on the cell phone tell us all why.
In Dayton Ohio or Portland Maine
Or a cotton gin out on the great high plains
That’s done closed down along with the school
And the hospital and the swimming pool.
Dust devils dance in the noonday heat.
There’s rats in the alley and trash in the street.
Gang graffiti on a boxcar door.
We can’t make it here anymore.
Can’t We All Just Get Along?
And then there were the few, the proud, the brave, who just screamed into the
chasm as though their small but significant voices might encourage the two halves to start
moving back together, or at least stop pushing so hard against one another.
Travis Tritt/John Mellencamp – “What Say You”
Travis Tritt and John Mellencamp recorded a duet in 2004 called, “What Say
You?”58 This duet is one of the more notable songs of the era because of its rare call for
understanding between two diametrically opposed sides. Travis Tritt represented the
stereotypical country musician. He was a staunch Republican and offered his support to
George W. Bush in 2000. The other half of the duo, John Mellencamp, represented the
stereotypical singer/songwriter. He was a liberal political activist, protesting the war and
the president. The two collaborated on a song that advocated for acceptance and
understanding of differences. Though it is not a particularly controversial idea, this
concept was a sharp contrast to the prevailing polarization in America in the George W.
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Bush era. Tritt recalled the meaning of the song to USA Today: “I have my opinions, but
I’m not so stubborn and dogmatic that I can’t sit down and listen to yours.”59
“What Say You?” presents two viewpoints that are sung, answered, and
respectfully acknowledged. Throughout the song, the singers alternate voicing their
opinions. In the first two verses they both offer pretty agreeable ideas. Tritt sings, “I
believe that there’s a right and I believe that there’s a wrong.” Mellencamp answers,
“That North and South, black and white can somehow get along. What say you?” Then
they sing together, “What say you?” And it continues like this.
Tritt: “I believe that there’s a basic good in the heart of every man.”
Mellencamp: “And I’m not going to criticize what I can’t understand. What say
you?”
Both: “What say you?”
After these verses, they offer a chorus with similarly congenial viewpoints.
Tritt: “I’m not afraid to say what’s on my mind, to take a stand, to draw the line.”
Mellencamp: “To speak my heart and bare my soul. I don’t like lies; I’d rather
know the truth.
Both: “Yeah, what say you? What say you?”
The final verses offer slightly more controversial topics. The first still focuses on
their similarities with an emphasis on glorifying the working class. The first hint of
controversy comes, as Tritt makes sure to distance himself from welfare recipients.
Mellencamp: “But I’m not ashamed of where I come from with this blue collar on
my shirt.”
Tritt: “And I don’t look for handouts ’cause I’m not afraid of work.”
Both: “What say you? Yeah, what say you?”
The second-to-last verse offers the only major difference of opinion indicated in
the text. Mellencamp outright dismisses the two main tenets of conservative America:
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religion and patriotism. Tritt, on the other hand, openly embraces them while also
defending the war.
Mellencamp: “Man, I don’t talk no religion and I ain’t a-gonna wave that flag.”
Tritt: “But I love God and America and I fight for what I have.
Both: “What say you? Yeah, what say you?”
In the last verse they offer a sentiment that sums up the meaning of the song. It is
not exactly revolutionary but was sorely lacking at the time.
Mellencamp: “I know I’m not always right. I don’t think I’m better than you.”
Tritt: “I don’t have all the answers but I’ll share my point of view. What say
you?”
The duo repeats the chorus, this time alternating every line, reiterating their solidarity.
Tritt: “I’m not afraid to say what’s on my mind,”
Mellencamp: “Take a stand and draw that line,”
Tritt: “To speak my heart and bare my soul.”
Mellencamp: “I don’t like lies; I’d rather know the truth.”
Both: “So what say you? What say you? What say you and you and you and you?
What say you?”
From a songwriting standpoint, there is nothing terribly impressive about “What
Say You?” Musically, the setup is a typical rock/country band and the harmonic structure
is basic. The lyrics and video are hard to follow. There is no logical flow to the sequence
of verses. The two singers seem to be spouting off random catch phrases that rarely have
anything to do with one another or anything concrete, and they seem to be placed at
random in the song.
The video has a loose plot at best. Tritt is shown carrying his guitar down a smalltown street where he sees a banjo player on the sidewalk. Mellencamp is shown lighting
up a cigarette and then taking out his guitar inside a bar. Tritt appears seated in the bar
and starts playing. They are then shown standing outside the bar on the street corner
playing together. How any of this has transpired is unclear, but these basic scenes of the
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two singers remain for the rest of the video. Despite the message of mutual respect and
understanding, Mellencamp is placed in a subordinate position in many ways which is
apparent musically and visually in the video. The song is rather firmly country with
Tritt’s twang and the addition of banjo. Tritt is the first person to sing and always takes
the melody during the chorus. He is often shown individually throughout the video while
the vast majority of the shots of Mellencamp have Tritt in at least a portion of them.
Given that it was on Tritt’s album, this is not surprising—yet from an ideological
standpoint it gives precedence to Tritt’s beliefs. Given its release in late 2004, this may
have been deliberate so that it was more likely to be played on the radio. It seems to have
been a reasonable choice given the amount of success the song had in this volatile
environment, reaching number 21 on the Billboard “Hot Country Songs” chart.60
Between shots of the two performing together, there are images of average
Americans going about their days. For a country song, they did a reasonably good job of
representing more than one cultural milieu. The effort at inclusivity is obvious. There are
three shots of minorities including a Latina woman, an Asian man by a fruit stand, and,
significantly, a Middle Eastern man who seems to be on a date with a white woman. It is
even more interesting that this shot appears as Tritt sings, “I believe that there’s a basic
good in the heart of every man.” There are a larger number of images of AfricanAmericans in a variety of situations. Only one African-American woman is shown,
working as a crossing guard. African-American men are shown working construction,
playing basketball, or just going about their day in clothes that represent different classes,
from street clothes to business suits. Whites are represented in at least triplicate to any
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other race. Women are still extremely under-represented and are not shown in any
industrious activities, just running, sitting, or standing. White men, however, are shown
involved in a variety of actions including playing football, working with lumber, lifting
bushels of fruit from the back of a pickup truck, walking with a baby, and drinking beer.
Images of them are also used to denote certain classes and factions of society. An early
shot shows an older man fishing off of a sailboat while later, two older men are shown
sitting at a table outside, presumably playing cards. Some images seem aimed to include
a wider variety of people that are not typically part of the country music scene, such as a
coffee-shop worker or a man wearing a do-rag. A few scenes seem to pointedly challenge
our preconceived stereotypes. A nondescript younger white man is shown first in front of
an announcement board for a Presbyterian church but then the shot cuts to his head
framed by skyscrapers. Then, a skater-type with spiked hair and piercings is shown
looking menacingly at the camera but the scene cuts to him seated on the lawn smiling
and playing with puppies.
While a full analysis of the message that these images portray is outside the
purview of this study, it seems clear that despite the attempt at inclusion, this video
sustains more stereotypes than it disperses by showing each race and gender primarily
involved in activities that fit within a conservative framework. Because of this, the few
images that challenge that framework come across as perfunctory, like a type of
Affirmative Action.
Despite its obvious flaws, “What Say You?” did act as a small but significant
voice. And unlike other songs, it did not go completely unnoticed, nor did it get “DixieChicked” as it very well might have had it gone too far left. As noted by Phyllis Stark,
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Billboard/Airplay Monitor’s Nashville Bureau Chief, “Even though Tritt’s ideology is
squarely in the camp of most country listeners, it’s brave for him to put on an artist with a
different point of view. In this environment, nobody wants to be Dixie-Chicked.”61 Tritt
seemed to have found the right balance at the right time.
--------------Despite the sympathy with which the message of “What Say You?” was widely
received, the nation remained highly polarized, with bitter anger on both sides, for the
rest of the Bush years, and of course, beyond. “What Say You?” is, in fact, after six years
of research, the only song I found that specifically tried to advocate working together,
looking for commonalities, and working toward understanding and respect of the other
side. What that says about human nature is a bit disturbing at best, if not completely
depressing.
What it says about the circumstances in the post-9/11 era is interesting. One might
notice the prevalence of the word “fuck” in this music. An explosive expletive that
connotes a certain overwhelming frustration, this word appears in over half of the songs
discussed in this chapter. I don’t believe this is a coincidence. The unique combination of
a national trauma, a war with loosely defined origins and limitations, and a presidential
administration that exacerbated social divisions for its own political gain created a perfect
storm of panic, anger, and mistrust. It caused people to cling so desperately to their
ideologies that they alienated those around them who disagreed. Just as personal trauma
causes individuals to be unable to behave or think rationally, trauma on as broad a scale
as 9/11 caused huge numbers of Americans to lose hold of their rational behavior and
strike out in some effort to process this collective trauma.
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Anti-Mainstream Music Not Discussed
1. Bruce Springsteen —“Livin’ In The Future”
2. Bruce Springsteen —“Your Own Worst Enemy”
3. Chris Surdyk – “Do You Care If A Soldier Dies”
4. David Byrne – “Ain’t Got So Far To Go”
5. David Ford – "State Of The Union"
6. Dead Prez – “Know Your Enemy “
7. Elliott Smith -“A Distorted Reality Is Now A Necessity To Be Free Lyrics”
8. Immortal Technique – "The 4th Branch"
9. Jadakiss – “Why?”
10. Joe Carr – “Revolutionary Pedagogy”
11. Lupe Fiasco – "American Terrorist"
12. Norman Nawrocki – “Why Am I an Anarchist?”
13. Public Enemy (With Paris) – “Pump The Music, Pump The Sound”
14. Rodney Crowell - “The Obscenity Prayer”
15. R-Three – “That’s Ok (Head Out Of The Sand)”
16. Rx Bandits – "Overcome”
17. Sheryl Crow – “Shine Over Babylon”
18. Stephan Smith – “Business”
19. The Coup – Pick A Bigger Weapon
20. The Decemberists—“16 Military Wives”
21. T-Kash – “Made In America”
22. True Spirit – “Real American”
23. Westside Connection – “Terrorist Threats”
24. Wyclef Jean – “President”
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CHAPTER 8
AN UNBIASED BIAS: MUSINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
I have attempted to write this dissertation from the perspective of an outsider, as
though I were just sort of floating over the world, objectively noticing what was
happening. This, however, was not my reality. I had just turned twenty when those planes
crashed into the World Trade Center, the Pentagon, and that Pennsylvania field. I had
woken up and driven to the Dalton Center on the Western Michigan University campus
for a Chorale rehearsal that Tuesday morning around 10:30. I remember walking into the
building and a friend asking me, “Did you hear a plane crashed into the World Trade
Center?” I remember my naïveté as I assumed it must have been some horrible accident,
as if the pilot fell asleep at the controls or something. The friend told me they were
talking about it being a terrorist attack, which I simply couldn’t or wouldn’t believe.
Chorale convened briefly. We talked, we sang one song, and we left. Classes were
cancelled for the rest of the day and I went home to call my family. That night, I sat
around with my college friends watching and re-watching those towers falling, slowly
coming to accept what had happened. We talked and cried and when we had finally had
enough, we put in a movie to temporarily shut out the agony.
I remember talking to my sister in the following week. I expressed my fear that
this would mean a horrible, extended war and more innocent people would die. I didn’t
care so much about revenge; I just didn’t want to see more bodies pile up. My sister
expressed her indignation and feeling that “someone needed to pay” for what happened.
They couldn’t just get away with it. And thus, in that first week, in one of my closest
relationships, the two, uncompromising divisions of post-9/11 society emerged. As the
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lone liberal in a family of conservatives, it became obvious that politics could not be a
topic of discussion. While my parents generally agreed to avoid the subject, my sister and
I continued to argue, as siblings are apt to do. We decided to take a “sister’s weekend”
sometime around 2003. We looked forward to having fun and catching up but I, with my
liberal pacifist mentality, and her, with her U.S. Marine husband, eventually turned to the
topic of the war and the president. The conversation quickly devolved to the point that we
ended up in separate rooms crying on the phone to our respective partners. This political
disagreement caused a major rift even in a relationship based on deep love. It caused us
to realize it was simply something we could not talk about at the time if we wanted to
maintain the relationship; our personal emotions were wrapped too tightly around our
political ideologies. So, when I talk about the divisions between factions of society and
clinging to convictions, I am not talking about some abstract notion; I am talking about
my own painful experiences, and the pain and frustration I know others experienced
during this time.
Though I generally backed off from talking to my family about my beliefs, I
remained an active participant in the anti-war and anti-Bush movements. I participated in
war protests, marching down Beale Street in Memphis shouting, “No justice, no peace!
Know justice, know peace!” I even composed my own songs for my band, Sibella,
protesting Bush and the state of the nation. As the 2004 election loomed, I again
approached my sister—apparently I was a glutton for punishment—and pled with her to
vote against Bush as a personal favor to me. Thus, 9/11, the War on Terror, and Bush’s
presidency are far from unemotional, abstract notions to me—if, indeed, they are such for
anyone who was alive on that dreadful day.
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This research has, in large part, been a sort of therapy and catharsis, a way to
process the trauma and the pain I experienced in my personal life as a result of 9/11 and
post-9/11 politics, as well as the trauma and pain I felt as a member of American society.
As I was mulling over what to write about, circa 2009, I remember having a conversation
with my mother. It had already become obvious that I was taking on a major project and I
thought it might be best to just talk about anti-war music. She told me I should be fair,
and look at both sides. While I knew this was asking for torture, I also knew she was
right. The music of this era did not exist in a vacuum. Newton’s Third Law is as true in
politics as it is in physics; every musical, political, and social action in the post-9/11 era
had an equal and opposite reaction. To fully understand one action, I needed to look at all
actions—at least to the extent that this was possible.
Post-9/11 music cannot be fully understood without taking into account the
historical circumstances surrounding it and the subsequent social and political pressures
faced by musicians at the time. Throughout the dissertation, I have broken up the music
thematically. By looking back at the entire document am I now able to also look at it
chronologically.
Immediately after 9/11 the country was overtaken by grief, fear, and rage, which
soon gave way to a strong psychological and political division between those who
believed someone needed to pay for 9/11 and those who believed that that kind of
bellicose aggression would just make everything worse. Some ambiguity as to political
persuasion was allowed in the short term, as in Bruce Springsteen’s The Rising. The
album provides both pro- and anti-war sentiments, but always couched in themes of
mourning and loss so that the apparent inconsistency reads as a natural product of the
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grieving process rather than evidence of political persuasion. Between 9/11 and late
2003—particularly from late 2002 to early 2003 (the lead up to the Iraq War)—many
Americans were terrified so that fear tactics and talk of revenge were very effective while
questioning leadership was shunned. Music referencing 9/11 that also promoted
patriotism and righteous vengeance through the war was extremely popular. The most
prominent example of this is Darryl Worley’s “Have You Forgotten,” which became a
sort of theme song of the post-9/11 era. These types of song were some of the most
economically successful and provocative of emotion and action from society at large of
the entire George W. Bush era.
During the same time, opposing viewpoints were rejected. Expressing opposition
to the president, the war, and even the implication of not supporting the troops was met
with public shaming by audiences and the media, overt and covert censorship, and
economic repercussions such as reduced radio play and flagging ticket and album sales.
The most prominent example of this and the musicians who faced all of these
consequences were the Dixie Chicks. After expressing their shame that they hailed from
the same state as the president—significantly, Texas—they were publicly humiliated and
spurned. Media representatives branded them with labels such as “Saddam’s Angels,”
“Traitors,” and “Unpatriotic.” By late in the decade, their career was practically
nonexistent.
Other musicians learned from the Dixie Chicks’ actions and avoided such
consequences, often by censoring themselves. The most extreme case of self-censorship
was Madonna. She released a song that, on the surface, protested American superficiality.
The video which accompanied it, however, was anti-war, anti-militarism, and anti-
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Bush—much more controversial topics. Details of the video, which were leaked in
February 2003, caused Madonna and the video to be labeled “un-American.” In March
2003, amid the Dixie Chicks controversy, Madonna—or her record label—chose first to
edit the video to make it less extreme, and then to withdraw it completely. The video and
her censoring of it caused a media firestorm. She was questioned repeatedly as to her
motivations. But Madonna was a seasoned entertainer and she knew the necessity of selfcensoring her video and her words. By doing so, she was able to avoid any major damage
to her career besides incurring the costs of an extended music video which wouldn’t be
used to promote the song and the loss of revenue which releasing a mediocre video meant
for the song and the album.
By 2004, the trauma of 9/11 was subsiding. Americans knew we were too deeply
embroiled in the war to back out, and so focus shifted to the election which seemed to
offer a chance to affirm or repudiate Bush’s policy decisions. The first mainstream
questioning of the validity of the war began to surface. Subsequently, the social
commentary became less black-and-white. While in 2003, the idea that my sister and I
might listen respectfully to each other’s opinions and “agree to disagree” was
unthinkable, by 2004, the concept, while still rare, was starting to take hold on a grander
scale. “What Say You?” a duet by conservative Travis Tritt and liberal John Mellencamp,
advocated for this kind of compassion and understanding for different political
ideologies.
The patriotic and pro-war rhetoric that had held such sway in the past lost some of
its power as questioning and protest became more socially acceptable and commonplace.
Overt pro-war and aggressive themes all but disappeared after 2003. The conservative
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faction focused their efforts on expressing their patriotism and their support of the troops.
Even these themes, though, were presented differently, tempered by humor, grief, and
personal connections. Pro-war and pro-troops songs during this time avoided overt
aggression, and rather focused on more universal topics. They referenced missing family
members who were serving in the military and the heroism of their sacrifices. Despite
mostly belonging to the country genre, these songs stayed firmly apolitical, avoiding any
overt statements in support of the war, the president, or sometimes, even America.
Perhaps more significantly, in 2004 there developed room for self-deprecating
humor in the conservative faction. Team America: World Police was released by the
makers of South Park just weeks before the election in October 2004. It provides a
satirical take on the U.S. and its role in the world as the bastion of freedom and antiterrorism that also carelessly destroys foreign cities. Music written for the film parodies
the masculine aggression and extreme nationalism of earlier pro-war songs such as
“Courtesy of the Red, White, and Blue” or “Have You Forgotten.” Though it dived into
politics headfirst, the movie and accompanying music made no binding political
statements; no ideology was attacked any more or less frequently than others. Songs like
“Freedom Isn’t Free,” and “America, Fuck Yeah” allowed for enough ambiguity in
meaning that those on the left could look at them with comical disdain while those on the
right could see them as amusing, yet essentially truthful, representations of their own
feelings.
Though the pro-war rhetoric had died down by 2004, anti-war sentiments were
still carefully moderated. Those who protested the war either had to be very cautious or
very brave. They were essentially lone voices and they saw little to no success with these
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protests. But this tide began to turn in mid-to-late 2004. The controversy over the war
began to heat up after the release of Michael Moore’s documentary, Fahrenheit 911,
which documented the Bush administration’s reaction to 9/11 and subsequent push for
war in Iraq. It raised questions in many Americans’ minds as to the validity of the war
and contributed to declining support for the war. This change in attitude allowed for one,
timely, protest album to break through into the mainstream media. Green Day’s American
Idiot became the first protest album of the War on Terror to be broadcast on the radio and
attain mainstream success. It protested the president, the war, and the prevailing
American mentality in the post-9/11 era. It was instantly a hit and its popularity only
increased over the following year as support for the president dropped precipitously after
Hurricane Katrina.
Despite this one successful protest late in the year, protesting the war remained
problematic through most of 2004, but protesting the president was less so. The
impending election combined with the frustration felt by dissenters caused a huge amount
of ire to be aimed at George W. Bush. A number of collaborative albums, tours, and
concerts were organized in an effort to unseat Bush. Additionally, hundreds of individual
musicians took action through their celebrity or their music. Bruce Springsteen, who had
remained distanced from politics in The Rising, wrote an impassioned op-ed in the New
York Times, encouraging voters to look at America’s involvement in the war and consider
voting for John Kerry. Numerous other musicians echoed this sentiment in their music,
from relatively unknown musicians like Clan Dyken to chart-toppers like Eminem. Some
musical groups formed for the sole purpose of protesting the president, such as the Honky
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Tonkers for Truth, a group of country musicians who felt compelled to have their
opposition to Bush heard, albeit anonymously.
American Idiot was a turning point in the protest movement against the War on
Terror. Its success may have connoted a certain amount of safety to other anti-war
musicians whose voices had been censored since the Dixie Chicks controversy in early
2003. Additionally, the outcome of the 2004 election made the situation more pressing.
Dissenters were now looking at another four years of the same and this made their
protests more urgent. After 2005, the tide had officially turned and even mild pro-war
themes were sparse compared to the increasing intensity of protest against the war and
the president.
In the later years of Bush’s presidency, there was still music representing the
conservative faction of society, but it was rare. One of the few songs expressing the view
of the far right during this time was “Bush Was Right!” released by the Right Brothers in
late 2005. It declared that every major policy decision made by the Bush administration
had turned out as planned and declared all the naysayers “wrong.” Even at its release, its
extremism came off as outrageous, and within the ensuing years, most of its claims—
such as “Economy is on the rise; kicking into overdrive”—were disproven. Rather than
giving the right more influence, as it might have three years earlier, it was symbolic of a
removal from reality.
Music that supported the troops and applauded their heroism was present, as ever,
during the later years of the Bush administration. Whether Americans supported the war
or not was essentially a moot point for the soldiers. They were bound to fulfill their duties
and serve their country regardless of how they felt about it. By the later years of Bush’s
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War on Terror, the troops were stretched thin. Many soldiers had served in multiple tours,
often without receiving their allotted time off. The need to supplement and relieve active
duty troops by 2007 was dire and the National Guard launched a massive recruitment
campaign with the song, “Citizen/Soldier” by Three Doors Down. The song and
accompanying video were shown in movie theatres across the country and it appeared in
numerous ad placements.
The domestic and international situation continued to deteriorate over the second
half of the Bush presidency. On March 31, 2005, the Iraq Intelligence Commission
released its report, which concluded that almost every pre-war judgement about Iraq’s
alleged weapons of mass destruction had been wrong. 1 This report implied
misrepresentation of the intelligence by the Bush administration. In August of the same
year, Hurricane Katrina devastated New Orleans and the president’s seemingly
lackadaisical response caused uproar, particularly in the African-American community.
By 2006 calls for his impeachment were gaining strength in Congress and in society at
large. A number of songs and albums reflected this push, most notably Neil Young’s
“Let’s Impeach the President” from his 2006 protest album, Living with War.
Protesting the president may be considered the one musical protest theme during
the War on Terror that did have accompanying social efforts through rallies, organized
protests, etc. This may partially explain the glut of music addressing the topic. Despite
the movement and its forceful soundtrack, it still did not effect the change it sought. This
might be explained by a number of factors. The initial major push against Bush was in
the lead up to the 2004 election. It had just become socially acceptable to criticize the
1

“The Commission on the Intelligence Capabilities of the United States Regarding Weapons of
Mass Destruction” Federation of American Scientists, March 31, 2005, accessed May 25, 2015,
https://fas.org/irp/offdocs/wmd_report.pdf.
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president and therefore the movement had a short time frame, after which it needed to
redefine itself. Protests against the president gathered strength again as calls for
impeachment followed the Iraq Intelligence Report. However, Nancy Pelosi, the
Democratic House Leader at the time, discouraged this because of possible political
repercussions. Bush’s administration again came under fire when, due to inappropriate
regulations, the housing bubble burst and America entered what was dubbed “The Great
Recession.” Articles of impeachment were actually introduced in June of 2008 citing a
list of corruptions including the justification, legitimacy, and conduct of the Iraq War, the
treatment of political prisoners, tampering with elections, the handling of Hurricane
Katrina, etc. The House of Representatives voted to pass the proceedings onto a judiciary
committee, which then took no action. Bush was able to finish his term without having to
answer these charges. So despite having political and social backing, the movement
against Bush hit a number of roadblocks and existed in a relatively short time frame.
After Bush left office, there was obviously no longer any purpose in the movement.
Therefore, it could not build up over an extended time like the protest movement during
Vietnam.
Bush’s falling approval ratings coincided with diminished support for the Iraq
War, and the expression of anti-war sentiments was no longer a particularly hazardous
business. Big-name artists who wouldn’t have dared to risk their careers in 2003 then
spoke out in force and they were generally rewarded with critical acclaim and
commercial success. Neil Young, who had been vocal about his anti-war stance in
Vietnam as well, recorded the album Living with War in 2006. Bruce Springsteen
recorded a politically motivated and largely anti-war album in 2007 titled Magic. Despite
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rumors of a Clear Channel ban and the threat of being labeled unpatriotic, the album
debuted at #1 on the “Billboard 200” chart and won a Grammy. Even a country musician
was willing to speak out by 2005 when Faith Hill released a war protest song called
“We’ve Got Nothing but Love to Prove.”
Given their mainstream success, it is curious that these anti-war songs had little
effect on public action against the war. Possible explanations for this are numerous and
detailed in the conclusion to the chapter “Make Music, Not War.” But it is worth noting
that even in 2007 Springsteen faced possible bans and the “unpatriotic” label. Despite
increased disapproval of the war in the later years, opinions on it hovered around 50/50
for the majority of Bush’s presidency. While Bush’s approval rating steadily plummeted,
the war did not suffer the same fate, so that anti-war music, no matter how economically
viable, was unable to effect action in any measure close to that of the Vietnam era.
From 9/11 until the end of Bush’s presidency, the dominant social emotions
trended from grief, to patriotism and rage, to increasing frustration with the president and
questioning of the continued legitimacy of the war. Each of these themes was represented
in music practically the entire time; but, as always, music that represented the dominant
feeling in society at that particular time was more economically viable. From a
musician’s standpoint, reflecting the dominant social concept was practically an
economic imperative as directly opposing it led to a struggling career, particularly in the
early post-9/11 years. It seems the one social ideology that no musician would dare
forsake was support of the troops, as even the staunchest anti-war activists were
compelled to qualify their protests with some version of, “But I fully support our troops
who are risking their lives overseas!” This was due in large part to residual collective
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guilt over the treatment of American soldiers during and after Vietnam and the
extraordinary success of the “Support the Troops” movement in turning that guilt against
the forces of dissent in the 2000s.
There is much information left to research or even just to catalogue with reference
to post-9/11 music. I have provided a broad view of this era, the dominant social trends
associated with it, relevant historical documentation to record these trends, and analysis
of the music and musicians whose careers intersected with them. This dissertation opens
the door to various other topics to be explored in the future. As always, there is work to
be done in depth on individual artists and their lives and careers in this period, as has
already been done for Bruce Springsteen or the Dixie Chicks.
There are a few possible related topics that are of particular interest to me. One of
these includes a more in-depth study of media consolidation and its effects on music. It
obviously affected the music that was heard on the radio and, to some extent, live. I
would like to explore whether that has also had some effect on the kinds of music being
written and produced. Directly related to this, I would like to be able to explore the
economic music climate during Vietnam versus during the War on Terror and try to draw
some additional conclusions about how media consolidation affected the economic
viability of music based on its anti/pro-war message and therefore its social impact.
Another particularly interesting topic I would be interested in pursuing is music
written in reaction to presidential administrations. I have offered some explanation here
as to why there was such an excess of music protesting George W. Bush and essentially
no rebuttal, but the questions still plague me. Why wasn’t there this amount of music
protesting Nixon or Lyndon Johnson, or was there? And with such visible and outward
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support of Bush in society in general, why was there little to no evidence of this in
music? It is the one major societal theme that I can’t find coinciding evidence of in the
music of the era.
It would also be interesting to delve more into the concept of “pro-war” music and
what specific circumstances led to its production. I have drawn a comparison between
music during World War II and the War on Terror, but it would be interesting to look at
more examples of when and how it is socially acceptable to promote racism and violence
(as pro-war music tends to do) in the name of “righteous” vengeance.
A question I have been asked repeatedly when reading portions of this dissertation
at conferences is, “Did this music have any impact? Why or why not?” While I have
mulled the question over and offered some possible answers to the lack of impact in the
case of the War on Terror, it would be interesting to deal with the question more directly,
taking into account the social, political, and economic concerns as compared with other
wars. But can we ever say for sure that protest music had an effect? Did Country Joe and
the Fish really help end Vietnam? One possible answer is that it did have an effect:
Obama was elected in 2008, against what may have been pretty heavy odds. Music does
have an effect when it has an accompanying movement and by 2008, the movement was
strong enough to affect the swing of the pendulum.
At the beginning of this project, I will admit, it was extremely difficult to write
from an unbiased perspective. Perhaps it is no accident, then, that I arbitrarily began by
writing about pro-troops music first. It forced me to confront my own partiality and
stereotypes immediately. And, when my advisor pointed out my obvious prejudice, I
could see how it clouded my judgment and my argument. Subsequently, I have tried to
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the best of my ability to remove myself emotionally from what I am writing, to the extent
that I am able to put myself in someone else’s shoes temporarily or act as if I am
watching from a distance. Doing so has, inevitably, changed my perspective. It has
required me to back up—and refute—both pro-war and anti-war rhetoric with facts and
history. It has made political rhetorical devices much more obvious and also highlighted
why the two sides couldn’t seem to hear each other. Rarely was either side presenting a
logical and respectful viewpoint. They were essentially just shouting their version of
“truth” at each other, hoping it would somehow be heard through all the anger and
resentment. Any vaguely logical sentiment was lost in the din. Emotions clouded almost
every word and action. The Dixie Chicks are a case in point. What were they hoping to
accomplish by saying they were ashamed the president was from Texas? While they may
very well have felt that way, there was not any particular value to that statement except to
blow off steam, mark their territory, and get a reaction from their audience.
While I may not personally agree with the pro-war point of view, I can certainly
understand what is behind it. It feels good to think someone is going to pay when you’ve
been hurt. It feels good to have power and feel in control. I can understand the drive to
kill everyone who hurt you or might hurt you—and his or her families and friends for
good measure. This is a normal human psychological reaction to pain. Invading a country
that essentially had nothing to do with 9/11 still made us, as a nation, feel powerful and in
control. Claiming America’s infallibility and reclaiming its invulnerability helped to
make a wounded and frightened nation feel safe again.
America and I grew up at approximately the same rate in the first decade after
9/11. Whether America as a whole will retain the lessons of the era is questionable, but
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some of us individuals will. I eventually learned that I could listen respectfully to an
opposing viewpoint without belittling it. I learned that the more loudly and vehemently I
voiced my opinion, the less likely anyone was to hear it. I learned that I needed to
actually have some facts and knowledge to back up my thoughts if they were to have any
meaning. I learned that no one would respect my feelings and opinions unless I likewise
acknowledged and respected theirs. I also learned that I might not be right all the time
(don’t tell my sister).
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